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Abstract
How should the costs of unhealthy lifestyles be distributed between individual citizens and the state? This study

approaches this question by investigating the justifiability of the responsibilitarian idea that people who are responsible
for their lifestyle-choices should also be held responsible for the costs that these lifestyle-choices generate.

Two main conclusions come out of this investigation. The first is that the basic justification of responsibilitarian health
policies can be found in what is called the Civic Blame approach to responsibilitarianism. This approach builds upon a
moralized conception of responsibility, accountability responsibility. On this conception, the moral quality of contemporary
imprudent people’s behaviour is the essential starting point for establishing that they ‘are responsible’. Consequently, what
justifies responsibilitarian health policies on this approach is not that imprudent people cause their own ill health or that
they exercise sufficient control over their lifestyle-choices, but that they breach reciprocity-based civic obligations through
their health-risking behaviour.

The second conclusion is that the emphasis on fairness of blame/differential treatment inherent in the Civic Blame
approach imposes two important justificatory constraints. The first is that the response to the breaches of civic obligations
must be properly proportional and context-sensitive in order to be fair. This constraint can most likely be handled however,
since a response of the right kind can be found by holding imprudent people responsible via Sin-Taxes (rather than via
harsher policies). More problematic for responsibilitarians is the second constraint: to show that contemporary imprudent
people’s behaviour is morally problematic to begin with, and, thereby, to show that contemporary prudent people’s reactive
attitudes to health-risking behaviour are fair.

Thus, although the Civic Blame approach outlined in the study provides the basic theoretical building blocks for
the justification of responsibilitarian health policies, this approach also provides the tools for critically questioning the
justifiability of contemporary health policies of responsibilitarian kind.
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1. Stage-Setting 

How should the costs of unhealthy lifestyles be distributed between indi-
vidual citizens and the state? When I ask students and friends this ques-
tion, they tend to respond in roughly three different ways. 

One group of people respond in a deontological fashion, emphasising 
human rights. No human being should have their access to fundamental 
welfare services like healthcare depend on previous acts and behaviour, 
these people argue, and this is why the costs of lifestyle-related illnesses 
and injuries should fall on the collective rather than on individuals. If the 
costs fall on individuals, these people believe that we will end up disre-
garding our basic obligations to each other as human beings.  

Another group of people have consequentialist intuitions. According 
to these people, the answer to the question of cost-distribution is for the 
empirical sciences to sort out: whatever distribution of costs produces the 
best consequences is the one we should pick. If making imprudent indi-
viduals bear their own costs results in the longest and healthiest lives, if it 
saves society the most money, if it produces the most well-being on an 
aggregated level etc., this is what we should do; if collective financing 
achieves this, this is what we should do; if some particular mix of individ-
ual and collective financing achieves this, this is what we should do. 

The third group of people respond in a responsibilitarian fashion. Un-
like the deontologists and consequentialists, people in this responsibilitar-
ian group think that past acts and behaviour should influence the distribu-
tion of costs. If individuals are responsible for bringing about costs, these 
responsibilitarians believe, they should also be held responsible for these 
costs in one way or another. Personal responsibility can change the nature 
of the obligations that deontologists speak of, and it can override the cal-
culations consequentialists make, these responsibilitarians believe. The 
aim of this study is to investigate whether this third intuitive response to 
the political problem of how to distribute the costs of unhealthy lifestyles 
can be justified.  

As the chapter title indicates however, answering this question is not 
the objective of the present chapter. It is, rather, to set the stage for the 
investigation to come: to contextualize the study in relation to our present 
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political setting (section 1.1); to ground it in the contemporary philosoph-
ical debates on responsibilitarian fairness and moral responsibility (section 
1.2); to introduce the theoretical framework by which the justifiability of 
responsibilitarian health policies will be evaluated (section 1.3); to discuss 
the dialogical form in which the argument of the study will be presented 
(section 1.4); to explain the overall structure of the study and outline the 
argument (section 1.5); and to discuss the contributions of the study (sec-
tion 1.6). After this stage-setting is done, the investigation can begin.   

1.1 Responsibility in Politics 
The normative question of whether responsibilitarian health policies can 
be justified does not, of course, arise in isolation from our current political 
environment. On the contrary, the political development we have seen 
over the last couple of decades is a significant reason why this normative 
question prompts an answer today.  

Most important in this context is the development that western so-
cieties have experienced toward ‘conditional’ welfare programs and the 
‘responsibilization’ of citizens. Roughly speaking, this is a development 
that took off with the elections of Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher 
in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Of course, Reagan and Thatcher did not 
solely achieve this responsibilitarian shift – nor were they the first to cham-
pion conditional policies or responsibilitarian ideas more generally – but 
it is hard to deny that their elections mark a significant change in the set-
up of the political scene in a responsibilitarian direction. In this vein, Matt 
Matravers writes: 

Although it is dangerous to talk of ‘turning points’ – and social policy and political 
cultures are complex mixes of the old and the new – the political climate changed 
significantly in the 1970s, culminating in the electoral successes of Margaret 
Thatcher in 1979 in the UK and Ronald Reagan in 1980 in the USA. In their 
politics, and the politics of the centre-left governments of Bill Clinton and Tony 
Blair that followed, the notion of individual responsibility took centre stage.1 

In broad strokes: before Reagan and Thatcher, western societies had been 
characterized by a gradual expansion of universal welfare benefits based 
on an ideology of universal social rights, but after Reagan and Thatcher, 
unconditional welfare benefits have gradually been replaced by conditional 

1 Matravers 2007, 5 
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ones, and the ideology of rights has gradually been replaced by the ideol-
ogy of rights and responsibilities. And, as Matravers notes, these originally 
right-wing ideas are today common goods in the political sphere, with 
some of the most fervent proponents of personal responsibility and con-
ditionality being centre-leftists rather than right-wingers. 2 

This responsibilitarian shift in ideology and policy has attracted the 
interest of several academics. Today, extensive literature on ‘responsibili-
zation’ exists, that describes the mechanisms of the policies and ideology 
in question. In this literature, the central issue is how systems of norms 
have changed and expanded the responsibilities of citizens – and how 
these changed and expanded responsibilities in turn function as a mode of 
governing people. Through this process, responsibilization theorist Ronen 
Shamir explains, the ‘old’ means of authority – laws, rules and regulations 
– are “partially replaced by a variety of ‘guidelines,’ ‘principles,’ ‘codes of 
conducts’ and ‘standards’ that do not necessarily enjoy the coercive back-
ing of the state,” but that form a new “modality of power” summed up in 
the term “governance.”3 Shamir writes:  

 
At the most fundamental level, and in order to be effective, responsibilization 
operates at the level of individual actors, reconfiguring roles and identities (em-
ployees, welfare recipients, managers, civil servants, citizens, consumers and so 
on) so as to mobilize designated actors actively to undertake and perform self-
governing tasks.”4 

 
In more concrete terms, this means that  
 

[…] multiple sources of authority, including governmental units, non-governmen-
tal organizations and commercial enterprises are responsibilizing their relevant 
clients to adjust to the harsh realities of the free market by adopting ‘a certain 

                                                        
2 This is also widely recognized within the responsibilization-literature described below. Thus, some 
authors within this literature prefer the term ‘advanced liberalism’ over the term ‘neoliberalism’ to 
describe the politics in question (see e.g Juhila, Raitakari, and Hansen Löfstrand 2017). The same 
type of politics has been called other things as well. For example, political philosopher Stuart White 
prefers the term ‘welfare contractualism’ to describe the phenomenon (2003; 2004). In this study, 
focusing on the responsibility-aspect rather than the liberal or contractual aspects of these policies, 
the term ‘responsibilitarian’ will be used to denote the policies in question. It should be noted, 
however, that the aim of the study is not to investigate the justifiability of this kind of policies per 
se, but rather to investigate the justifiability of policies of this type justified on responsibilitarian 
grounds (justified, that is, on the grounds that ‘if individuals are responsible for bringing about 
costs, they should also be held responsible for these costs in one way or another’).  
3 Shamir 2008, 7 
4 Shamir 2008, 8 
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entrepreneurial form of practical relationship to themselves as a condition of their 
effectiveness’.5 

However, this new ideal citizen is not only choice-making, self-directed, 
and entrepreneurial; she is also ‘moralized’ in the sense that her choices 
are “framed by sets of injunctions of reasonable choices and responsible be-
haviour.”6 Thus, the responsibilization process transforms citizens from 
passive benefit-takers into active, self-governing subjects who make rea-
sonable choices and who take responsibility for the consequences of their 
behaviour as well as for the general welfare of their societies. 

In the health sphere this new mode of governance is clearly illus-
trated in documents such as the NHS Constitution for England, where there 
is (tellingly) a section on rights as well as responsibilities. The responsibil-
ities section begins stating: “The NHS belongs to all of us. There are things 
that we can do for ourselves and for one another to help it work effec-
tively, and to ensure resources are used responsibly.”7 It then goes on to 
list the responsibilities of the patients, starting with a plea to the patients 
to “Please recognize that you can make a significant contribution to your 
own, and your family’s, good health and wellbeing, and take personal re-
sponsibility for it.”8 In these documents, contemporary citizens are por-
trayed as “people who can and should make their own choices about 
health and the prevention of illness,” and this, responsibilization theorists 
argue, constitutes one important step “away from a welfare state approach 
in which the economic consequences of ill health are shared across a whole 
society, towards a model […] of ‘supporting’ individuals to become re-
sponsible for their own health risks.”9 Responsible citizens are portrayed 
as “’expert patients’, taking on managing their own lifestyles and well-be-
ing, and requiring less direct attention from hospitals and general practi-
tioners.”10 

It should be noted, however, that responsibilization within the 
health sphere often stops at this aspirational level. As former British Health 
Secretary Alan Johnson put it: “We have got a section in there on personal 
responsibilities, but it’s not something that’s backed up by law and you’ll 
not have the broccoli police come round if you are having a fry-up.”11 

5 Shamir 2008, 8 
6 J. Clarke 2005, 451, emphasis in original. 
7 NHS 2015, 11 
8 NHS 2015, 11 
9 Roberts 2006, 56 
10 J. Clarke 2005, 448 
11 Alan Johnson, cited in Schmidt 2009 
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Nonetheless, there are examples where this responsibilization on the aspi-
rational level is accompanied by policies on the institutional level. In the 
front-line of this development toward institutionalized responsibilization 
is Germany, where “personal responsibility for health appears to have 
broad support and has been explicitly and prominently enshrined in fed-
eral law since 1988.”12 In this vein, article 1, book V, of the Sozialge-
setzbuch/SGB (the Social Security Code) is called ‘Solidarity and Personal 
Responsibility’. It states: 

 
The insured have a co-responsibility for their health; through a health-conscious 
way of living, taking part in appropriately timed preventive measures [and] playing 
an active role in treatment and rehabilitation, they should contribute to avoiding 
illness and disability, and overcoming respective consequences. The statutory 
sickness funds are to assist insured persons through the provision of information, 
advice and service, and should encourage a health-conscious way of living.13 
 

Thus far, responsibilization stays firmly on the aspirational level. But in 
article 2 – on ‘Necessity, cost-effectiveness, and personal responsibility’ – 
the aspirational character changes, and responsibilization takes a more in-
stitutional form:  

 
Services […] are to be provided by the sickness funds with due respect to cost 
effectiveness [Wirtschaftlichkeitsgebot] […] and insofar as the need for services is not 
attributable to the personal responsibility of the insured person.14 
 

The more precise meaning of ‘insofar as the need for services is not at-
tributable to the personal responsibility of the insured person’ is then spec-
ified in various ensuing articles of the SGB V. Article 52 states that insur-
ers “may demand a reasonable contribution to the costs of treatment” or 
“reclaim any sick-pay, if patients cause their poor health deliberately, or if 
it is the result of engaging in criminal activity,” and in the 2007 amendment 
to this article, medical treatment following “cosmetic surgery, tattoos […] 
piercings,’ or another ‘non-medically indicated’ measures” are added as 
exceptions from otherwise needs-based healthcare.15 In the 2007 revised 
version of article 53 it is also stated that sickness funds are permitted to 
offer “reduced contributions to those agreeing to specially designed 
health-conducive care programmes,” and that not only lower co-pay-
ments, but also no-claim bonuses may be offered to those who do not 

                                                        
12 Schmidt 2007c, 242 
13 Schmidt 2008, 200, Schmidt’s translation. 
14 Schmidt 2008, 200, Schmidt’s translation, abbreviations and emphasis. 
15 Schmidt 2007c, 246 
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require any prescription drugs or get hospitalized over a certain period of 
time.16 In this version of article 53, also the chronically ill and cancer pa-
tients are made objects of disincentives: if they “show insufficient compli-
ance with screening and treatment schemes” their contribution will rise 
from one to two per cent of their gross annual income.17 Thus, both in-
centives and disincentives are used to make Germans take responsibility 
for their health.18 

Now, this interest in responsibilization processes is obviously not 
merely driven by academic curiosity to understand the underlying mecha-
nisms of the development described. Rather, it is driven by a genuine 
worry about the consequences of the responsibilitarian outlook as well as 
of the policies themselves. Focusing too narrowly on individuals and the 
lifestyle-choices they make, responsibilization theorists argue, “bypasses 
structural inequalities and individual vulnerabilities”;19 it leads to “a belief 
that illness and social problems are caused by ‘bad behaviour’” rather than 
structural factors”;20 and it can (therefore) result in stigmatizing victim-
blaming or, even worse, the “abandonment of citizens”21 (who have been 
given the chance to take responsibility, but who have rejected the ‘helping 
hand’ they have been offered). This is of course extra worrisome in the 
health sphere, where the consequences of such ‘abandonment’ stand out 
as particularly harsh.  

From the point of view of the present study, this analysis of the 
political development by responsibilization theorists does not only pro-
vide relevant contextualization; it also provides two objections to respon-
sibilitarian health policies relevant to the question of justification: the 
Harshness objection and the Adverse Circumstances objection. These objec-
tions are not necessarily linked – it is entirely possible (and plausible) to 

16 Schmidt 2007c, 247–48 
17 Schmidt 2007c, 249 
18 Institutional responsibilization of this kind is also found in the United States, where e.g. the state 
of West Virginia has introduced a combination of both incentives and disincentives in the West 
Virginia Medicaid Membership Agreement. Here, Medicaid recipients are offered an ‘enhanced’ insur-
ance plan if they accept the membership agreement – in which they promise to “make their best 
effort to stay healthy, attend special classes as ordered […] take prescribed medication […] keep 
or cancel appointments […] use the emergency room only for emergencies,” and so on – and will 
be reassigned to the less comprehensive ‘basic’ plan if they fail to comply (Schmidt 2007b, 1187). 
In the U.K., institutional responsibilization has – in spite of the aspirational character of the new 
NHS constitution – managed to sneak in through the back door, by laws allowing Primary Care 
Trusts to require that patients must have a body mass index below 30 to qualify for hip- and knee 
replacements, and by allowing PCT:s to refuse smokers certain forms of joint surgery (Schmidt 
2007a). 
19 Juhila, Raitakari, and Hansen Löfstrand 2017, 19 
20 Juhila, Raitakari, and Hansen Löfstrand 2017, 17 
21 J. Clarke 2005 
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object to responsibilitarian health policies solely on the basis of either peo-
ple’s adverse choice-making circumstances or the harshness of the policies 
in question – but the objections often combine. In these cases, the fact 
that contemporary people who choose unhealthy lifestyles are predomi-
nantly poor, have lower level of education, or are otherwise circumstan-
tially disadvantaged22 is taken to indicate that the lifestyle-choices of these 
people are constrained in a way that makes it unfair – unduly harsh – to 
abandon them, impose conditionality requirements upon them, or even 
blame them. These disadvantaged people are victims of contemporary in-
justices and should not be blamed, incentivized or abandoned – on the 
contrary, they should be helped and compensated for the injustices they 
suffer, this combined objection states.23 

In turn, this challenge from the responsibilization-literature indi-
cates that a specification of the original research question may be in place. 
With this in mind, the question ‘Can responsibilitarian health policies be 
justified?’ can be specified as:  

 
Can responsibilitarian health policies be justified, and, if so, in what 
form and under what circumstances?  
 

Applied to the more concrete cases of responsibilization we have seen 
above, this means that we can also phrase more specific questions about 
the justification of contemporary policies such as those in the UK or Ger-
many. Are ‘aspirational’ policies like the ones in the British NHS Consti-
tution justified, given the circumstances of contemporary Brits and given 
the blameful character of the policies? Are ‘institutional’ policies like those 
in Germany justified, given the circumstances of contemporary Germans 
and given the particular character of the policies in question? Although 
the narrower cost-distribution question starting the study off will still take 
centre stage in the investigation, these more nuanced questions about the 
justifiability of the wider range of responsibilitarian health policies will also 
be of interest.  

                                                        
22 Epidemiological research quite consistently show such correlations between unhealthy behaviour 
and education levels/socio-economic status. Even in a generous welfare state like Sweden – where 
the circumstances of the disadvantaged may be viewed as unusually favourable – this ‘social gradi-
ent’ in unhealthy behaviour is observed. See e.g. CSDH 2008; Folkhälsomyndigheten 2018. 
23 Similar objections have also been levelled against the responsibilitarian feature of the ‘luck-egal-
itarian’ school of thought within political philosophy (this view is described in the upcoming sec-
tion). Especially the Harshness objection has received a lot of attention, mainly because luck-egal-
itarians themselves tend to find such harshness embarrassing. For statements of the Harshness 
objection see e.g. Anderson 1999; Scheffler 2003b; 2003a; Wikler 2004; Wolff 1998 and for luck-
egalitarian attempts to meet this objection see e.g. Cappelen and Norheim 2005; N. Barry 2006; 
2008; Vallentyne 2002; J. Fleurbaey 2001; Segall 2007; 2010b; 2010a. 
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1.2 Responsibility in Philosophy 
In roughly the same period as responsibilitarian policies gained influence 
in the political arena, notions of personal responsibility became increas-
ingly important within political philosophy. In 1981, Ronald Dworkin 
published two articles (What is Equality? Part 1: Equality of Welfare and What 
is Equality? Part 2: Equality of Resources) that questioned the responsibility-
insensitive character of the dominant perspective of the time: John Rawls’s 
theory of justice.24 

To properly understand Dworkin’s critique, however, it is instruc-
tive to back up a bit – more precisely to some of Rawls’s own ideas in A 
Theory of Justice. One of the central arguments in that book is the argument 
about the ‘natural and social lotteries,’ according to which people end up 
in different social positions essentially because of luck-factors. People with 
good fortune in the natural lottery of genes and in the social lottery of 
families (and broader social context) end up at the top, and people with 
bad fortune in these lotteries end up at the bottom, Rawls argued. And, he 
continued, since neither the quality of one’s genes nor the quality of the 
social environment into which one happens to be born are things that 
people are responsible for, these factors must be considered “arbitrary 
from a moral perspective.”25 

This argument has two important implications in Rawls’s theory of 
justice. First, it leads Rawls to construct the social contract element of his 
theory so that these morally arbitrary luck-factors are not allowed to influ-
ence the bargaining situation in which the ‘contract’ is to be negotiated;  it 
leads him to invent the ‘veil of ignorance,’ behind which the contractors 
are to agree on principles of justice unaware of their own fortunes in the 
two lotteries.26 Second, it leads Rawls to refute the distribution of re-
sources that the ‘system of natural liberty’ as well as the ‘liberal interpreta-
tion’ of this system would produce. Both the system of natural liberty –  
“roughly a free market system” in which “positions are open to those able 
and willing to strive for them” – and the liberal interpretation of this sys-
tem – a system where “the thought is that positions are to be not only 
open in a formal sense, but that all should have a fair chance to attain 
them,” so that “those with similar abilities and skills should have similar 
life chances” – would reproduce the good and bad luck in the two lotteries, 

24 Dworkin 1981a; 1981b; Rawls 1971 
25 Rawls 1999, 64 
26 Rawls writes: “The principles of justice are chosen behind a veil of ignorance. This ensures that 
no one is advantaged or disadvantaged in the choice of principles by the outcome of natural chance 
of the contingency of social circumstances” (1999, 11). 
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Rawls argues.27 This fact, in turn, would convince the contracting parties 
behind the veil of ignorance to choose the ‘difference principle’ – a prin-
ciple permitting inequalities only if these inequalities benefit everyone, and 
especially the worst off – as the principle regulating the distribution of 
resources.28 Because of the luck involved, the fortunate do not deserve their 
better social positions, but they can be entitled to them in virtue of the 
beneficial effects that permitting such inequalities would have, the con-
tractors would agree.  

What Dworkin reacted to, and what triggered the following debate 
on responsibility-sensitive distributive justice, is primarily the second ele-
ment described: the luck-based argument in favour of the difference prin-
ciple. Rawls’s argument from moral arbitrariness is important, Dworkin 
agreed, but the conclusion Rawls draws from it is flawed. It is true that it 
is unfair to allow factors for which people are not responsible to determine 
their fates, but what Rawls is missing, Dworkin argued, is that the reverse 
side of this argument is that is not similarly unfair to allow factors for 
which people are responsible to determine how they end up. In the right 
circumstances – given background conditions of ‘equality of resources’ – 
personal responsibility for an outcome is a morally valid, not a morally 
arbitrary, reason for permitting inequalities, he argued.29 

Thus, Dworkin argued that liberal egalitarians should abandon 
Rawls’s distributive principle in favour of a principle that is endowment-in-
sensitive and ambition-sensitive in the distribution of resources.30 Such a prin-
ciple states that two persons who are on a pair in terms of ‘external’ as well 
as ‘internal’ resources (roughly speaking wealth and endowments), but 
who choose different lives because of endorsed personal preferences for 
leisure, hard work, or risk-taking, have no legitimate grounds for com-
plaint if one of them ends up in a better position than the other. On the 
contrary, Dworkin argued, such inequalities define the content of fairness, 
since “the price of a safer life, measured in this way, is precisely forgoing 
any chance of the gains whose prospect induces others to gamble” and 
since “the possibility of loss was part of the life [the gamblers] chose.”31 

                                                        
27 Rawls 1999, 57; 63 
28 The difference principle holds “that social and economic inequalities, for example inequalities of 
wealth and authority, are just only if they result in compensating benefits for everyone, and in 
particular for the least advantaged members of society” (1999, 13). 
29 Dworkin 1981b; 2000; 2011. Will Kymlicka, referring Dworkin, sums this idea up neatly: “Treat-
ing people with equal concern requires that people pay for the costs of their own choices. Paying 
for choices is the flip side of our intuition about not paying for unequal circumstances. It is unjust 
if people are disadvantaged by inequalities in their circumstances, but it equally unjust for me to 
demand that someone else pay for the cost of my choices.” (2002, 74). 
30 Dworkin 1981b, 311 
31 Dworkin 1981b, 294 
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Such a distribution contrasts with the unfairness that the redistribution be-
tween the two circumstantially identical persons who end up in unequal 
positions because of responsible choices that Rawls’s difference principle 
would prescribe, Dworkin argued.32 

Dworkin’s argument soon gained traction among liberal egalitarians 
agreeing that inequality should be tolerated in cases “where the inequality 
reflects the genuine choices of parties who are initially equally placed and 
who may therefore reasonably be held responsible for the consequences 
of their choices,” and his two articles soon came to inspire a new category 
of egalitarians: luck-egalitarians.33 These egalitarians agreed with the general 
thrust of Dworkin’s argument, but they also disagreed on two crucial mat-
ters: on Dworkin’s specification of ‘initially equally placed’ as well as his 
specification of ‘genuine choices.’  

The first of these disagreements among luck-egalitarians soon came 
to constitute the core of what is now called the debate on the ‘currency of 
egalitarian justice.’ In this debate, four major positions distinguished them-
selves as the most influential ones. One position was Dworkin’s own, re-
sourcist, position, stating that ‘equality of resources’ should be the starting-
point for fair responsibility-based inequalities. Another one was Amartya 
Sen’s capabilist position. The resources proposed by Dworkin, Sen argued, 
allows too much room for the morally arbitrary factors originally pointed 
out by Rawls, since focusing too narrowly on resources means that people 
with (unchosen) different capabilities for converting resources into free-
dom to do what they want will end up in unequal positions. This, Sen 
argued, is why we should aim for ‘equality of capabilities’ (equality of ‘real 
freedom’) instead of equality of resources.34 The third position was welfarist 

32 At closer inspection, Dworkin’s argument is much more complex than this, starting from liberal 
perfectionist premises rather than luck-egalitarian ones (this feature of Dworkin’s work is perhaps 
most apparent in his 2011 book, Justice for Hedgehogs). In this sense, he does not really belong in the 
luck-egalitarian tradition that his two 1981 articles inspired. Dworkin himself has also refuted  that 
he belongs in this tradition, see Dworkin 2002 (see Ripstein 2007 for a good explanation of why 
he should not be characterized as a luck-egalitarian). 
33 Cohen 2009, 26. ‘Luck-egalitarian’ is originally Elisabeth Andersson’s term (1999). Anderson 
used the term in a pejorative way, and many philosophers in the luck-egalitarian camp consider it 
is a misnomer since they disagree that the aim of their kind of egalitarianism is to equalize luck. 
However, the term is widely accepted today, and this study will simply follow suit. 
34 Sen 1979. Sen primarily figure in this debate on the ‘currency’ of egalitarian justice, and he is 
usually not considered to belong in the luck-egalitarian camp. However, formulations such as “If 
the social arrangements are such that a responsible adult is given no less freedom, but he still wastes 
the opportunities to end up worse off than others, it is possible to argue that no unjust inequality 
may be involved” (1992, 148) clearly have luck-egalitarian flavour. Richard Arneson makes a similar 
assessment of Sen’s ideal: “Notice that the real freedom approach retains the responsibility con-
ception. Given a fair share of real freedom, it is up to each individual to form values and make 
plans and live her life as best as she can.” (2011, 39). Sen’s critique against ‘resourcists’ was perhaps 
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rather than resourcist or capabilist. From this position, Richard Arneson 
argued, like Sen, that equality of resources is inadequate as the background 
against which fair responsibility-based inequalities can arise. But unlike 
Sen, Arneson argued that welfare – not capability – is what ultimately mat-
ters to people, and that this is why we should aim for an ideal of ‘equal 
opportunity for welfare’; an ideal stating that if two people face ‘effectively 
equivalent’ options for reaching the same welfare level – options, that is, 
that they are equally capable of negotiating, considering their different skill 
sets – any resulting inequalities in welfare levels are to be considered fair.35 

The fourth position, finally, was G.A. Cohen’s midfarist position. Co-
hen agreed with Sen and Arneson that equality of resources fails because 
it is insufficiently sensitive to different levels of welfare and freedom that 
people can derive from resources, but he also argued that the capability 
approach fails because it cannot account for unchosen dis/advantages that 
people have without exercising any capability at all (like the advantage of 
having a toxin-free environment), and that the welfare approach fails be-
cause it would provide people with sunny dispositions (people capable of 
extracting unusually high levels of welfare) with less resources than others 
even if such dispositions are not something they are responsible for.36 We 
should aim to eliminate all dis/advantages for which people are not re-
sponsible, whatever their origin, Cohen argued. It is only if everyone start 
out with this kind of ‘equal access to advantage’ that no one can legiti-
mately complain that they end up ‘worse off through no fault of their 
own.’37 What must be equalized before fair responsibility-sensitive distri-
butions can be achieved is in other words this form of ‘midfare’: a currency 
where dis/advantages of resourcist, welfarist, and capabilist types all are 

                                                        
not intended as a specifically luck-egalitarian input to the debate on ‘currency,’ but it inspired many 
luck-egalitarians – and it would therefore be peculiar to leave it out in this context (influential as it 
was). 
35 Strictly speaking, Arneson argues that people can have ‘effectively equivalent’ options in three 
different ways: when “(1) the options are equivalent and the persons are on a par in their ability to 
negotiate these options [as suggested above], (2) the options are non-equivalent in such a way as to 
counterbalance exactly any inequalities in people’s negotiating abilities, or (3) the options are equiv-
alent and any inequality in negotiating abilities are due to causes for which it is proper to hold the 
individuals themselves personally responsible.” (1990a, 178). It should be noted, also, that Arneson 
later abandoned his luck-egalitarian position in favour of a luck-prioritarian position (see e.g. 
Arneson 2000). 
36 Cohen 1989, 917–21; 2011, 48–52 
37 The “canonical formulation of luck-egalitarianism,” Larry Temkin writes, “is that it is bad when 
one person is worse off than another through no fault or choice of their own.” (2011, 62). Similar 
formulations can be found in Cohen’s and Arneson’s writings (e.g. Cohen 1989; Arneson 2008a). 
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included, and where all dis/advantages for which people are not respon-
sible therefore have been neutralized.38 

This first disagreement among luck-egalitarians, on how to define 
‘initially equally placed,’ underscores the importance of including people’s 
circumstances in the research question. Just like the responsibilization the-
orists from the previous section, luck-egalitarians find that there is some-
thing intuitively unfair about holding people responsible for choices made 
in radically different circumstances. What the debate among luck-egalitar-
ians adds, however, is a close relative to the Adverse Circumstances ob-
jection: the Unequal Circumstances objection. According to this objection, 
policies such as the one’s we see today are unfair because they are applied 
in background conditions where people, through no fault of their own, 
make their lifestyle-choices in unequal circumstances. For fairness to ob-
tain, an egalitarian background condition-requirement must be added to 
the responsibilitarian principle of holding people responsible for the 
choices they are responsible for, luck-egalitarians (of all varieties) agree. 
This objection, like the Adverse Circumstances objection, questions the 
justifiability of contemporary responsibilitarian policies, and it will there-
fore be important to explore further.  

Also the second disagreement among luck-egalitarians – on how to 
define ‘genuine choices’ – adds a new dimension to the research question. 
But where the debate on the ‘currency of egalitarian justice’ primarily high-
lights the circumstances in which people make the responsible choices 
upon which responsibilitarian policies build, the debate on ‘genuine 
choices’ centres on the quality of these responsible choices as such. In 
what sense, luck-egalitarians within this debate ask, must we consider peo-
ple to ‘be responsible’ for responsibility to count as morally valid reason 
for holding them responsible according to responsibilitarian principles? 
What must we mean when we speak of ‘responsibility’ for responsible acts 
to translate into morally valid reasons justifying differential treatment of, 
for example, people suffering from lifestyle-related illnesses? 

Three positions in relation to these questions soon emerged in the 
luck-egalitarian debate. The first position was Dworkin’s own. It stated, in 
essence, that people are responsible in the relevant sense when their acts 
can be traced to preferences with which they identify; acts that are not the 
result of a craving that an individual “wishes that he did not have, because 
it interferes with what he wants to do with his life and that offers him 

38 These contributions by Dworkin, Sen, Arneson, and Cohen are of course not the only relevant 
ones to the debate on the ‘currency of egalitarian justice’. However, since they are usually consid-
ered the major ones, and since this study does not aim to contribute specifically to this debate, the 
short description of it above will suffice. A good overview of the debate can be found in e.g. Knight 
2009; Knight and Stemplowska 2011. 
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frustration or even pain if it is not satisfied.”39 Mirroring Harry Frankfurt’s 
influential compatibilist position in the free will debate, Dworkin thus ar-
gued that the relevant form of responsibility is compatible with determin-
ism, and that what is important about personal responsibility is that there 
exists a suitable ‘mesh’ between different elements of an agent’s psyche; 
that there is conformity between what Frankfurt called “first-order de-
sires” and “second-order volitions.”40 With the right “interconnections 
among tastes, preferences, ambitions, motives, convictions, and judg-
ments of different sorts,” the resulting acts can properly be said to belong 
to the person, and she is therefore responsible for them, Dworkin ar-
gued.41  

However, this identification approach was soon criticised by luck-
egalitarians favouring a more stringent control requirement of responsibil-
ity. Whether people identify with their preferences or not is irrelevant, 
these luck-egalitarians argued, as far as they do not relevantly control the 
personality upon which this identification builds. If the personality is not 
relevantly chosen, the preferences with which the person identifies is bet-
ter described as belonging to her unchosen circumstances, and, as such, 
these luck-egalitarians argued that any disadvantages derived from it merit 
compensation rather than justify inequalities.42 More concretely, this ap-
proach states that a smoker who identifies with her ‘first-order desire’ to 
smoke cigarettes because she has a ‘second-order volition’ to live a mav-
erick lifestyle – to live such a life is, in Cohen’s terminology, a ‘valuational 
judgment’ of hers – does not justify differential treatment on the basis of 
the consequences of her behaviour. The smoker’s second-order volition 
may itself be something that she just found herself with, or something 

                                                        
39 Dworkin 2000, 82 Apart from Dworkin, Brian Barry, and Eric Rakowski also hold this sort of 
view. For example, Barry writes that “people are responsible for their preferences whenever they 
are content with them,” and Rakowski writes that “To treat people as equals is to treat what is truly 
them, what they have remade or endorsed in themselves – their values, their preferences, their efforts, 
their character – as alone having moral worth” (B. Barry 2006, 236, emphasis in original; Rakowski 
1991, 22, emphasis added). 
40 Frankfurt 2005, 10–11 
41 Dworkin 2000, 293 
42 Cohen writes, in this vein, “that identification and disidentification matter for egalitarian justice 
only if and insofar as they indicate presence and absence of choice” (1989, 927). Many other luck-
egalitarians join Cohen in this critique. Most notably perhaps, Richard Arneson objects to 
Dworkin’s identification requirement for similar reasons as those presented by Cohen (see e.g. 
2003; 2004; 2007; 2008a), and John Roemer objects to it because some endorsed preferences are 
likely to be so called ‘adaptive preferences’; preferences that people would not have if they had not, 
for example, grown up in an environment stricken by poverty or entrenched in traditional gender 
norms (Roemer’s favourite example being the ‘tamed housewife,’ a woman who grew up in a ‘tra-
ditional family’ and who now identifies with her preference for a life as a ‘tamed housewife,’ see 
1996; 1998). 
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instilled in her by upbringing, and it is therefore not under her control in 
the sense that she “could have forestalled it” or “now unlearn it” – and if 
it is unchosen in this sense, the smoker is not responsible for it, and should 
not be held responsible for the healthcare costs that it might result in, 
these control-luck-egalitarians argue (doing so would amount to making 
her ‘worse off through no fault of her own’).43 

Like Dworkin, the proponents of this control requirement also find 
their inspiration in the free will debate. However, it is not entirely clear 
where these luck-egalitarians belong in this debate. On the one hand, the 
argument against Dworkin’s (Frankfurt’s) identification approach echoes 
Galen Strawson’s famous Basic Argument:  

(1) It is undeniable that one is the way one is, initially, as a result of heredity and
early experience, and it is undeniable that these are things for which one cannot
be held in any way responsible (morally or otherwise).
(2) One cannot at any later stage of life hope to accede to true moral responsibility
for the way one is by trying to change the way one already is as a result of heredity
and previous experience.
For (3) both the particular way in which one is moved to try to change oneself,
and the degree of one’s success in one’s attempt at change, will be determined by
how one already is as a result of heredity and previous experience.
And (4) any further changes that one can bring about only after one has brought
about certain initial changes will in turn be determined, via the initial changes, by
heredity and previous experience.
(5) This may not be the whole story, for it may be that some changes in the way
one is are traceable not to heredity and experience but to the influence of inde-
terministic or random factors. But it is absurd to suppose that indeterministic or
random factors, for which one is ex hypothesi in no way responsible, can in them-
selves contribute in any way to one’s being truly morally responsible for how one
is. The claim, then, is not that people cannot change the way they are. They can,
in certain respects (which tend to be exaggerated by North Americans and under-
estimated, perhaps, by Europeans). The claim is only that people cannot be sup-
posed to change themselves in such a way as to be or become truly or ultimately
morally responsible for the way they are, and hence for their actions.44

On this reading, control-luck-egalitarians would hold a regression require-
ment of responsibility. They would argue, following Strawson, that the 
proper form of responsibility requires choices that are truly under one’s 
control; that such choices would require an infinite regress of choices of 

43 Cohen 2004, 7; 1989, 923 
44 G. Strawson 1999, 115–16 
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preferences; that such a regress of choices is impossible; that true respon-
sibility is therefore impossible; and that, following from this, policies track-
ing choices for which people are responsible are unjustified.  

Another reading, however, is that control-luck-egalitarians merely 
require incompatibilist free will. On this reading, contra-causal powers are 
necessary for people to be able to ‘do otherwise’ in the relevant sense, and 
responsibilitarian policies would only be justified in the presence of this 
form of free will. This seems to be the more plausible reading. For exam-
ple, Cohen writes that “if there is no such thing [as genuine choice] – be-
cause, for example, ‘hard determinism’ is true – then all differential ad-
vantage is unjust,” and Arneson writes that “given determinism, to con-
ceive of individuals as agents who choose among alternative courses of 
actions and act freely is already to be on a slippery slope, at the bottom of 
which lie paradox and contradiction.”45 On this reading then, control-luck-
egalitarians regard the non-existence of free will a possibility, but they 
open up for the possibility of fair responsibilitarian policies. Although the 
room for people to act upon their free will is small on this reading – given 
the force of inclining factors in people’s circumstances – there is still room 
for the genuine choice in question. People’s circumstances, and the pref-
erences and motives these circumstances give rise to, “incline without ne-
cessitating.”46 In this vein, Arneson writes that “On the picture of respon-
sibility that I am sketching, [the area of genuine agency] shrinks, beset by 
the pressure of causes and unchosen circumstances, to a small circle but 
does not disappear.”47 

From the point of view of the present study, this debate among luck-
egalitarians on how to define ‘genuine choices’ primarily points to another 
problem facing responsibilitarians: they may indeed be, as Cohen puts it, 
“up to [their] necks in the free will problem.”48 If personal responsibility 

                                                        
45 Cohen 2011, 60; Arneson 2003, 258 
46 Chisholm 2002, 56 (borrowing a famous phrasing of the agent-causal view from Leibniz). 
47 Arneson 2007, 276, fn. 14. Thus, the form of justice that luck-egalitarians like Cohen and 
Arneson are sketching is a highly theoretical one, and their claim is merely that if free will exists, if 
people use this free will in choices giving rise to dis/advantages, and if people are equally situated 
when making these choices, they are only owed compensation to the degree that these choices 
reflect genuine choice. On this theoretical level, Carl Knight also argues that even if free will does 
not exist, this would not render the luck-egalitarian normative ideal inconsistent or contradictory; 
it would only leave it partially impotent, so to speak. Knight argues that this conclusion makes luck-
egalitarianism more attractive than plain outcome egalitarianism, since it at least leaves room for, 
and attaches importance to, responsibility: “If the lazy or reckless are not actually responsible for 
their disadvantages, then luck-egalitarianism will not, in principle, penalize them. In this regard 
luck-egalitarianism is better positioned than outcome egalitarianism, which must assume, in pre-
cisely the sense intended by luck-egalitarianism’s critics, hard determinism or an equivalent posi-
tion” (2009, 171). 
48 Cohen 1989, 934 
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for an outcome is to be a morally valid rather than a morally arbitrary 
reason for policies tracking people’s choices, such responsibility must 
meet two requirements. First, it must be possible at all, which the threats 
of in/determinism as well as Galen Strawson’s Basic Argument give us 
reason to doubt. Second, it must be possible in a sense that can provide 
choices for which people are responsible with the justificatory thrust re-
quired to ground responsibilitarian policies.  

This brings another nuance to the part of the research question deal-
ing with the form of responsibilitarian policies. Not only can objections be 
raised against ‘harsh’ forms of such policies, as we have seen responsibili-
zation theorists argue, but objections can also be raised against such poli-
cies because of the form of responsibility upon which they build. In some 
forms at least – possibly all forms – personal responsibility is insufficient 
to serve as a basis for justified differential treatment of the kind responsi-
bilitarians propose, such an objection states.  

Thus, responsibilitarians are not only under pressure to explain why 
it would be fair to hold people responsible in the unequal circumstances 
of present societies – they are also under pressure to explain how to un-
derstand responsibility to provide it with the justificatory thrust that their 
preferred policies require.  

1.3 Justified How? 
The previous two sections have provided us with three central objections 
that responsibilitarians must be able to handle if they are to justify health 
policies of the responsibilitarian kind: the Adverse/Unequal Circum-
stances objection, the Responsible How? objection, and the Harshness 
objection. But how do we decide if responsibilitarians can in fact handle 
these objections? This question points to the need of a justificatory frame-
work; a framework specifying the terms of justification employed in the 
study. Only within the bounds of such a framework, clarifying a particular 
understanding of what it means to justify something, can claims of justifi-
cation be rendered intelligible.  

But what framework should be employed? 
To begin with, the framework in question needs to be normative in 

nature. This point is perhaps obvious, but it is nonetheless relevant. No 
empirical framework of evaluation alone can provide the tools required to 
answer the question of whether health policies of the responsibilitarian 
kind are justified or not. Economic or health-economic calculations can 
of course tell us what particular distribution of costs is the most efficient 
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to maximize state finances or the health of the population – but such cal-
culations cannot be made intelligible as bases for justification without be-
ing anchored in a normative framework like utilitarianism. The maximiza-
tion of aggregated utility, whether in financial or public health terms, is the 
normative standard according to which claims of justification of this kind 
makes sense.  

Second, the framework sought here must be a framework that does 
not preclude the kind of reasons that responsibilitarians, or the critics mount-
ing the objections we have seen above, call upon. Thus, employing some 
form of utilitarian framework would be counterproductive in the context 
of this study. After all, we saw at the beginning of the chapter that the 
basic intuition of the responsibilitarian group of people is that the fact of 
responsibility, in itself, should be considered a crucial factor in distributive 
matters; a factor that can justify responsibilitarian policies even if utilitar-
ian calculations indicate that a non-responsibilitarian distribution of costs 
would produce better outcomes at the aggregated level. This is of course 
of importance for a study that aims to investigate this responsibilitarian 
intuition as well. A purely consequentialist framework like utilitarianism 
would not give the responsibilitarian intuition that utilitarian calculations 
can (and should) be outweighed by considerations of personal responsi-
bility a fair chance. If aggregation of consequences is all that matters, per-
sonal responsibility cannot, by definition, count as a countervailing reason 
in moral deliberation – and the choice of such a framework would, there-
fore, be counterproductive to the study’s aim. In a similar fashion, it would 
be counterproductive to squeeze the reasons upon which the Ad-
verse/Unequal Circumstances objection, the Responsible How? objec-
tion, and the Harshness objection build into the utility-framework. With a 
utilitarian point of departure, neither responsibilitarian arguments in fa-
vour of differentiating healthcare costs, nor the objections against such 
differentiation we have seen this far, can be taken seriously.49  

Third, the framework sought here should neither tip too much in 
the opposite direction. Just as a suitable framework should not preclude 
the kind of reasons called upon by responsibilitarians and their critics, it 
should not automatically afford any of these reasons special status. Luck-
egalitarianism is an instructive example in this context. At one level, the 
luck-egalitarian framework is biased in favour of responsibilitarian princi-
ples, since responsibility-sensitive distribution constitutes part of the luck-
egalitarian notion of fairness. Thus, departing from a luck-egalitarian no-
tion of fairness as the basis of justification would be counterproductive to 
                                                        
49 This does of course not make an investigation of policies differentiating costs on the basis of 
lifestyle-choices on utilitarian grounds unimportant or less interesting. The point is merely that it 
would be counterproductive for the aims of this study to depart from a utilitarian framework. 
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the questioning of the basic responsibilitarian intuition that responsibility 
itself constitutes a relevant parameter in the distributive context. But the 
luck-egalitarian framework is also problematic because of its second, egal-
itarian, requirement of fairness: the requirement of background equality. 
This requirement would bias the study, on another level, toward the con-
clusion that contemporary responsibilitarian health policies are unjustified. 
People in contemporary societies are far from enjoying ‘equal access to 
advantage,’ ‘equality of resources,’ ‘equal opportunity for welfare’ or the 
like, and this fact would render justification of real world responsibilitarian 
policies unavailable almost by default. This is no productive starting point 
for evaluating either the claims of responsibilitarians or the claims of crit-
ics mounting objections such as the Unequal Circumstances objection. 
The framework sought must in other words not only be open to the rele-
vant kind of reasons – it must also be open-ended enough to leave the an-
swers to questions like whether responsibility should be afforded a distrib-
utive role, or whether background conditions of equality are required for 
the justification of responsibility-tracking policies, as open as possible.  

The framework that will be used in this study, contractualism, is one 
that, despite its own particular limitations in justificatory matters, stays 
within the confines pointed out by these criteria. As indicated by its name, 
contractualism is part of the broader social contract tradition according to 
which the agreement among equals – the agreement of the ‘contracting 
parties’ – makes up the fundament of morality.50 This is also contractual-
ism’s main advantage in the context of the present study: the outcome of 
contractualist agreement is entirely open-ended at the outset, requiring 
only that policies falling back on responsibilitarian reasons cannot reason-
ably be rejected by any of the parties signing the hypothesised contract. In 
this sense, contractualism merely provides a general structure for justifica-
tion: if (and only if) responsibilitarian health policies cannot reasonably be 
rejected by anyone living under such policies (despite the objections we 
have seen above, that is), such policies are considered justified.51 

It should be emphasized, however, that this does not make contrac-
tualism a justificatory framework that is in some sense normatively neutral. 
To begin with, the central role afforded to agreement is itself a normative 

50 Stephen Darwall writes: “The idea is that morality is deeply implicated in the very notion of 
agreement, and vice versa, so that whether an action is right or wrong must depend on whether the 
act accords with or violates principles that are, or would be, the object of suitable agreement be-
tween equals” (2003, 1). 
51 An issue within contractualism is whether principles should be reasonably acceptable by everyone 
or reasonable rejectable by no one to gain moral traction. T.M. Scanlon opts for the latter alternative 
with the motivation that self-sacrificing people could be willing to accept principles that they would 
not necessarily find unreasonable to reject (2003, 133). The present study will follow Scanlon in 
this matter. 
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commitment – just like the utilitarian commitment to welfare maximiza-
tion at the aggregated level – and it is a commitment that brings along the 
exclusion of some kinds of reasons of its own. Most importantly, this com-
mitment to agreement brings along the exclusion of impersonal reasons. 
Unlike utilitarians, contractualists maintain that morality is an essentially 
second-personal business – it is about justifying principles or policies to each 
other – and that, in this dialogical venture, there must be someone, occu-
pying some standpoint, who would bear an unreasonable burden as a re-
sult of the suggested principle/policy in order for it to be rejected.52 The 
fact that one could from an impartial observer/third person perspective 
(as opposed to a participant/second-personal perspective) judge that some 
policy would result in a large group of people suffering harms that can be 
‘added up’ to a harm outweighing the harm of a singular individual (or the 
aggregated harm of a smaller group of individuals) does in other words 
not count in the justificatory context according to contractualists. Even if 
such aggregation could be achieved in a meaningful way (which is not ob-
vious), contractualists maintain that the ambition to do so is misguided for 
moral purposes. Morality, they hold, is fundamentally about justifying 
principles and policies to the people that live under them, and such justi-
fication must therefore refer to the principles’ or policies’ effects on them 
as individuals, not to the effects that the principles or policies would have 
on the aggregated state of wellbeing of the world (a state of wellbeing that 
may matter to no individual to the degree where it could provide a reason 
for rejection of a principle or a policy).53  

This exclusion of impersonal reasons makes contractualism strongly 
individualist. But contractualism also has normative commitments of egal-
itarian kind. Most centrally, if agreement is to make up the foundation of 
morality, contractualists maintain that the agreement in question must be 
one among parties that are on an equal footing when bargaining the con-

                                                        
52 The term ‘second-personal’ is Stephen Darwall’s (2006), but the overall approach is widely shared 
among contractualists. The contrast with utilitarianism is stressed by both Rawls and Scanlon (see 
Rawls 1999, 19–24; Scanlon 2003) 
53 Two things should be clarified in this context. First, this exclusion of impersonal reasons does 
not mean that wellbeing is of no importance to contractualists. Wellbeing is, rather, of central 
importance to them, but only via the importance it has for individuals. Implications about wellbeing 
matter to contractualists, that is, “not because the promotion and protection of welfare constitute 
a distinctive and foundational class of morally relevant considerations but because such consider-
ations matter for a person being able to lead a rationally self-governed, meaningful life” (Kumar 
2003: 30). Second, the exclusion of impersonal reasons does neither mean that aggregated out-
comes cannot be used at all as reasons for rejection of a principle or a policy. It merely means that 
calculations of this sort – financial calculations for example – must be relevant from the standpoint 
of someone relevantly situated, and that these kinds of calculations cannot automatically trump the 
burdens that some individuals would suffer under the principle/policy in question. 
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tract. Unlike contractarian social contract theories that view the social con-
tract as one resting upon the agreement of rationally self-interested indi-
viduals seeking mutual benefits from the contract, the contractualist vari-
ant of social contract theory thus makes fairness, in the sense of an equal 
starting point for the contracting parties, a central feature of the contract’s 
normative thrust.54 In turn, this emphasis on fairness gives rise to require-
ments about the contracting parties negotiating principles or policies from 
an ex ante, unforced, and well-informed position.  

The unforced-requirement should not only be understood to exclude 
outright coercion, but also to exclude “being forced to accept an agree-
ment by being in a weak bargaining position, for example because others 
are able to hold out longer and hence to insist on better terms.”55 This 
way, justification of the contractualist kind abstracts from the power rela-
tions of our everyday interactions. Similarly, the well-informed requirement 
states that justificatory agreement must abstract from superstition, false 
beliefs about how the world works, misunderstandings of central con-
cepts, information asymmetries, and so on.56 The ex ante requirement – 
stating that justificatory agreements must be reached before the contract-
ing parties know their particular fates in the system they are signing up for 
– then further strengthens this commitment to fair bargaining positions
by disallowing knowledge of good or bad fortune to disrupt the power- 
and information symmetry between the parties (created by the unforced- 
and well-informed requirements). In particular, the knowledge of good
fortune would place the fortunate in a superior bargaining position, mak-
ing it possible for them to obstruct principles or policies that they, ex post,
would know poses no or little risk to them (but that poses unreasonable
risks to everyone from an ex ante perspective).57

Finally, contractualism is also normatively committed to the notion 
of respect. Moral persons, contractualists maintain, are persons who sin-
cerely believe that others are their moral equals – that sincerely believe that 
others are persons whose standpoints, aims, and interests have the same 
inherent status as their own – and they are persons who, for this reason, 
are morally motivated to justify the principles or policies they promote in 

54 Darwall 2003, 2–5. Examples of influential contractarian theories can be found in Hobbes 2018; 
Gauthier 1986; Narveson 2001; Harman 1975, and examples of influential contractualist theories 
can be found in Rousseau 1997; Kant 2005; Rawls 1971; Scanlon 1998. 
55 Scanlon 2003, 132 
56 Scanlon 2003, 132 
57 Kumar 2015b, 47–49. Rawls was obviously committed to the ex ante requirement through his 
veil of ignorance, but Scanlon has been more reluctant to such an approach. In his 1998 book, he 
supported the ex post requirement, but he has in later works decided in favour of the ex ante 
requirement (see e.g Scanlon 2013). For instructive discussions on this matter see e.g. Kumar 
2015b; Frick 2015; Kamm 2007; Lenman 2008. 
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terms that no one, whoever they are or whatever position they happen to 
occupy, can reasonably reject. Doing so, contractualists maintain, is the 
way moral equals properly show each other respect. This idea is reflected 
in T.M. Scanlon’s today canonical phrasing of the contractualist formula. 
Judgements of right and wrong are, according to this formula, “judgments 
about what would be permitted by principles that could not reasonably be 
rejected, by people who were moved to find principles for the general reg-
ulation of behaviour that others, similarly motivated, could not reasonably 
reject.”58 The contractors involved in contractualist justification are in 
other words not only people that will not bend the content of the agree-
ment to their advantage because of restrictions in the bargaining situation; 
they are people who will not bend the content of the agreement their way 
because they are morally motivated to build a society where they respect-
fully can look each other in the eye, and who believe that they can only do 
so if they can justify the policies of their society (or, rather, the principles 
underlying these policies) in a way that is reasonable from the point of 
view of anyone and everyone, no matter what position they are in or what 
their aims are.59  

This commitment to respect, it should also be noted, is fleshed out 
within the contractualist framework to mean that each and every one is 
owed respect as persons – where the appeal to ‘persons’ should be under-
stood “to be an appeal to a specific normative ideal of the person, charac-
terized by the capacity for rational self-governance in the pursuit of a meaningful 
life.”60 This is not to be understood as a requirement falling back on a de-
scriptive idea of how people actually are – it is not to be understood as a 
requirement falling back on an idea about people being, for example, es-
sentially rational in the economic man sense of the term – but as a norma-
tive idea of how people should relate to one another as moral equals. As 
moral equals, contractualist maintain, people should assume that their co-
deliberators of the moral community have the capacity for rational self-
governance in the pursuit of a meaningful life, and that, because of this, it 
is reasons relevant to people as such that matter in the evaluation of prin-
ciples’ or policies’ justifiability.  
                                                        
58 Scanlon 1998, 4, emphasis added. 
59 This is one point where the Rawlsian and the Scanlonian versions of contractualism differ. 
Rawls’s contractors start off from an ex ante position of equality, but they choose the principles of 
justice based on the rational and self-interested preferences they would have behind the veil of igno-
rance. For Scanlon, however, rationality and self-interest under circumstances of uncertainty is not 
what morality is about. To him, the important question for moral purposes is whether an individual 
would “accept a principle because he judges that it one he could not reasonably reject whatever 
position he turns out to occupy,” not whether this principle would “be acceptable to a person in 
any social position because it would be the rational choice for a self-interested person behind the 
veil of ignorance” (2003, 146).  
60 Kumar 2003, 9f (emphasis added), referring to Scanlon 1998, 105.  
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All in all, these normative commitments to agreement, equality of 
starting positions, and respect specifies the contractualist idea of justifica-
tion considerably. Thus, we can now say that to be properly justified within 
the contractualist framework, the responsibilitarian health policies inves-
tigated in the study must be: 

a) ex ante not reasonably rejectable
b) by well-informed, unforced people,
c) motivated to find principles for the general regulation of their

society that no one similarly motivated could reasonably reject,
d) because of reasons important to them as persons with the capac-

ity for rational self-governance in the pursuit of a meaningful
life, and

e) because of reasons of personal rather than impersonal kind.

Each of these specifications of the contractualist justificatory framework 
will of course impose restrictions of their own on the kind of reasons that 
will be considered relevant in the study. The personal reasons-requirement 
will render consequences of responsibilitarian health policies in terms of 
welfare relevant only to the extent that individual welfare losses under 
such policies trump the reasons (like responsibility) that other individuals 
can muster in favour of such policies. The value of persons-requirement 
will render cultural, religious, or perfectionistic reasons to behave pru-
dently relevant only to the extent that such reasons can be converted into 
claims understandable (and not reasonably rejectable) from the point of 
view of persons with the capacity for rational self-governance in the pur-
suit of a meaningful life.61 The unforced, well-informed, and ex ante re-
quirements will render reasons deriving from power asymmetries, infor-
mation deficiencies, or the advantages people derive from good fortune 
unavailable. And, finally, the moral motivation-requirement will render 
reasons of pure self-interest, unrestricted by a concern to justify oneself to 
others, unavailable. This way, the ‘general structure’ for justification pro-
vided by contractualism is more comprehensive than it may first appear.  

Importantly however, none of these restrictions obstruct the aim of 
the study, neither by affecting the generally open-ended character of social 
contract theory, nor by precluding the reasons of responsibilitarians or of 
their critics. On the contrary, within the individualistic, egalitarian, and re-
spect-infused structure provided by contractualism, open-endedness and 
openness to a wide variety of reasons is a distinctive quality. In this vein, 

61 This point about conversion of reasons is borrowed from Kumar, see 2003, 26. 
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Scanlon writes that “any consideration constitutes a relevant, possibly con-
clusive, reason for rejecting a principle in the context of contractualist 
moral thinking,” and that “we must sometimes exercise judgement as to 
whether certain considerations are or are not relevant to the reasonable 
rejectability of a principle, since these grounds are not completely specified 
in advance.”62  

The question of whether responsibilitarian health policies can be 
justified (and, if so, in what form and under what circumstances) thus 
hinges on the reasonability of the reasons that the parties can provide for 
and against such policies. This focus on reasonability does of course leave 
some considerable uncertainty on how to weigh reasons of different kinds 
against each other – but that kind of uncertainty is an advantage rather 
than a disadvantage to the study at hand. By adopting the contractualist 
idea that the relevant reasons in the case at hand can only be discerned 
through interpersonal dialogue between equally situated and fairminded 
people – by adopting the idea that such reasons cannot be decided in ad-
vance to build upon aggregated welfare, self-interested rationality, perfec-
tionist conceptions of the good, or the like – the study finds a fruitful 
starting point for the investigation at hand. If responsibilitarian health pol-
icies are to be justified, they must be fair to each and every fair-minded 
person – but what convinces them that this is so is left considerably open. 

1.4 Justification Through Dialogue 
In the previous section, we saw that contractualism characterizes morality 
as an essentially interpersonal affair; as a second-personal venture in which 
people are to justify principles or policies to each other on the basis of 
reasons that no one can reasonably reject. This interpersonal character of 
contractualism is especially highlighted by two of the requirements listed 
above: the personal reasons requirement and the moral motivation re-
quirement. The personal reasons requirement, stipulating that only per-
son-affecting reasons should count in moral deliberation, derives directly 
from the idea that issues of right and wrong should not be settled from a 
third person/impartial observer perspective but from a second-per-
sonal/participant perspective. The moral motivation requirement, in turn, 
explains why this should be so: moral persons are driven by an urge to 
justify the principles and policies they favour to others in terms that are 
reasonable to them, since this is the only way they can properly confirm 

                                                        
62 Scanlon 1998, 217; 218, emphasis added. Thomas Pogge has an instructive discussion on this 
feature of contractualism (see Pogge 2001). 
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other’s status as moral equals (as people whose standpoints, aims, and in-
terests have the same inherent status as their own). This urge to interper-
sonally justify oneself to others makes contractualism a distinctly public 
ideal as well. The contractualist framework of justification, as Rawls notes, 
“provides a publicly recognized point of view from which all citizens can 
examine before one another whether their social institutions are just.”63 

To concretize these distinguishing features of contractualism, the 
present study will investigate the justifiability of responsibilitarian health 
policies through a public dialogue between the parties most directly in-
volved in the justification (or rejection) of such policies: the prudent peo-
ple that,  given their own non-responsibility for the negative consequences 
of lifestyle-related ill health we see in contemporary welfare states, would 
be the most natural proponents of responsibilitarian health policies, and 
the imprudent people that, given the proposal to make them policy targets 
on the basis of their responsibility for the consequences of their lifestyle-
choices, would be such policies’ most natural opponents.64 Thus, bringing 

63 Rawls 1995, 9 
64 Three things should be noted about the dialogue participants. First, they are assumed to be citizens 
of states much like the ones we see in western societies today; they are people sharing a relatively 
closed political community in which collective financing of central welfare institutions is an im-
portant feature of their society, and where certain types of lifestyle-choices are the primary source 
of responsibilitarian sentiments (smoking, drinking, overeating most notably). This is not because 
this particular context enjoys special status of some sort, and neither is it because policies of the 
kind investigated could not theoretically be applied on the global level, but, rather, because inves-
tigating the issue at hand in such a setting makes the study as relevant as possible to the real-world 
political setting inspiring it in the first place. The question of justification of responsibilitarian 
health policies is, in this sense, a question of such policies justification in the contemporary setting. 
Second, the participants of the dialogue do not mirror particular individuals with particular prefer-
ences. Rather, they are, in line with contractualist biddings, to be understood as representatives of 
people occupying certain standpoints – and the arguments forwarded in the dialogue are to be un-
derstood as derived from the generic reasons that people occupying such standpoints “typically have 
for caring about or wanting certain things” (Kumar 2015a: 41; on standpoints, see Scanlon 1998: 
204ff, Kumar 2015a: 41ff). Thus, the arguments forwarded by the Prudent and the Imprudent 
should not be read as arguments that real-world prudent and imprudent people would mount (such 
people can (obviously) both support and oppose differential treatment on the basis of lifestyle, and 
they can do so for responsibilitarian or non-responsibilitarian reasons). The dialogue between the 
Prudent and the Imprudent should this way be viewed as one in which the goal is to fairly regulate 
the relations between people occupying the particular standpoints of the Prudent and the Impru-
dent, just like other contractualist dialogues could aim to fairly regulate the relations between Prom-
isors and Promisees, Employers and Employees, Teachers and Students, etc. Third, since people 
occupying the standpoints of the Im/Prudent are not the only ones with stakes in responsibilitarian 
health policies, other standpoints will also become relevant in the study. This way, input from people 
occupying the standpoints of the Vendors/Producers, who value the liberty to sell and produce 
unhealthy products, and input from people occupying the standpoint of the Insurers, who value 
the liberty to differentiate insurance premiums on the basis of lifestyle factors, will also be of rele-
vance in the dialogue ahead. However, since the aim of the study is to investigate the responsibili-
tarian idea that people who ‘are responsible should also be held responsible,’ the philosophical 
discussion on what it means to be responsible as well as the discussion on the normative implica-
tions of being responsible at the political level will make up the bulk of the study – and this is a 
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contractualism on board will not only provide the study with a justificatory 
framework according to which responsibilitarian policies can be evaluated 
– doing so will also provide the study with a particular structure of the 
argument. This choice of the dialogical form obligates some comments 
however.  

The first thing to note in this context is that although the dialogical 
form is certainly not unknown to philosophy – Plato’s Republic and Laws, 
Galileo’s Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems, Berkeley’s Three Di-
alogues Between Hylas and Philonius, and Hume’s Dialogues concerning Natural 
Religion are all examples of significant works of philosophy written in dia-
logical form – it is undeniably an unusual form in the context of contem-
porary philosophy. Why this is so can of course be discussed, but one 
important reason is likely that the dialogical form is impractical in the con-
text of contemporary academic debate. A dialogue between an opponent 
and a proponent of some principle or policy does not necessarily respect 
the status that different arguments have within the philosophical commu-
nity, and neither does it necessarily confine itself to the aspects of an issue 
that this community has most fervently discussed. On the contrary, a dia-
logue of this kind brings along some different logics: the arguments and 
counterarguments that seem most relevant from the respective standpoint 
of the parties involved in the dialogue are the ones that will be pursued. 
Arguments derived from central philosophical frameworks or debates are 
thus only included in the dialogue to the extent that it makes sense to 
include them in the exchange between the parties of the dialogue. An in-
vestigation using the dialogical form will for this reason be inclined to fol-
low the arguments themselves rather than the academic debates with 
which these arguments intersect. This feature of the dialogical form does 
of course bring advantages as well as disadvantages to the present study.  

One important advantage is that it makes the arguments of the study 
accessible. As we have seen, the dialogical form encourages staying fo-
cused on the arguments, and it can thereby appeal to people who are not 
interested in the particular debates and theories of philosophers, but who 
are interested in how these debates and theories bear on political issues 
like the one at hand. Accessibility of this kind is important, many philoso-
phers would agree, but it is hard to achieve while commenting on previous 
contributions to a highly specialized debate or on the details of some com-
plex philosophical framework. Accessibility of this kind, it should also be 
noted, is something that – just as justification in the interpersonal form – 

                                                        
discussion that primarily makes sense between the Imprudent, who would be targeted by respon-
sibilitarian policies on the grounds of their responsibility for their ill health, and the Prudent, who 
are not responsible for bringing about costs associated with lifestyle-related ill health, but who 
share the burden of these costs anyway.  
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is promoted by contractualism. Contractualists maintain that political in-
stitutions “should be guided by principles that are not just correct but also 
understandable,” since “complexity or obscurity is inconsistent with the 
idea that ‘each person’s understanding’ should be the ‘tribunal’ for evalu-
ating the political order.”65 The  choice of the dialogical form is in this 
sense an attempt to unite a generally desirable features of philosophy – 
accessibility – with the biddings of the justificatory framework from which 
the study departs. 

Another advantage of the dialogical form is that it necessitates the 
transformation of philosophical ideas into arguments designed to per-
suade others in the particular context at hand. In the present study, this 
will for example mean that philosophical ideas that are originally designed 
to convince a luck-egalitarian crowd, or a crowd interested in the essence 
of moral responsibility, will have to be converted into terms that would be 
understandable and convincing also to people with responsibilitarian lean-
ings (the Prudent) or to people who are to be targeted by policies falling 
back on a certain conception of responsibility (the Imprudent). The con-
frontational aspect of a justificatory dialogue of the contractualist kind can 
this way help to bring philosophical ideas out of the highly specialized 
context of academic debates and into a more straightforward justificatory 
context. This kind of transformation of ideas can also help to extend ideas 
from one context to cover ground that they were not originally designed 
to cover, thus giving rise to new constellations of ideas. In this sense, the 
dialogical form encourages a form of philosophical creativity that leaving 
ideas in their familiar contexts of specialized debates often impedes.  

Of course, there are also disadvantages of the dialogical form to 
consider. Most importantly perhaps, a disadvantage of the dialogical form 
is that the following-the-argument style makes it harder to discern the con-
tributions of the study in relation to important contemporary philosophi-
cal frameworks and debates. By not departing from such frameworks and 
debates – which is the standard way of doing philosophy today – the pre-
sent study will thus leave some professional philosophers frustrated and 
unsatisfied. These philosophers may find the contributions of the study 
hard to discern, they may find the investigation of particular arguments 
and particular theoretical frameworks insufficiently thorough, and they 
may find that the study does not do authors (or ‘schools’) justice when it 
follows the argument of the dialogue. It is however (obviously) not the 
intention of the study to be insufficiently clear about the contributions or 
insufficiently thorough this way. For this reason, compensatory strategies 
of different kinds will be employed. Most notably, the footnotes of the 

                                                        
65 Beckman 2009, 107, quoting Bertram 1997, 574. 
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dialogue will be used to clarify from where an argument is borrowed and 
how it (as well as the counterarguments launched against it) fits into the 
larger academic picture, and reflections on how the results of the study 
relate to the debates of the wider contemporary philosophical community 
will be provided (most extensively in the concluding chapter). Moreover, 
it should be noted that that the main sources of the study – the main 
sources of the arguments presented in the dialogue, that is – are the same 
philosophical works that would be central in a study with a more tradi-
tional approach. Thus, although the dialogical form makes the study unu-
sually inviting to commonsensical arguments and extensions of literature-
based arguments outside of their original context, the bulk of the study 
will centre around the same issues and arguments that a more traditional 
approach would.  

None of this does of course mean that the qualities of the more 
traditional form can be completely preserved in a study employing the di-
alogical form; the compensatory strategies mitigate the weaknesses of the 
dialogical form rather than fully remedy them. My hope is however that 
the advantages of the dialogical form can be achieved without giving up 
too much of the qualities that a more traditional approach brings along. If 
this can be achieved, it seems to me that much can be won.   

1.5 Outline of the Argument 
The main pieces are now in place: the central objections that responsibili-
tarians need to answer to justify their preferred kind of health policies, the 
justificatory framework within which this justification will take place, and 
the dialogical form that this justificatory framework encourages the argu-
ment to be presented in. Together, these pieces give a fairly clear picture 
of what lies ahead: a contractualist dialogue where the Prudent will try to 
justify the responsibilitarian health policies they favour to the Imprudent, 
on terms that the Imprudent themselves cannot reasonably reject, despite 
their scepticism about the fairness of implementing such policies in ad-
verse or unequal choice-making circumstances, about responsibility’s nor-
mative thrust, and about the harsh implications of such policies. Through 
this dialogue, an answer to the research question – Can responsibilitarian 
health policies be justified, and, if so, in what form and under what cir-
cumstances? – will gradually emerge. The answer to the research question 
weeded out through this process will then, in turn, function as input to the 
political discussion on how to distribute the costs of lifestyle-related ill-
nesses between individual citizens and the state. This is, at the most gen-
eral level, how the study is structured.  
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In more concrete terms, we will see the dialogue between the Pru-
dent and the Imprudent boil down to the Prudent proposing a version of 
responsibilitarianism building on responsibility conceived of in accounta-
bility terms. This version of responsibilitarianism, which will be labelled 
the Civic Blame approach, emerges as the least rejectable version of respon-
sibilitarianism; the version of responsibilitarianism that would be sup-
ported by Reasonable Responsibilitarians (responsibilitarians who, on the one 
hand, are dedicated to the core responsibilitarian intuition that people who 
are responsible for their lifestyle-choices should also be held responsible 
for these choices’ ensuing costs, but who, on the other hand, are driven 
by the contractualist urge to justify the responsibilitarian policies they pro-
pose to the people living under them on terms that they cannot reasonably 
reject). As hinted by the ‘blame’ in the Civic Blame approach, this version 
of responsibilitarianism builds upon a moralized conception of responsi-
bility, where the moral quality of the contemporary Imprudent’s behaviour 
is the starting point for establishing that they ‘are responsible,’ and where 
the reason for ‘holding them responsible’ for the costs of their lifestyle-
choices is that they, through their health-risking behaviour, breach their 
reciprocity-based civic obligations. Unlike versions of responsibilitarian-
ism building upon more neutral or formal conceptions of responsibility, 
this Civic Blame version of responsibilitarianism, centring on the fairness 
of blame and differential treatment, has the potential to ground responsi-
bilitarian health policies that could pass the contractualist test of justifica-
tion. This is the central argument pursued in the study.  

However, this Civic Blame approach does not emerge from the di-
alogue until chapter 7. The chapters preceding chapter 7 can this way be 
viewed as chapters paving the way for the Civic Blame proposal. First, the 
three chapters of Part I, dealing with the background conditions in which 
responsibilitarian health policies are implemented, pave the way to this 
proposal by untangling the different notions of responsibility as well as 
the different notions of fairness that the Prudent and the Imprudent intu-
itively bring to the table. As we will see, these different understandings of 
responsibility and fairness are instructive to sort out if we are to under-
stand why the Prudent and the Imprudent support or oppose responsibil-
itarian health policies in the first place – but they also obstruct the con-
tractualist aim to reach an agreement that all contracting parties can sign. 
Thus, Part I concludes that the stalemate reached in the dialogue because 
prior notions of rightness lock the Prudent and the Imprudent in their 
respective positions must be broken, and that this must be done by the 
Prudent and the Imprudent restating their arguments in the more general 
terms of moral arbitrariness/moral relevance. The Prudent and the Imprudent 
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must, that is, specify why we should view personal responsibility as a mor-
ally arbitrary or a morally relevant feature in cost-distributive matters – 
and they must do so without calling upon prior notions of rightness. Most 
importantly, it will be concluded that the Prudent, who are the ones pro-
posing policies targeting the Imprudent, must explain why being respon-
sible for lifestyle-choices should be viewed as morally relevant to cost-
distribution.  

It is against this background that the Prudent propose the Civic 
Blame approach of chapter 7: they are forced to show why personal re-
sponsibility should be afforded the normative thrust they believe it should. 
But the Prudent do not move straightforwardly to the moralized concep-
tion of responsibility basing the Civic Blame approach; rather, their first 
two proposals of Part II are that responsibilitarian policies should lean on 
neutral or formal conceptions of responsibility like causal responsibility 
(chapter 5) or attributability responsibility (chapter 6). The allure of these 
conceptions of responsibility is that they could settle matters of cost-dis-
tribution by investigating whether formal requirements of one kind or an-
other are met: if the Imprudent can be shown to have caused their illness 
in a relevant sense, or if the Imprudent can be shown to control the 
acts/behaviour leading to illness in a way that properly reflects who they 
are, the costs they face for their treatment are unfair to shift onto others, 
the idea is. However, this neutrality and formality is precisely what the 
Prudent must give up to render ‘being responsible’ a morally relevant fea-
ture in the cost-distributive context. If responsibility is to constitute a rel-
evant feature in this context, the Prudent must be able to answer, on the 
one hand, how responsibility could outweigh the fact that the Imprudent’s 
behaviour is ultimately traceable to bad luck factors in their circumstances, 
and, on the other hand, how responsibility-tracking policies can avoid tar-
geting people like firefighters, police officers, and pregnant women. But 
neither the causal nor attributability conception can provide the Prudent 
with answers of this kind. 

The answer, as we have seen, is instead found in a moralized con-
ception of responsibility like accountability responsibility. Leaning on such 
a conception of responsibility, the Prudent can argue that the Imprudent 
should be held responsible, despite of the bad luck factors explaining their 
behaviour, because behaving like they do in the context of a modern wel-
fare state amounts to breaching their civic obligations to their co-citizens 
– and that firefighters, police officers, and pregnant women can avoid be-
ing targeted if responsibility-tracking policies are based on accountability-
responsibility, since these people do not breach their civic obligations 
through the type of health-risks they engage in. Thus, the Responsible 
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How? objection finds its answer in this last chapter of Part II: responsibil-
ity constitutes a morally relevant feature in distributive matters if it is con-
ceptualized in the moralized sense provided by the Civic Blame frame-
work. 

Making the moral quality of the Imprudent’s behaviour and fairness 
of blame/differential treatment essential to responsibility judgments does 
not only entail advantages however. Rather, doing so relocates the issues 
that the Prudent have to deal with from questions of whether the Impru-
dent properly control their behaviour to questions about whether the Im-
prudent’s behaviour is morally problematic in the first place and, if so, 
what a fair response to this behaviour looks like in our contemporary con-
text. In Part III, the dialogue between the Prudent and the Imprudent 
centre on the latter of these issues: the fair response issue. In short, the 
answer rendered through the dialogue of Part III is that responsibilitarian 
policies in the form of Sin-Taxes would constitute the most justifiable re-
sponse to the Imprudent’s behaviour. Such a policy can achieve the re-
sponsibilitarian aim to hold the contemporary Imprudent responsible for 
their breaches of civic obligations without imposing too much blame, 
stigma, and other burdens on the policy targets, the conclusion reads.  

Through the dialogues of Part III, the answers to the Harshness 
objection and the Adverse/Unequal Circumstances objections are also 
gradually weeded out. The answer to the Harshness objection is provided 
by the proposed Sin-Taxes application itself. Such a response to the Im-
prudent’s behaviour is not particularly harsh; in fact, it is the least harsh 
form of responsibilitarian health policies conceivable, and, therefore, the 
form that the Imprudent themselves would prefer. This answer to the 
Harshness objection then paves the way for the answer to the Ad-
verse/Unequal Circumstances objections. Just like it would be unfair to 
people repeatedly lied to by a compulsive liar not to be allowed to distrust 
the liar in the future, it would be unfair to the Prudent not to be allowed 
to treat the Imprudent differently through policies of the Sin-Taxes kind 
– and this would be so even if the circumstances of the compulsive liar or
the Imprudent ultimately explain what drives them to breach their obliga-
tions the way they do. Such differential treatment may be unfair from a
strict recipient fairness perspective, but it is not unfair from an interper-
sonal perspective like the contractualist one, where fairness is also a matter
of being fair to people lied to or having their cooperation system ham-
pered by other people’s lifestyle-choices. Given that the response in ques-
tion is properly proportional, context-sensitive, and accommodating to the
interests of the target of the response, it would be unreasonable for the
target to reject a principle allowing differential treatment of the proposed
kind, it will be argued. Thus, one conclusion of Part III is that the Prudent,
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very likely at least, can justify responsibilitarian health policies to the people 
living under them.  

This conclusion is importantly qualified however, since it assumes 
that the Prudent can show that the behaviour of the contemporary Im-
prudent is morally problematic to begin with. This is a problematic as-
sumption, since neither the normative nor the empirical side of it can be 
straightforwardly validated. On the contrary, although it seems hard to 
deny that norms of reciprocity of some kind arise from the civic relation-
ships of modern welfare states, it is not obvious (a) that these norms can 
reasonably be fleshed out in terms of an obligation to keep the system 
functioning as smoothly as possible by not risking one’s health, nor (b) 
that such an obligation, even if valid, reasonably applies in contemporary, 
non-ideal, circumstances, nor (c) that, even if this much can be established, 
there is empirical evidence to show that the contemporary Imprudent in 
fact breach these obligations (e.g. by being net burdens on collectively fi-
nanced institutions of the welfare state). Establishing that this is so is a 
tricky task, the second conclusion of Part III reads, but it is the one that 
the Prudent must take on if they want to turn the potential success of the 
Civic Blame approach into actual success in justificatory terms.  

This conclusion also provides the basis for the reflections of the 
fourth and concluding part of the study. Although the Civic Blame ap-
proach offers responsibilitarians the basic components they need for jus-
tifying differential treatment based on responsibility, it also offers the crit-
ics of such differential treatment ample resources for objections. Respon-
sibilitarian health policies can be justified to the people living under them, 
the conclusion of the study thus reads, but the road that Reasonable Re-
sponsibilitarians walk is narrow and full of obstacles.  

1.6 Contributions of the Study 
My hope is, of course, that this study will be of value both to a wider and 
a narrower, more specialized, audience. For the wider audience, the study 
will primarily be valuable as input into the political discussion on how to 
distribute the costs of lifestyle-related illnesses between individual citizens 
and the state. By diving into the philosophical depths of this problem, the 
study will clarify what personal responsibility is about (and is not about) 
as well as what its justificatory potential is (and is not) in distributive mat-
ters. In the general discussion, both of these matters are notoriously mud-
dled, with both proponents and opponents of responsibilitarian policies 
making hasty assumptions to support their own side of the matter. In this 
sense, the study can be seen as a form of philosophical sanitation work, 
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striving to clean up common misunderstandings and shed light on prob-
lematic assumptions underlying contemporary political discussions. The 
contribution to the wider audience is this way, in the words of Adam Swift 
and Stuart White, that of the political theorist as a democratic underlabourer:  

Trained in particular skills – the making of careful distinctions, an understanding 
of how to assess and examine arguments about values, arguments for and against 
political principles – the political theorist is specially equipped to help her fellow 
citizens make their political choices. She can help them understand better what is 
at stake and can offer them a perspective from which to assess and evaluate their 
would-be leaders’ political rhetoric.66 

For the narrower audience of philosophers (that will most likely make up 
the vast majority of the readers), my hope is that the study will be of value 
in four different ways. First, as a kind of crowbar helping to pry away ”the 
most powerful idea in the arsenal of the anti-egalitarian right: the idea of 
choice and responsibility”67 from the luck-egalitarian context in which it 
has predominantly been stuck over the last decades. By investigating the 
responsibilitarian intuition that we should hold people responsible for 
what they are responsible for outside of this context, this ‘most powerful 
idea’ will be taken seriously as an independent notion of fairness; one that 
can make it without being ‘integrated’ into an egalitarian framework like 
the luck-egalitarian one. The purpose of doing so, however, is not to bash 
luck-egalitarians, nor to try to start a new wave of inegalitarian responsi-
bilitarian thought. Rather, this is done with the hope of bringing political 
philosophy a bit more in tune with a contemporary world where opportu-
nities are seldom equal and where luck-egalitarian recommendations in 
real world settings therefore tend to be easily misunderstood and/or hard 
to discern.68  

Second, the study can also be seen (to use another metaphor) as 
something of a bridge between political and moral philosophy. Roughly, 
political philosophers have tended to rush to politics of responsibilitarian 

66 Swift and White 2008, 54 
67 Cohen 1989, 933 
68 This, it must be noted, is not the first attempt to separate responsibility and luck-egalitarianism. 
For example, the works of Christopher Lake (2001) and Susan Hurley (2003) have been enormously 
helpful in this task. However, where this study differs is in its aim: it is not primarily aiming to 
scrutinize luck-egalitarianism’s relation to responsibility, but, rather, to outline a freestanding re-
sponsibilitarian idea of fairness and see how far such an idea can make it in justificatory terms. This 
is also an important reason why Part I of the study is not confined to investigating the responsibil-
itarian idea in relation to background conditions of equality of opportunity. By bringing liberty and 
sufficiency in as competing candidates for ‘background fairness,’ this responsibilitarian idea’s rela-
tionship to background conditions more generally can be investigated.  
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kind without pausing to ponder the full range of difficulties and possibili-
ties brought to attention by philosophers within the free will debate, and 
free will-philosophers have tended to get stuck in the details of the free 
will debate without paying enough attention to the political implications 
of their conclusions. This study will try to bring these two fields of philos-
ophy closer together by asking how the ideas of responsibility within the 
free will debate can enter a contractualist process of justification in the 
political arena (by asking how these arguments can enter a justificatory 
dialogue between responsibilitarian policies’ proponents and their oppo-
nents). Quite a few philosophers have of course pointed to the troubles 
facing responsibility-sensitive distributive policies like the ones proposed 
by luck-egalitarians – the threat of determinism has been raised a number 
of times, for example – but more systematic attempts to bring the two 
bodies of literature together are few.69 My hope is that this study can serve 
as a (rather comprehensive) introduction to the matters on ‘the other side’ 
of the debate on responsibility – and that this introduction can function 
as a shortcut for philosophers (on both sides) interested in taking a wider 
approach to the responsibility issue.  

Third, the study can also be viewed as a contribution to the contrac-
tualist literature. Most importantly, it can be viewed as a contribution to 
the issue of whether, how, and why fairness of blame and fairness of po-
litical institutions should be separated. Contractualists like Scanlon argue 
that fairness is relevant in both domains, but that the fact that someone 
can fairly be blamed for an act or a consequence of an act must not be 
taken as a reason for imposing political measures of responsibilitarian kind 
upon her. The domains must be separated, they argue.70 The present study 
seeks to contribute to this issue in two ways: first, by questioning whether 
this separation is justified, and, second, by explaining why contractualists 
are mostly, but not always, right to insist on such a separation. This way, 
the study seeks to provide contractualism with a more fine-grained way of 
explaining when and why matters of blame and matters of political insti-
tutions must be separated.71 

                                                        
69 For examples of discussions on the threat of determinism in relation to luck-egalitarianism, see 
e.g. Dworkin (2002; 2011), Cohen (1989; 2011), Arneson (2003; 2011), Knight (2006; 2009), Segall 
(2010a), Scheffler (2002; 2005). The best examples of ‘more systematic attempts to bring the two 
bodies of literature together’ are, to my knowledge, Matt Matravers’s Responsibility and Justice (2007) 
and Susan Hurley’s Justice, Luck, and Knowledge (2003). Both Matravers’s and Hurley’s books centre 
on luck-egalitarianism however – which is, again, where this study differs.  
70 See Scanlon 2015; 1998 ch. 6; Kumar 2015a. 
71 In a way, applying the contractualist framework to a specific policy issue could also be seen as a 
contribution to the literature on contractualism. The contractualist idea is mostly discussed in gen-
eral terms and on a very fundamental level – questions such as how to define the contractualist 
formula or whether contractualists should accept impersonal reasons of aggregative kind are pop-
ular themes, for example – but this study actually sets out to use the contractualist framework to 
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Last, but not least, the study seeks to contribute to the philosophical 
community by outlining the contours of an alternative approach to re-
sponsibilitarianism: the Civic Blame approach. This Civic Blame version 
of responsibilitarianism suggests answers to the central objections of the 
study that, on the one hand, are relevantly different from the answers pro-
vided by the luck-egalitarian version of responsibilitarianism, and that, on 
the other hand, questions the contractualist distinction between fairness 
of blame and fairness of political institutions. Since this Civic Blame ap-
proach can also function as a tool for evaluation of contemporary respon-
sibilitarian health policies like those of the U.K. and Germany, the contri-
bution to the philosophical community that the Civic Blame approach 
constitutes can also be viewed as a contribution of the democratic underla-
bouring kind: the questions that the Civic Blame approach encourage that 
we ask can ‘help the citizens make their political choices’ by ‘offering them 
a perspective from which to assess and evaluate’ their political institutions. 

In the concluding chapter of the study, we will return to reflect on 
these contributions in more detail. Now, it is high time to begin the inves-
tigation.  

grapple with a political problem. To me, the tools for evaluation of real world policies provided by 
contractualism seem powerful but under-used today. This study can be viewed as an attempt to 
remedy this.  



PART I

RESPONSIBILITARIAN  

BACKGROUND CONDITIONS
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Introduction, Part I 

Both the concept of responsibility and the responsibilitarian idea of fair-
ness are ambiguous, and this invites a number of ideas about how different 
background conditions could make people ‘really’ responsible or render 
responsibilitarian distributive policies ‘really’ fair. According to these ideas, 
responsibilitarian policies are somehow intimately tied to background con-
ditions of a certain variety. Either, these ideas tell us, there is a conceptual tie 
or a tie of fairness between responsibilitarian policies and background con-
ditions of a certain kind. By investigating a range of objections that the 
Imprudent could raise based on these general ideas (regarding their own 
contemporary choice-making circumstances), and by investigating how 
the Prudent could answer these objections, this first part of the study seeks 
to define the concept of responsibility as well as the responsibilitarian idea 
of fairness more precisely. Through a contractualist dialogue on these mat-
ters between the Prudent and the Imprudent, the ambition is thus (a) to 
sort out important misunderstandings about the nature of the responsibil-
ity upon which responsibilitarian policies of the Prudent’s favoured kind 
rely, and (b) to distinguish the responsibilitarian idea of fairness supported 
by the Prudent from neighbouring ideas of fairness with which it may eas-
ily be conflated. 

Three chapters will comprise Part I. Chapter 2 will deal with the 
objection that background conditions of maximal liberty are required for 
responsibilitarian policies to properly apply; chapter 3 will deal with the 
objection that people must start in background conditions of equality of 
opportunity for such policies to properly apply; and chapter 4 will deal with 
the objection that people must make their lifestyle-choices in sufficiently fa-
vourable background conditions for such policies to properly apply. The 
overall conclusion of Part I is that circumstances-based objections inves-
tigated are founded on misunderstanding either of what it is to be respon-
sible for something or of what responsibilitarian fairness is about. This 
will, in a sense, be a victory for the Prudent, who manage to break free 
from the ties to background conditions of different varieties that the Im-
prudent propose.  

However, we will also see that this victory is importantly limited in 
justificatory terms. Even if the Prudent manage to rid their idea of fairness 
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from background condition requirements for conceptual reasons, and 
even if they manage to show that their idea of fairness does not include 
background conditions-requirements, it is far from certain what this 
means in the overall justificatory process. In the concluding remarks of 
Part I, this issue will be the main topic, and the main thrust of this discus-
sion will be that the Prudent must show why responsibility of the kind 
they favour is not to be considered a morally arbitrary feature that should 
not be allowed to influence the distribution of costs. In short, that is, this 
discussion points to the relevance of providing a satisfactory answer to the 
objection in focus in Part II: the Responsible How? objection.  
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2. Liberty 

In this chapter, two different arguments why background conditions of 
liberty are required for responsibilitarian distributive policies will be inves-
tigated. In both cases, the Imprudent will hold that a context of minimal 
restrictions on human action is essential to responsibility as such, and that, 
for this reason, such a context is also essential to policies meant to track 
responsibility in the distribution of resources.  

As we will see however, the two arguments lean on different dimen-
sions of responsibility. In section 2.1, the Imprudent’s argument will focus 
on what it is to be responsible and what policies tracking responsibility in 
this sense would require. Here, the Imprudent will claim that only maximal 
liberty can lead to truly responsible action, and that policies tracking re-
sponsibility in this sense would therefore have to operate against back-
ground conditions of liberty. Without such liberty, the Imprudent will ar-
gue, there is no way of knowing what an individual would have done had 
she been free to act as she pleased, and it is therefore impossible to say, 
for example, that people who commit bad or imprudent acts in such cir-
cumstances should be held responsible for these acts. If a person is denied 
alternatives that she could have had under less restricted circumstances, 
the external requirements for responsibility are not fully met, the Imprudent 
will claim, and this is a problem if responsibilitarian policies are to be in-
troduced. The Prudent will retort that this counterfactual mode of arguing 
is a dead end for the Imprudent however. This argumentative logic does 
not necessarily point toward liberty at all; rather, it points to something as 
simple as some alternatives to choose from, and such alternatives can (of 
course) be found in radically redistributive states as well as in maximally 
free ones. Thus, this first argument fails to establish a reasonable connec-
tion between liberty and responsibilitarian policies.  

In section 2.2 focus is then switched to another sense of responsi-
bility – to responsibility in the sense of behaving responsibly – and to re-
sponsibilitarian policies that would hold people responsible for behaving 
irresponsibly. The central argument from the Imprudent in this section is 
that people need maximal liberty to behave irresponsibly in order to 
properly practice the virtue of responsible behaviour. Without such lib-
erty, the Imprudent will argue, responsible action loses an important part 
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of its moral value, and the moral basis for responsibilitarian policies will 
(therefore) not be solid enough under circumstances other than those of 
liberty. As we will see however, it is neither apparent that responsible be-
haviour is best promoted in a society with minimal regulations, nor why 
more than minimal liberty would diminish the moral value of irresponsible 
acts. In fact, the Prudent will argue that it seems as if the moral value of 
irresponsible acts is higher in less harsh circumstances than those pro-
posed by the Imprudent, and that it is, because of this, hard to see why 
someone interested in securing a stable basis for responsibilitarian policies 
would opt for background conditions of liberty. Neither this suggestion 
seems capable of tying liberty and responsibilitarian policies together, in 
other words. 

Thus, the conclusion of the chapter (in section 2.3) will be that the 
Imprudent cannot escape being targeted by responsibilitarian policies be-
cause of deficient liberty in contemporary societies. Such background con-
ditions are simply not required; neither for being responsible or for the 
moral value of behaving irresponsibly to be sufficient.  

2.1 Being Responsible Requires Liberty 
One of the first things that comes to mind when thinking about responsi-
bility is freedom. To be responsible for our actions we tend to think that 
we must be free to act the way we want; that we must possess the power 
of free will. And, considering our own experience of making decisions in 
our everyday lives, we tend to believe that we in fact possess such a power. 
We tend to see ourselves as radically free creatures, capable of doing what-
ever we please in any given moment.  

Against this background, it is not far-fetched to think that this inter-
nal requirement of freedom must have an external counterpart; that exter-
nal freedom is a necessary complement of the internal free will-require-
ment of responsibility. This is something that the Imprudent could use to 
avoid being targeted by responsibilitarian policies: they could argue that 
without maximal liberty – a liberty absent from contemporary, heavily reg-
ulated and tax-burdened societies – they cannot truly be deemed respon-
sible for their acts and behaviour, and that responsibilitarian policies can-
not, for this reason, fairly apply. They could argue: 

‘Suppose that human beings uniquely possess the power of free will 
and that this freedom is a fundamental requirement for true respon-
sibility: without such freedom, human beings would lack the control 
necessary to be ultimately responsible for their acts and behaviour, 
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since they would lack the ability to do otherwise. But this is not all that 
is required for true responsibility. To be really responsible, there are 
some external requirements that need to be met as well. Most rele-
vantly in this context, people need to be at liberty to act as they 
please, since if they are not allowed such liberty they are deprived of 
choices that they otherwise could have made. The ability ‘to do oth-
erwise’ requires free will internally and maximal liberty externally. 
To see why, consider this case: 
 

Imagine a citizen who needs a new car because the motor of his old one 
is defective. He cannot, however, both pay his taxes and purchase a new 
vehicle. One morning he gets into an ‘accident’ and suffers serious injuries, 
all as a consequence of the failure of his automobile. It is obvious that we 
cannot determine who is to be held responsible for the ‘accident’ and the 
resulting injuries, etc. The individual could not buy a better car after he 
paid taxes; furthermore, we cannot tell whether he would have bought one, 
had he been free to do so. So, the case is closed – with his earnings taken 
as taxes he certainly could not buy a car, and of his own free choice, with 
all his earnings, he could have, but might not have, bought one. The re-
sponsibility for the ensuing situation: indeterminable; a just appraisal of 
the situation: impossible.72 

 
As the example shows, liberty is an essential part of being responsi-
ble. Without such liberty, it is not fair to blame, even less to punish, 
a person who commits a blameworthy act. After all, she might have 
used her free will to act otherwise if only the option of doing so had 
been left open to her.  

This should interest the Prudent. Without background condi-
tions of liberty, people would not be truly responsible for their ac-
tions – and having responsibilitarian policies in a world where no 
one is truly responsible in the required sense would appear point-
less.’73  
 

This is an interesting way of connecting background conditions of liberty 
to responsibility and responsibilitarian policies. However, this suggestion 
is crucially flawed. Most importantly, the Prudent could argue that the ar-
gument assumes that the specific set of options that would be available in 
a context of maximal liberty has a privileged status, but that it is difficult 
to see what is so special about this set of options. The argument could go:  

                                                        
72 Machan 2007, 95, emphasis in original. 
73 This argument is an adaptation to the present, responsibilitarian, context of Tibor Machan’s 
argument in favour of libertarianism. It should be noted, in other words, that the flaws pointed out 
below are not Machan’s, but the Imprudent’s (Machan’s argument is also flawed, but that is another 
story). 
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‘All kinds of background conditions provide people with a certain 
set of options, some of which would not be available with other 
background conditions. Compare, for example, the background 
conditions of liberty proposed with background conditions of equal 
opportunities (the subject of the next chapter). With the equal op-
portunities alternative, the driver from the example above could in-
deed lack the option to buy himself a new car (due to the heavy taxes 
required to equalize opportunities), and this could indeed lead to an 
accident for which ‘no one could be blamed,’ all because the driver 
lacked the option to ‘act otherwise’.  

But this problem, it should be noted, would also occur in 
background conditions of maximal liberty. For example, with such 
background conditions quite a few individuals would (most likely at 
least) end up poor and entangled in criminal activities because they 
lacked the option to get a proper education – an option that they 
would have had, had they lived in the counterfactual world with 
equal opportunities. Also with background conditions of liberty, 
that is, we could end up saying that ‘the responsibility for the ensu-
ing situation is indeterminable; that a just appraisal of the situation 
is impossible’. The poor people in the liberty-world lacked the op-
tion to ‘act otherwise,’ and this would – using the counterfactual 
logics from above – make it impossible to blame them for the crim-
inal activities they engage in. Hence, the counterfactual mode of rea-
soning proposed could be used against the particular background 
conditions proposed just as well as in their favour.’ 

 
The Prudent could also point out that the idea that responsibility requires 
a specific set of options is misguided. To be responsible for an act, they 
could argue, all that is necessary is that an agent has some kind of options 
available. This could be illustrated by reference to the example from 
above:  
 

‘Although the driver in the example lacked the specific alternative 
pointed out by the Imprudent, this does not mean that he lacked 
alternatives relevant for responsibility. The driver could, for exam-
ple, have chosen to take the bus or ride his bike instead of driving 
his defective car. If he would have done so, this alternative choice 
would have been attributable to him – it would have been a choice 
that is properly deemed his, since it is the one he chose out of a range 
of options open to him – and this is what would have made him 
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responsible for taking the bus or riding his bike instead of, as it now 
happened, for driving his defective car.  

Even if we assume that contra-causal free will and the ability 
to ‘do otherwise’ in this radical sense is an internal requirement for 
responsibility – which, it should be noted, free will-philosophers dis-
agree about – this internal freedom has no external requirement 
counterpart in the form of maximal freedom from taxes and regu-
lations. As far as there are reasonable options to choose from, peo-
ple’s choices are attributable to them, and they are thereby respon-
sible for them in the relevant sense for responsibilitarian policies.’ 

 
This line of argument seems correct. Responsibilitarian policies only re-
quire alternatives of some kind – not the specific kind of alternatives that 
background conditions of maximal liberty would provide. The idea that 
external liberty and internal freedom of the free will kind are connected is 
only correct in the limited sense that some form of liberty to choose 
among alternative acts is an additional requirement for an act to be 
properly attributable to an agent – but such alternatives are offered in al-
most any kind of political systems. Thus, this first line of argument in fa-
vour of background conditions of liberty fails.74 

2.2 Acting Responsibly Requires Liberty 
The Imprudent could make another type of argument in favour of back-
ground conditions of liberty however. Instead of trying to connect back-
ground conditions of liberty to responsibilitarian policies of the kind track-
ing acts and behaviours that people are responsible for, they could try to 

                                                        
74 A fringe note in this context is that even if the argument above would work, this would not lead 
to the libertarian conclusion Machan proposes. If the argument was valid, it would not be an argu-
ment in favour of libertarian liberty – it would be an argument in favour of total liberty. If absolute 
liberty is required for people to be rightfully held accountable for their actions, a minimal state 
upholding a system of negative liberty- and property rights cannot provide what is needed. Even 
in such a minimalistic system there would be regulations restricting people from doing what they 
‘really want’ – they would not be allowed to injure each other, steal each other’s property, etc. – 
and even such basic regulations protecting people’s life and property would make people use their 
free will in ways that they would counterfactually not use it, had there been no such regulations. 
Following this line of reasoning leads, in other words, to anarchy or to the Hobbesian state of 
nature, not to a system of enforced liberty rights. If people need to be free to do what they please 
to be genuinely responsible for their actions, they need to be no less than completely free from regu-
lations and taxes. 
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connect such background conditions to policies that hold people respon-
sible for behaving irresponsibly.75 By switching to such a variety of responsi-
bilitarianism, the Imprudent could suggest that maximal liberty is required 
for the policies to work with the argument that responsible behaviour 
could not be practised properly in the absence of such liberty. The argu-
ment could go something like this: 

‘Suppose, first, that we want a society of responsible people. We 
want a society where individuals use their unique self-regulating 
powers to make prudential decisions on how to live their lives. We 
want a society where people take responsibility for their own well-
being and where they do not shy away from the responsibilities that 
naturally fall on them. We want, in short, a society of people that 
behave responsibly.  

Suppose, second, that we also want to introduce policies that 
treat people who behave responsibly in this sense differently from 
those who behave irresponsibly. We want, in line with responsibili-
tarian ideas, to introduce policies that reward responsible behaviour 
and that make people pay for irresponsible behaviour. And, of 
course, we want to make certain that the moral basis of these re-
sponsibilitarian policies is as solid as possible.  

If we want these things – if we want people to behave respon-
sibly, and if we want to have a solid moral basis for responsibilitarian 
policies differentiating the costs of the irresponsible and the respon-
sible – we should opt for background conditions of liberty. In such 
background conditions, people would have to take responsibility for 
their acts and their consequences – if not for any other reason, then 
simply because no one else would pick up their slack in such cir-
cumstances. In modern welfare states people have gradually grown 
more and more comfortable, relying on the state to provide them 
with all kinds of welfare services and safety nets, but this would 
change with background conditions of liberty.76 People would have 
to behave responsibly if they wish to secure their own future; they 
would have to face the challenges of life themselves. Thus, liberty 
would promote people’s moral development. Only in such back-

75 Different versions of responsibilitarianism will be the subject of Part II of the study. See espe-
cially chapter 7 for the kind of responsibilitarianism proposed here.  
76 Ideas along these lines about the perverse incentives of welfare programs can be found in e.g. 
Murray 1984; Mead 1993. 
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ground conditions, “people come to develop and exercise the vir-
tues, capacities, responsibilities, and judgments appropriate to free 
men.”77  

Now, the important point here is this. If the state provides 
people with ‘prudent’ choices of insurance, if it provides them with 
‘prudent’ vaccinations against communicable diseases, if it prohibits 
‘imprudent’ activities like selling sex, using drugs, hang-gliding, etc., 
responsible behaviour is forced upon people, and they cannot really 
be praised for, and take pride in, it. Being coerced into the life of a 
responsible person this way is not as morally valuable as freely 
choosing such a life. A person living responsibly – taking her obli-
gations seriously, not allowing herself to be taken over by desires 
conflicting with her life goals, and so on – is more praiseworthy in 
a world where ethically suspect choices are readily available and need 
to be turned down. Thus, if we want policies that sort out the really 
responsible from the really irresponsible, we must give people the 
liberty to show who manages – and who does not – to take respon-
sibility by themselves. “Individuals,” one could say, “are responsible to 
live their lives properly and ethically and this requires that they be 
able to choose how to act.”78 

 
Thus, the Imprudent could argue that it is only with background condi-
tions of liberty that responsibilitarian policies can function properly. It is 
only in such background conditions that the moral value of people’s re-

                                                        
77 Nozick 1974, 328. Tibor Machan similarly argues that “[b]ecause the morally successful individ-
ual must take the initiative to do the right thing – to act ethically – the condition of liberty (spelled 
out by the set of basic individual rights) is indispensable for everyone’s moral development” (2003, 
64). Ayn Rand makes a similar argument. On her account, however, being virtuous crucially in-
cludes using the faculty of reason. Human nature, she argues, brings with it a special responsibility 
– “the responsibility of being conscious” – and this is a responsibility that people evade when they 
choose not to start deliberation processes, see them through, and act in accordance with what they 
have concluded is their deepest held convictions and values (1964, 25). Having the powers of free 
will and rationality means, on Rand’s account, that both faculties must be used (using the former 
to activate and make use of the latter) for a human being to properly meet the demands of her 
nature. Therefore, the ‘virtue of Rationality’ is at least as important to her as the virtue of behaving 
responsibly. Specifying what this means, she writes: “The virtue of Rationality means the recognition 
and acceptance of reason as one’s only source of knowledge, one’s only judge of values and one’s 
only guide to action. It means a total commitment to a state of full, conscious awareness, to the 
maintenance of a full mental focus in all issues, in all choices, in all of one’s waking hours.” (1964, 
28, emphasis in original). This, it should be noted, is more demanding than the sense of behaving 
responsibly explored above: the demands of responsible behaviour in this sense can be met by 
recognising and meeting the duties one has towards oneself and others, but it does not require a 
constant rational (re)evaluation of these duties (and all kinds of choices that we make on a daily 
basis). 
78 Machan 2005, 38 
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sponsible behaviour is such that they really deserve to be treated differ-
ently from people behaving irresponsibly. Only in such background con-
ditions could the Prudent proudly say that they stepped up to take respon-
sibility for their own welfare in a way that others failed to do, and only in 
such background conditions can they say that the moral value of their be-
haviour justifies their being treated differently by the political institutions. 
Liberty is required, so to speak, to filter out the ‘really responsible’ individ-
uals from the ‘really irresponsible’ ones. This is why contemporary circum-
stances are problematic for the Prudent.   

This argument begs a lot of questions however. To begin with, the 
Prudent could question the empirical claim that background conditions of 
liberty would better promote responsible behaviour than other back-
ground conditions. A lot more than what has been shown above is re-
quired to support this empirical claim, and, additionally, the reasoning be-
hind the claim in question is not very convincing either, they could argue. 
‘In fact,’ the Prudent could say,  

‘we can imagine other lines of reasoning backing up other kinds of 
background conditions. For instance, it would not be surprising if 
people would be better equipped for responsible behaviour if they 
are provided with resources, like education, that help them develop 
their reasoning skills; the skills that form the basis for prudential and 
rational behaviour. Neither would it be surprising if people would 
be better equipped to take responsibility for their own welfare if they 
are provided with good opportunities to make a living. With real 
opportunities open to them, not just formal ones like in the liberty 
system, it would be surprising if people would not take advantage of 
these opportunities.  

This shows that the kind of counterfactual reasoning that the 
Imprudent’s argument relies on can (once more) be turned on its 
head; the reason why people are not acting responsibly enough in 
contemporary societies may well be that there is too little redistribu-
tion of resources. This claim seems as credible as the Imprudent’s 
claim in favour of the opposite conclusion.’  

This argument seems valid. It could however be added that neither claim 
is likely to be proven either right or wrong by the empirical sciences, since 
there are most likely, according to proponents of both kinds of reasoning 
at least, no societies free or redistributive enough to compare with. That 
is, even if it could be shown that more free or redistributive societies pro-
mote responsible behaviour better, the proponents of the opposite con-
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clusion could always argue that this is because the real-world societies clos-
est to their own ideals are not free or redistributive enough. Thus, it seems 
like we have reached an impasse: theoretical reasoning can lead us either 
towards more or less redistribution, and it is doubtful that more empirics 
can help us forward.  

However, this is not the primary reason why the Imprudent’s argu-
ment in favour of background conditions of liberty fails. The Prudent 
could argue that the Imprudent’s conclusion could be avoided even if it 
could be shown that background conditions of liberty best promote re-
sponsible behaviour. To begin with, they could argue that even if they had 
the ambition to maximize the moral value of ir/responsible behaviour, it 
is not evident why they would, as indicated by the Imprudent’s argument, 
be interested in maximizing the moral value of their own, prudent, behav-
iour. Rather, what is needed is a solid moral base for differentiating the 
costs of the Imprudent’s irresponsible behaviour – and for this purpose, 
favourable circumstances seem more relevant than circumstances of liberty, 
they could argue. The Prudent could say:  
 

‘Intuitively, we tend to think that behaving irresponsibly in favour-
able circumstances is morally worse than doing so in more adverse 
circumstances (such as the one proposed by the Imprudent). For 
example, we tend to be less forgiving of people who have been 
raised by wealthy, well-educated, responsible and loving parents, but 
who behave irresponsibly nonetheless. People facing hardships can 
to some extent be excused for their irresponsible behaviour, since 
an important explanation of their behaviour can be found exactly in 
these adverse circumstances. In contrast, people in favourable cir-
cumstances have no similar excusing factors to fall back on. Rather, 
such people behave irresponsibly despite their circumstances – and 
this enhances the moral value of their irresponsible acts. Thus, if it 
is the costs of people behaving irresponsible we want to differenti-
ate, and if we want the moral basis for such differentiation to be as 
solid as possible, it seems to follow that we want everyone to start 
in favourable circumstances – and the circumstances of liberty sug-
gested does not seem to match this criteria.’ 

 
The Prudent could then press on, arguing that even if were to be conceded 
to the Imprudent that it is the moral value of responsible behaviour that 
were to be maximized, this would not appear to lead to the conclusion 
that background conditions of liberty are required either:  
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‘If the purpose is to sort out the ‘really responsible,’ it would appear 
better to place everyone in similarly bad conditions and see who 
steps up to take responsibility in such circumstances. Some people 
would, after all, start in excellent circumstances even in background 
conditions of liberty, and if these people would turn out to behave 
responsibly, the moral value of their behaviour would not be as high 
as it would have been if their circumstances had been worse. This 
logic leads, in other words, to harsh circumstances, not to liberty.’  

This argument appears correct. Even if it would turn out that background 
conditions of liberty can best promote responsible behaviour, this is in-
sufficient to convince the Prudent that such background conditions are 
important for the responsibilitarian policies they favour. If the Prudent 
would strive to maximize the moral value of their own responsible behav-
iour they would opt for miserable background conditions, and if they 
would strive to maximize the moral value of the Imprudent’s irresponsible 
behaviour they would opt for favourable background conditions. This 
shows that neither this way of tying background conditions of liberty to 
responsibilitarian policies succeeds.  

2.3 Concluding Remarks 
Two important lessons about background conditions can be taken away 
from this chapter on liberty. The first is that responsibilitarian policies 
holding the Imprudent responsible on the basis of their being responsible 
for their behaviour requires some extent of external liberty. To properly be 
responsible for their behaviour, that is, the Imprudent must be able to ‘do 
otherwise’ – but the relevant range of options for this requirement to be 
met is available even in the most extensive and paternalistic of contempo-
rary welfare states. Even in such states people have the freedom to eat too 
much, smoke cigarettes, go sky-diving, and so on – and that is all that is 
required for their behaviour to be attributable to them in the sense relevant 
to responsibilitarians. With such a range of options open to them, the Im-
prudent can be responsible for their behaviour, and the Prudent can hold 
them responsible based on this responsibility. Thus, the political liberty to 
do whatever one pleases is simply not anything like the external counter-
part of the freedom associated with free will. 

The second lesson to bring along is that the moral value of behaving 
responsibly and behaving irresponsibly seems to vary with the circum-
stances in which people find themselves. In harsh circumstances the moral 
value of responsible behaviour appears to be enhanced, and in favourable 
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circumstances the moral value of irresponsible behaviour appears to be 
enhanced. What this implies for responsibilitarians is not apparent how-
ever. The conclusion of the preceding section – that this shows that the 
Imprudent’s argument in favour of background conditions of liberty fails 
on its own premises (since such background conditions are neither harsh 
nor favourable enough) – seems warranted, but this conclusion also seems 
genuinely unsatisfactory. There appears to be a follow-up-argument lurk-
ing around the corner here: that this second lesson indicates that the Pru-
dent should add a favourable circumstances-requirement to their distribu-
tive principle. Doing so would enhance the moral value of the Imprudent’s 
irresponsible behaviour, and thereby maximize the prospects for the Pru-
dent of justifying their policies to the Imprudent in a contractualist process. 
We will have reason to return to this argument in chapter 4.  

First, however, we will have a closer look at the Unequal Circum-
stances objection: the objection that proper responsibilitarian policies re-
quire background conditions of equality of opportunity, and that the lack of 
such equality of opportunity is the reason why it would be unfair to target 
the contemporary Imprudent with responsibilitarian policies. 
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3. Equality of Opportunity

In this chapter, the Imprudent will argue that background conditions of 
equality of opportunity must complement responsibilitarian distributive 
policies, and that the absence of such background conditions is the reason 
why responsibilitarian policies cannot be justified in contemporary socie-
ties. The chapter will proceed as follows.  

In section 3.1, we will explore the argument that if people are not 
provided with equal opportunities, some individuals will end up disadvan-
taged because they initially find themselves in a worse situation than others 
rather than because of their own responsible choice. In such a situation, 
the Imprudent will argue, arbitrary luck factors in people’s circumstances 
– factors, that is, for which people are not responsible – affect outcomes
in terms of advantages and disadvantages – and that this leaves some peo-
ple worse off than others ‘through no fault or choice of their own’. To
distribute according to responsibility, they will argue, is really just another
way of saying that people should only end up disadvantaged because of
their own responsible choice – not because of their unchosen circum-
stances – and this means that all unchosen disadvantaging factors must be
eliminated. Although this idea has some considerable intuitive appeal, the
Prudent will argue that background conditions of this sort are not built
into the responsibilitarian idea. Due to the non-comparative character of re-
sponsibility, it is perfectly possible for people to be responsible for their
disadvantageous situation – and thereby to distribute according to respon-
sibility – even in circumstances where arbitrary luck factors make people’s
lives turn out differently, they will argue.

In section 3.2, the Imprudent will resist this conclusion by arguing 
that a responsibilitarian distribution requires the neutralization of the op-
posite of responsibility – luck – and that this shows why equality of oppor-
tunity is built into the responsibilitarian idea. An outcome can either be 
the result of responsible acts or morally arbitrary luck, the Imprudent will 
argue, and this leads to the conclusion that all luck must be eliminated 
from outcomes if distributions are to be truly tracking responsibility. If 
people are not provided with radically equal opportunities there will be 
luck factors remaining that influence the final distribution of advantages 
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and disadvantages, and the distribution can therefore not be genuinely re-
sponsibility-tracking. However, the Prudent will argue that also this argu-
ment fails, since it conflates what are in fact two relevantly different sorts 
of luck: responsibility luck and advantage luck. The first kind of luck, the Pru-
dent will argue, may be important to neutralize if we want to distribute 
according to responsibility, but the second kind of luck is inconsequential 
in matters of responsibility. Again, they will argue, this has to do with the 
non-comparative nature of responsibility.  

In section 3.3, the Imprudent will concede that there is no necessary 
or conceptual connection between equality of opportunity and responsi-
bilitarian distributive policies but argue that there is a normative connec-
tion between the two. Without background conditions of equal opportu-
nities, they will argue, responsibilitarian policies are simply unfair. Holding 
people responsible when they are responsible is unfair in circumstances of 
unequal opportunities, since unlucky people can in such circumstances le-
gitimately object that if they had had the opportunities that the lucky did, 
they would have chosen differently and not ended up disadvantaged. This, 
the Prudent will argue, may be a strong intuition about fairness, but it is 
not an intuition that they share. Rather, they will argue, there seems to be 
different notions of fairness at play here, and these two notions differ both 
in their structure and in their moral roots. This makes it hard to see how peo-
ple sharing the Prudent’s intuitions about fairness could be convinced that 
equal opportunities are required for responsibilitarian fairness.  

Finally, section 3.4 will conclude.   

3.1 Equality and Responsibility 
 
Distributing costs equally seems difficult to reconcile with distributing 
them according to responsibility; a distributional outcome cannot be both 
equal and differentiated according to responsibility. However, this difficulty 
can be overcome, the Imprudent could argue, once we make a distinction 
between equality of outcome and equality of opportunity. The former variety 
of equality is incompatible with responsibilitarian distributive principles, 
but the latter is not, they could argue.79 The Imprudent could continue: 

 
‘Conceptually speaking, equality of opportunity does not say any-
thing at all about the final distribution of resources: it merely de-
scribes a starting point from which more or less any distributional 

                                                        
79 Unless, of course, responsibility is impossible and everyone ends up with an equal share for this 
reason (a possibility that we have seen is explored by luck-egalitarians (see f.n. 47 on p. 17)).  
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outcome can arise. This explains why background conditions of 
equal opportunities are compatible with responsibilitarian distribu-
tive policies. On closer inspection however, it seems that equality of 
opportunity is not only compatible with the responsibilitarian idea 
– it also appears to be an integral part of it. To see why, consider the
following.

If the Prudent are interested in distributing costs according to 
responsibility this must be because they believe that there is some-
thing special about responsibility that makes it (if not the only, then 
at least) the most important reason for permitting people to end up 
differently. Further, the Prudent must also believe that there is 
something special about non-responsibility that makes it (if not the 
only, then at least) the most important reason for not permitting peo-
ple to end up differently. If this is what the Prudent believe, they 
should agree that the essence of their responsibilitarian idea is cap-
tured in the following moral principle:  

It is morally bad (unfair and unjust) when one person is worse 
off through no fault or choice of her own, but it is not simi-
larly bad (unfair and unjust) when someone is worse off be-
cause of her own responsible choice.80  

Thus, the Prudent support a principle stating that we do not owe 
compensation to the same extent to people who are responsible for 
their disadvantages as we owe people who are similarly disadvan-
taged but not responsible for their situation. In the case at hand, this 
means that people who are “born handicapped should be given ex-
tra resources […] as should those who later develop disabilities for 
which they are not to blame,” but that “to the extent that people 
increase their chances of contracting a certain illness through their 
voluntary actions, as smokers court cancer, they reduce the com-
pensation which they are entitled.”81 

However, if this is what the Prudent have in mind, it seems 
that they must also factor in people’s non-/responsibility for the 
positions from which they start off. If they believe that it is unfair 
when people end up ‘worse off through no fault or choice of their 
own,’ it would seem peculiar for them to let some people start from 
a disadvantaging position that is not the result of their own respon-
sible choice. Thus, if the Prudent want to really distribute according 

80 This is a version of the canonical luck-egalitarian principle (see f.n. 37 on p. 13). 
81 Rakowski 1991, 36; 75 
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to responsibility they must make sure that all unchosen dis/ad-
vantages are compensated when they open the ‘starting gates’ for 
their responsibilitarian policies. But doing so, it should be noted, 
means accepting an equal opportunities requirement as part of the 
responsibilitarian ideal. Without equal opportunities as the back-
drop of responsibilitarian policies, people would start off in dis/ad-
vantaging circumstances without being responsible for this being so. 
Consequently, true responsibilitarianism implies equalizing oppor-
tunities.’82 

 
The Imprudent could then turn this conceptual argument into an objec-
tion against responsibilitarian policies in contemporary societies. Our so-
cieties are swamped with ‘unchosen circumstances’ systematically disad-
vantaging people at the bottom and advantaging people at the top; not 
even the most extensive of present day welfare states remotely live up to 
the egalitarian redistributive standards described above, they could argue. 
They could say: 
 

‘The truth is that our political and economic systems tend to pro-
duce ‘cumulative’ advantages and disadvantages: rather than having 
an equalizing effect, our systems tend to accumulate advantages on 
the already advantaged and disadvantages on the already disadvan-
taged.83 This is no less obvious in the health sphere, where social 
epidemiologists have named this cumulative tendency ‘the social 
gradient in health’. The rich and well-educated live longer and 
healthier lives than the poor and uneducated because of unchosen 
background factors – and this even seems to apply in cases of life-
style-related illness.84 Although the poor and uneducated more fre-
quently engage in unhealthy behaviour like smoking, this research 
shows, the outcome of such behaviour seems to be proportionally 

                                                        
82 This argument is not an argument of some specific luck-egalitarian writer. Rather, it is my inter-
pretation of the implicit justifications that writers from within this tradition would give, if they 
would spell out their ideal in a way that would aim to convince responsibilitarians. However, most 
luck-egalitarians are more interested in convincing egalitarians of the advantages of their view, and 
they therefore spend most of their time arguing for the egalitarian rather than the responsibilitarian 
qualities of the view. In this sense, the argument above may be seen as a complement to these 
views; a complement meant for the responsibilitarians that luck-egalitarians also want to convince. 
83 This effect has also been called the Matthew effect, see Rigney 2010. Departing from this general 
tendency of dis/advantages to accumulate, Brian Barry mounts an argument similar to the one 
forwarded by the Imprudent here (see 2005, 45ff). 
84 There seems to be a wide agreement among social epidemiologists that this is a tendency that 
can be observed all over the world. For an excellent summary of the epidemiological research on 
the ‘social gradient,’ see the WHO Commission on Social Determinants of Health’s report on the 
matter (CSDH 2008). 
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worse than when the rich and well-educated engage in similar be-
haviour. It seems, so to speak, that “smoking (say) a pack of ciga-
rettes a day will on the average impair your health more the lower 
your socioeconomic status is.”85  

Today, in other words, differences in people’s external cir-
cumstances make a relevant difference for how they end up. Such 
differences make it harder for the poor and uneducated to choose 
wisely, and they tend to worsen the outcomes of their imprudent 
choices. People do not start from relevantly equal positions; the in-
equality of their starting positions is not the result of responsible 
choices; and it would, therefore, be unfair to hold ‘imprudent’ peo-
ple like us responsible for the consequences of our choices. Rather, 
if we follow the responsibilitarian principle suggested above, the im-
plication would seem to be the opposite: in such circumstances the 
“object of public policy should much of the time be to reduce the 
significance of choice rather than enhance it.”86 

This suggests that the more conventional kind of responsibilitarian cost-
distribution that the Prudent have in mind is held hostage by the aim to rid 
people’s circumstances of arbitrarily advantaging and disadvantaging fac-
tors (factors for which they are not responsible). The Prudent could argue: 

‘In the real world, the more conventional responsibilitarian policies 
we have in mind would never be justly implemented if what you say 
is true. Applying the responsibilitarian principle on the level of back-
ground conditions would completely take over the responsibilitarian 
project, never permitting us to fairly realize the policies we prefer. 
The background conditions would never be quite ready, so to speak, 
and the responsibilitarianism we support would therefore be stuck 
in the world of ideas.’87  

85 B. Barry 2005, 86. Why this is so is not altogether easy to explain, but one popular (and seemingly 
credible) explanation is that both the decision to engage in unhealthy behaviour to begin with and 
the difference in outcomes can ultimately be traced to the chronic anxiety and stress that come 
with less secure employment terms, less control over working conditions, lower social status (which 
comes with less money and less prestigious jobs), more experience of racism and other forms of 
social exclusion, etc. (B. Barry 2005, 76–87). 
86 B. Barry 2005, 158 
87 Avner de-Shalit and Jonathan Wolff argues similarly: “Given that no actual society, or even one 
we are likely to be able to move to, is able to implement exact equality of opportunity in the fa-
voured egalitarian sense, the luck-egalitarian is left with nothing at all to say about responsibility in 
the real world: the background conditions for responsibility are simply not met. The distinctive 
thesis of luck-egalitarianism […] simply drains away.” (2011, 226) 
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Of course, this would not be a problem for the Imprudent. They could 
argue: 

 
‘That seems true enough, but it is not clear why this conclusion is 
troubling. To us, this is obviously a good conclusion, since it means 
that the responsibilitarian project can be turned into one of elimi-
nating the unchosen disadvantages we find in our circumstances. 
But the conclusion should not trouble the Prudent either. After all, 
this project lines up neatly with their ambition to eliminate all 
dis/advantages for which people are not responsible. Eliminating 
advantages and disadvantages for which people are not responsible 
is simply something that is required of policies that are truly tracking 
people’s non-/responsibility, and since this is what the Prudent want 
there should be no reason for them to object here.’ 
 

However, there seems to be a viable counterargument available for the 
Prudent here. In short, this counterargument states that the responsibili-
tarian idea does not in fact require elimination of dis/advantages for which 
people are not responsible, since the responsibility upon which the re-
sponsibilitarian policies they prefer rely is an essentially non-comparative no-
tion. The argument could go:  
 

‘The conventional understanding of responsibility is that it is some-
thing that we attribute to individual agents in isolation from what 
we attribute to other agents. Thus, in order to attribute a choice or 
an act to an individual, we need to know certain things about this 
particular individual, but we do not need to know very much about 
others. Non-comparative questions are thus the essential ones for 
establishing an agent’s responsibility. Does the agent have a (reason-
able) range of options to choose from? Does she have knowledge 
about the options in question? Are the consequences of her choices 
foreseeable? Does she identify with her first-order desires? Does she 
respond to reasons in the relevant way? Does she possess contra-
causal free will? If the answer to all of these questions is ‘yes,’ almost 
everyone would agree that the agent in question is responsible for 
the choice/act in question.  

It should be noted, additionally, that that all these questions 
concern whether the agent has reached a threshold of sufficiency in 
one dimension or another. The fact that other agents have better or 
worse options, more or less knowledge, or face options with more 
or less foreseeable consequences does not matter to the attribution 
of responsibility, that is. If all the requirements are met, the agent is 
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responsible – and if we want to distribute according to responsibil-
ity, all we need to know is whether these requirements are met or 
not. If they are, the agent is responsible and should be held respon-
sible accordingly; if they are not, she is not responsible and should, 
accordingly, not be held responsible.’88 

The Prudent could elaborate: 

‘In contrast, the version of responsibilitarianism aiming to eliminate 
dis/advantages for which people are not responsible suggested by 
the Imprudent necessarily stretches beyond the particular agent in 
question. With this aim in mind, the relative advantage of different 
agents’ external and internal circumstances becomes of immediate 
importance, since the interest in advantages and disadvantages in 
itself is an interest in comparative qualities. Thus, more facts than 
those about the individual in question become interesting. For ex-
ample, it becomes interesting that an agent is born with tastes that 
are more expensive to satisfy than the tastes of others, and that this 
is so due to factors like the relative availability of the product she 
has a taste for (champagne, say) and not due to any choice that she 
has made. Just as on the conventional responsibilitarian view, this 
comparative view takes an interest in whether this taste is properly 
attributable to the agent – but on the comparative version, this in-
terest in attributability is accompanied by an additional interest in 
whether this particular taste puts the agent in a disadvantaging po-
sition relative to others, and whether this disadvantage has come 
about ‘through no fault or choice of her own’. If that is the case – if 
the expensiveness of the product is the outcome of market forces 
and relative availability rather than of the agent’s choice – the agent 
is deemed ‘disadvantaged through no fault or choice of her own’ 
and therefore entitled to compensation.89 

88 Christopher Lake argues similarly: “My independence – and thus my responsibility – may indeed 
demand that I be adequately provided for in terms of these things. The language of adequate pro-
vision is, however, the language of a principle of sufficiency rather than one of equality. It may be 
true that my decisions, preferences, and actions can be regarded as mine only if I have been provided 
with the basic wherewithal necessary to make my way in the world. From this, however, it does not 
follow that those decisions, preferences, and actions would be any more mine were I to have had 
available to me the same stock of intrapersonal advantages as those who are better off than me.” 
(2001, 87–88) Susan Hurley seems to agree with this conclusion: “Someone’s responsibility given 
the choices he makes within his set of options does not depend on his having the same set of 
options as someone else. Responsibility does not depend on equality, or build in equality.” (2003, 
167). 
89This rather radical view is primarily Cohen’s (see 2011). It should also be noted that there is an 
extensive debate among luck-egalitarians on whether to compensate for disadvantages derived 
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Similarly, this interest in comparative dis/advantages will lead 
to an interest in unchosen differences in people’s internal circum-
stances; in, for example, unchosen differences in people’s choice-
making and choice-following abilities. Thus, the fact that people are 
born with different skill sets, and the fact that this particular piece 
of arbitrary luck puts them in different positions even when they 
face identical external circumstances, becomes of interest from the 
comparative perspective. People’s different skill sets bestow them 
with different degrees of control over their choices, and this might 
disadvantage some of them ‘through no fault or choice of their 
own’. This way, an interest in degrees of responsibility will naturally ac-
company the comparative version of responsibilitarianism.90 

However, from the more conventional point of view we hold, 
degrees are only marginally interesting. If an agent has met all the 
necessary requirements, she is responsible, and so are all other 
agents that have met these requirements – and that is all that really 
matters, it seems to us. The fact that one agent has more control 
and is thereby more responsible than another agent, is inconsequen-
tial from our perspective, since this does not change the fact that 
they both are responsible in the relevant sense. We need to know no 
more in order to hold both of these agents responsible, and this 
makes any further comparative questions redundant.’91  

                                                        
from expensive tastes (see e.g.  Dworkin 2000; 2002; 2011; N. Barry 2006; Rakowski 1991; Roemer 
1996; 1998; Arneson 1990a).  
90 This view is clearly illustrated by Cohen, who writes that “there is, in principle, continuous variation 
here, across people with respect to how much control they have, and within people with respect to 
how self-governing they are” (2011, 68, emphasis added), and who, for this reason, holds that luck-
egalitarian compensation must only be available “to the extent that a disadvantage does not reflect 
genuine choice” (1989, 934). Similarly, Arneson writes that “even if we have free will, different 
individuals find themselves with desires and given psychological traits that make it more difficult or 
easy and more painful or pleasant to dispose their wills conscientiously” (2007, 275, emphasis added). 
Thus, two individuals “may strive equally conscientiously to arrive at a prudent choice, but one has 
been favoured with better reasoning ability and succeeds while the other fails,” or they might both 
reach the prudent conclusion, “but it requires heroic willpower to carry out the decision, and one 
individual is blessed with far greater executive abilities than the other and successfully implements 
the chosen decision, while the other succumbs to what is for him nearly irresistible temptation” 
(Arneson 2008b, 88).  Note, however, that even though Cohen and Arneson seem to agree on the 
importance of degrees of responsibility, they reach different conclusions on how much room for 
‘genuinely’ responsible action this leaves. In Arneson’s view, the room for such actions is not en-
tirely eliminated: “On the picture of responsibility that I am sketching, [the area of genuine agency] 
shrinks, beset by the pressure of causes and unchosen circumstances, to a small circle but does not 
disappear” (2007, 276, fn. 14). Cohen, on the other hand, thinks that “there is no aspect of a per-
son’s situation which is wholly due to genuine choice” (1989, 934). The merits of this degree-of-
responsibility-view will be treated at greater length in the second part of the study (see chapter 6).  
91 This argument is inspired by the general free will debate, which is centred on threshold require-
ments for responsibility. It should be noted, however, that this focus on threshold requirements is 
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This argument brings with it an important insight: responsibility for a dis-
advantage is fully compatible with this disadvantage being explained by 
‘arbitrarily disadvantaging luck factors’. For example, a smoker may be re-
sponsible for her smoking as well as for the lung cancer she now suffers 
from, but still be ‘arbitrarily disadvantaged’ by factors beyond her control. 
She may be responsible because all the necessary requirements are met – 
she possesses contra-causal free will, she is properly reasons-responsive, 
she identifies with her desire for smoking, she has the option not to 
smoke, she has information about the harmful effects of smoking, she can 
foresee the consequences of her behaviour, etc. – but she may still be ‘ar-
bitrarily disadvantaged,’ since other people have more control than she has, 
since other people are not as susceptible to lung cancer as she is, since 
other people are born or raised to identify with other things than smoking, 
etc.92  

In terms of practical politics, the most important implication of this 
is probably that the kind of responsibilitarian policies that the Prudent fa-
vour are possible to implement right here and now. Even though the poor 
and uneducated suffer from cumulative disadvantages, they are (in general) 
responsible for their self-destructive behaviour as well as for the conse-
quences thereof: they have options to choose from, they are informed 
about the risks, they are capable of foreseeing the consequences of their 
behaviour, they are reasons-responsive in the right way, they do not suffer 
from irresistible cravings, etc. In modern welfare states at least, it would 
seem that most people live in circumstances that are sufficiently favoura-
ble for them to be responsible for their lifestyle-choices as well as their 
consequences – and, thus, that they can be held responsible for these 
choices or consequences in a way that does not contradict the responsibil-
itarian sense of fairness. The aim to distribute according to responsibility 
and the aim to eliminate dis/advantage for which people are not respon-
sible can be separated, and it is (therefore) perfectly possible to achieve 

                                                        
not a necessary feature of the free will debate, and that issues of degrees are also brought up in this 
debate (see e.g. Coates and Swenson 2013). 
92 Interestingly, this seems to put the free will-issue in a different light as well. Even in circum-
stances where everything else is equal, a free willed agent (X) may still claim ‘arbitrary disadvantage’ 
since she might, when push comes to shove, decide differently than someone else placed in the 
exactly same situation (Y). In this situation, X may indeed be able to choose the prudent alternative 
– as, it turns out, Y will – but the particular self that is X’s guides her to use her free will differently 
(imprudently). Since free will must ultimately be guided by the person to whom it belongs, there 
seems, in other words, to be a luck-egalitarian opening for a claim for compensation even in cir-
cumstances of complete equality of opportunity plus presence of free will. Free will may lead to the 
responsibility of both agents, but to the advantage of only one of them, and it may be so because 
only one of the agents were arbitrarily lucky to have her self and not the self of the disadvantaged 
agent. We will have reason to return to this issue later (see section 6.3).   
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the first aim without also having to achieve the other. This, it would seem, 
would make all the difference for the Prudent.93 

3.2 Luck-Neutralization and Responsibility 
There is however a possible comeback for the Imprudent here. They could 
argue that we should not approach the question by asking ourselves what 
responsibility is – as is done in the Prudent’s counterargument above – 
but rather by asking what non-responsibility is. By approaching the issue 
from this angle, the Imprudent could argue, we can better understand why 
the aim to neutralize dis/advantages for which people are not responsible 
and the aim to distribute according to responsibility are in fact intimately 
connected. The argument could go something like this: 
 

‘Consider what it is for an agent not to be responsible for the out-
come of her behaviour. When an agent is not responsible for an 
outcome, the outcome is the result of luck. An outcome can in other 
words either be the result of a morally responsible act or the result 
of morally arbitrary luck; “luck contrasts, constitutively,” one could say, 
“with the responsibility for outcomes that comes with genuine 
choice.”94 Where there is responsible choice, there is no luck, and, 
inversely, where there is luck, there is no responsible choice. Re-
sponsible choice ‘contrasts constitutively’ with luck, and therefore 
only choice of this kind may justify deviations from equality (other-
wise, the deviations are, per definition, the outcome of luck). The 
elimination of arbitrarily disadvantaging luck factors in people’s cir-
cumstances is therefore necessary to ‘filter out’ truly responsible 
choice. Such choice cannot be achieved without first eliminating 
luck.  

Thus, by looking at what constitutes the opposite of respon-
sibility, namely luck, we find that neutralization of luck is of essential 
importance for responsibilitarian policies; we find that the aim to 
neutralize arbitrary dis/advantage is in fact an integral part of the 
responsibilitarian project itself. If people are not provided with equal 
opportunities, there will be luck factors left to influence the final 
distribution of advantages and disadvantages, and the distribution 
can therefore not be truly responsibility-tracking.’ 

                                                        
93 This (once more) indicates that the Imprudent could argue in favour of sufficientarian background 
conditions. As promised, we will investigate such an argument in the upcoming chapter. For now, 
however, we will stick with egalitarian versions of background conditions-based objections. 
94 Cohen 2011, 119, emphasis added. 
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In part, this line of argument resembles something that incompatibilist 
free will-philosophers might say: if we have no contra-causal free will, we 
do not have control in the relevant sense, and we are therefore governed 
by arbitrary luck factors rather than by genuine choice. Luck, in this sense, 
‘contrasts constitutively’ with genuine choice – the two are mutually ex-
clusive notions – and if we want to hold people responsible on the basis 
of their being responsible we must eliminate this kind of choice-under-
mining luck. An agent lacking free will is governed by random luck factors 
and is for this reason not responsible for any disadvantages that follow 
from her behaviour – and should not be held responsible for any resulting 
disadvantages in accordance with responsibilitarian principles.  

However, the Prudent could argue that this kind of luck – the kind 
relevant to incompatibilist free will-philosophers – is not the same kind of 
luck that the Imprudent refer to in the argument above. They could argue: 

‘The kind of luck interesting incompatibilist free will-philosophers 
is much narrower in nature than the kind of luck interesting the Im-
prudent: it only specifies what kind of luck undermines contra-
causal control, while the luck that the Imprudent is interested in in-
cludes, more widely, all kinds of luck that leads to non-chosen ad-
vantage or disadvantage (relative to others). There are, in other 
words, two types of luck at work here. We may call the first type 
Responsibility luck and the other type Advantage luck.95  

If we believe that being responsible requires contra-causal free 
will, and if we want to neutralize Responsibility luck, we must indeed 
be concerned with the luck factors undermining this form of con-
trol. But again, this means looking only at factors that are relevant 
to the specific agent we are interested in. If the agent in question 
turns out to lack contra-causal free will and is instead governed by 
deterministic or indeterministic (random) factors, she is not respon-
sible for her behaviour – and she cannot be fairly held responsible 
for any negative consequences following from it in accordance with 

95 Susan Hurley similarly separates ‘thin’ and ‘thick’ luck: “Thin luck is simply the inverse correlate 
of responsibility […] Thick luck, by contrast, is not simply the inverse correlate of responsibility. 
Rather, it ramifies into a variety of thick conceptions of luck, such as lottery luck, lack of control, 
lack of choice, and so on. They all have some implications or content more specific than the nega-
tion of our bottom-line judgements about responsibility, though this content can differ considera-
bly between different thick concepts of luck.” (2003, 107–8). The Prudent’s Responsibility luck is 
more or less the same as Hurley’s ‘thin luck,’ and their Advantage luck is a sub-category of her 
more generic ‘thick luck’. The terms Responsibility luck and Advantage luck are mainly used for 
reasons of clarity: they make the argument easier to follow. 
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responsibilitarian principles. If, on the other hand, we want to neu-
tralize Advantage luck, we need to look beyond the luck that under-
mines the responsibility of this specific agent. We must (again) com-
pare this agent’s luck with the luck of other agents: we must compare 
her luck in choice-making and choice-following abilities to that of 
others; we must compare her luck in available option sets to that of 
others; we must compare luck in the expensiveness of tastes, etc.’ 
 

The problem here then, is that the Imprudent do not properly separate 
these two types of luck. Rather, they treat all kinds of luck as the flip side 
of responsibility. But this, the Prudent could argue, seems unreasonable in 
the case of Advantage luck:  
 

‘To say that responsible choice requires the absence of Advantage 
luck amounts to unreasonable conceptual stretching of the respon-
sibility-concept. If we define responsibility this way, we would have 
to say that a person blessed with extreme choice-making and choice-
following abilities is not responsible for her behaviour due to the 
fact that there exists another person who is – by sheer luck – even 
more gifted in these respects than she is. Similarly, we would have 
to say that a wealthy person is not responsible for her behaviour 
because she does not have – also by sheer luck – as many options 
to choose from as her extremely wealthy neighbour. Such a concep-
tion of responsibility barely has any resemblance with responsibility 
as we know it today.’  

 
This argument further supports the conclusion from the previous section: 
the aim to distribute according to responsibility and the aim to eliminate 
dis/advantage for which people are not responsible can be separated, and 
it is (therefore) perfectly possible to achieve the first aim without also hav-
ing to achieve the other. The trouble for the Imprudent here then, is that 
when the picture where the two aims are portrayed as each other’s mirror 
images proves false, the Prudent’s interest in background conditions of 
equality of opportunity is lost. Once the Prudent realize that the two aims 
are not necessarily tied together, the aim to eliminate dis/advantage for 
which people are not responsible appears to be more of a hindrance than 
a complement for their preferred distributional principle; it is an aim that 
is not built into their view of fairness, and it is one with distributional 
implications that would (often at least) contradict their own preferred dis-
tributional outcome. Instead of differentiating costs according to respon-
sible choice, a principle based on the aim to eliminate dis/advantage for 
which people are not responsible would minimize differentiation – and 
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one would thus have to choose whether to lean on one aim or the other. 
For the Prudent, this choice appears simple enough.96  

3.3 Fair Responsibilitarianism 
So far we have seen that there is nothing in the responsibilitarian idea itself 
that ties it to background conditions of equality of opportunity. The Im-
prudent could however make another sort of argument in favour of such 
background conditions: they could argue that, even if there is no necessary 
or conceptual connection between equality of opportunity and responsi-
bilitarian policies, there may still be a normative connection between the 
two. Without equal opportunities, they could argue, responsibilitarian pol-
icies would simply be unfair. To argue this case, the Imprudent could start 
out with an example: 

‘Imagine two persons. The first person, Maverick, is poor, unedu-
cated and weak-willed; the other person, Prudence, is rich, well-ed-
ucated and strong-willed. Maverick, it should be added, has been 
raised in a family and neighbourhood where smoking cigarettes is 
part of everyday life. Smoking is even an identity marker to Maver-
ick; it is an integral part of the anti-establishment lifestyle that she 
and all the people she loves and respects share. For Prudence, none 
of this is true. She is, on the contrary, raised in an environment 
where a healthy lifestyle is as natural as the air you breathe and where 
the unhealthy habit to smoke cigarettes would unavoidably bring 
with it the tiresome burden of constantly having to explain yourself 
to family and friends. In short, everything in Maverick’s life inclines 

96 It should be noted, however, that another way to interpret this is that there are simply different 
ways of conceptualizing responsibilitarianism. On this interpretation, the responsibilitarianism that 
the Imprudent have presented – the one in which neutralization of dis/advantages for which peo-
ple are not responsible is the aim – is merely a different, egalitarian, form of responsibilitarianism. 
This egalitarian form of responsibilitarianism is, in contrast to the more conventional form that the 
Prudent support, doubly responsibility-sensitive. On the egalitarian side, it is responsibility-sensitive 
in the sense that it wants to neutralize dis/advantages for which people are not responsible, and 
on the inegalitarian side it is responsibility-sensitive in the sense that it wants to hold people re-
sponsible for what they are responsible for (once the egalitarian aim has been met). Both of these 
aims must, on this egalitarian version of responsibilitarianism, be met for a distribution to be fair. 
In contrast, on the Prudent’s more conventional version of responsibilitarianism only the inegali-
tarian part is required for fairness to obtain. Which form of responsibilitarianism to prefer may be 
obvious if one starts off with intuitions like the Prudent’s, but not from a more objective point of 
view. We will return to the issue of which form of responsibilitarianism the Prudent should prefer 
in the upcoming chapter. 
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her towards smoking (and she lacks the willpower to resist these 
inclinations), but everything in Prudence’s life inclines her in the op-
posite direction (and even if things would be turned around, she 
would still have her unusually strong willpower to fall back on if she 
decided to resist her inclinations).  

What happens? Maverick starts smoking and soon enough 
contracts lung-cancer, but Prudence lives healthily until old age (of 
course). Maverick, it should be added, is not weak-willed enough to 
make the choice to start smoking unattributable to her in the sense 
required to escape responsibility, and she is therefore deemed to be 
responsible, and accordingly also held responsible, for the conse-
quences of her choices: she will have to bear her own costs some-
how. Prudence, on the other hand, escapes this doubly disadvantag-
ing situation of being stuck with a deadly and painful disease plus 
costs to cover (and had she ended up with lung-cancer despite her 
prudent behaviour, this would be the result of bad luck rather than 
of responsible choice, and the treatment would therefore be cost-
free in accordance with responsibilitarian principles). 

In this case, it surely seems as if Maverick is in her right to 
complain about the unfairness of the policy in question. ‘Had I been 
in Prudence’s shoes,’ she could say, ‘I wouldn’t have ended up here’. 
And that is just it: if Maverick had had the same opportunities as 
Prudence, she would have chosen otherwise, and it would therefore 
be unfair to hold her responsible for her lifestyle choice. This choice 
is the result of deficient opportunities to stay healthy – not of genu-
inely responsible choice – and that is why it is also unfair to hold 
Maverick responsible for it.’  

 
The Imprudent could continue: 

 
‘If Maverick and Prudence would have started off on equal terms, 
things would be different however. If Maverick had been placed in 
Prudence’s situation (and received compensating will-power train-
ing to get her to the same will-power level as Prudence), her grounds 
for complaint would weaken considerably. If this was the case, Mav-
erick would have had the same opportunity to stay healthy as Pru-
dence, but squandered it by starting to smoke – and this is what 
would make the outcome fair in such circumstances. In such circum-
stances, with real opportunities to choose prudently at hand, we 
could rest assured that Maverick’s choice was genuine, and because 
of this we could also consider the outcome fair. The ‘if I had been 
in your shoes’-objection would no longer apply: Maverick would 
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now actually be in Prudence’s shoes, circumstantially speaking, and 
she would therefore have no objection from fairness left to fall back 
on. Equality of opportunity removes this objection to responsibili-
tarian policies, and such background conditions are therefore nec-
essary for the fairness of such policies.’97 

The intuitive pull of this argument is undoubtedly strong, and a lot of 
people would likely agree with the Imprudent regarding the unfairness of 
Maverick’s situation. Nonetheless, the Prudent could argue that this does 
not show what the Imprudent need to show: that equality of opportunities 
is required for the fairness of responsibilitarian policies. ‘What it shows,’ 
they could argue,  

‘is merely that many people have egalitarian leanings to begin with, 
and that these people (therefore) share the intuition that disad-
vantages derived from disadvantageous circumstances for which 
one is not responsible are unfair. But this does not show that the 
responsibilitarian intuition about fairness – that people should be 
held responsible for what they are responsible for – is wrong. Nor 
does it show that this responsibilitarian intuition must be comple-
mented by an egalitarian background conditions-requirement. 

What this shows is, rather, that we are dealing with two sepa-
rate intuitions of fairness: one egalitarian and one responsibilitarian. 
These two intuitions, it seems, are different both in character and in 
their moral roots. The responsibilitarian intuition of fairness is his-
torical and non-comparative in character (much like libertarian in-
tuitions of fairness), and it has its moral roots in an idea stating (a) 
that costs that people are responsible for bringing about belong to 
them – such costs are fairly theirs since they are attributable to them 
–, and (b) that costs of this attributable kind should not be shifted 
onto others since it would be unfair to these others to make them 
bear the costs of other people’s choices. In contrast, the egalitarian 
intuition underlying the Imprudent’s argument is essentially com-
parative in character, and it has its moral roots in an idea stating that 
it is unfair to let morally irrelevant traits such as a person’s gender, 
the colour of her skin, or her family background affect outcomes in 
terms of advantages and disadvantages.’  

97 I believe that most luck-egalitarians would make something like this argument from fairness 
rather than the more conceptual arguments explored in the previous sections.  
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Given that this is true, it is very hard to see why the Prudent would be 
convinced of the unfairness of the situation of Maverick and Prudence (un-
less they also had egalitarian inclinations to begin with, that is). The re-
sponse one could expect from them is something like this:  
 

‘So what if Maverick and Prudence lived in different circumstances? 
That this is so does not change anything relevant about Maverick’s 
situation. It does not remove the fact that she is responsible for her 
smoking, nor does it change the fact that unless she would be held 
responsible for the costs of her medical treatment others would 
have to pay for her lifestyle-choices – and that seems unfair to us.’ 

 
If one starts off with an intuition of fairness where comparative judgments 
are backgrounded in favour of historical ones there is in other words no 
‘unfairness-trigger’ present in the Maverick/Prudence example. The situ-
ation simply does not strike someone starting off with such an intuitive 
understanding of fairness as troublesome (from the perspective of fair-
ness, that is – the situation may still be deemed unfortunate).   

However, at this point the Imprudent could object that there is at 
least one sense in which their idea of fairness and the Prudent’s idea of 
fairness coincide: 

 
‘Even if the Prudent do not see any unfairness in the comparative 
situation of Maverick and Prudence, they should be worried about 
the fact that Maverick started from her position due to no respon-
sible choice of her own. The circumstances she was born into is 
undoubtedly not something she is responsible for, and the Prudent 
should therefore agree that it would be unfair to hold her responsi-
ble for the choices these non-chosen circumstances produce. By 
tracing Maverick’s choices back in time, we find that it was not, in 
the final analysis, responsible choice that put Maverick in the dire 
straits she is now in, but circumstances beyond her control. This, 
the Prudent should agree, shows that it would be unfair to hold 
Maverick responsible.’98 
 

This objection is a non-comparative version of the regression-type objec-
tions that was investigated in previous sections. As was hinted there, the 
Prudent disagree that responsibility is regressive in the sense implied 
above. They could therefore answer something like this:  

                                                        
98 Cohen argues along these lines (in e.g. 1989), falling back on a regressive view of responsibility 
much like Galen Strawson’s (1999). 
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‘If you start with the idea that responsibility is essentially about at-
tributability, you soon realize that you do not need to be responsible 
for the circumstances you are in to be responsible for the choices 
you make once in those circumstances. As far as the choices you make 
are really yours – as far as they reflect who you are in a proper man-
ner – they are choices for which you are responsible.  

Consider this example to see why this makes sense. Prudence 
is getting married, and her friends’ idea of a good bachelorette party 
is to party all night, get Prudence drunk to the point of unconscious-
ness, and send her off to an exotic party island (where she is sup-
posed to have ‘a final adventure as a free woman’). Once on this 
island – a place Prudence certainly has not chosen to go to – things 
go awry though. Prudence takes a liking to the relaxed atmosphere 
of the island and she soon finds new friends with whom she does 
some heavy partying. In this process she starts smoking cigarettes, 
and this habit is one she finds overwhelmingly difficult to shake 
once she is back in her own (prudent) environment. Unfortunately, 
the smoking results in lung cancer, and now Prudence is stuck with 
medical expenses that she would not have had if she had not been 
sent off to the party island many years ago.  

Is this unfair? Should we say that because Prudence did not 
responsibly choose the circumstances in which she started smoking, 
she is not responsible for her choice to start smoking (and the con-
sequences thereof)? Should we say that ‘her circumstances made her 
end up here, not responsible choice’? No. Prudence was well aware 
of the addictive qualities of nicotine as well as of the correlation 
between smoking and lung cancer back on the island; she did not 
start smoking out of compulsion or because someone threatened or 
forced her; she endorsed the choice to start smoking at the time, etc. 
In short, the choice to start smoking in those circumstances was a 
choice that really reflected who Prudence was: it was a choice at-
tributable to her, and therefore one for which she is responsible. 
Now this responsible choice has ripened, one could say, and the 
burdens she now faces are hers to bear due to the fact that she is 
responsible for bringing them about. 

Of course, the same goes for Maverick in the Imprudent’s ex-
ample. She did not choose her circumstances, but once in those cir-
cumstances she had what is required for being responsible for her 
choices: she had the relevant information on smoking, she was 
properly reasons-responsive, she endorsed her choice, and so on. 
Thus, her choice is hers in a way that makes her responsible for it as 
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well as its consequences. This shows that responsibility of the rele-
vant sort can arise from circumstances for which one bears no re-
sponsibility.’99 

 
Given that responsibility is essentially about attributability, this argument 
seems valid. As far as there is nothing in the historical chain of events that 
indicates that choices like Maverick’s are not ‘genuinely hers’ in this at-
tributability sense, she is responsible for them and could be held respon-
sible accordingly. Thus, the fact that Maverick did not choose her disad-
vantageous circumstances, or the fact that she may have chosen differently 
in other circumstances, is inconsequential from the Prudent’s point of 
view.100 

There is however a final objection for the Imprudent to raise here. 
They could argue that the unfavourable character of Maverick’s choice-
circumstances put her choices’ genuineness into doubt, and that it would 
only be fair to hold her responsible for the consequences of her choices if 
she started off in as favourable circumstances as Prudence did. The argu-
ment could go: 

 
‘If Maverick had been placed in the favourable circumstances that 
Prudence started from she would most certainly have chosen a dif-
ferent, healthier, lifestyle. This tells us that she is not really respon-
sible for the lifestyle she in fact chose: her choices are the result of 
factors in her environment rather than the result of genuine choice. 
Thus, the Prudent need background conditions of equality of op-
portunities to filter out the genuine choices upon which their poli-
cies build.’101 
 

On the Prudent’s own premises, the Imprudent seems to say here, it would 
be unfair to hold Maverick responsible since she would not really be re-
sponsible in the required sense unless she started from an equally favour-
able position as the one Prudence started from. Prudence’s choice to re-

                                                        
99 This argument could build upon a reasons-responsiveness account of responsibility like the one 
proposed in Fischer and Ravizza 1998 (see section 6.2 for a more detailed description of this ac-
count). 
100 The Imprudent could of course insist that responsibility in fact implies regressive choice of the 
sort suggested (leaning on, for example, Galen Strawson’s ‘basic argument’). This is an important 
objection, but it is one that will be saved for Part II (where we delve deeper into the responsibility 
concept and seek answers to the Responsible How-objection).   
101 The interest of luck-egalitarians like Cohen and Arneson in the ‘genuineness’ of choices suggests 
that this argument is not too far-fetched as luck-egalitarian comeback in this context. However, it 
should be noted that I have not seen this exact argument in the luck-egalitarian literature. 
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frain from smoking is genuine because it was made in favourable circum-
stances, but Maverick’s choice to start smoking is not genuine due to the 
unfavourable nature of her circumstances. Only if Prudence and Maverick 
had started off from the same favourable situation could Maverick’s 
(counterfactual) choice to start smoking be genuine enough to licence 
fairly holding her responsible. 

For this argument to work however, the Prudent would have to ac-
cept the idea that people can only be responsible for choices made in fa-
vourable circumstance. But a favourable circumstances-requirement like 
this is too strict to match ordinary judgements of responsibility, they could 
argue:  

‘We ordinarily deem people to be responsible for hitting someone 
even if they are tired, stressed or provoked at the time, and we or-
dinarily deem people to be responsible for driving recklessly even if 
they are about to be late for a flight or their own wedding. Favour-
able circumstances can perhaps make a person more responsible for 
their acts in some sense, but such circumstances are not required to 
carry people over the responsibility-threshold. People are responsible 
for their behaviour even if they are stressed, provoked or live in a 
culture that encourages some particular form of behaviour. The 
choices they make are genuine enough to be their own choices even 
in such circumstances. Attributability is not lost because the circum-
stances of choice are unfavourable, and that is what matters for pol-
icies tracking responsibility.’102  

The Prudent could also argue that, even if they would concede that it is 
the ‘more genuine’ (counterfactual) choices that the Imprudent care about 
that matter, such a concession would not much help the Imprudent’s ar-
gument in favour of equal opportunities. ‘Even with such a concession,’ 
the Prudent could argue,  

‘the connection between responsibilitarian policies and background 
conditions of equality of opportunities would still be lacking, since 
the favourable circumstances that would render ‘really genuine’ 
choices (on the Imprudent’s own understanding) would not also 
have to be equal. All that is needed to put people in the required 
circumstance would be to bring them over a favourable circum-
stances-threshold. If some people would barely reach this threshold 

102 This argument will be given a fuller statement in the next chapter (see section 4.1), and the issue 
of contrafactual responsibility will be more extensively explored in Part II (in section 6.3 especially). 
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and others exceed it by far would be of no consequence for policies 
tracking responsibility. Inequality above the threshold would not 
matter, and the required link between equality of opportunity and 
responsibilitarian policies would therefore still be missing.’ 

 
This argument brings the nature of the intuitive pull of the Imprudent’s 
Maverick/Prudence example into question. Does this example really pull 
in an egalitarian direction? Does our intuition really tell us that it is the ine-
quality of Maverick’s and Prudence’s circumstances that matter, or is it, 
rather, the insufficiency of Maverick’s circumstances that makes the situation 
seem unfair? If so, there seems to be yet another sense of fairness to factor 
in here: a sense of fairness stating that it is unfair to apply responsibilitarian 
policies in circumstances where people have not reached the threshold of 
sufficiently favourable circumstances for making prudent lifestyle-choices. 
We will return to this idea in the next chapter.  

Here, it seems that we can settle with the fact that people sharing 
the Prudent’s fundamental intuitions about fairness and responsibility 
would be hard to convince to adopt an egalitarian background conditions-
requirement. Such a requirement may make sense to people with egalitar-
ian intuitions about fairness and responsibility, but not to people like the 
Prudent. Convincing the Prudent to adopt a background conditions-re-
quirement of this sort would therefore require the abandonment of their 
own view of fairness as well as responsibility – and this would make talk 
of ‘integration’ of responsibilitarian fairness into an egalitarian framework 
a misdescription of what is really at stake. Such ‘integration’ would leave 
people sharing the Prudent’s responsibilitarian intuitions with the feeling 
of having their idea of fairness and responsibility warped or substituted 
rather than integrated.103  

3.4 Concluding Remarks 
Three important lessons can be taken away from this chapter. The first is 
that even though the responsibilitarian aim to distribute according to re-
sponsibility and the egalitarian aim to neutralize dis/advantages for which 
people are not responsible appear to go hand in hand, or even to be no 
more than different phrasings of the same aim, these two aims can in fact 

                                                        
103 Such ‘integration’ seems to be a part of the luck-egalitarian project. Cohen, for example, com-
mends Dworkin for performing “for egalitarianism the considerable service of incorporating within 
it the most powerful idea in the arsenal of the anti-egalitarian right: the idea of choice and respon-
sibility” (1989, 933).  
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be separated. This leaves open the possibility that people end up disad-
vantaged – simultaneously, so to speak – because of dis/advantages for 
which they are not responsible and because of responsible choice. For ex-
ample, it leaves open the possibility that a smoker both is responsible for 
her lung cancer and that the factors ultimately making her act in the spe-
cific way she does (her personality and the preferences and inclinations 
that come with it) as well as the factors deciding the outcome of her re-
sponsible acts (her genetic predisposition to develop lung cancer, etc.) are 
arbitrary in the sense that she is not responsible for them and that they 
bestow dis/advantages (relative to others) on her.  

The second lesson to take away is that the responsibilitarian con-
ception of fairness differs both in character and in its moral roots from 
the egalitarian version of responsibilitarian fairness we have seen here. 
Fairness of the responsibilitarian kind is historical and non-comparative in 
structure, and it falls back on a non-regressive conception of responsibil-
ity: responsibility as attributability. This is important because it shows that 
the kind of fairness and responsibility that responsibilitarians like the Pru-
dent support is fully compatible with people making their lifestyle-choices 
in unequal circumstances. Smoking can be properly attributable even to 
the circumstantially unfortunate Imprudent, and it would therefore seem 
fair from a responsibilitarian point of view to hold them responsible for 
the consequences of their behaviour. 

The third lesson to take away is closely related to the second. The 
‘genuine choices’ making up the core of the responsibility upon which the 
Prudent build their preferred distributive policies are not counterfactual, 
and this makes responsibilitarian fairness applicable even in circumstances 
where people would have ‘done otherwise’ in different (more favourable) 
circumstances. Again, this is because responsibilitarians like the Prudent 
conceive of responsibility as essentially tied to attributability. Such at-
tributability can obtain even if different circumstances would have pro-
duced different acts and behaviours that, in those circumstances, would 
have been attributable to that agent.  

These lessons are all important in the sense that they make the con-
tours of the Prudent’s responsibilitarian idea considerably clearer. How-
ever, these lessons also make it clearer that the idea of responsibility upon 
which the Prudent’s favoured policies build is essentially sufficientarian – 
this kind of responsibility is essentially an idea about choices being suffi-
ciently genuine, circumstances being sufficiently favourable, etc. – and this 
suggests that there is an opening for the Imprudent to object to being 
targeted by responsibilitarian policies on sufficientarian grounds. Our con-
temporary world is lacking background conditions of sufficient quality, 
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they could argue, and this is why responsibilitarian policies are unjustified 
here and now. We will turn to objections of this kind next. 
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4. Sufficiency (Loose Ends)

The Imprudent’s leading idea in this chapter is that the failure to find suit-
able background conditions-requirements for responsibilitarian distribu-
tive policies is because of sloppy work in the previous chapters. These 
chapters have left some important loose ends, and, the Imprudent will 
argue, these loose ends point in one specific direction: toward sufficien-
tarian background conditions-requirements. Thus, this will be something 
of a chapter for ‘leftover arguments’; a chapter for arguments that that are 
worth following up on but that were not pursued because they did not fit 
into the context of liberty or equality of opportunity of the previous chap-
ters.  

Tree such leftover arguments will be investigated. In section 4.1, the 
Imprudent will argue that people must reach a high threshold of favourable 
background conditions for their choices to be genuine enough for respon-
sibilitarian distributive purposes (a leftover argument from the chapter on 
equality of opportunity); in section 4.2, they will argue that similarly fa-
vourable background conditions are required for responsible choices to 
gain the moral thrust required to justify responsibilitarian distributive poli-
cies (a leftover argument from the chapter on liberty); and in section 4.3, 
they will argue that responsibility is a sufficientarian notion, and that the 
relevant background conditions are, therefore, ones in which people are 
provided with resources for reaching the relatively low responsibility threshold 
(a leftover argument from the chapter on liberty as well as the chapter on 
equality of opportunity). As we will see, the Prudent find none of these 
arguments are convincing. They will argue that the first argument fails be-
cause it departs from a non-responsibilitarian understanding of genuine 
choice; that the second argument fails because it departs from a non-re-
sponsibilitarian idea of fairness and from the value of autonomy rather 
than from the value of responsibility; and that the third argument fails 
because it confuses requirements for being responsible with requirements 
for responsibilitarian distributive policies.  

In the end however, we will see that it would not necessarily be un-
reasonable for the Prudent to adopt background conditions-requirements 
of the low threshold kind suggested in section 4.3. Thus, one important 
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conclusion of the chapter is that responsibilitarians like the Prudent have 
arrived at a crossroads, where neither accepting nor turning down the low 
threshold background conditions-requirements suggestion necessarily 
would be unreasonable (even from their own perspective). Another con-
clusion, however, will be that choosing which path to take requires that 
the Prudent more closely define the kind of responsibility upon which 
their proposed policies would build – and that no choice (therefore) can 
be made before we have seen what Part II has in store. 

4.1 Fairness and Genuine Choice 
The first sufficientarian suggestion is derived from the egalitarian argu-
ment from fairness from the previous chapter – or, rather, from the Pru-
dent’s counterargument against this argument. Thus, the Imprudent could 
begin by restating the egalitarian argument: 
 

‘In the previous chapter, we saw the egalitarian argument that it 
would not be fair to hold a circumstantially disadvantaged person 
like Maverick responsible for her (responsible) choice to start smok-
ing, since she could object that ‘I would not have ended up here, 
had I been in (the circumstantially advantaged) Prudence’s shoes’. 
When one person starts off in circumstances that heavily incline her 
towards unhealthy behaviour like smoking, and another starts off in 
circumstances that heavily incline her in the opposite direction, it is 
not fair to hold the initially disadvantaged person responsible when 
bad consequences follow, the argument stated. Maverick and Pru-
dence started off from unequal positions and it would therefore be 
unfair to let Maverick bear the costs of her unfavourable circum-
stances and let Prudence enjoy the benefits of the favourable cir-
cumstances that she happened to find herself in.’104 

 
Leaning on the Prudent’s counterargument, the Imprudent could then 
continue:  

 
‘However, we also saw the Prudent point out that an important 
problem with this egalitarian argument is that the intuitive sense of 
unfairness we experience in the case of Maverick and Prudence does 
not necessarily have anything to do with the inequality of their initial 
circumstances. What is unfair here, we saw the Prudent argue, is not 

                                                        
104 The egalitarian argument from fairness is found in section 3.3. 
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so much Prudence’s comparably favourable circumstances as Mav-
erick’s insufficiently favourable ones. The intuition here is, in other 
words, really working in sufficientarian rather than egalitarian direc-
tion: it is unfair to hold Maverick responsible because she was ini-
tially placed in circumstances that where not good enough – in ab-
solute terms – to result in lifestyle-choices of the genuine sort that 
would be the basis of fair responsibilitarian policies. Maverick would 
not have to enjoy circumstances equal to those of Prudence in order 
to be fairly held responsible for her lifestyle-choices, but she would 
have to be brought to a sufficiently favourable situation; a situation 
in which her options are good enough to result in genuine choices.  

This indicates that responsibilitarian fairness requires that 
people reach a relatively high threshold of favourable background 
conditions. Without such background conditions, the required gen-
uineness of the choices upon which responsibilitarian fairness relies 
is simply not in place. This also explains why it would be unfair to 
target us with responsibilitarian policies in contemporary societies: 
contemporary choice-making contexts are not sufficiently favoura-
ble to generate genuine enough choices.’ 

There seems to be two viable ways for the Prudent to resist the conclusion 
above however. First, they could ask the Imprudent to recall (from the 
previous chapter) that their own responsibilitarian sense of fairness is his-
torical in structure and that it, therefore, only deals with the actual circum-
stances of agents. If Maverick’s actual historical account shows no signs 
of responsibility-undermining factors, they could repeat, she is responsible 
and should therefore be held responsible accordingly. Whether more fa-
vourable circumstances would have resulted in different choices and out-
comes is inconsequential according to this sense of fairness, the Prudent 
could remind the Imprudent.  

Second, the Prudent could also argue that the sense of ‘genuine 
choice’ used in the argument above is different from the sense of ‘genuine 
choice’ upon which responsibilitarian fairness builds. This kind of fairness 
finds choices to be ‘genuine’ in the relevant sense when choices are 
properly attributable to the agent in question, the Prudent could argue. 
Thus, if Maverick’s choice to start smoking is ‘really hers’ in the sense that 
it is a choice that is derived from her set of values and priorities, it is gen-
uinely hers in the relevant sense – and she is responsible for it. What is 
argued above however, is that such choices are not genuine enough, since 
the person Maverick would have been, and the preferences she would have 
had, in more favourable circumstances would have been different – and 
that these choices would be different in a more genuine way. But this, the 
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Prudent could argue, is not what responsibility is about, not on their view 
of responsibility anyhow. ‘Maverick’s choices may have been different if 
she had grown up in different circumstances,’ they could say,  

 
‘but that only means that there are potentially other choices that 
would (in the relevant sense) genuinely belong to the counterfactual 
Maverick if the circumstances would have been different. But this 
does not mean that the actual Maverick’s choices are any less genu-
inely hers, as she presently is, with the preferences she (therefore) pres-
ently has. She is who she now is, and her preferences are what they 
are – and as far as her choices are derived from this actual self, she 
is responsible for them. These actual choices are choices that are 
attributable to her, and that is what matters for responsibility. The 
counterfactual Maverick would have been, so to speak, another person, 
with other preferences and choices following from these prefer-
ences attributable to her. But these counterfactual choices would 
not be more genuine to the actual Maverick in any sense; they would, 
rather, be choices that would appear alien to her, not matching who 
she is now. And why, one could ask, would such counterfactual 
choices matter more to us (or to Maverick), here and now, than the 
actual choices of the actual Maverick?’105 

 
Here, the Imprudent would probably be inclined to answer something like: 
‘The counterfactual choices matter more because the background condi-
tions of the counterfactual Maverick would be fair in a way that the back-
ground conditions of the actual Maverick are not’. But this would only 
seem to bring us back to the first point above. ‘This would only be fair,’ 
the Prudent would argue,  
 

‘if fairness is essentially about starting off with a ‘fair deal’ of suffi-
ciently favourable background conditions – not if fairness is a his-
torical notion centred on distribution in accordance with backward-
looking responsibility as attributability.’  

 
In the Imprudent’s argument above, that is, fairness lies in the (absolute) 
quality of starting positions, but to the Prudent, fairness lies in the quality 
of historical processes. Thus, the Prudent would (once again) have to trade 
their own sense of fairness for another, or at least concede that this (suf-
ficientarian) sense of fairness is somehow truer or more important than 

                                                        
105 Gideon Elford (2012) makes a similar point about counterfactual responsibility. In section 6.3 
the issue of counterfactual responsibility will be discussed more extensively. 
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the one they started out with themselves, in order to reach the same con-
clusion as the Imprudent. But there seems to be no more reason for the 
Prudent to trade their own sense of fairness for a sufficientarian one than 
there is to trade it for an egalitarian one. The upshot here is rather that we 
now have three different senses of fairness on the table: one (egalitarian) 
that says that it would be unfair to hold people responsible for their bur-
dens unless they have started off from relevantly equal circumstances; one 
(sufficientarian) that says that it would be unfair to hold people responsi-
ble for their burdens unless they have started off from sufficiently favour-
able circumstances; and one (responsibilitarian) that says that it would be 
unfair to hold people responsible for their burdens unless they are respon-
sible for bringing them about. Yet another sense of fairness would be 
added to the stack, but this would not change much for the Prudent’s 
judgment of the situation of someone like Maverick. Her choice to start 
smoking was genuinely hers in the relevant (attributability) sense; she is, 
therefore, responsible for it; and fairness, therefore, requires that she is 
held responsible for its consequences. 

Perhaps the Imprudent with egalitarian and the Imprudent with suf-
ficientarian inclinations could get something out of a discussion about 
how to achieve ‘really genuine’ choices – there seems to be a shared un-
derstanding of what such choices are made of in these groups – but neither 
group would have much to tell the Prudent on this matter. To the Prudent, 
choices do not become more genuine because external circumstances im-
prove – they become, rather, choices that are equally genuine, but that would 
belong to the different persons that the different circumstances would produce. Thus, 
even if ‘genuine choices’ are required for responsibilitarian policies, it 
would be hard to convince the Prudent that sufficiently favourable back-
ground conditions (or equally favourable ones, for that matter) would be 
required to achieve this aim. This aim, they would say, can be achieved 
without going through the trouble of dramatically improving contempo-
rary people’s circumstances. In fact, it can be achieved even if contempo-
rary people grew up in adverse circumstances like those of Maverick.  

4.2 The Moral Value of Responsible Choice 
There is however another move for the Imprudent to make here. They 
could concede that choices do not become more genuine in more favour-
able circumstances and that their sense of fairness is different from the 
Prudent’s, but argue, instead, that favourable circumstances enhance re-
sponsibilitarian type fairness by enhancing the moral value of imprudent 
choices. The argument could go: 
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‘In the liberty chapter, we learned that unfavourable circumstances 
enhance the moral value of prudent choices, and that favourable 
circumstances enhance the moral value of imprudent choices. Thus, 
if Maverick would have chosen not to start smoking despite her (un-
favourable) circumstances, or if Prudence would have chosen to 
start smoking despite her (favourable) circumstances, the moral 
value of their choices would be higher than that of their actual, in-
clination-following, choices. To act against the grains of inclining fac-
tors takes an effort, and this is what achieves this effect.  

If the Prudent accept this, the step to a relatively high suffi-
ciency threshold of favourable background conditions is not far. 
The core of the responsibilitarian idea seems to be to hold people 
responsible for their imprudent choices – rather than rewarding 
people like Prudence for their prudent choices – and it would there-
fore be natural for the Prudent to want people to start out in favour-
able circumstances. Doing so would enhance the moral value of im-
prudent choices, and it would, therefore, enhance the moral thrust 
of the responsibilitarian distributive policies building upon these 
choices. With favourable background conditions in place, the moral 
basis for responsibilitarian policies would become more solid; such 
background conditions would make responsibilitarian policies 
fairer.’ 

 
This argument seems to better explain the importance of favourable back-
ground conditions to responsibilitarian policies. Rather than making 
choices more genuine, such background conditions enhance the moral 
value of responsible choices – and become important to responsibilitarian 
distribution for this reason. 

However, two arguments for rebutting this argument seem available 
to the Prudent. The first argument is that even if favourable background 
conditions would make the moral basis of responsibilitarian policies more 
solid, this does not mean that the basis of such policies is not solid enough 
in the absence of such background conditions. The Prudent could argue:  

 
‘Responsibility in itself carries sufficient moral thrust to justify re-
sponsibilitarian policies also in less than favourable circumstances, 
and from a responsibilitarian point of view it would therefore appear 
unnecessary to add demanding background conditions-require-
ments of this kind. If present day background conditions are good 
enough to justify the introduction of responsibilitarian policies, 
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what reason would there be to require more favourable background 
conditions than this?’  

To say that the moral thrust of responsible choices is sufficient to justify 
responsibilitarian policies in contemporary societies is plainly question 
begging however. The Imprudent could reply:  

‘Maybe this is true, maybe it is not. But if it is true, this is something 
that must be argued and not merely assumed. To make this argu-
ment however, the Prudent must explain more about responsibility 
and what lends it its moral thrust. If the moral thrust of responsibil-
ity turns out to be rather weak, it would seem necessary for the Pru-
dent to boost their case with something like favourable background 
conditions to get the moral leverage required. If the moral thrust of 
responsibility turns out strong, this would be, as the Prudent say, an 
unnecessary costly move for them to make. Either way, this argu-
ment must at least be put on hold for now, since we do not yet know 
enough about the kind of responsibility the Prudent fall back on.’ 

This seems correct. Not until we know more about the kind of responsi-
bility upon which the Prudent want to build their distributive policies can 
anything conclusive be said about its moral thrust. This does of course not 
make this first argument unimportant; it merely renders it unavailable at 
the moment, so to speak, waiting for clarification of these matters in Part 
II.106

There is however an argument that is available to the Prudent at this 
point. This argument is another version of the (by now familiar) different 
senses of fairness-argument. Just like on earlier versions of this argument, 
this version states that the Prudent’s sense of fairness and the sense of 
fairness underlying the Imprudent’s argument differ in moral roots as well 
as structure. The Prudent could argue:  

‘Two things indicate that what we are dealing with here is, again, 
different notions of fairness. To begin with, the Imprudent seem to 
conflate the responsibilitarian ideal with an ideal building upon au-
tonomy. Unlike the responsibilitarian ideal, the ideal of autonomy em-
phasises the freedom to be truly self-directing: to be free from, on 
the one hand, external influences of other people and circumstantial 
factors that narrow the range of options, and, on the other hand, 

106 Thus, we will return to this argument when we know more about the moral thrust of the type 
of responsibility that the Prudent would build their policies upon (at the end of Part II).  
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free from internal obstacles standing in the way of doing as one re-
ally wishes (think of cases involving compulsion or severe shy-
ness).107 If this is the ideal you start off with, favourable background 
conditions come natural to you: such background conditions are, 
simply, the external requirement for true autonomy. But if this is the 
ideal you start off with, it also becomes apparent that the moral 
roots of this ideal are different from those of the responsibilitarian 
ideal. The responsibilitarian ideal is not about making people auton-
omous: it is about not permitting people to shift costs for which 
they are responsible onto others. 

Second, the autonomy ideal also differs in structure from the 
responsibilitarian ideal. Most centrally, the autonomy ideal relies on 
a starting gate view of fairness that the responsibilitarian ideal does 
not share. If everyone is brought to a fair starting position – to a 
sufficient level of autonomy – it is fair to ‘open the starting gates’ 
and let people bear whatever consequences will follow from their 
choices, this view seems to state. This could of course be put in 
responsibilitarian terminology; one could say that, given such a start-
ing point, it is fair to hold people responsible for the consequences 
of their behaviour. But this, it should be noted, is not enough to 
make the ideal responsibilitarian. After all, all views of fairness leave 
some outcomes for people to deal with themselves – and this may 
be put in the language of ‘holding people responsible’ – but this does 
not mean that all views of fairness put responsibility at centre stage.108 
In fact, the autonomy ideal seems to do fine without responsibility 
entering the picture at all: fairness is achieved by bringing everyone 
over the autonomy threshold (to the starting gate), leaving no real 
function for responsibility in what follows. In contrast, the respon-
sibilitarian ideal puts responsibility, specifically, at the heart of fair-
ness: responsibility for bringing costs about is the crucial factor that 
makes it unfair to shift these costs (for which one is responsible) 
onto others.  

Thus, it seems that we are, once again, dealing with two dif-
ferent senses of fairness: one that builds upon the value of auton-
omy and that holds a starting gate view of fairness, and one that 
builds upon the value of responsibility and that does not share such 
a starting gate view of fairness. This makes it difficult to see why 
background conditions-requirements of the suggested kind would 

                                                        
107 Isiah Berlin famously describes such autonomy in terms of ‘positive liberty’ (1966). A political 
ideal building upon such freedom can be found in e.g. Raz 1986; Sen 1992. 
108 Samuel Scheffler makes a similar point about theories of justice being responsibilitarian in the 
trivial sense of leaving some things for individuals to take responsibility for (see 2002; 2005). 
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be of interest from a responsibilitarian point of view; responsibili-
tarian fairness can be achieved without favourable background con-
ditions of the kind proposed.’ 

Understood this way, the moral thrust argument makes more sense: the 
farther from the threshold of favourable circumstances someone is, the 
less autonomous her choices will be, and the less moral weight should be 
assigned these choices. This is why, for example, Maverick’s choice to start 
smoking should be disqualified: it is not a choice made in autonomy-pro-
moting circumstances, and the moral thrust of this choice is, hence, not 
significant enough to render the bearing of the choice’s consequences fair. 
The requirements for the autonomy variant of starting gate fairness were 
not met in Maverick’s case, simply enough.  

To the Prudent, however, none of this is consequential. Autonomy 
is not a requirement for responsibility – most centrally because the attribut-
ability that the Prudent find essential to responsibility can be achieved with-
out the freedom that autonomy requires – and this is why Maverick’s situa-
tion is still fair from their point of view. Maverick’s choice-making circum-
stances may give her choice to start smoking very low autonomy-scores – 
and it may reduce its moral thrust for this reason – but these choice-mak-
ing circumstances are still good enough to make her choice a choice for 
which she is responsible – and a choice that is morally relevant for this 
reason. There seems to be two thresholds here in other words: one auton-
omy-threshold, which Maverick does not make it over, and one responsi-
bility-threshold, which she does make it over. This explains why the Im-
prudent and the Prudent disagree on the fairness of holding someone like 
Maverick responsible: the Imprudent think that fairness requires that peo-
ple make it over the autonomy-threshold, but the Prudent think that mak-
ing it over the responsibility-threshold is enough. 

The upshot of this is not very clear however. It is not clear, on the 
one hand, because the success of the Prudent’s different senses of fairness-
argument seems importantly limited. Even if this argument manages to 
separate the two senses of fairness as well as show why the Imprudent’s 
suggested background conditions-requirements are redundant from the 
point of view of the Prudent (given their view of fairness), this does  most 
of all seem to open up for the same kind of questioning of the value of 
responsibility that the Prudent’s first argument resulted in. ‘Why,’ the Im-
prudent could ask again, ‘is responsibility for a choice enough to make it 
fair for an agent to bear the consequences of it?’ With the Prudent’s ex-
planation above, the Imprudent could even specify their question: ‘Why 
should we not say that autonomy is required for a choice to have sufficient 
moral value for making people bearing its consequences?,’ they could now 
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ask. Questions like these are still unanswered, and the success of the dif-
ferent senses of fairness-argument does not in itself provide a way out of 
them.109 

The second reason why the upshot of the Prudent’s argument is 
unclear is because the function of the ‘responsibility-threshold’ in the Pru-
dent’s own view of fairness is unclear. It seems that also this kind of fair-
ness requires people to reach a certain threshold – and this indicates that 
there are sufficientarian background conditions-requirements built into 
the responsibilitarian view of fairness after all. The next section will ex-
plore this idea further. 

4.3 The Responsibility-Threshold 
Consequently, the next argument would start from the Prudent’s own 
sense of responsibility and derive background conditions-requirements 
from there. With this strategy, the Imprudent would start by asking what 
people need to make it above the responsibility-threshold (according to 
the Prudent’s own definition), and then move on to argue that people 
should be provided with the resources required to reach this threshold. 
The argument could go: 

 
‘If we collect what the Prudent have said this far about responsibil-
ity, we can weed out a number of requirements for people to be 
responsible for the consequences of their choices. First, we learned 
that maximal liberty is not an external requirement for people to be 
responsible for their choices, since there is, from the perspective of 
responsibility, nothing special with the specific range of options that 
minimal regulation and minimal taxation would produce. All that is 
needed, instead, are some options to choose from, we learned. The 
same lesson was then repeated in the chapter on equal opportunities: 
rather than requiring that people have equally many or equally good 
options to choose from, all that is required for responsibility is some 
options to choose from. With a range of options available, the 
choice of one of these options can be attributable to the agent – and 
that is what matters for the Prudent. 

However, attributability seems to require more than this. For 
example, the consequences of lifestyle-choices can only be properly 

                                                        
109 As we saw above however, these questions are better left alone until the Prudent’s concept of 
responsibility is further specified (it appears meaningless to make the Prudent answer these ques-
tions before they have all the responsibilitarian resources (provided in part III) at their disposal).  
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attributed to people if they understand, and can foresee the conse-
quences of, the options they are facing. For this, two things are 
needed: information about the alternatives, and the capacity to make 
sense, and use, of this information. If people have different lifestyle-
options to choose from, information on these different lifestyle-op-
tions’ effect on their health, and the capacity to make sense and use 
of this information, their choices as well as their consequences can 
be attributed to them. This is what is required for people to be re-
sponsible, the Prudent should agree.110  

But if they agree to this, they should also agree to adopting 
background conditions-requirements matching these requirements 
for reaching the responsibility-threshold. If we provide people with 
the options, information and capacity required, that is, the Prudent 
will have what they need to put responsibilitarian policies into ac-
tion: they will have people that are responsible for the consequences 
of their lifestyle-choices, and that, consequently, rightfully can be 
held responsible for these consequences.’  

This low threshold-variety of background conditions-requirements is (un-
like the previous high-threshold-varieties of background conditions-re-
quirements investigated this far) based upon the Prudent’s own under-
standing of responsibility, and it is a variety that would not, because of its 
modest character, ‘hold hostage’ the Prudent’s preferred distributive poli-
cies. Most people in contemporary societies reach the responsibility-
threshold, and the relevant background conditions can therefore be said 
to already be in place. In this sense, the Imprudent’s suggestion would 
appear to be a good bargain for the Prudent. It would not require any 
changes in their view of responsibility, and it would not require them to 
wait until some demanding (high threshold) background requirements are 
met before they put their distributive policies into action.  

Nonetheless, there is a wrinkle here. Although the Imprudent ap-
pear to offer background conditions-requirements at a bargain price, the 
Prudent could object that the price, despite appearances, is too high. This 
is because responsibilitarian fairness does not, strictly speaking, require 

110 The Imprudent could add: ‘Perhaps some people would additionally require some form of treat-
ment for compulsive behaviour; behaviour that would stop them from living in accordance with the 
preferences that they have formed. But this treatment would only have to be provided to people 
who are pathologically compulsive, not to ordinary people who are just not resolved enough to live 
in accordance with their preferences. Ordinary people are sufficiently reasons-responsive to make it 
above the responsibility threshold, and that is what matters if we want to hold them responsible 
on the basis of their being responsible.’ Again, this argument could build upon a reasons-respon-
siveness account of responsibility like the one proposed in Fischer and Ravizza 1998 (see section 
6.2 for a more detailed description of this account). 
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that people are provided with the resources needed to make them reach 
the threshold of responsibility. The Prudent could argue:  

 
‘Strictly speaking, to distribute according to responsibility, we do not 
have to make sure that people are provided with resources to de-
velop internal capacities for responsibility, nor do we have to pro-
vide people with external resources in the form of reasonable life-
style-options to choose from or proper information on the lifestyle-
choices available. In fact, we do not need to provide people with 
anything at all in terms of background conditions for responsibili-
tarian fairness to work. All we need to do is to sit back and wait. 
Most people will turn out to be responsible in the required sense 
even if we do nothing – and those people will be held responsible 
accordingly – but, and this is the important but, all we need to do 
with the people that do not reach the threshold is to not hold them 
responsible. Should for some reason their internal capacities not be 
of sufficient quality – like in the cases of children, mentally handi-
capped, or compulsive people – or should for some reason the ex-
ternal requirements of responsibility not be fully met – like when 
information of the relevant sort is missing (think of the time before 
information on the connection between smoking and lung cancer 
was common knowledge) – the responsibilitarian solution is simple: 
do not hold these people responsible. After all, people would, in 
such cases, not be responsible in the required sense. 

Thus, not even low-threshold background conditions-re-
quirements like the ones suggested are tied to responsibilitarian pol-
icies. Responsibility may be a sufficientarian notion – a notion im-
plying a threshold that must be reached – but that does not mean 
that we need to provide people with the resources to reach this thresh-
old. Rather, this is the threshold people must pass if we are to fairly 
hold them responsible. If they do not pass this sufficiency threshold, 
we should not hold them responsible – and that is it. The idea that 
we must bring everyone over the threshold before we distribute ac-
cording to responsibility is, once again, an idea derived from a start-
ing gate view of fairness alien to responsibilitarians.’  

 
This argument appears correct. There is an important distinction between 
requirements for being responsible and requirements for policies based on 
responsibility, but this distinction is overlooked by the Imprudent in the 
low-threshold argument above. The Prudent’s notion of fairness does not 
require that anything ‘must be done before’ people are held responsible 
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on the basis of their responsibility. If no one makes it over the responsi-
bility-threshold because the background conditions are terrible, then no 
one will simply be held responsible for the consequences of their behav-
iour. Whatever background conditions will do for responsibilitarian fairness 
to apply. In this sense, the price of the low threshold background condi-
tions-requirements is indeed too high: responsibilitarian fairness can be 
achieved without providing people with the resources required for reach-
ing even this low threshold.   

In another sense, however, the price may be worth paying. The Im-
prudent could argue that, even if the background conditions-requirements 
they promote are not strictly necessary for responsibilitarian fairness, they 
are background conditions-requirements that the Prudent reasonably 
should adopt. The argument could go:  

‘Even if we concede that the background conditions-requirements 
proposed are not required for fairness of the responsibilitarian kind, 
and even if we concede that adopting such background conditions-
requirements would change the structure of the responsibilitarian 
idea in the starting gate direction, it does not seem unreasonable for 
the Prudent to add such background conditions-requirements to 
their framework. The fact that responsibility-threshold background 
conditions-requirements are compatible with responsibilitarianism 
in a way that previous suggestions are not, and the fact that such 
background conditions-requirements are a good bargain in the sense 
that they would not necessitate improvements to contemporary so-
cieties before responsibilitarian distributive policies could be real-
ized, are important reasons for this. But they are not the only rele-
vant reasons. Two more reasons speak in favour of such a conclu-
sion.  

First, given that the Prudent believe that responsibility is the 
central value around which fairness is organized, it would not be 
inconsistent for them to insist that background conditions also 
should be adjusted to match this value. Seen from this perspective, 
adopting the suggested background conditions-requirements would 
be a way to extend the responsibilitarian idea that responsibility is the 
central value, not a way to fundamentally change it. Responsibility 
would in this version of responsibilitarianism be the basis for dis-
tributive policies as well as background conditions, and responsibil-
ity would thus become ‘the heart and soul of fairness’ in more than 
one dimension. This indicates that it would not necessarily be un-
reasonable, even from the Prudent’s own perspective, to adopt the 
suggested background conditions-requirements.   
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Second, adopting such requirements would not only not be 
unreasonable from the Prudent’s own perspective – it would also be 
a minimally reasonable thing to do from our perspective as policy 
targets. If the Prudent are morally motivated – if they are driven by 
a desire to justify their proposed distributive policies to the people 
living under them – they should be willing to modify their view 
along the lines suggested, since doing so would be a way for them 
to accommodate our interests as policy targets. If responsibilitarian poli-
cies are to be justified to us, the Prudent would do well to at least 
give us something of fair chance to choose alternative (healthy) life-
styles before holding us responsible for the (unhealthy) lifestyles we 
in the end choose. With low-threshold background conditions-re-
quirements met, the Prudent could say that ‘you were provided with 
what you need for healthy behaviour – sufficient options to choose 
from and sufficient information and education to make sense and 
use of these options – but you nonetheless chose the unhealthy life-
styles you did’. This kind of reply is in the Prudent’s interest to have 
at their disposal, and with the addition of low threshold background 
conditions-requirements, they can have this without having to give 
up too much of their original idea.  

For these reasons, the modification would not be unreasona-
ble for the Prudent to make.’  

 
The Prudent could of course choose to stick with their original idea at this 
point. After all, if their core intuition about fairness is exclusively historical 
in character, even the adoption of low threshold background conditions-
requirements would constitute an important change to this intuition. In 
this sense, it would not be unreasonable for the Prudent to turn the prop-
osition down. 

However, this does not invalidate the argument from above. Rather, 
what seems to be the case is that neither alternative is unreasonable for the 
Prudent to turn down. The problem for the Prudent at this point, how-
ever, is another: even if they are morally motivated – and therefore prag-
matically prepared to make adjustments to their original idea in order to 
increase their prospects of justifying their preferred policies to the people 
living under them – there is still not enough information about the ‘re-
sponsibility’ underlying the policies in question to decide whether adding 
low threshold background conditions-requirements would be an ad-
vantage or a disadvantage in the justification process. If responsibility only 
requires a range of lifestyle-options to choose from, information on these 
lifestyle-options’ health-effects, and the capacity to make sense and use of 
this information, it seems obvious that the Imprudent would prefer to be 
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provided with these things (over not being provided with them). But if 
responsibility additionally requires information about the moral quality of 
different lifestyle-choices, as we will see that certain forms of responsibility 
do, this is not equally obvious.  

Thus, we once again seem to reach a point where a proper evalua-
tion of the alternatives is not possible until we have the information that 
Part II of the study will provide. Without this information, neither the 
Prudent’s claim that the moral thrust of responsibility is enough to justify 
responsibilitarian policies, nor the Imprudent’s claim that the addition of 
low threshold background conditions-requirements would make the re-
sponsibilitarian framework as a whole more justifiable (less reasonably re-
jectable), can be evaluated.  

4.4 Concluding Remarks 
Two conclusions appear warranted here. The first is that the responsibili-
tarian idea of fairness that we over the last three chapters have tried to 
untangle from neighbouring ideas of fairness is in an important sense not 
tied to background conditions of any kind – not for conceptual reasons, 
nor for reasons of fairness. In this sense, adding background conditions-
requirements (of any kind) would mean substituting the original responsi-
bilitarian sense of fairness with another, structurally alien, form of fairness. 
This is something that that deserves emphasis. In one important sense, 
‘integration,’ ‘incorporation,’ or ‘extension’ is not a correct description of 
what is at stake when background conditions-requirements are added to 
the responsibilitarian idea of fairness. ‘Substitution’ more correctly de-
scribes what is at stake.  

The second conclusion, however, is that substitution of this sort 
could be acceptable for properly morally motivated responsibilitarians. If 
the addition of background conditions-requirements (a) is compatible with 
the responsibilitarian idea that personal responsibility should make up the 
‘heart and soul of fairness’; (b) would not result in ‘hostage holding’ of the 
most essential element of responsibilitarian fairness: distribution accord-
ing to responsibility; and (c) would increase the responsibilitarian frame-
work’s chances of passing the contractualist test of reasonableness, the 
Prudent would have reason to accept such a change to their original idea. 
As we have seen, the low threshold background conditions-requirements 
proposed in section 4.4 could indeed meet these requirements. However, 
to find out whether this is so or not, more needs to be learned about the 
kind of responsibility upon which the Prudent would base responsibilitar-
ian policies. This will be the task of part II of the study.  
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Concluding Reflections, Part I 

Before we move on to the questions about responsibility awaiting in Part 
II, we should briefly pause to reflect on what we can learn from the past 
dialogue between the Prudent and the Imprudent from a contractualist point 
of view.  

From such a point of view, the first thing to note would be that 
many of the arguments we have seen in this first part are anchored in prior 
notions of rightness.111 This has been especially prominent in the last two 
chapters, where the Imprudent’s objections to responsibilitarian health 
policies on the basis of deficient background conditions have been objec-
tions that start from egalitarian or sufficientarian starting-gate intuitions 
of fairness – and where the Prudent’s responses to these objections have 
been responses that find their thrust in relevantly different, responsibili-
tarian, intuitions of fairness.112 But this, contractualists would say, is not 
how we should approach questions about justification. Calling upon such 
prior notions of rightness creates a deadlock for the contracting parties – 
neither the Imprudent nor the Prudent will be able to convince their coun-
terpart that their view of fairness is the correct one – and it renders the 
contractualist framework redundant in settling moral matters (since all the 
work in settling such matters would have already have been done by the 
prior notions, should they count).113 In this sense, the dialogue we have 
seen this far may well be instructive – it has, after all, helped us to better 
understand the Prudent’s view of fairness and responsibility as well as 
neighbouring views of fairness and responsibility – but it has not taken us 
very far in terms of justification. The Prudent and the Imprudent have 
explained how the introduction of responsibilitarian health policies in con-
temporary societies can be viewed as fair and unfair according to their own 
prior notions of rightness, but all we have learned, basically, is that holding 
the contemporary Imprudent responsible can be deemed fair and unfair 
at the same time, depending on which prior notion of rightness one relies. 

                                                        
111 ‘Prior notions of rightness’ is Scanlon’s term (1998, 213). 
112 The arguments from liberty (in chapter 2) are not based upon such prior notions of rightness; 
they are, simply, based upon misunderstandings of what responsibility requires.  
113 Scanlon 1998, 213 
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Clarificatory perhaps, but rather fruitless from a contractualist point of 
view. 

However, there is a way to view the preceding dialogue as relevant 
also within the contractualist framework. ‘Unfairness’ in a more general-
ized form can constitute valid grounds for rejection of a principle in the 
contractualist framework – but, contractualists would say, unfairness of 
the comprehensive kind that we have seen the Imprudent and the Prudent 
call upon does not qualify as such. In the contractualist process of justifi-
cation, contractualists maintain, it is “reasonable to object to principles 
that favour others arbitrarily” since “a principle that favours some in this 
way will often deprive others of benefits and opportunities that they have 
reason to want.”114 Principles that “arbitrarily favour the claims of some 
over the identical claims of others” are unfair in the relevant, generalized, 
sense, and this, contractualists maintain, “provides a perfectly understand-
able reason for finding partial principles objectionable.”115 Objections 
based on such a generalized conception of unfairness are objections based 
on “a reason that does not depend on a prior idea that such principles, or 
the practices they would permit, are wrong,” and this is what makes them 
legitimate in the contractualist process of justification.116  

Understood this way, the dialogue between the Imprudent and the 
Prudent we have seen can be viewed as a discussion about arbitrariness. 
To the Imprudent, responsibilitarian policies are morally arbitrary because 
they build upon lifestyle-choices that can ultimately be traced to the 
choice-making circumstances people happen to grow up and live in, and 
to the Prudent such policies are not morally arbitrary, since the would-be 
targets of the policies are responsible for their lifestyle-choices and their 
associated costs. From this perspective then, the question at the heart of 
the discussion on background conditions is really whether the basis of re-
sponsibilitarian policies, personal responsibility, constitutes a morally ar-
bitrary or a morally relevant fact in matters of cost-distribution. From this 
perspective, both the Prudent and the Imprudent must also specify why we 
should view personal responsibility as a morally relevant or a morally ar-
bitrary fact in such matters (and calling upon prior notions of rightness as 
proof of their side being right will not do). The Imprudent must explain 
why the fact that lifestyle-choices are made in significantly different 
choice-making circumstances makes responsibilitarian policies morally ar-
bitrary despite the fact that such choices are also, according to the Prudent’s 
definition, choices for which they are responsible – and the Prudent must, 
conversely, explain why being responsible for lifestyle-choices and their 

114 Scanlon 1998, 216  
115 Scanlon 1998, 216  
116 Scanlon 1998, 216 
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ensuing costs should be viewed as morally relevant to cost-distribution 
despite the fact that such choices are made in significantly different choice-
making circumstances. 

However, in order to better understand the ways in which the Im-
prudent and the Prudent could frame responsibilitarian policies as built 
upon morally arbitrary or morally relevant facts, we must know more 
about personal responsibility. This is the task to which we now turn.  

  





PART II

RESPONSIBILITARIAN BASES
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Introduction, Part II 

In this second part of the study, the direction of the dialogue between the 
Prudent and the Imprudent will change. Unlike in Part I, the Prudent will 
be the ones making suggestions and the Imprudent will be the ones raising 
objections. Thus, the burden of justification will primarily fall on the Pru-
dent. They are the ones that will propose different conceptions of respon-
sibility upon which to build responsibilitarian policies, and they are the 
ones that will have to defend these conceptions against objections raised 
by the Imprudent. Through this dialogue, the aim of Part II is to weed out 
the least rejectable basis for responsibilitarian policies. Following the conclu-
sion of Part I, the least rejectable responsibilitarian basis will be the one 
that best answers the question why personal responsibility should be con-
sidered a morally relevant rather than a morally arbitrary fact upon which 
to base distributive policies.  

The disposition of this second part of the study is straightforward: 
three different conceptions of responsibility will be the focus of one chap-
ter each. Chapter 5 will investigate the proposal that responsibilitarian pol-
icies should build upon causal responsibility, chapter 6 will investigate the 
proposal that responsibilitarian policies should build upon attributability re-
sponsibility, and chapter 7 will investigate the proposal that responsibili-
tarian policies should build upon accountability responsibility. In short, the 
proposals put forth in these three chapters can be described in the terms 
of holding individuals responsible (a) for lifestyle-related costs they have 
caused through their acts/behaviour, (b) for lifestyle-related costs that 
they have brought about through acts/behaviour within their control or 
through acts/behaviour that properly reflect what is truly them, and (c) 
for lifestyle-related costs that they have brought about through acts/be-
haviour that is properly described as irresponsible according to the ac-
countability conception of responsibility.  

The main conclusion of Part II will be that only accountability re-
sponsibility can provide a sufficiently solid basis for responsibilitarian pol-
icies, and that the Prudent would therefore do well to leave the other two 
conceptions behind. Reasonable Responsibilitarians, that is, should main-
tain that the reason that we are to hold smokers, overeaters and adrenaline-
junkies responsible is not because they are responsible for their behaviour 
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in the causal sense, nor because they are responsible for their behaviour in 
the attributability sense, but because these people behave irresponsibly in the 
accountability sense.  
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5. Causal Responsibility  

‘You cause, you pay’ – that is the core idea of the responsibilitarian policies 
proposed by the Prudent in this chapter. The idea is simple and straight-
forward, and it also seems to have the advantage of settling responsibility 
issues in a neutral way by looking strictly at the causes of an outcome. 
Causal responsibility is, in other words, a seemingly attractive candidate to 
serve as a basis for responsibilitarian distributive policies: it is neat and 
simple, and it settles cost distribution issues without digging into contro-
versial normative and metaphysical matters. As we will see, however, this 
idea is more complicated than it first may seem.  

The chapter will proceed as follows. In section 5.1, the Prudent will 
suggest that the conventional, scientific form of causality should be used 
as the basis for responsibilitarian policies. The Imprudent will however 
argue that this form of causality is unable to deliver the results that the 
Prudent desire. A strictly causal perspective, the Imprudent will argue, 
would not allow the Prudent to isolate the specific events and point out 
the specific causal factors needed to make precise causal statements about 
self-harmers. This, they will argue, presents the Prudent with a dilemma: 
either they must give up the neutrality of the scientific form of causality or 
they must give up the ability to make causal statements that could properly 
separate people that get ill or injured because of their acts/behaviour and 
people who get ill or injured because of other factors (genetic for exam-
ple). 

In section 5.2, the Prudent will turn to the notion of agent-causality to 
solve this dilemma. This move could, as we will see, actually help the Pru-
dent make sense of the idea of consequences ‘flowing’ from human acts, 
and it would also enable them to distinguish self-harmers from unluckies 
without leaving the confines of causality. However, the Imprudent will 
argue that even if this move offers a theoretical possibility out of the di-
lemma presented in the previous section, this does not help the Prudent 
much since this possibility is too dependent upon metaphysical specula-
tion that they would have no reason to accept as the basis for cost-distri-
bution. Thus, the Prudent would once more seem to face a dilemma: they 
can either stick with the conventional, empirically solid form of causality 
but lose the ability to separate self-harmers from unluckies, or they can 
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gain this ability but only at the cost of turning to a questionable metaphys-
ical account of causality. 

Finally, section 5.3 concludes. The conclusion is (unsurprisingly) 
that the Imprudent’s arguments from the preceding sections provide 
strong reasons for the Prudent to leave causal responsibility behind and 
continue their search for a basis for responsibilitarian distributive policies 
elsewhere. 

5.1 Conventional Causality 
The Prudent begin: 

‘Our proposal is that the causal form of responsibility should be 
used as the basis for responsibilitarian distributive policies. What 
this means is simple: whenever agents act, outcomes ‘flow’ from 
their acts – and if any of these outcomes result in costs of some sort, 
these costs are the agents’ to bear. You cause, you pay, bluntly put.117 
In the cases of particular interest here, this means that self-harmers 
like smokers, overeaters, and adrenaline-junkies would have to cover 
their own costs. From the choices and acts of such people, illness 
and injury tend to flow, and since these illnesses and injuries cost 
money to treat, these treatment costs should be placed with the 
‘causers’ somehow.  

An important advantage of this suggestion is that it keeps re-
sponsibilitarian policies out of difficult normative and metaphysical 
questions like whether a particular cost-raising act was ‘reasonable’ 
for an agent to make or whether the act was one for which the agent 
was ‘really’ responsible in a moral sense. With causality making up 
the basis for responsibilitarian policies we make responsibilitarian 
policies as neutral as possible.’118 

117 The idea that outcomes ‘flow’ from people’s acts, and that the outcomes of these acts should 
‘belong’ to the people from which they flow, is originally libertarian. It should be noted, however, 
that this idea primarily occurs in discussions on entitlement rather than in discussions on respon-
sibility. For example, Robert Nozick writes that “People’s holdings flow from their natural assets,” 
and that “If people are entitled to something, they are entitled to whatever flows from it” (Nozick 
1974, 225, 226, emphasis added). Although the thought primarily appears in the entitlement-con-
text, the idea itself (that outcomes ‘flow’ from people’s acts) seems to be perfectly translatable into 
responsibility-terms like those described above (Steven Perry and Arthur Ripstein seem to agree, 
see Perry 1997; Ripstein 1999). 
118 Both Perry and Ripstein think that normative neutrality in this form is the primary reason why 
libertarians favour this form of responsibility. However, none of them believe that this form of 
neutrality is a very fruitful approach (see Perry 1997, 383–84; Ripstein 1999, 40).  
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This suggestion raises a lot of objections however. To begin with, the Im-
prudent could object that using this form of causal responsibility as the 
basis for responsibilitarian policies would result in problems with placing 
the entire costs of outcomes with particular individuals. The problem, they 
could argue, is that the suggestion above relies upon a simplified under-
standing of causality used in our everyday causal judgements – but that 
this everyday conception of causality is importantly flawed from a stricter, 
more scientific, perspective. The argument could go: 
 

‘When we make our everyday causal judgements, we tend to focus 
on the causes that are important from our perspective, and because 
of this narrow focus we manage to make fairly precise causal state-
ments. For example, if a house catches fire after being struck by 
lightning, we tend to say that the lightning caused the fire. Similarly, 
if someone goes rock climbing and falls to break her leg, we tend to 
say that it was the rock climbing that caused the broken leg. How-
ever, what we really do in cases like these is to make judgements of 
causality based on our expectations. We do not expect houses to catch 
fire and we do not expect people to break their legs, but if these 
things happen we expect things like lightning or rock climbing to 
explain the outcome. Thus, if any of these things occur in the causal 
chain leading up to the outcome we pick them out as obvious causal 
explanations. 

But what we ‘pick out’ and what actually causes an outcome 
is very seldom the same. From a stricter, more scientific, point of 
view, there is in fact a multitude of factors jointly causing the out-
come, and the factor that we have picked out is but one of these 
factors. For the house to catch fire, the building material of the 
house must be combustible, there must be oxygen in the atmos-
phere, and so on; for the rock climber to break her leg she must land 
on sufficiently hard ground, gravity must pull her down, and so on. 
The point here is that these other causes of the outcome – the com-
bustible material, the oxygen, the hard ground, gravity – are seldom 
picked out as explanations because we tend to assume them away as 
‘background factors’. Nonetheless, from a strictly causal perspective 
these factors are as important as the ones we would usually cite as 
causes. Take away these background factors and the outcome would 
not have come about. Thus – strictly speaking – we could just as 
well say that the building material or the oxygen caused the fire or 
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that the hard ground or gravity caused the rock climber’s broken 
leg.119  

Tracing causality, in other words, does not lead to the simple 
answers that the Prudent would like it to – at least not in the sense 
that it places the entire burden of causal responsibility with individ-
ual agents. Rather, tracing causality leads to the conclusion that an 
individual’s acts are merely one among many necessary factors in-
volved in the causation of an outcome. Thus, basing responsibilitar-
ian policies on causal responsibility would result in the not-so-sim-
ple venture of trying to untangle the causal contribution of an indi-
vidual’s acts from the multitude of causal factors that – apart from 
the individual’s acts – were necessary for the outcome to come 
about. This way, the entire cost of an outcome would be hard to place 
with the individual. Why should an individual bear the entire cost 
when her actions only partially caused them? Partial causal respon-
sibility, it would seem, would lead to partial cost responsibility.’120  

119 This is probably what we would say if things had been different. For example, if lightning bolts 
struck houses every minute, we would tend to sort lightning bolts into the category of background 
factors, and explain the outcome with reference to the poor building material. Similarly, if we im-
agine a scenario where humans live on the moon and where mountain climbing is the most com-
mon way of life, we would probably explain the broken leg of our (earthly) mountain climber as 
the result of the gravitational forces of Earth. What becomes an ‘attention grabber’ or a ‘back-
ground factor’ is fundamentally perspective-dependent, in other words. For more on the selectivity 
of causal judgments, see e.g. Hart and Honoré 1985; Hesslow 1988; Björnsson 2007; Hitchcock 
and Knobe 2009; Björnsson and Persson 2013; 2012.. 
120 It should be noted, however, that partial responsibility would not necessarily be a problem here. 
The conclusion that self-harmers would only end up paying some undefined part of their costs 
depends on some important assumptions about the nature of responsibilitarian distribution as such. 
Most centrally, this conclusion relies on the assumption that distributing according to responsibility 
means holding people responsible for what they are responsible for and compensating them for what 
they are not responsible for. But this is not the only way to conceptualize such distribution. Rather, 
the assumption of compensation as a default is an egalitarian assumption that does not in itself 
follow from the idea of distributing according to responsibility. By changing the default from ‘com-
pensation’ to ‘letting costs stay where they fall,’ we can imagine another type of responsibility-
sensitive distribution; a type that we may call libertarian responsibility-sensitivity. On this variety of 
responsibility-sensitive distribution, the central idea is this: even if a person lacks responsibility for 
a costly disadvantage, we should not say that she should be relieved of these costs by other people, 
since these other people may not be responsible for bringing about this disadvantage either. It is, 
in other words, this non-responsibility that is focused on to the libertarian variety of responsibility-
sensitive distribution – and this makes the non-responsibility of the disadvantaged person incon-
sequential for cost-distribution purposes. Libertarianism seems to be responsibility-sensitive in this 
sense, despite the fact that it is mostly described as a responsibility-insensitive account (see Perry 
1997; Ripstein 1999). Interesting as this is, it will be assumed (as it also has been this far) that the 
‘conventionally’ responsibilitarian Prudent have egalitarian rather than inegalitarian leanings in this 
sense (they only want to hold people responsible for what they are responsible for – not for what 
they are not responsible for). This form of responsibilitarianism is the one most discussed in the 
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The Imprudent could extend this objection by arguing that the ‘cherry-
picking’ of some causes rather than others is not the only arbitrary feature 
of our everyday causal judgements. Just as there is, in the idea of causality 
itself, no reason for us to ‘pick out’ the particular causes we tend to pick 
out, there is, in this idea itself, no reason for us to make the time slices we 
normally make. There is no reason to isolate the causal events closest in 
time to the outcome the way we normally do in our causal judgments. The 
Imprudent could argue:  
 

‘An interest in strict causality would mean following the causal chain 
into what is an infinite regress of answers to the question ‘But what, in 
turn, caused that then?’. Thus, if we want to go where causality leads 
us, we must start moving backwards in time, identifying the ‘causes 
of the causes’ so to speak. However, this regressive feature of cau-
sality would present the Prudent with two important problems.  

First, regression makes it hard for the Prudent to pin costs 
exclusively on self-harmers based on causal responsibility, since fol-
lowing the causal chain backwards in time means bringing a whole 
lot of other people into the picture. For example, if we look at the 
some of the most pressing contemporary cases of self-harming be-
haviours – smoking and overeating – and try to sort out the causal 
pathways leading to the lifestyle-related healthcare costs we see to-
day, we would, using a strictly causal perspective, end up placing the 
causal responsibility for these costs everywhere and with everyone rather 
than with the individuals displaying the self-harming behaviours in 
question. On a strictly causal view, almost everyone has some part 
in the causal chain leading up to the illnesses of smokers and over-
eaters. People working for the companies producing cigarettes and 
unhealthy foods contribute to the causal chain, and so do the people 
transporting and selling the products of these companies; without 
these people, smokers and overeaters would have no cigarettes or 
unhealthy foods to consume. Additionally, the people involved in 
the commercial business of producing, transporting and selling un-
healthy products would not be able to so do unless the rest of us 
accept and take part in an economic system permitting these busi-
nesses in the first place. In other words: take away the acts (and 
omissions) of all the above people, and the outcome in terms of ill 
health would not come about.  

                                                        
academic literature as well as the one grounding most responsibilitarian type claims outside of ac-
ademia – which is the reason for this focus in the present study.  
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Thus, distributing costs on the basis of causal responsibility 
leads to the conclusion that we should all share the treatment costs 
of self-harmers like smokers or overeaters. But this is, obviously, 
exactly what the Prudent want to avoid.’121  

In response to this first problem, there seems to be a counter-move for 
the Prudent to make however: they can argue that self-harmers are propor-
tionally more responsible for causing their ill health than other people in-
volved in the causal chain. The argument could go:  

‘Even if we accept that tracking causality would mean placing re-
sponsibility everywhere and with everyone, this does not mean that 
we could not sort out how much different individuals have contrib-
uted to an outcome and differentiate costs accordingly. This way, 
we could say that smokers and overeaters contribute more to their 
lung cancer or type-2 diabetes than the people involved in the com-
mercial business of selling cigarettes and fatty and sugary foods, and 
we could also say that these people in turn contribute more than the 
rest of us, who are really just passive bystanders allowing these pro-
cesses to continue.  

From this perspective, smokers and overeaters are more re-
sponsible for bringing about their ill health than people who get ill 
because of genetic defects or other forms of bad luck. The ill health 
of these unlucky people is, after all, not an outcome flowing from 
their acts in the same sense as the ill health flowing from the acts of 
smokers and overeaters.’ 

However, this objection seems to be based on another misunderstanding 
of the nature of causality, since the idea of weighting different causal factors 
against each other is inherently suspect from a strictly causal perspective. 
The Imprudent could argue:  

‘Although it intuitively seems perfectly possible (at least on a theo-
retical level) to untangle different causal factors from each other and 
assign them different weights, this is not how causality works. The 
influence of different causal factors leading up to a certain event are 
either necessary for the outcome in question or not, according to 
the scientific model. There is in other words no sense in which one 

121 Ripstein argues, similarly, that “focusing on causation does not exactly eliminate responsibility. 
Instead, it places it everywhere. When something goes wrong, there seem to be too many causes, in-
cluding too many voluntary human acts, which need to come together […]” (1999, 35–36, emphasis 
added). 
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factor caused ‘more’ of an outcome than another factor. If the out-
come required two factors, it would never have come about had not 
both factors been present – and this is so regardless of how ‘force-
ful’ we tend to perceive some particular factor.’  

 
This argument brings us back to the first problem associated with the re-
gressive nature of causality: causal chains move endlessly back in time, and 
in these endless chains, the acts of self-harmers are necessary, but not suf-
ficient, factors explaining the outcomes in question. The acts of people 
like producers, transporters and vendors of cigarettes and chocolate bars 
also take part in the causal chain leading up to lifestyle-related illnesses – 
and there is, as this last argument shows, from the perspective of strictly 
scientific causality no reason to say that the acts of these other people 
contribute less to the outcome in question. Self-harmers and others all play 
their necessary (but not sufficient) part in the causal chain.  

This, the Imprudent could argue, is however not all that speaks 
against causal responsibility of this kind. The regressive feature of causality 
does not only place responsibility everywhere and with everyone, it also 
brings with it the elimination of the difference between self-harmers and 
unlucky people. This, in turn, makes it hard to differentiate the costs of 
such categories of people on the basis of causal responsibility, the Impru-
dent could argue: 

 
‘The problem here is this. Causal explanations can take many differ-
ent forms – they can come in the form of psychological explanations 
tracing the causes of self-harmers’ acts to preferences formed in 
early childhood; they can come in the form of biological explana-
tions tracing the causes of self-harmers’ acts to elevated hormone 
levels inducing risk-taking behaviour; they can come in the form of 
physical explanations tracing the causes to the inner workings of 
micro-particles, and so on – but whatever form these explanations 
take, none of them leave room for what we normally consider ‘gen-
uine agency’. On scientific models, the causal chain must be as-
sumed to be solid, and the acts of particular individuals must, follow-
ing from this, be nothing but the effects of preceding causal events. 
From a strictly causal perspective, that is, there is no reason to pick 
out human acts as a special category of causes, and there is, there-
fore, no way to separate what we perceive as the ‘active’ ill-health-
causes of self-harmers from the ‘passive’ ill-health-causes of people 
who are simply unlucky. ‘Unluckies’ and self-harmers alike get ill 
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because of causal events stretching eternally back in time, and that 
is all there is to it according to the scientific model.’122  

Given that these arguments about the workings of scientific causality are 
correct – which they appear to be – basing responsibilitarian policies on 
conventional causality does not seem to be a very good idea. Rather than 
placing the costs of lifestyle related illnesses with self-harmers, conven-
tional causality places responsibility everywhere and with everyone, and it 
eliminates the distinction between the ‘active’ causing of ill health of self-
harmers and the ‘passive’ causing of ill health of ‘unluckies’. Taken to-
gether, this results in a dilemma for the Prudent: they must either give up 
(a) the neutrality of the scientific form of causality or (b) the ability to make
causal statements that places the entire costs with self-harmers and
properly separates self-harmers from ‘unluckies’.

5.2 Event-Causality and Agent-Causality 
There is however one interesting move for the Prudent to make here. They 
could concede that a strictly scientific perspective on causality would nei-
ther render human action separable from other kinds of causal events nor 
afford the acts of self-harmers more than a partial role in the explanation 
of lifestyle-related illnesses and injuries – but argue that all of this builds 
on a crucial but mistaken assumption: that there is only one type of causality 
around. If the type of causality involved in human action is fundamentally 
different from the type involved in other events, the Prudent could argue, 
this would present a way out of the dilemma above.  

The argument would proceed in three steps. The first step would be 
to question that the kind of causality that the Imprudent speak of in the 
previous section is the only kind around. The Prudent could argue: 

‘Apart from the conventional event-causality that the sciences deal 
with, we can imagine another type of causality involved in human 
action: agent-causality, or, if you wish, free will. In line with our every-
day experience of making decisions and acting freely, this sort of 
causality presupposes “the existence of agents who can cause actions 
not by virtue of any state they are in, such as a belief or a desire, but 
just by themselves as substances.”123 On this account, agents are ‘in-
clined but not necessitated’ to act in a certain way; factors such as 

122 Derk Pereboom’s ‘hard determinist’ position reflects this view well (see 2001). 
123 Pereboom 2001, xiv 
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beliefs or desires do not exhaust the causal account, since the “agent 
herself, independent of these factors, provides a fundamental ele-
ment” to the causal chain.124  

This means that conventional theories about event-causation 
do not tell the whole tale about human action. Even if we have what 
we consider a complete statement of the causal factors present in a 
situation – even if we know the exact state of a person’s beliefs, de-
sires and other stimulus – this does not tell us what the person in 
question will do. Although the knowledge of such desires and states 
of mind in many instances might yield good predictions of an agent’s 
acts, such knowledge can never produce exact predictions, since “at 
times the agent, if he chooses, may rise above his desires and do 
something else instead.”125  

 
The second step would then be to argue that these two types of causality 
co-exist: 

 
‘It should be noted that this does not mean that event-causality is 
unimportant, or that agent-causality somehow eliminates event-cau-
sality. Rather, the two types of causality must be viewed as living 
peacefully side by side, co-producing human action and the conse-
quences thereof. What is relevant in this context is the order of, and 
the relation between, these types of events: in truly responsible ac-
tion agent-causation precedes, and initiates, event-causation. This 
means, for example, that the observance of cerebral events in the 
brain preceding an act need not be a problem. As far as it is the agent 
herself that make these cerebral events happen, it is unproblematic 
that these cerebral events in turn direct the actions of the body. As 
far as no prior event caused the agent to initiate her action, the pres-
ence of other causes is unproblematic from the point of view of 
responsibility.’126 

                                                        
124 Pereboom 2001, xiv 
125 Chisholm 2002, 56. This also seems to be the view of Robert Nozick. He writes: “Psychology, 
sociobiology, and the various social sciences, on this view, will offer causal explanations of why 
something is or is not a reason for a person (in a situation),” but they “will not always be able to 
explain why the reasons get the precise weights they do” (1995, 102). Previous weightings also have 
an impact on later decisions on Nozick’s account: earlier bestowed weights “set up a framework 
within which we make future decisions, not eternal but one we tentatively are committed to” (1995, 
103). Together, the causal explanations offered by the modern sciences and the fact that previous 
weightings ‘set up a framework’ for future decisions explain why even people possessing the power 
of agent-causality behave in a statistically predictable manner.  
126 Chisholm writes (in this vein): “The point is, in a word, that whenever a man does something 
A, then (by “immanent causation” [agent-causation]) he makes a certain cerebral event happen, and this 
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Finally, the third step would be to argue that this opens up the possibility 
of separating human action from other types of causal events, and that it 
allows us to view the event-causal events following from human action as 
‘flowing’ from a specific agent rather than from an eternal stream of event-
causal factors: 

‘With this agent-causal power, human beings can stop existing event-
causal chains and start new ones from which consequences then will 
‘flow’ (via event-causation). Thus, the fact that a multitude of event-
causal events and acts of other human beings bring about a situation 
in which, for example, cigarettes are made available for purchase – 
or even the additional fact that a smoker’s addiction to nicotine 
heavily ‘inclines’ her to buy and smoke the offered cigarettes – does 
not tell us all of importance for the attribution of causal responsibil-
ity. The smoker is, on this view, not ‘necessitated’ to go into the 
store and buy a pack of cigarettes, nor to light the cigarette in her 
hand. Rather, these acts may well be ones she initiates, by herself, 
each and every time. And, if these acts in turn (via event-causality) 
causes her to develop lung-cancer, this is not something that can be 
explained away by external event-causal factors: she is causally re-
sponsible for bringing the outcome about in a fundamental way. 
This way, causal responsibility can provide a viable basis for respon-
sibilitarian policies.’127 

By bringing agent-causation into the picture, the Prudent provide an ex-
planation of the intuitive idea that consequences ‘flow’ from human ac-
tions, and they also provide a reason for treating human acts – and the 
consequences thereof – differently than other (event-causal) events.  

cerebral event (by “transeunt causation” [event-causation]) makes A happen.” (2002, 53, emphasis 
added). 
127 To my knowledge, this way of combining the idea of agent-causality (which is an idea among 
free will-philosophers) and the idea that acts ‘flowing’ from an individual’s acts belong to her (which 
is an idea among libertarian political philosophers) has not yet found any particular proponent. 
Apart from being of interest as a move for the Imprudent in this context, this idea also seems 
interesting for two other reasons: (1) it represents a comeback available to libertarians overlooked 
by critics such as Perry and Ripstein, and (2) this combination is not an altogether unlikely illustra-
tion of how (political) libertarians actually think; it could well be something like the ‘metaphysical 
underpinnings of libertarianism’. The fact that a prominent libertarian like Robert Nozick enter-
tains both ideas (see Nozick 1974; 1995) – although he never connects them the way the Prudent 
do above – and the fact that other libertarians emphasize the importance of free will (see e.g. 
Machan 2000; Rothbard 2002) may be an indication that this is in fact so (it could, of course, be a 
complete coincidence as well – only further investigation into the matter may tell).  
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Nonetheless, this idea has some important drawbacks. First, and 
most problematic for the Imprudent, the idea of agent-causality has no 
support in the empirical observations of modern science. The most signif-
icant challenge to the agent-causality thesis comes, in other words, from 
natural science and its empirical evidence on the laws of nature. The Im-
prudent could argue:  

 
‘Nature, or at least nature as we know it, is governed by physical 
laws, and if agent-causal powers actually exist, it would seem that 
decisions made on the basis of such powers “would not be con-
strained by the laws of nature, and therefore could not exist in the 
natural world.”128  

Bluntly stated: agent-causality is a theoretical possibility, but 
this is also all it is – at least if we listen to modern science. Presently 
at least, the possibility of agent-causality belongs in the realm of met-
aphysical speculation rather than in the empirical reality – and why 
would we, the primary targets of responsibilitarian policies, accept 
such speculation as the basis for separating our costs from the Pru-
dent’s?’  

 
Second, the notion of agent-causality is hard to make sense of even at 
conceptual level. The Imprudent could argue:  
 

‘What is assumed in the Prudent’s argument is that agents, as ‘agent-
substances,’ would have the power to initiate acts on the basis of 
nothing other than themselves; they would have to be prime movers 
unmoved – creatures capable of causing events to happen without an-
ything at all causing them to act this way in the first place. This pre-
supposes that agents would have to be able to, so to speak, step into 
the stream of event-causality from nowhere and interfere from this 
position. This barely makes any sense.’129  

 
Third, even if the agent-causality thesis would make sense, and even if the 
existence of this type of causality would be established by the empirical 
sciences, there is still quite some uncertainty about what the thesis really 
amounts to as well as the usefulness of it for the Prudent’s purposes. Thus, 

                                                        
128 Pereboom 2005, 232 
129 Similar arguments can be found in Pereboom 2001. The term ‘prime mover unmoved’ is bor-
rowed from Chisholm. He writes: “If we are responsible, and if what I have been trying to say is 
true, then we have a prerogative which some would attribute only to God: each of us, when we act, 
is a prime mover unmoved. In doing what we do, we cause events to happen, and nothing – or no 
one – causes us to cause those events to happen.” (2002, 55–56).  
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the Imprudent could distinguish two possible readings of the agent-cau-
sality thesis – a weak and a strong reading: 
 

‘On the weak reading, the agent-causality thesis merely explains how 
agents could ultimately control their acts and how they (thereby) can 
become ultimately responsible for them. On this reading, that is, the 
claim is that there is a possibility for agents to intervene and ‘act oth-
erwise’. Agents are ‘inclined but not necessitated’ to act one way 
rather than another, but they do not necessarily always ‘activate’ 
their agent-causal powers.  

In contrast, the claim on the strong reading is that every human 
act is the result of agent-causality. Agent-causality would, on this 
reading, be the mode of human action rather than just a possibility 
that may or may not be realized.’130 
 

The next step of the argument would then be to question whether any of 
the readings provide the Prudent with what they need. In the case of the 
weak reading, the Imprudent could argue:  
 

‘The weak reading gives rise to the epistemic problem of differenti-
ating cases in which agent-causality is part of the causal explanation 
and cases in which it is not. This problem arises, of course, because 
there is no technology available that can separate cases in which 
agent-causal powers have been ‘activated’ from cases in which acts 
are thoroughly the outcome of event-causal mechanisms (unsurpris-
ingly, since there is no evidence of agent-causal powers’ existence in 
the first place). This is obviously problematic for the Prudent, since 
the policies they favour rely on the possibility of precisely this kind 
of differentiation.  

Moreover, even if this problem could be solved somehow – 
e.g. through the invention of some technological device capable of 
differentiating the cases – this would still not necessarily get the Pru-
dent out of trouble. The application of the new device could be dis-
appointing for the Prudent in many ways. It could show that agent-
causality is an extremely rare phenomenon, exempting almost eve-
ryone from cost responsibility; it could show that precisely the self-
harmers that they wish to hold responsible in fact lack agent-causal 

                                                        
130 The weak reading seems to be the one enjoying most support among free will-philosophers. 
Recall, for example, Chisholm’s statement that “at times the agent, if he chooses, may rise above his 
desires and do something else instead” (2002, 56, emphasis added). On this view then, the default 
is that acts are event-caused, but true responsibility is possible due to the fact that agent-causal acts 
are possible. (See also R. Clarke 2005; Kane 2005b; 2005a; Nozick 1995) 
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powers (this could, ironically, be the explanation of their behaviour); 
it could show that the strong version of the agent-causal thesis is in 
fact correct, and that even hypnotized, compulsive, option-less 
(think of someone who breaks her leg after jumping from a window 
to escape a raging fire), or very young self-harmers should, counter-
intuitively, be held responsible for the costly outcomes of their be-
haviour.  

Apart from being unrealizable due to lack of the required 
technology, that is, the weak version could result in too many, too 
few, or the wrong kinds of exemptions to make intuitive sense.’  

 
In regard to the strong reading, the Imprudent could argue: 
 

‘The strong reading, on the other hand, would allow for no such 
exemptions, and it would, therefore, have the advantage of being 
simpler and more straightforward. On this reading, the original idea 
of tracking the acts of human beings to their effects in terms of 
costly outcomes still seems to be in effect; ‘you cause, you pay’ is 
still a vivid motto with this reading. This is a practical advantage of 
course, dissolving the epistemic problem tied to the weak reading. 

The disadvantage of the strong reading is however (obviously) 
its counterintuitive implications. On this reading, everyone would 
be included in the ‘responsible’ category – even hypnotized, com-
pulsive, option-less, and very young self-harmers. Thus, the strong 
reading would end up in too inclusive responsibilitarian policies.’ 
  

These arguments are forceful, but not impervious to objections. For ex-
ample, the Prudent could object that agent-causal powers may not be as 
mysterious a phenomenon as natural scientists suggest. ‘Rather,’ they 
could argue 
 

‘such powers “could well be a natural phenomenon, something that 
emerged in nature with the emergence of human beings who have 
minds that can think and be aware of their own thinking.”131 The 
special causal powers possessed by human beings may, in other 
words, stem from another law of nature; a law which “might relate 
the property of having a certain mental capacity, such as a capacity 
to direct one’s behaviour by reflective practical reasoning, to the 
property of having that variety of control that is free will”’132 

                                                        
131 Machan 2000, 16 
132 R. Clarke 2005, 169 
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Building upon this idea, the Prudent could then argue that a particular 
version of the weak reading makes the most sense: a version according to 
which the default mode of human action is characterized by agent-causal 
control, but where this form of control hinges upon the presence of cer-
tain mental capacities. This version, they could argue, is one that could 
prompt the exemption of hypnotized, compulsive, option-less, and very 
young self-harmers as well: 

‘If a certain mental capacity is a requirement for agent-causal con-
trol, an explanation of the intuitively problematic cases presents it-
self: some self-harmers have not yet developed the required mental 
capacities, and others are cut off from the required exercise of these 
capacities due to mind-control, mental disabilities or extraordinary 
circumstances. Thus, we can say that the preconditions for agent-
causal action are not in place in the cases of hypnotized, compulsive, 
option-less, and very young people – and that no agent-causal re-
sponsibility can (therefore) be attributed to these categories of self-
harmers. This way, intuitive exemption cases could be explained 
fully within the causal framework, and causal responsibility could in-
deed make up the basis for responsibilitarian policies.’133 

If this version of the weak reading would prove to be true, the Imprudent 
should concede that responsibilitarian policies based on causal responsi-
bility starts to make sense. However, the problem is that there is nothing 
but speculation to support that this is in fact how causality works. There 
is nothing in the agent-causality thesis as such that says that the weak read-
ing of the agent-causality thesis is true, and even less that says that the 
particular version of the weak reading suggested by the Prudent above is 
true, the Imprudent could argue. They could continue: 

‘The Prudent could of course be right in their speculations, but there 
are no convincing reasons to believe that this is so. On the contrary, 
the best evidence at hand says that the causal chain is solid and that 
there is, for this reason, no room for agent-causality in our world. 
Of course, the philosophical debate on free will offers a whole lot 
of suggestions on how agent-causality could work and how it could 

133 It should be noted that neither Machan nor Clarke try to explain exemption cases this way (nor 
anyone else to my knowledge). The standard way for free will-philosophers to account for exemp-
tion cases like these is, rather, to add compatibilist requirements for responsibility to the require-
ment of incompatibilist free will (agent-causal powers are on such accounts necessary, but not 
sufficient, for responsibility).  
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fit into the picture presented by natural scientists, but again: these 
suggestions amount, essentially, to metaphysical speculations, and 
such speculations are not enough to provide the Prudent with a suf-
ficiently solid basis for responsibilitarian policies. Even if we find 
these philosophical arguments convincing, the most they can show 
is that agent-causality can make conceptual sense and that it can be 
compatible with the empirical evidence – but more than this is 
needed to justify holding people responsible on the basis of their 
acts’ involvement in the causal chain leading to illness or injury.’ 

 
This makes sense. Even if the agent-causality thesis provides a theoretical 
way to solve the dilemma presented in the previous section, this solution 
is too dependent upon metaphysical speculation to ground distributional 
policies. The burden of justification is the Prudent’s to bear (since they are 
the ones who want to impose policies that would work to the disadvantage 
of others and to the advantage of themselves), and, in this context, meta-
physical speculation is simply not enough. The Imprudent have no reason 
to believe that this form of speculation is true, and they have even less 
reason to accept such speculation as the basis for policies working to their 
disadvantage.   

Thus, the conclusion is pretty straightforward: if the Prudent want 
to convince the Imprudent that responsibilitarian policies are justified, 
they would do well to leave causal responsibility behind and base their 
policies on some other form of responsibility. As far as the agent-causality 
thesis lacks empirical backing, causal responsibility is a dead end for re-
sponsibilitarian purposes.  

5.3 Concluding Remarks 
From a contractualist point of view, perhaps the most interesting thing to 
take away from this chapter is that causal responsibility does not even 
make it to the point where the moral reasons for distributing costs in ac-
cordance with this particular form of responsibility is discussed. If the Pru-
dent turn to conventional causality, their policies will not produce a distri-
bution of costs matching responsibilitarian intuitions, and if they turn to 
agent-causality, their policies will fall back on metaphysical speculation 
that the Imprudent would have no reason to accept as the basis for cost-
distribution. A better approach seems to be to leave the strict confines of 
causality behind and turn to conceptions of responsibility offering moral 
attributability. This is what the Prudent will do in the upcoming chapters.  
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6. Attributability Responsibility

In this chapter, the turn has come to what is probably the most central 
idea in contemporary discussions of responsibilitarian policies: the idea 
that people should be held responsible when they are responsible for their 
acts and their consequences in the moral sense of the term. When people 
control their acts in a suitable fashion, this idea states, the acts in question 
are attributable to them – they really belong to them – and this is what 
makes this form of responsibility a proper basis for responsibilitarian pol-
icies. When acts really belong to people in a moral sense, the costs associ-
ated with these acts belong to them as well, the Prudent will argue. 

This idea sounds very straightforward, but it actually contains some 
important ambiguities. Most importantly, it is not obvious whether at-
tributability responsibility should be understood to imply an autonomy- or 
an authenticity-requirement of control; whether, that is, it requires that peo-
ple are free to choose in the strong sense that they are able to act inde-
pendently of their pre-existing character and preferences, or whether it 
merely requires people to be free to choose in the weak sense that they are 
able to act in line with the preferences that comes with a ‘real self’. This 
issue will be investigated in section 6.1. The conclusion of the dialogue 
between the Prudent and the Imprudent on this matter will be that the 
Prudent would, for justificatory reasons, do well to base their policies 
upon the less demanding authenticity-requirement. In section 6.2, the im-
plications of this form of authenticity-based attributability responsibility 
will then be closer investigated in relation to some central issues regarding 
contemporary people’s responsibility for lifestyle-related illnesses. Suitably 
specified, the Prudent will argue, the authenticity-requirement will be in-
clusive enough to render responsibilitarian policies targeting almost all the 
contemporary Imprudent. This matches responsibilitarian intuitions well, 
thus making attributability responsibility in this form a seemingly good 
candidate to base responsibilitarian policies upon.  

In sections 6.3 and 6.4 however, two objections against this sugges-
tion will be raised by the Imprudent: the Luck objection and the Piggy-backing 
objection. These objections, the Imprudent will argue, both highlight a fun-
damental problem with the Prudent’s suggestion: its dependence upon 
normative principles external to its own framework. Without such external 
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normative principles, the Imprudent will argue that the Prudent cannot 
provide satisfactory answers to important why-questions, and, thereby, 
neither be able to properly justify the responsibilitarian distributive poli-
cies they favour. Because of this, it will be concluded (in section 6.5) that 
attributability responsibility does not have the resources required in the 
contractualist process of justification, and that the Prudent, for this reason, 
would do well to move on in their quest for a suitable basis for responsi-
bilitarian policies.  

6.1 Autonomy or Authenticity? 
The initial suggestion forwarded by the Prudent could go something like 
this: 
 

‘Our suggestion simply states that if you are responsible for some-
thing in the moral sense, you should also be held responsible for it. 
That is, if you are responsible in the sense that you have the relevant 
capacities to control your acts so as to make them properly attributable 
to you – to make the acts genuinely yours – then the outcomes of 
these acts should also be your responsibility. If you have the relevant 
capacities to control your behaviour, and you use these capacities to 
smoke cigarettes, to eat too much junk food and snacks, to choose 
the TV over the treadmill, or to engage in dangerous activities such 
as mountain climbing, off-pist skiing or hang-gliding, then you 
should also be prepared to pay for the consequences of your behav-
iour. If self-harming behaviours like these are genuinely yours, then 
so are the cost associated with these behaviours.’ 

 
This suggestion needs clarification however. Most centrally, it needs to be 
complemented with a clearer account of the capacities and control re-
quired for an act or a behaviour to be considered properly attributable to 
an individual. Here, the Prudent have two main options to choose from: 
they can either support a requirement of autonomy or a requirement of au-
thenticity; they can either adopt a requirement stating that responsible action 
requires that people are free to choose in the strong sense that they are 
able to act independently of their pre-existing character and preferences, or 
adopt a requirement stating that responsible action merely requires people 
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to be free to choose in the weak sense that they are able to act in line with 
the preferences that comes with a ‘real self’.134 

But which of these alternatives should the Prudent go for? Which 
alternative would serve their responsibilitarian purposes best?135 Take the 
autonomy-alternative first. This alternative is intuitively attractive, the Pru-
dent could argue, because it centres on the kind of freedom and control 
that a lot of people assume that we must have for ‘true’ responsibility. The 
Prudent could argue: 

‘If we are to be genuinely responsible for the consequences of our 
acts, we must possess ultimate control over the decision to act one 
way or another. If an act of mine is necessitated – if I am forced to 
perform it because, say, the laws of nature or my pre-set preferences 
leave me no alternative route of action – then all talk of responsibil-
ity appears to be nonsense. For an act and/or its consequences to 
be morally attributable to me, I must be the one who ultimately de-
cides to perform it, and I must be able not to perform it if I so wish. 
If I lack this kind of ultimate control, I would be no more than a 
robot acting in line with its programming, and such a being would 
hardly be responsible in any deeper sense. Necessitated acts do not 
give rise to responsibility, and the ability to do otherwise implied in 
agent-causal powers or free will is therefore a necessary requirement 
for the kind of responsibility we are dealing with here.’136 

134 Susan Wolf makes a similar distinction (2005, 261–65). This is of course not the only way to 
categorize accounts of attributability responsibility: a division into accounts that are incompatible 
with determinism (autonomy) and those that are compatible with determinism (authenticity), and a 
division into accounts focusing on alternate sequences (autonomy) and accounts focusing on actual 
sequences (authenticity) may also be fruitful. However, the distinction chosen here is, in my view, 
the intuitively most understandable way of categorizing such accounts: the terms ‘autonomy’ and 
‘authenticity’ mean something to people outside of the free will-debate, but the terms ‘in-/compat-
ibilism’ and ‘alternate/actual sequences’ do not.  
135 Note that it is the question of how to specify the Prudent’s suggestion to serve the responsibil-
itarian purposes best that is at stake here – not the deeper philosophical question of which of the 
alternatives holds the truth about moral responsibility. The latter question is of course important, 
but in this context – with interpersonal justification of policies building upon responsibility consti-
tuting the challenge for the Prudent – a pragmatic attitude towards this deeply philosophical ques-
tion seems in place. After all, the debate between incompatibilists and compatibilists is not likely 
to be settled anytime soon, and the Prudent could therefore rest assured that either way they 
choose, the philosophical support for their chosen position is more or less equally strong.  
136 This is the essence of incompatibilist autonomy-accounts of moral responsibility such as 
Chisholm’s (2002), Clarke’s (2005), Kane’s (2005b; 2005a) and Nozick’s (1995). See section 5.2 for 
a more precise statement of the agent-causality requirement.  
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This alternative, then, is not really a new one. It is, rather, the free 
will/agent causality-suggestion repackaged to fit the present context. In-
stead of entering the picture as a way to separate two varieties of causal 
sources of illnesses/injuries (a distinction that would make it possible to 
separate self-harmers from ‘unluckies’ in exclusively causal terms), the free 
will/agent causality-requirement resurfaces here as a requirement for re-
sponsibility in the attributability sense. Without the radical freedom that 
comes with free will/agent-causal powers, people would be necessitated 
to perform the acts that they perform, and being necessitated this way 
would make it impossible to pin actions and their consequences on them in 
the deep sense required for true attributability. Ultimate attributability 
could not be achieved without free will/agent-causal powers, and respon-
sibility in any deeper sense could therefore not be achieved without such 
powers either. That is the central thrust of the autonomy-alternative.  

There are however a number of important objections to this alter-
native that the Imprudent could raise. First, there is the objection based 
upon the (by now familiar) problem of determinism:  

 
‘If we know the laws of nature, and if we know all the particular 
facts about a situation, contemporary empirical science states that 
there is only one possible sequence of events that could unfold. If we 
could somehow freeze time and replay the event in question over 
and over, the exact same outcome would repeat itself infinitely – 
and in this deterministic world there is simply no room for the kind 
of control that the autonomy view implies. Unless something in the 
situation change, or unless the laws of nature change, the world con-
tinues down its predetermined path, the empirical sciences tell us – 
and that is the end of the story. People simply cannot ‘act otherwise’ 
in the radical sense that the autonomy view requires. Thus, if control 
of the free will/agent-causal kind is a requirement for true attribut-
ability, we must conclude that responsibility of this kind is impossi-
ble.’137 

 
Second, the Imprudent could point out that even if indeterminism is in-
cluded in the causal chain, this would not necessarily help the autonomy-
alternative much: 
 

‘Instead of placing people in a world of predetermined paths, inde-
terminism would place them in a world of chance events – in a world 

                                                        
137 Derk Pereboom is probably the most prominent proponent of such a ‘hard determinist’ position 
(see e.g. Pereboom 2001). 
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where their behaviour is decided by random or probabilistic pro-
cesses rather than by deterministic processes. But these processes 
are, just like deterministic processes, not something over which peo-
ple have control in the sense required for ‘ultimate’ responsibility.  

The problem here, basically, is that the thesis of indetermin-
ism is a negative thesis, and that the falsification of determinism can 
therefore not by itself provide an explanation of how the sort of 
autonomy required for attributability responsibility could come 
about. Rather, the falsification of determinism leaves the Prudent 
with the task of explaining how to make use of indeterminism in 
order to achieve the control required. More precisely, the Prudent 
must explain how random or probabilistic processes in sub-atomic 
particles – which is where indeterminism is a possibility according 
to modern science – can translate into acts over which human be-
ings have ultimate control. As the contemporary philosophical dis-
cussion shows, this task is quite thorny.’ 138    

Third, the Imprudent could raise the so-called causa sui-problem. This 
problem states that even if the Prudent could somehow explain how in-
determinism can be helpful in achieving control of the required kind, there 
would still be one important problem remaining: no matter how they twist 
and turn, the self ultimately doing the controlling must be something that 
we have no control over. The Imprudent could argue:  

138 In this vein, (free will-philosopher) Laura Ekstrom writes that “the denial of determinism does 
not itself provide an interpretation of the alternative-possibilities condition of freedom,” and that 
incompatibilists (autonomy-proponents) therefore need “to explain in what ways determinism 
must be false: to say when and where the indeterminism that allows for agents’ production of free 
actions and free choices is located” (2005, 215, emphasis in original). As it seems, there could be 
quite a few suggestions here on where to locate indeterminism, but none of them appears to be 
very helpful: First, if a choice “occurred as the result of an undetermined event (say, a quantum 
jump) in one’s brain” it would seem “more of a fluke or accident” than a morally relevant choice. 
Second, if the indeterminism would be located “between our choices (or intentions) and our actions,” 
it would only seem to be a “hindrance or obstacle to [our] carrying out [our] purposes as intended.” 
Third, if the indeterminism would be “involved in the initiation of overt actions” – for example in 
suddenly causing one’s legs to move – talking about freedom and responsibility for these actions 
would seem absurd at best. Fourth, if a choice or action is undetermined, another choice or action 
could occur “given exactly the same past laws of nature” or “given exactly the same deliberation,” and a person 
choosing or acting in this way would probably not so much rejoice over her freedom as consider 
it as a reason “for consulting a neurologist about the waywardness of her neural processes.” Fifth, 
the proposed solution that prior reasons and motives merely “incline without necessitating” does 
not help much, since “it is precisely because Jane’s prior reasons and motives (beliefs, desires, and 
the like) incline her toward the choice of Hawaii that choosing Colorado by chance at the end of 
exactly the same deliberation would be irrational and inexplicable.” (Kane 2005b, 145–47, emphasis 
in original) 
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‘We choose and act the way we do because of the preferences we 
have, and the preferences we have are derived from our selves. But 
these selves are not something that we choose in any relevant sense. 
Rather, they are the result of heredity and early experiences; things 
that we undeniably have no relevant control over. Thus, ultimately, 
we always choose and act the way we do because of who we are, and 
who we are is not something we can control. There is, so to speak, 
always non-control at the end of the chain of every controlled act.  

Of course, this does not mean that we cannot dislike some 
particular part of our character and therefore try to change it, or that 
sometimes we even succeed in doing so. But it means that the wish 
for character shaping of this sort, as well as the ability to succeed in 
this enterprise, must come from somewhere – and that the only vi-
able alternative seems to be that it comes from us; from the way we 
just are. The autonomy-alternative requires that we somehow can 
cause ourselves, but being causa sui in this sense presupposes that 
we have the impossible ability to “pull [ourselves] up into existence 
by the hair, out of the swamps of nothingness.”139 

 
Fourth (and last), an important objection from the previous chapter could 
be recycled: even if all the problems related to in/determinism and causa 
sui could be philosophically bypassed somehow, the agent-causal powers 
required for autonomy-type attributability would at best – at least as things 
stand right now – be no more than a theoretical possibility rooted in met-
aphysical speculation. The Imprudent could argue:  
 

‘With little or no support from contemporary empirical sciences, the 
autonomy-alternative is too fragile a basis to build responsibilitarian 
policies upon, and the Prudent would, for this reason (if not for the 
reasons provided above), be well advised not hinge their proposal 
upon free will/agent causal powers. If this is what true responsibility 
requires, and if responsibilitarian policies must fall back on respon-
sibility of this kind, the Prudent would have all but a solid basis for 
their policies. This may of course change in the future, but this hope 
is not enough to build distributive policies upon today.’ 140 

 
These objections are convincing. If autonomy of the agent-causal kind is 
required for ‘ultimate’ responsibility, and if such responsibility is required 
to hold the Imprudent responsible in accordance with responsibilitarian 
                                                        
139 Nietzsche 1889, quoted in G. Strawson 2005, 199. Galen Strawson is the most prominent pro-
ponent of this argument (see e.g. 1998; 1999; 2005; 2000). 
140 See section 5.2 for a fuller statement of this objection. 
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principles, the chance of convincing the Imprudent that responsibilitarian 
policies are justified are slim, to say the least.  

This should be enough to make the Prudent turn their attention to 
the authenticity view of responsibility. The argument in favour of this view 
goes something like this: 

‘There is indeed some important form of freedom and control that 
is given up when the autonomy-alternative is set to the side, but this 
is not necessarily a problem for the kind of responsibility we are 
presently occupied with. In fact, if it is responsibility as attributabil-
ity we are interested in, such freedom/control may well be redun-
dant. The key word in this context is ‘attributability,’ not ‘freedom’ 
or ‘control,’ and attributability is something that we can have with-
out being in control of our acts in the agent-causal sense of being 
free to ‘do otherwise’. This way, the autonomy-view can be read as 
misrepresenting what responsibility is really about. The essence of 
responsibility, we may say, is the fact that acts, behaviours, and their 
consequences belong to us in an authentic way – not that we can freely 
choose to act contrary to the pre-set preferences and beliefs that are 
authentically ours, or that we can control who we are ‘deep down’.  

Instead, we should say that we “are responsible (if we are) be-
cause what we believe is at least in large part fixed by how things 
are.”141 We should say that 

[w]e could not be responsible if what we believed was just up to us, if we
could whimsically decide for ourselves which beliefs would take root in
our minds. Nor could we be responsible if we could freely choose which
convictions to adopt or preferences to embrace. We would then have no
ground for any choice we made. If we supplied a reason for our choice,
that would simply raise a further question of justification – why did we
choose that particular desire or that particular conviction? – and so back-
wards into infinity. We must just have ultimate convictions and tastes that
we cannot abandon by fiat, to be capable of rational action.142

With this in mind, responsibility is not about acting independently 
of one’s true self; it is about acting in accordance with this true self. 
If an agent’s preference is authentic, and if this authentic preference 
is the basis upon which she acts, the act in question, as well as the 
consequences thereof, are attributable to her in the relevant sense. 
It is this fact – the fact that it is really her act, the fact that it really 
reflects her, the way she is – that makes her responsible for it.’  

141 Dworkin 2011, 236 
142 Dworkin 2011, 236, emphasis in original. 
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Through this conceptual manoeuvre away from agent-causal freedom and 
control, the Prudent can argue that they can retain focus on ‘true’ respon-
sibility as the basis upon which to build responsibilitarian policies and de-
flect the threats to responsibility posed by determinism, indeterminism 
and causa sui. They could say: 
 

‘Determinism as well as indeterminism are compatible with the kind 
of control required to act in accordance with one’s true self – since 
in/deterministic processes necessitating one to act in line with such 
a self would lead precisely to responsibility in the authenticity sense, 
not to its opposite – and the fact that one cannot relevantly choose 
one’s own character is inherently unproblematic if responsibility 
starts from the existence of such a ‘given’ character and merely re-
quires control that is derivative of such a character. As far as an agent 
can control her acts and behaviour to bring them in line with the 
dictates of her real self – a form of control she has as far as she can 
act in accordance with her preferences and the reasons for action 
she finds convincing – she has all the control she needs for attribut-
ability in the authenticity sense. Thus, responsibilitarian policies are 
not threatened by the fact that our world is governed by in/deter-
ministic processes, nor by the fact that the character upon which we 
base our decisions is ultimately given rather than chosen.’ 

 
Whether ‘true’ responsibility is ‘really’ about authenticity or autonomy is 
of course very hard to say – the entire free will-debate springs from disa-
greement on this fundamental matter among free will-philosophers. What 
can be said, however, is this: responsibility can be understood either to 
imply a requirement of authenticity or a requirement of autonomy, but the 
latter understanding brings with it severe threats to responsibility that 
would rub off on responsibilitarian policies building upon this variety of 
responsibility. Authenticity-type responsibility is not plagued by these dif-
ficulties, and this should settle the case for the Prudent. With the authen-
ticity alternative, they can have ‘true’ responsibility (according to the au-
thenticity-understanding of what it means to be responsible) as the basis 
for their policies, and they can have this without having to deny what 
seems to be fundamental facts about the workings of causal processes and 
the formation of selves. Thus, authenticity is what they should go with. 

At this point however, the authenticity alternative is underspecified. 
Most importantly in the present context, it is underspecified in relation to 
what types of self-harming acts and behaviours would be included in re-
sponsibilitarian policies based on such a requirement. The next section will 
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investigate how the Prudent could specify this requirement in order to 
target ‘the right people’. 

6.2 Authenticity and Reasons-Responsiveness 
For the Imprudent to be able to properly evaluate responsibilitarian poli-
cies based on attributability responsibility in the authenticity form, they 
would need to have a couple of questions straightened out. To begin with, 
they could wonder if relying exclusively on an authenticity-requirement 
would not make the scope of responsibility too wide (including people that 
intuitively should be excluded from responsibility). They could say: 

‘Consider the cases of children and delusional people. Children can 
act in accordance with the biddings of their ‘real selves’ when they 
climb up a high tree or when they play with fire – it can really be 
their authentic desire to do so – and people utterly divorced from 
reality can act in accordance with their real selves’ authentic desire 
to stay healthy and live long when they drink heavy amounts of liq-
uor in order to, as they see it, ‘keep the illness-spirits away’. This 
indicates that authenticity is not the central, or at least not the only, 
requirement for responsibility.’ 

This seems easily answered however. The Prudent could reply that truly 
authentic acts require an understanding of the consequences of these acts 
that children and delusional people lack. They could argue:  

‘We should define the authenticity requirement to include proper 
understanding of how the world works as well as proper under-
standing of the likely consequences of one’s acts. Without such un-
derstanding, the acts in their entirety would not be in alignment with 
the biddings of people’s real selves. Had children or delusional peo-
ple understood the consequences of their acts, they would most 
likely not have chosen to perform them (and had they had such un-
derstanding but nonetheless chosen to perform them, it would no 
longer be strange to deem them responsible for the consequences 
of their acts). Thus, we can say that people need not only have the 
capacity to act in accordance with desires and preferences that are 
authentically theirs – they also need to be properly reasons-responsive 
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for their acts and their consequences to be truly attributable to 
them.’143 

 
They could then elaborate what this means: 
 

‘To be reasons-responsive in this sense, two requirements must be 
met:  

 
1) The agent needs to be properly receptive to reasons. This 

means that she must be capable to recognize the (rational) 
reasons there are for acting one way rather than another; 
that she must be capable to see the world ‘as it is’; and that 
she must be capable to foresee the likely consequences of 
different acts in this fact-based world.  

2) The agent needs to be properly reactive to reasons of the kind 
described above. She must, that is, be able to convert the 
reasons she recognizes in favour of acting one way rather 
than another into actual action.  

 
The first requirement is fairly strong but the second is considerably 
weaker. The people targeted would thus have to be normally receptive 
to reasons – ‘normally’ for an adult person, that is – but only weakly 
reactive to these reasons. They need to see what (rational) reasons 
there are for acting one way or another, but they must not always 
act on these reasons, since – which is central to an authenticity-ac-
count – such strong reactivity to reasons would only leave room for 
prudentially rational, and not for individually authentic, action.144  

An agent that is reasons-responsive in this sense would have 
the control required to be responsible in the authenticity sense. Such 
an agent would be receptive enough to comprehend rational reasons 
for acting one way or another; she would have the capacity to ‘do 
otherwise,’ but only in the limited sense that she would act differ-
ently if the situation changed somehow (she would have the capacity 
to change her course of action in reaction to changed incentives, but 
she would not change it if she found herself in the exact same situ-

                                                        
143 The reasons-responsiveness account presented here is a (very crude) version of John Martin 
Fischer’s and Mark Ravizza’s ‘moderate reasons-responsiveness’ account of responsibility (see 
Fischer and Ravizza 1998).  
144 Fischer and Ravizza 2005, 149–52 
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ation time after time); and she would only be weakly reactive to (ra-
tional) reasons, leaving quite some room for the agent’s own values, 
preferences and convictions to guide her action.’145 

Connecting authenticity to reasons-responsiveness this way enables the 
Prudent to exempt intuitively non-responsible people – such as very 
young, delusional, or hypnotized people – from responsibilitarian policies. 
However, the implications of this view are still not entirely clear in many 
of the cases central to the issue of lifestyle-related illnesses. Both the re-
ceptivity- and the reactivity requirements raise some questions in this con-
text.  

On the receptivity side, perhaps the main question is whether recent 
findings on human beings’ cognitive limitations do not undermine the 
claim that self-harmers such as smokers and overeaters are properly re-
ceptive to reasons. The Imprudent could argue: 

‘If we turn to the behavioural sciences, e.g. to behavioural econom-
ics, the picture of human action that emerges is hardly that of ra-
tional and well-informed choosers. Rather, human beings appear se-
verely constrained in their ability to handle information. In the life-
style case, there are especially three findings that underscore this:  

1) We tend to overestimate the likelihood that good things will
happen to us rather than others, and, conversely, to under-
estimate the likelihood of bad things happening to us rather
than others.146

2) We tend to suffer from ‘temporal myopia’: the tendency to
discount the value of future gains and losses in relation to
gains and losses that are more immediate.147

3) We tend to have problems dealing with statistical infor-
mation, for example by being sensitive to ‘framing effects’
of statistical probabilities (valuing the same probabilities dif-

145 Fischer and Ravizza 2005, 149–52It should be noted that requirements such as these apply to 
the autonomy-alternative as well: such accounts require what real self-accounts require plus agent-
causal powers. Discussing autonomy-accounts, however, one tends to get stuck exploring the cen-
tral necessary requirement of these accounts – the ability to ‘do otherwise’ – and never really get 
around to these additional requirements.  
146 See e.g. Weinstein 1980; Svenson 1981; Montier 2007. 
147 See e.g. Strotz 1955; Thaler 1981; Frederick, Loewenstein, and O’Donoghue, n.d.; Benhabib, 
Bisin, and Schotter 2010 
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ferently depending on the way they are presented) or by un-
dervaluing outcomes that are probable compared those that 
are fairly certain.148 

 
In the case at hand, this means that we tend to overvalue the present 
gains of having a cigarette or a chocolate bar in relation to future 
losses in health; that we tend to underestimate our own risk of end-
ing up with lifestyle-related illnesses in relation to others; that we 
tend to overestimate our ability to handle our bad habits in relation 
to others; that we tend to value decisions on lifestyle-related behav-
iours differently depending on the framing of the statistics we en-
counter. This raises the question if we, the normally constituted con-
temporary Imprudent, are in fact ‘receptive enough’ to be deemed 
responsible for the consequences of our behaviour? Is it really rea-
sonable, against this background, to say that we are capable to ‘rec-
ognize the (rational) reasons there are for acting one way rather than 
another’; to say that we are capable to ‘see the world ‘as it is’’; to say 
that we are capable to ‘foresee the likely consequences of different 
acts in this fact-based world’?’ 

 
This picture of human beings as importantly limited in their ability to grasp 
information on lifestyle-related risks is rather uncontroversial. This much 
should the Prudent concede. However, they could argue that this picture 
of human beings’ shortcomings is compatible with responsibility of the 
kind they are proposing: 

  
‘Statements like these seem correct. Human beings are ill-equipped 
to make sense of information on statistical correlations, to make cal-
culations of the cumulative effect of individually harmless acts, to 
assess their own vulnerability in comparison with others, etc. Yet, it 
is not clear how this deprives the contemporary Imprudent of their 
responsibility for their lifestyle-choices and their consequences. For 
the receptivity requirement to be met, all that is required is that the 
Imprudent have the capacity to understand that a non-smoking life-
style is less risky than a smoking lifestyle, or that a lifestyle involving 
a lot of vegetables and exercise is less health-risking than a sedentary 
lifestyle involving heavy consumption of alcohol, deep fried food 
and large-sized sodas. The capacity to make assessments of this kind 

                                                        
148 See e.g. Kahneman and Tversky 1979; Kahneman 2011.  
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is something that practically everyone has; practically everyone is ca-
pable to tell the long-time prudent lifestyle from the long-time im-
prudent lifestyle.  

This way, receptivity in the relevant sense can be achieved in 
spite of the general cognitive limitations of human beings. Even 
though human beings are poorly equipped to evaluate the effects of 
different behaviours and to balance their consumption of unhealthy 
products rationally, they are well equipped to judge what it is not to 
enter such a balancing act. The ‘safe route’ is apparent enough to the 
contemporary Imprudent, and when they choose to stray from this 
route, their doing so, as well as the consequences thereof, are at-
tributable to them. Straying from the safe path is something they are 
aware of doing even if they cannot properly evaluate the effects of 
doing so, and straying of this kind can, therefore, be said to reflect 
who they are. This is why they are responsible for their behaviour 
as well as its consequences in the authenticity sense.’149 

This also seems correct. Perhaps it could be argued that it is unrealistic to 
expect human beings to behave prudently given their inherent shortcom-
ings, but that does not mean that the contemporary Imprudent ending up 
with lifestyle-related illnesses are not receptive enough to understand the 
consequences of their behaviour in the ‘straying from the safe path’-sense 
proposed by the Prudent.  

The receptivity requirement does however not only raise questions 
in regard to understanding of information; it also raises questions in regard 
to the availability of information. Two questions about availability seem 
relevant to sort out. First, the Imprudent could wonder about cases where 
people end up ill or injured because of lack of information that they could 
have easily accessed:    

‘Think of a person who, on her daily walk in the woods, finds her 
path blocked by red and white cordon tape, but who, curious as she 
is, dodges the tape and continues her walk until she finds herself on 
a newly established disposal site for nuclear waste, suffering radia-
tion injuries.150 Falling back on the receptivity requirement’s foresee-
ability component, it appears that this curious walker could claim 
that she did not know that she would end up hurt, and that she, 
therefore, is not responsible for her present need for medical atten-
tion. The curious walker lacked the relevant information; she could 

149 I have not seen this argument in the literature, but it seems to be a reasonable extension of the 
receptivity requirement (at least from the Prudent’s standpoint).  
150 This example is borrowed from Scanlon (1998, 256–58). 
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therefore not foresee the harm; the outcome is therefore not 
properly attributable to her; and she would therefore escape cost 
responsibility in accordance with responsibilitarian logics.’ 

 
But it seems that the Prudent would have an answer ready here as well. ‘In 
the case above,’ they could say, 

 
‘the lack of information is attributable to the curious walker, and this 
makes the harm she suffers attributable to her as well. After all, she 
could just have picked up her smartphone to find out why the cor-
don tape was blocking her path instead of continuing unknowing. 
Thus, the fact that the curious walker could not foresee the outcome 
is not a sufficient reason to excuse her from responsibility. Rather, 
the foreseeability requirement should be understood to be qualified 
so that an agent is responsible for harms she could foresee as well 
as harms she could have foreseen, had she been interested in doing so.151  

This qualified version of the receptivity requirement would let 
very few of the contemporary Imprudent off the responsibilitarian 
hook due to their lack of knowledge of the harmful effects of their 
behaviour. It is almost impossible not to be aware that certain be-
haviours – smoking, overeating, under-exercising, drinking too 
much alcohol, etc. – are detrimental to one’s health, and if someone 
would actually lack this knowledge, this lack of knowledge would 
certainly be attributable to this individual (who must have actively 
chosen not to not listen to the information provided in school, pub-
lic health campaigns, or the media in order not to know the state of 
things).’ 

 
This amendment to the foreseeability requirement answers the first ques-
tion about availability of information. The second question about availa-
bility seems a bit trickier however: how should we judge cases where the 
risks involved in certain behaviours is unavailable or hard to access? In 
this vein, the Imprudent could for example wonder about cases where ra-
tional calculations of risk are difficult because the behaviours in question 
are of the kind that we approve or disapprove of to the extent that no 
reliable statistics on their harmful effects is available. They could argue: 

 
‘This question is interesting, not only because it seems justified in 
relation to the receptivity requirement, but also because it brings the 

                                                        
151 See e.g. Zimmerman 1986 
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moral dimension of the contemporary debate on lifestyle-related ill-
nesses into plain view. If we want to find the facts on the addictive 
powers of alcohol or nicotine, or if we want to know to what extent 
the consumption of these products worsen our health prospects, the 
relevant information is not hard to come by. But if we want to know 
the risk of getting addicted to smoking marijuana (is one joint 
enough to get hooked?), or if we want to know how hard it is to 
control a marijuana habit (can most of the marijuana smokers keep 
their intake to a couple of joints per week without losing control?), 
the information available is considerably poorer. Similarly, if we 
want to know whether we would live longer and healthier (and if so: 
how much longer and healthier) if we would work two hours less 
per day, or if we want to know how our health and longevity would 
be affected by trading our car for a bike, we would have to put in a 
lot more effort to find the information we require – if it is there to 
find at all. In short: information on some types of health-risking be-
haviours is widespread in the media or even mandatory to take part 
of in school, but information on other types of health-risking be-
haviour is much harder to come by because we approve of the risks 
in question (working too much), or because we disapprove of the 
behaviour in question (taking drugs), to such an extent that we do 
not even wish people to have information on the basis of which to 
make a rational risk-assessments.  

In cases like these, it seems reasonable to say that people are 
not responsible for the consequences of their behaviour. In these 
cases, the relevant facts are either not there at all or very hard to find 
because of our moralized views of the behaviours in question, and 
this opens up for foreseeability-based objections to responsibilitar-
ian policies.’  

However, it seems that the Prudent would have an answer here as well: 

‘Our argument from above seems valid in most of these poor infor-
mation cases as well: people generally have the capability to separate 
safe paths from risky paths, and this is all it takes for the receptivity 
requirement to be met. To the (fully capable adult) person objecting 
that ‘I did not have good enough information on the addictive qual-
ities and the harmful effects of marijuana-smoking to make my pre-
sent situation foreseeable’ it could simply be replied that she can 
hardly deny that she could foresee that marijuana was addictive to 
some extent; that she can hardly deny that she could foresee that 
some kind of harmful consequences were likely to follow from 
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smoking it on a regular basis; that she can hardly deny that she could 
foresee that not starting to smoke marijuana would be the safe route 
to take – and that she, therefore, can hardly deny that she in fact 
risked her health knowingly. As far as the safe path is sufficiently 
discernible, straying from this path is something for which people 
are responsible.’ 

 
Again, this seems correct. Receptivity to reasons is not the problem here 
either. Good enough information on different lifestyle-choices is (gener-
ally) available, and people (generally) have the required capacities to use 
this information to discern the safe path from the risky one. This seems 
to adequately clarify the implications of the authenticity view on the re-
ceptivity side: very few of the contemporary Imprudent would, given the 
qualifications presented by the Prudent above, escape the grasp of authen-
ticity-based responsibilitarian policies because of insufficient receptive-
ness to reasons. 

On the reactivity side however, the implications must still be sorted 
out. Most centrally, the Imprudent could wonder about the consequences 
of authenticity-based policies for people suffering from weak will or some 
form of addiction: 
 

‘A lot of people ending up with lifestyle-related illnesses today do so 
because weak will or addiction hinders them from acting in accord-
ance with the reasons for action they find convincing. It even seems 
reasonable to assume that the majority of alcoholics, cigarette smok-
ers, and overeaters continue their self-harming behaviour despite 
wanting to quit. In this sense, one could say that these people are 
not properly reactive to reasons – since they are not capable to ‘con-
vert the reasons they recognize in favour of acting one way rather 
than another into actual action’ – and that they should, for this rea-
son, be exempted from responsibilitarian policies.’152   

 
Such a reading of the authenticity principle would of course constitute a 
problem for the Prudent, as it would limit the reach of responsibilitarian 

                                                        
152 This reading of the authenticity view is borrowed from Harry Frankfurt’s ‘identification ap-
proach’. On this approach, an agent’s ‘first-order desires’ – e.g. the desire to smoke – must not 
obstruct her from living in line with her ‘second-order volitions’ – e.g. a preference to avoid lung 
cancer and live a long and healthy life – for responsibility to obtain (Frankfurt 2005, 10–11). Ronald 
Dworkin (1981a; 1981b; 2000), Brian Barry (2006), and Eric Rakowski (1991) have expressed sim-
ilar view and adopted them into the context of distributive justice. It should be noted however, 
that the most central proponent of this view, Dworkin, switched into a reasons-responsiveness 
view much like Fischer’s and Ravizza’s (see Dworkin 2011). 
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policies unreasonably (from their point of view). However, there seems to 
be a way for the Prudent to remedy this problem: they can propose a rel-
atively weak understanding of the reactivity requirement. They could ar-
gue: 

‘The reactivity requirement should be read to mean that people are 
reactive enough as far as there is some set of incentives that would make 
them act differently. Thus, alcoholics, smokers, and overeaters who 
would change their behaviour in the face of some form of disincen-
tive – like higher priced liquor, cigarettes or junk food, or more in-
stant feed-back in the form of ill health-consequences – or some 
form of incentive – like getting a large sum of money if they quit 
their habits, or more instant feed-back in the form of good health-
consequences – would be deemed reactive ‘enough’ for responsibil-
ity of the authenticity kind.153  

Furthermore, the reactivity requirement should be read to in-
clude a tracing principle stating that even if an individual cannot pres-
ently change her behaviour in reaction to incentives, this would not 
exempt her from responsibility provided that the relevant kind of 
control could still be found in “the formation of the relevant trait, 
its retention, or its expression.”154 Thus, a smoker addicted to nico-
tine, and therefore presently lacking the control required to stop her 
habit, is still deemed responsible if she was normally receptive to 
reasons, and had reacted to some kind of incentive, at the time when 
she started smoking. Similarly, an overeater who developed her un-
healthy eating habits during childhood would be deemed responsi-
ble if she has engaged in critical reflection on her lifestyle and chosen to 
retain it – as would be an alcoholic that presently has no relevant 
control over her drinking habits and who, additionally, had no such 
control in the formation, nor in the retention, of this trait, but who 
has the ability to control the traits expression by avoiding situations in 
which alcohol is offered.155 

People in all of these examples have the mental capacities to 
understand that their behaviour is harmful, and they would – at 
some point or another, or in some form or another – behave differ-
ently in the face of incentives. This shows that they have the relevant 
form of control to make their acts as well as the consequences 
thereof theirs in the relevant sense.’ 

153 Fischer and Ravizza 2005, 150–52 
154 Fischer and Ravizza 2005, 162 
155 Fischer and Ravizza 2005, 162–65 
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This considerably weaker version of the reactivity requirement would re-
sult in very few exemption cases. Almost all the contemporary (adult) Im-
prudent would be deemed responsible according to this view, only leaving 
people who acquired their unhealthy habits early in life, and who have ever 
since been pathologically incapable of shaking their habits, outside of the 
responsible-category. This clarifies the implications of the suggestion on 
the reactivity side.  

Now, the Imprudent could of course raise a lot of objections about 
this specification of responsibility. For example, they could argue that the 
tracing principle suggested above is too strong, they could lean on more 
empirical evidence on human beings’ cognitive limitations to argue that 
normally weak-willed people are not in fact reactive to reasons the right 
way, they could borrow philosophical arguments from the free-will debate 
in favour of an autonomy understanding of responsibility to argue that 
‘true’ responsibility does in fact require agent-causal powers (which they 
could then deny the existence of to dodge cost-responsibility), etc. How-
ever, objections like these would only lead them deeper into the seemingly 
endless debate on what it ‘really’ is to be responsible – a debate that they 
would hardly win anytime soon. A better strategy, then, seems to be to 
concede that the Prudent’s authenticity version of responsibility presented 
here appear correct enough, but to object to responsibilitarian conclusions 
on the policy level for other reasons. Two objections of this kind will be 
investigated in the upcoming sections. 

6.3 The Luck Objection 
The first objection of this kind that the Imprudent could raise is a luck-
centred variant of the Adverse/Unequal Circumstances objection (familiar 
from Part I). In short, this objection states that if costs are distributed on 
the basis of authenticity-type attributability responsibility, the circum-
stances in which e.g. the poor and the rich make their lifestyle-choices is 
of no consequence for responsibilitarian policies, thus leaving too much 
room for arbitrary luck to influence how people end up. The Imprudent 
could argue: 

 
‘To begin with, recall the case of Maverick and Prudence. Maverick 
is poor, uneducated, weak-willed, and takes part in an anti-establish-
ment lifestyle where smoking is an important identity marker and 
where (therefore) the decision not to smoke would be socially bur-
densome (it would be a decision that she would constantly have to 
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justify to her peers). Prudence on the other hand is rich, well-edu-
cated, strong-willed, and lives in an environment where striving to 
be healthy is the most natural thing there is – and where (therefore) 
choosing to smoke would be equally socially burdensome as the 
choice not to smoke would be for Maverick. The result: Maverick 
starts smoking and eventually contracts lung cancer, but Prudence 
does not start smoking and lives healthily until the end of her days.156 

Next, apply the authenticity view of responsibility and respon-
sibilitarian distributive principles to this case. Maverick and Pru-
dence are both ‘regularly receptive’ to reasons, since they both have 
an understanding that smoking is harmful – at least in the safe-/risky 
path-sense of understanding – and they are both ‘weakly reactive’ to 
reasons, since they would both change their behaviour – in some 
way, at some point in time – given the right incentive. Both Maver-
ick and Prudence are, therefore, deemed responsible for their be-
haviour, and they will, therefore, both be held responsible in accord-
ance with responsibilitarian principles (to Maverick’s disadvantage, 
of course). This shows that neither the good luck of being born into 
Prudence’s circumstances, nor the bad luck of being born into Mav-
erick’s circumstances, make any difference to responsibilitarian pol-
icies based on responsibility in the sense proposed. Thus, we can say 
that responsibility of this kind is inherently insensitive to circumstantial 
luck of the kind facing Maverick and Prudence.’157  

The Imprudent could then continue: 

‘Now, the problem with this is that even if we concede that there is 
nothing wrong with the authenticity view of responsibility as such, 
or even that responsibility of this kind should be insensitive to cir-
cumstantial luck this way, this does not provide reason for basing 
distributive policies upon this kind of responsibility. In the political 
context of cost-distribution, the kind of circumstantial luck facing 
Maverick and Prudence seems profoundly important. This raises a 
question that the Prudent must answer: Why should this form of 
responsibility be permitted to influence the distribution of costs 
when it merely reproduces the luck involved in the social and natural 
lotteries of life? What reason would e.g. Maverick have to accept 
such distributive policies?’  

156 A fuller statement of this case is found in section 3.3. 
157 Both Cohen and Arneson open up for this possibility (in e.g. Cohen 1989; Arneson 2007). 
Ingmar Persson also bases his view of ‘extreme egalitarianism’ upon a similar line of thoughts 
(2007).  
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Thus, the Luck objection leads us back to the question of arbitrariness. To 
the Imprudent, responsibilitarian policies are morally arbitrary because 
they build upon lifestyle-choices that can ultimately be traced to luck-fac-
tors in people’s social circumstances and genetic make-up, and the Pru-
dent must, for this reason, explain why being responsible for lifestyle-
choices and their ensuing costs should be viewed as morally relevant to 
cost-distribution despite the fact that such choices are decided by a com-
bination of genetics and choice-making circumstances. The preceding sec-
tions may have helped the Prudent clarify more precisely in what sense 
Maverick’s behaviour would be deemed properly attributable to her, but 
this increased precision does not address the question of why her bad cir-
cumstantial luck should not count in the distributive context. So the Im-
prudent could argue. 

There is however one interesting move for the Prudent to make 
here. Instead of answering the why-question above, they could try to in-
clude luck-factors like the ones pointed out by the Imprudent in order to 
provide a viable reply to Maverick. This, they could argue, could be done 
by distinguishing a threshold-variant and a degree-variant of responsibility. 
They could argue:  
 

‘The kind of responsibility discussed above constitutes what we 
could call a threshold conception of responsibility: a conception of 
responsibility centred on necessary and sufficient requirements and 
(thus) on the question whether an agent is or is not responsible. Such 
a threshold conception is indeed insensitive to luck just like the Im-
prudent say. As far as an agent meets the necessary and sufficient 
requirements – those of the reasons-responsiveness account de-
scribed for example – her acts and its consequences are attributable 
to her, and this is so no matter how difficult it would have been for 
her, given her circumstances, to behave differently (more prudently), 
and no matter how easy another agent, given her circumstances, 
finds such (prudent) behaviour. 

However, the fact that this threshold variety of responsibility 
is insensitive to luck does not mean that the authenticity-framework 
cannot accommodate the kind of luck in question. On the contrary, 
authenticity-type attributability can be made more fine-grained to 
accommodate the luck that worries the Imprudent. This is done by 
contrasting genuine choice – choice based on preferences, desires, and 
values belonging to people’s true selves – and circumstances that in 
different ways incline them towards or away from these preferences, 
desires, and values of their true selves. This way, we can say that, 
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because of their choice-making circumstances, the imprudent be-
haviour of the poor generally reflects their real selves to a lesser de-
gree than the behaviour of imprudent people in circumstances typi-
cal of the rich – and that the poor, therefore, are generally less re-
sponsible for this behaviour. With such a fine-grained conception of 
responsibility, the attractiveness of the original authenticity idea can 
be maintained, and circumstantial luck-factors can enter the respon-
sibilitarian equation.’158  

This degree-variant of responsibility seems to meet the justificatory de-
mands of the political context better than the threshold-variant. It weighs 
in politically relevant facts about circumstances’ impact on people’s 
choices, and it accounts for the fact that it seems implausible that the poor 
really want to end up with more lifestyle-related illnesses than the rich 
(even though they may be responsible for ending up so in the threshold 
sense). Also, the degrees-variant seems to make this accommodation to 
the political context without abandoning the core idea of the kind of re-
sponsibility proposed above: authenticity is still central, only now with the 
amendment that degrees of authenticity matter. 

However, this idea is also problematic in many ways. To begin with, 
the Imprudent could object that factoring in good and bad luck of the kind 
facing Prudence and Maverick is not an easy task: such factors are not 
easily measurable, and the adoption of a degrees-version would therefore 
affect the feasibility of the Prudent’s suggestion. But the Prudent could have 
a suggestion in response to this problem: 

‘A practical solution for making the relevant comparisons of authen-
ticity is to divide people into different “types” on the basis of cir-
cumstantial factors – like “a person’s occupation, ethnicity, gender, 

158 The idea that degrees of responsibility matter, and that the relevant contrast is between genuine 
choice and circumstances, is of course luck-egalitarian. For example, Arneson writes that “[o]n the 
more fine-grained approach, one looks not just at whether or not the individual met a given standard 
of behaviour but at the degree to which the individual’s talents and capacities and the myriad back-
ground factors operating on the pertinent choice of conduct substantially modify the course-
grained assessment whether by hardening or softening it” (2011, 28, emphasis added). In the same 
vein, Cohen holds that “there is, in principle, continuous variation here, across people with respect to 
how self-governing they are” (2011, 68, emphasis added) and that compensation should therefore 
only be available “to the extent that a disadvantage does not reflect genuine choice” (1989, 934, 
emphasis in original). However, luck-egalitarians usually speak of degrees of control rather than de-
grees of authenticity, and (to my knowledge at least) they do not contrast their own approach to 
responsibility to the threshold-approach of the philosophers engaged in the free will debate. Thus, 
the position stated above is a mix between what luck-egalitarians say and what I believe the Prudent 
would say as a response to the Luck objection. 
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whether her parents smoked, her income level” – and to measure 
their degree of authenticity on the basis of these factors.159  

Such division into types would make it possible to make re-
sponsibility assessments within types: it would make it possible to 
say that two persons who have smoked the median number of years 
for their type “have exercised a comparable degree of responsibility with 
respect to smoking behaviour.”160 Similarly, it would make it possible 
to make comparisons between types: it would make it possible to 
say that two smokers have exercised the same degree of responsibil-
ity if they both display the median behaviour of their type. For ex-
ample, someone who has smoked for eight years and who is “a sixty-
year-old, white, female college professor whose parents stopped 
smoking when she was seven” has exercised the same degree of re-
sponsibility as someone who has smoked for twenty-five years, but 
who is “a black, male steelworker whose parents were both chain-
smokers.”161 Both of these persons display comparably authentic be-
haviour in the face of their different circumstances, and they should 
therefore be considered equally responsible for their smoking habits.  

Likewise, someone who is lucky enough to belong to a type 
where smoking is a non-existing phenomenon – like Prudence – can 
be said to have ‘exercised a comparable degree of responsibility with 
respect to smoking behaviour’ as the steelworker and professor 
above if she ends up a non-smoker. Circumstantial luck-factors 
made one of them smoke for twenty-five years, the other smoke for 
eight years, and the third avoid smoking altogether. Thus, we can 
include circumstantial luck-factors and measure the degree of au-
thenticity on the basis of these luck-factors.’ 
 

This idea is creative, and it clearly makes the idea to include luck-factors 
more practicable. However, one objection that the Imprudent could raise 
to this approach is that it only pays heed to external luck-factors, leaving 
important differences in internal luck unaccounted for. They could argue: 
 

                                                        
159 Roemer 1993, 151  
160 Roemer 1993, 151, emphasis in original.  
161 Roemer 1993, 151. Roemer also uses this example in (1996, 276) and (1998, 43). It should be 
noted, however, that Roemer in the latest of these texts speaks of ‘levels of effort’ rather than 
‘degrees of responsibility’. Thus, the account he presents seem to go from a responsibility-sensitive 
one to an effort-sensitive one, which, of course, is not the same thing (however, this does not mean 
that the critique below does not target the effort-sensitive account as well (I believe it does)).  
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‘External factors such as a person’s social class, level of education, 
gender, family, area of residence, etc. are undoubtedly important in-
clining factors that must be taken into account if one wants to make 
out degrees of responsibility, but internal factors such as a person’s 
innate capacity to understand available information, to convert such 
information into prescriptions for rational action, and/or to convert 
such prescriptions into action are equally important. A person who 
is more favoured in these internal aspects should, everything else 
being equal, be deemed more responsible for choosing an unhealthy 
lifestyle than a person less favoured in these aspects. The case even 
seems to be that a person who is unlucky in her external circum-
stances, but extraordinarily lucky in her internal circumstances, can 
be more responsible for an unhealthy lifestyle than someone whose 
luck is of the inverse kind. This, in turn, could result in the opposite 
responsibility judgement than the one that would be generated by 
the suggestion above. The black steelworker with chain-smoking 
parents may turn out to be extremely intelligent and strong-willed, 
and he may, for this reason, be more responsible for his smoking 
habit than the white college professor whose parents stopped smok-
ing – but who, it turns out, has made it to the top of the social hier-
archy in spite of her lack of intelligence and willpower. But this story 
cannot be told if we rely on the suggestion above.  

More importantly still: this story is neither one that the Pru-
dent can tell, given that internal factors such as these are notoriously 
hard to measure. Thus, unless the Prudent want to argue that exter-
nal luck-factors are somehow more important to the authenticity of 
people’s lifestyle-choices – and, thereby, to the degree of responsi-
bility they have for these choices – the suggestion fails for practical 
reasons in the end anyway.’162  

However, these practical flaws of the degrees-suggestion are not the only 
ones that the Imprudent could point out. Two more fundamental worries 
should make the Prudent reconsider ‘including luck’ as the strategy for 
answering the Luck objection. First, the Imprudent could argue that the 
proposed degree-variant of authenticity seems to bring along a couple of 
questionable assumptions that the threshold-variant avoids:  

‘First, the degrees-suggestion seems to presuppose that different 
people would make the same choices if placed in the same external 

162 Cohen, Arneson and many other luck-egalitarians are well aware of this, which is why e.g. Cohen 
concludes that compromises with luck-egalitarian justice may be the most reasonable policy out-
come (in e.g. 1989).  
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circumstances; that Maverick and Prudence would switch lifestyle-
choices if they would switch circumstances. But this leaves too little 
room for people’s true selves to dictate their choices in accordance 
with their authentic preferences and convictions to properly match 
an authenticity view of responsibility.  

Second, the degrees-suggestion also seems to presuppose that 
atypical and prudent choices are more authentic than typical and 
imprudent ones. But there seems to be no such assumption in the 
threshold-variant: on this variant, there is ample space for prefer-
ences that ‘just happen’ to be part of people’s characters, a/typical 
or im/prudent as they may be.163  

The strength of the threshold-variant of the authenticity view 
is that it works just fine without questionable assumptions like this, 
thus prompting the question whether the move to include luck fac-
tors is really worth the price.’  

 
But this, the Imprudent could argue, is not the most important reason why 
the Prudent should reconsider their strategy: the most important reason 
is, rather, that even if these practical difficulties and problematic assump-
tions can be circumvented somehow, this would not completely rebut the 
Luck objection. They could argue:  
 

‘To see why the Luck objection would still linger, imagine the fol-
lowing scenario. Far into the future, science has produced equip-
ment that can completely map out external inclining factors – the 
families and neighbourhoods we grow up in, the values and prefer-
ences of our friends and colleagues, the stressors in our work envi-
ronments, etc. – as well as internal inclining factors – our hormone 
levels, our cognitive abilities to understand and make use of infor-
mation, the forcefulness of our cravings, etc. – and enter these fac-
tors into the responsibilitarian matrix. This would enable the Pru-
dent to get a perfect picture of how difficult or easy different life-
style-choices are for different individuals, and it would enable them 
to design precise responsibilitarian policies holding people respon-
sible for their lifestyle-related illnesses and injuries to the exact de-
gree of responsibility for these illnesses and injuries. 

The problem is that even in this scenario there would be one 
thing that the Prudent could not ‘factor in’ without abandoning the 
idea of responsibility at the core of the authenticity view: the luck 

                                                        
163 A similar argument can be found in Daniels 2003, 254. 
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involved in the lottery of selves. All such accounts, threshold and de-
gree alike, must essentially be about attributability of acts and be-
haviours to a specific person – and this person must always, in the final 
analysis, be the outcome of luck. Thus, two persons facing identical 
external and internal inclining factors can still choose differently, 
since choosing is always an interaction of inclining factors and the 
preferences belonging to them, as they ‘just happened’ to be consti-
tuted.  

This piece of luck involved in the lottery of selves cannot be 
factored in as an ‘inclining’ factor – since it is, by definition, not an 
inclining factor but the factor upon which inclining factors ‘exert 
pressure’ – but it must be factored in to properly answer the Luck 
objection. Given that the two people above face identical inclining 
factors, the responsibilitarian verdict must be that both persons are 
equally responsible for their different lifestyle-choices – but that 
only one of them should be held responsible, since only she made 
choices leading to lifestyle-related illness. But why, this person could 
rightfully ask, should she be disadvantaged by responsibilitarian pol-
icies just because she happens to have her disadvantageous self and 
not the advantageous selves of other, luckier, people?’164  

At this point, the Prudent could of course back off from the authenticity 
alternative and take their chances with the autonomy alternative instead. 
However, the autonomy alternative does not seem to offer a way out of 
the Luck objection either, since the self that on this alternative ‘ultimately’ 
does the controlling must also be one that, in the final analysis, is the result 
of luck of the comparative kind. The Imprudent could argue:  

‘The existence of agent-causal powers would not eliminate the luck 
involved in the lottery of the selves completely; it would just add 
another layer of freedom and thus move the objection to another 
level. With such powers, an agent would not only be free to act con-
trary to all forms of inclining factors – external as well as internal – 
but also to act contrary to the preferences her true self ‘just has’. But 
the important point here is this: the radically detached entity ‘ulti-
mately controlling’ acts via agent-causal processes will differ be-
tween persons, thus leaving open the theoretical possibility that two 
otherwise completely identical individuals facing completely identi-
cal situations would make different choices. This, in turn, leaves 

164 I have not seen this particular argument in the literature. However, it seems to me that Galen 
Strawson’s ‘basic argument’ (see 1999; 2005) could base an argument like this. 
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open the theoretical possibility for the person whose decision turns 
out imprudent to object that only luck separates her from the other 
person. She had the ability to ‘act otherwise,’ like the other person 
did, but she did not, and the reason must be that she decided so be-
cause of who she is (on the radically detached level).  

This shows that attributability responsibility in both forms are 
essentially luck-insensitive in the interpersonally comparative sense. 
Turning to the autonomy-alternative would thus not only be unwise 
because of the drawbacks of this alternative explored above; it 
would also be a pointless move in relation to the Luck objection.’165   

 
Just like Maverick could object that she was dealt bad cards in terms of 
external inclining factors then, a person with a disadvantageous self could 
object that her she was dealt bad cards, and that this piece of bad luck is 
the reason why she ends up targeted by responsibilitarian policies. The 
question from the beginning of the section thus returns: Why should this 
form of responsibility be permitted to influence the distribution of costs 
when it merely reproduces the luck involved in the lotteries of life? With 
the alternative of including luck turning out unsuccessful in answering this 
question, the attributability conception of responsibility simply seems to 
leave no good answers for the Prudent to draw upon. The Imprudent 
could argue:  
 

‘The only thing the Prudent can tell someone asking why they 
should be targeted by responsibilitarian policies in spite of their life-
style-related illness being, in the final analysis, the outcome of bad 
luck is: ‘Because the choice was authentically yours (to degree X, 
counting your inclining factors), and because this makes you respon-
sible for it (to degree X, counting your inclining factors)’. But even 
a person who gets a hefty ‘discount’ because of heavy pressure from 
inclining factors – like Maverick would – would still be disadvan-
taged in comparison to other, luckier, people – like Prudence or, say, 
Maverick’s luckily prudent twin, Maverique (who, despite facing the 
same set of inclining factors as Maverick did not end up smoking, 
because of preferences that ‘just happened’ to belong to her self). 
Such a person would still be owed an answer why her responsibility 
should trump her bad luck in matters of cost-distribution, but the 
attributability framework simply does not provide such an answer.’ 

 

                                                        
165 Like above, this argument is not one that I have seen in the literature, but it is one that could be 
derived from Strawson’s ‘basic argument’.  
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All in all, this seems to render four conclusions. First, the Prudent should 
stick with the authenticity version of attributability responsibility (since none 
of the versions can escape the Luck objection, and since the autonomy-
version is burdened by threats to responsibility that the authenticity-ver-
sion is not). Second, the Prudent should stick with the threshold-version of 
authenticity type attributability responsibility (since the degrees-version re-
quires sci-fi technology for its proper application, since it is burdened by 
some questionable assumptions, and since not even the most favourable 
scenario imaginable would enable the Prudent to fully answer the Luck 
objection using the degrees-version). Third, the Prudent should not try to 
dodge the why-question originally posed by the Imprudent by trying to include 
luck into their model (since there would be potentially fate-sealing luck left 
in such a luck-including account no matter how the Prudent twist and 
turn). Fourth, the Prudent would do well to base responsibilitarian policies 
upon a conception of responsibility that has the normative resources required 
for answering the why-question at hand instead of building it upon at-
tributability responsibility (since this form of responsibility does not, nei-
ther in its authenticity- or autonomy form, provide such resources).  

The next section will further explore the reason behind the last of 
these conclusions: the fact that attributability responsibility is too formal to 
provide the Prudent with the resources needed to justify responsibilitarian 
policies to the people living under them.  

6.4 The Piggy-Backing Objection 
The next objection in line is the Piggy-backing objection. The Imprudent 
could state this objection like this: 

‘Suppose that all internal and external requirements of attributability 
responsibility in the authenticity form are met. Suppose, that is, that 
people are properly reasons-responsive, lack irresistible cravings, 
have options to choose from, have relevant information on the con-
sequences of these options etc. If so, our world would be full of 
people performing acts for which they are responsible – and this is 
true no matter what acts we speak of. One person would be respon-
sible for pouring a cup of coffee, another would be responsible for 
picking her nose, a third for climbing a rock, a fourth for sticking 
her knife into another person’s chest, etc.  

Now, the problem for the Prudent is this: the attributability 
of such acts cannot by itself tell us which (if any) of these individuals 
should be held responsible. Rather, all of these individuals are on a 
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par: they are all responsible for their acts and the consequences 
thereof, and, as far as we stay strictly within the domains of the at-
tributability framework, that all there is to it. Thus, attributability 
responsibility by itself is not much of a guide for holding people 
responsible in a reasonable manner. It cannot, out of the over-
whelming flux of responsible acts that make up reality, sort out any 
particular responsible acts as more or less relevant from a moral 
point of view. More than attributability responsibility is needed to 
justify holding people responsible – not only for medical costs, but 
for anything at all. Normative principles prescribing that we should 
hold people responsible for certain kinds of acts – smoking or over-
eating for example – must be introduced to separate morally rele-
vant acts from morally irrelevant ones.’  
 

The Imprudent could continue:  
 

‘Such normative principles are also required to decide what would 
constitute reasonable measures for holding people responsible; such 
principles are required to say that smokers should be ‘charged extra 
for their treatment’ rather than, for example, being denied treatment 
altogether (or, for that matter, tortured, executed, or just yelled at). 
The attributability-framework is not only unable to sort out which 
responsible acts to hold people responsible for – it is also unable to 
prescribe what would constitute a proper way of holding people re-
sponsible for those acts. By itself, it does not tell us that any partic-
ular consequences should follow from any particular responsible 
act; it only tells us, abstractly, that the person performing the act 
‘should be held responsible when she is responsible in the attribut-
ability sense,’ no more and no less. Thus, the attributability-frame-
work cannot escape piggy-backing on normative principles telling us 
which acts to hold people responsible for and how.’166 

   
But this, the Imprudent could argue, is deeply problematic for the Prudent: 

 
                                                        
166 Nicole Vincent makes a similar argument (see 2009; 2006). She writes: “To justify substantive 
claims about how people should be treated on account of the fact that they are responsible for 
something, we need a lot more than just claims about what they are responsible for – we also need 
substantive normative debate, and we should be a lot clearer about what role that normative debate 
will play in generating practical conclusions about how we may treat one another” (2009, 50). This 
is of course something that e.g. philosophers in the free will-debate are aware of – but it is, as 
Vincent argues, something that is not enough appreciated and recognized in debates on responsi-
bility-sensitive distributive justice (and even less, of course, in contemporary political debates on 
such matters).  
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‘The problem for the Prudent is that if attributability piggy-backs on 
external normative principles this way, the attributability of acts will 
not be what primarily dictates the distribution of costs in an attribut-
ability-responsibilitarian society. Rather, the normative principles 
prescribing that this and that act (smoking and overeating) render 
this and that consequence suitable (paying extra for medical treat-
ment) would be the primary basis for such distribution instead. It 
would be these principles deciding which acts to hold people re-
sponsible for – and how to do so – not the attributability responsi-
bility of the people performing the acts in question.’  

Finally, they could add: 

‘Of course, attributability responsibility could enter the picture at a 
secondary stage, stating that among the acts that the normative prin-
ciples pick out as morally relevant (smoking and overeating), only 
those acts performed responsibly should result in responsibility-
holding in the prescribed way (extra charges). But even if attributa-
bility would be assigned such a side-constraint role, it would not 
become more than a (rather insignificant) complement to the nor-
mative principles doing the real work. The distribution would not 
be settled by the fact that people are attributability responsible for 
some act (and its consequences) but by the fact that the kind of act 
(and its consequences) would be deemed morally important enough 
to elicit some form of response by the normative principle.’167 

167 The Imprudent could add: ‘Note, also, that if the attributability-principle is to play the role of a 
side-constraint, there would unavoidably be cases where the normative principle and the attributa-
bility-principle would clash (imagine, for example, a case where someone is draining all of societies 
resources with self-harming behaviour for which she is not attributability responsible), and that 
when they clash in this way, the normative principle would be held back by the attributability-prin-
ciple in an intuitively problematic way (draining all of societies resources with self-harming acts is, 
most people would probably agree, unacceptable). Hence, the question of what to do in cases where 
the two principles clash would always be lurking in the shadows. To answer this question, some 
kind of balancing-principle must be introduced. But such a balancing-principle would not make the 
attributability-principle any more central in the distribution of resources. Once a principle that is 
able to do the required balancing is found, it is this balancing-principle that ultimately decides the 
distributive outcome rather than either the attributability-principle or the normative principle, thus 
leaving open the possibility that the recommendations of the attributability-principle will not be 
heeded at all in some cases (it could, for example, decide to save society from bankruptcy by making 
the self-harmer from above bear her own costs, no matter how little responsibility she bears for 
her behaviour)’. This way, it seems that attributability responsibility could not only be marginally 
important to distributive outcomes – it can also be overridden completely. 
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Thus, the Piggy-backing objection concludes, the Prudent must always rely 
on principles external to the responsibilitarian framework to be able to say 
anything politically relevant. Without such principles, there is only a flux 
of acts and consequences for which people are responsible, none of which 
is more relevant than the other for purposes of responsibility-holding. 
This seems to leave the Prudent with two options: (1) To make the at-
tributability-framework piggy-back on external normative principles – in 
which case attributability responsibility would at most have a secondary 
function in the distribution of cost – or (2) to stubbornly rely on the at-
tributability-principle alone – in which case the responsibilitarian principle 
would become practically and politically impotent, unable to sort out any 
acts at all as worthy of responsibility-holding, and unable to decide what a 
suitable consequences for a particular responsible act would be. From the 
perspective of the Prudent, who want responsibility to be the heart and 
soul of distributive justice, this would undoubtedly be two meagre options 
to choose from. 

However, there seems to be a comeback of interest for the Prudent 
here. They could argue:  

 
‘Maybe the attributability-framework is too formal to render moral 
judgements on its own just like the piggy-backing objects says, but 
it should be noted that this critique primarily targets responsibilitar-
ian policies based on responsibility for choices. If we want to point 
out the Imprudent as meriting some form of consequences based 
on the moral qualities of their choices, we surely need some form of 
normative principle to piggy-back on. However, responsibilitarian 
policies need not centre on choices this way. Such policies can, in-
stead, simply track responsibility for consequences to avoid relying on 
normative principles.  

With consequences-tracking responsibilitarian policies like 
these, the distributive principle simply states that if you are attribut-
ability responsible for acts resulting in injury or illness, and if you 
want medical treatment for your injury or illness, you must pay your 
own way in some way. If people want help with a costly medical 
problem, that is, the state will be there for them, but only given that 
they did not bring the problem upon themselves via attributability 
responsible acts. The consequences in question (in the form of ill-
ness/injury plus treatment costs) lie at the care-seekers feet to begin 
with, but the state is willing to relieve them of those consequences 
provided that they are not responsible for bringing them about. No 
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moral judgement is thus involved: the help to costlessly relieve peo-
ple of their consequences only comes with a condition attached, so 
to speak.’ 

Shifting to consequences-tracking responsibilitarian policies like this only 
appear helpful for the Prudent to a certain extent however. To begin with, 
the Imprudent could argue that the reply above only is applicable in exactly 
the type of cases mentioned above – cases, that is, where people come to 
the state for help with some costly problem. In these cases, the reply above 
would seem to work fine since the state need not morally judge the behav-
iour causing the costly problem. But this reply is not always available, the 
Imprudent could argue:  

‘In a wide range of other cases, the state must actively impose conse-
quences in order for an individual to be held responsible for her act 
at all. For example, a murderer would suffer no disadvantageous 
consequences unless the state (or some other agent) would con-
demn murder as an immoral act and punish her for it. In this case, 
and others like it, the ‘neutral’ solution to let consequences (costs) 
fall where they fall and only pick up the tab when people are not 
responsible for bringing about these costs is unavailable. Thus, if 
attributability-based responsibilitarian policies are to make sense in 
these cases too, the attributability framework must piggy-back on 
normative principles of some kind in the end anyway.’  

Second, the Imprudent could argue that even in cases where the reply 
above is applicable, some kind of normative principle would still be 
needed to generate results that would be intuitively attractive, even on the 
Prudent’s own premises. Without such principles, the Prudent would end 
up with responsibilitarian policies that would be too inclusive, the Impru-
dent could argue:  

‘If attributability responsibility for one’s treatment needs is the only 
factor triggering cost responsibility, this would mean that a consid-
erably broader range of cases than those that the Prudent would in-
tuitively want to include would have to be included. For example, 
pregnant women arriving at the maternity ward would have to ‘pay 
their way,’ responsible as they (typically) are for their treatment 
needs. Just like smokers, pregnant women undoubtedly have op-
tions to choose from and information on the consequences of their 
behaviour; they are able to foresee the consequences of their acts; 
they are reasons-responsive in the right way; and they do not suffer 
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from irresistible ‘cravings’ forcing them into procreative activities, 
etc. – they quite plainly meet the threshold requirements of attribut-
ability responsible action and must therefore pay their way accord-
ingly.  

Moreover, turning to the degree-variant would not seem to 
solve this problem either. If anything, pregnant women are more re-
sponsible for their need for medical attention than smokers – there 
is a lot more planning involved in the decision to have a child than 
in the decision to start smoking; the consequences are easier to fore-
see and calculate in a rational manner; contraceptives provide a way 
to achieve the immediate pleasure (of sex) without having to deal 
with unintended consequences further down the road, etc. – and, 
being more responsible this way, it would be wrong according to 
responsibilitarian standards not to charge these pregnant women 
proportionally more than smokers for the care that they require.’168 

 
This line of reasoning could of course be extended to other categories of 
people as well. For example, the same would go for people choosing to 
pursue professional careers where they risk their health for the sake of 
others, like fire fighters and police officers do. Such people make highly 
voluntary decisions that cannot be ‘explained away’ by biological mecha-
nisms or norms imposed by culture, family or friends to the same extent 
as decisions made by people who start smoking or drinking because they 
want to hang with the right crowd in school; who eat unhealthily because 
the taste of fat and sugar is naturally appealing to human beings; who ex-
ercise too little because they are exhausted after work; who search out 
adrenaline rushes in the boxing ring or the downhill slope because of ele-
vated hormone levels, etc. If the degree of responsibility for acts leading 
up to the need for medical attention is all that matters in the distribution 
of costs, fire fighters and police officers would – like pregnant women – 
definitely be among the ones paying (proportionally) the most for their 
treatment. The Imprudent could conclude:  

 
‘Thus, the Piggy-backing objection can, at the very least, be phrased 
as wrong people objection. Attributability responsible acts are attribut-
ability responsible acts – whether they are performed by smokers, 

                                                        
168 The objection that a responsibility-criterion should be applied more consistently than it is in the 
contemporary debate is a quite common argument in the debate on responsibilitarian policies (see 
e.g. Friesen 2018; Shelton and Balint 1997; Caplan 1994; Buyx 2008). Cases such as this are also 
the most important reason why luck-egalitarian Shlomi Segall abandons the responsibility-criterion 
in favour of a ‘reasonable avoidability’-criterion as the basis for his own luck-egalitarian (flavoured) 
account (see 2010a, 19–25).  
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overeaters, rock climbers, pregnant women, fire fighters, or police 
officers – and if this form of responsibility is all that matters, every-
one acting responsibly in this sense and requiring medical attention 
as a consequence thereof should be treated equally. Other consider-
ations – like the service to society provided by women bringing new 
generations into the world, by fire fighters rescuing people from 
burning houses, or by police officers fighting crime – cannot be 
weighed in when healthcare costs are distributed. Such considera-
tions are irrelevant to attributability responsibility per se, and there-
fore also to responsibilitarian policies based on this form of respon-
sibility.’ 

Of course, the Prudent could deny that such considerations are important, 
arguing that pregnant women, fire fighters and police officers should in 
fact bear their own treatment costs due to their attributability responsibil-
ity for bringing these costs about.169 However, biting the bullet this way 
would have to be backed up by considerably strong arguments about why 
attributability in this form is important in its own right. But there seems to 
be no such argument available to the Prudent – at least not within the 
attributability-framework.  

This is also what connects the Piggy-backing objection and the Luck 
objection: the inherent lack of answers to why-questions that need answer-
ing in order to charge responsibilitarian policies with the normative thrust 
required for the Prudent’s justificatory purposes. Without an answer to the 
question why distributive policies should be permitted to build upon the 
luck that would unavoidably be reproduced via responsibilitarian policies 
based on attributability responsibility, and without an answer to the ques-
tion why pregnant women, fire fighters and police officers should, con-
traintuitively, be treated on the same terms as smokers, overeaters and 
adrenaline junkies, the responsibilitarian policies proposed by the Prudent 
simply lack proper justification. When smokers, overeaters, adrenaline-
junkies, pregnant women, fire fighters, or police officers ask ‘So what if 
we are attributability responsible for requiring medical attention?’, the Pru-
dent cannot, drawing upon the attributability-framework, provide a satis-
factory answer – and this is indeed a serious problem in the justificatory 
context.170  

169 Eric Rakowski is one of few luck-egalitarians who argues along such hard-core lines (see 1991). 
170 The So what-question is borrowed from Nicole Vincent, who writes: “In a way, on my account 
people are entitled to say: ‘So what that I’m responsible for my own ill health? In itself, this shows 
neither that I should now take responsibility for my own ill health, nor does it tell us how I should 
now take this responsibility.’” (2009, 50, emphasis in original). 
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This should convince the Prudent to move on in their search for a 
proper basis for responsibilitarian policies. For this purpose, they need a 
conception of responsibility that can both separate ‘the right’ self-harmers 
from ‘the wrong’ ones and that can charge responsibilitarian policies with 
the normative thrust required to justify their introduction. Responsibility 
in the attributability sense can provide neither, and should, for this reason, 
be rejected as the basis for responsibilitarian policies.  

6.5 Concluding Remarks 
The main conclusion of this chapter is this then: instead of discussing 
whether smokers, overeaters and adrenaline-junkies are responsible for the 
consequences of their behaviour, the Prudent and the Imprudent should 
discuss why such people should be held responsible in the first place. At-
tributability responsibility is, as we have seen, no argument in itself for 
holding people responsible, and the real work therefore needs to be done 
on the normative side of the matter. The Prudent must provide an answer 
to why, in face of the Luck objection, responsibility should be considered 
a morally valid component of distributive policies, and they must provide 
an answer to why certain kinds of self-harmers should be targeted and not 
others – but to find the answers to these questions they cannot turn to a 
formal framework like the one provided in this chapter.  

Fortunately for the Prudent, there seems to be a conception of re-
sponsibility that can deliver precisely the kind of argument they need: ac-
countability responsibility. We now turn to this conception of responsibil-
ity.  
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7. Accountability Responsibility

When the Prudent turn to the accountability conception of responsibility, 
this will mean a change of perspectives. In this chapter, they will thus not 
make the case that we should hold self-harming people such as smokers, 
overeaters and adrenaline-junkies responsible because they are responsible 
for their behaviour. Rather, the reason that we should hold these people 
responsible is that these people behave irresponsibly. Smokers, overeaters and 
adrenaline-junkies do not meet their obligations, and that is why they 
should be held responsible, the Prudent will argue. 

This idea will be investigated as follows. Section 7.1 begins with the 
Prudent laying out the general structure of the accountability suggestion, 
and it ends with the Imprudent raising two central objections to this sug-
gestion. Both of these objections essentially question the claim made by 
the Prudent that their account will result in fairness of blame or differential 
treatment. However, the two objections approach this fairness issue from 
two different angles. The first objection, the Control objection, assumes 
that self-harmers like smokers and overeaters are in fact behaving wrongly 
(irresponsibly), but it questions whether the Prudent can supply a suffi-
ciently robust control requirement to render blame or differential treatment 
based on accountability responsibility fair (in spite of the self-harmers 
wrongful behaviour). The second objection, the Irresponsible How? ob-
jection, does the reverse: it assumes that the Prudent can provide a suffi-
ciently robust control requirement, but it questions whether self-harmers 
like smokers and overeaters are behaving wrongly (irresponsibly). These 
objections are investigated sections 7.2 and 7.3. Section 7.4 then goes on 
to revisit two objections familiar from the previous chapter: the Piggy-
backing objection and the Luck objection. Finally, section 7.5 concludes.  

Two main conclusions will come out of this chapter. The first is that 
the accountability framework actually can provide sufficiently good an-
swers to the objections mounted by the Imprudent, and that the Prudent, 
therefore, should base their distributive policies upon this type of respon-
sibility. The accountability angle is the strongest angle from which to argue 
a responsibilitarian case, and it is for this reason from this angle that the 
Prudent should proceed. However, the second conclusion reads, the an-
swers provided by the accountability framework merely show that the is a 
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potential within this framework to provide the answers that the Prudent 
need. A lot of factors remain uncertain, the Imprudent’s objections show, 
and the Prudent therefore need to do quite a lot of work to properly close 
their case. The accountability conception of responsibility offers a way 
forward, but it does not solve all the Prudent’s problems.  

7.1 The Accountability Suggestion 
Making their case, the Prudent could start by saying something along these 
lines: 

 
‘We have seen that the formal character of neutral conceptions of 
responsibility, such as the ones presented in the previous chapter, 
are dead ends from the point of view of someone with responsibil-
itarian ambitions. Morally neutral and formal conceptions of re-
sponsibility such as these are essentially self-insufficient, and they 
are, for this reason, unable to provide a solid enough basis for re-
sponsibilitarian policies to build upon. 

However, our present, accountability-based, suggestion in-
volves no pretence of leaving morals out in favour of ‘formality’ or 
‘neutrality’. Instead, this suggestion begins by acknowledging that 
smokers, overeaters and adrenaline-junkies act immorally; it begins 
by acknowledging that self-harmers such as these breach their moral 
obligations. This suggestion also departs from the idea that it is this 
very fact that justifies our holding these self-harmers accountable 
for the costs that their behaviour brings about. Or, to put it in more 
responsibilitarian vocabulary: it is the fact that smokers, overeaters 
and adrenaline-junkies behave irresponsibly that justifies our holding 
them responsible. It is also this fact that explains why pregnant 
women, fire-fighters and policemen should be let off the responsi-
bilitarian hook. These people do not act irresponsibly, and that is 
why we do not want to hold them responsible for the costs follow-
ing from their self-imposed harms (despite their being responsible 
for them).   

Thus, by switching from policies that hold people responsible 
for being responsible to policies that hold them responsible for be-
having irresponsibly, we will be able to hold the right people respon-
sible for their life-style choices, and we will be able to do so for the 
right reasons. It is not because the acts of smokers, overeaters and 
adrenaline-junkies ‘causally link’ them to medical costs that we want 
to hold them responsible for these costs, nor is the reason that we 
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want to do so because their life-style choices are ‘properly con-
trolled’ or ‘authentically theirs’. We want to do so because of the 
moral quality of these people’s choices.’171 

In order to get a better grip on the central characteristics of the accounta-
bility suggestion, the Prudent could then go on to distinguish this view 
from the attributability view of responsibility. Both views can broadly be 
said to belong within the debate on free will and ‘moral’ responsibility, but 
the accountability take on the issue is quite different from the ones previ-
ously explored. ‘The central difference between this view and the attribut-
ability view,’ the Prudent could explain,  

‘is that instead of focusing on what formal criteria must be met for 
an act to be attributable to the blamee (like attributionalist views do), 
the accountability view highlights the blamer – the moral judge – and 
the moral reasons she has for harbouring and expressing the reactive 
attitudes characteristic of blame. This emphasis on the moral side of 
responsibility shifts attention to questions about the fairness of 
blame, and it leads to answers having more to do with the quality of 
the will than with control or authenticity.  

To illustrate this difference, think of a person who is late to a 
meeting because her subway train derailed. In this case, the attribut-
ability view would say that the reason that her co-workers should 
not hold the latecomer responsible is that events were ‘outside her 
control’ or that the act of coming late ‘did not reflect the latecomer’s 
real self’. On the accountability view however, the reason for with-
holding blame is that there was not anything wrong with the quality 
of the latecomer’s will to begin with. She intended to arrive on time 
and thereby showed no sign of disrespect towards her co-workers; she 
showed her co-workers no ill will.’172 

171 The view presented here is a mix of closely related views within the ‘moral’ branch of the free 
will debate. The view was originally Peter Strawson’s (1962), but it has more recently been elabo-
rated by Gary Watson (1987), T.M. Scanlon (1988; 1998; 2008; 2015), Jay Wallace (1994), Marina 
Oshana (1997), Stephen Darwall (2006; 2014), Michael McKenna (2012), Pamela Hieronymi (2004; 
2007; 2009; 2014), Angela Smith (2005; 2007; 2008; 2012; 2015) and others. 
172 The term ‘moral judge’ is Jay Wallace’s (1994), and the terms ‘reactive attitudes’ and ‘quality of 
will’ are Peter Strawson’s (1962). It should be noted that attributability views are also interested in 
the fairness of blame – although more from the perspective of the blamee than the blamer. ‘I could 
not do otherwise,’ the autonomy proponent would say, and ‘The act did not reflect my real self’ 
the authenticity proponent would say, ‘and that is why it would not be fair to blame me’. To the 
accountability proponent, however, this focus on the blamee is too narrow. ‘The fairness of blame,’ 
she would add to the above, ‘is not only a matter of (to use Robert Nozick’s term) recipient justice, 
even if this is an important aspect of it. Fairness of blame is established by looking at the reasons 
the blamer has to blame, and by looking at the reasons the blamee can produce to excuse her 
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The Prudent could then continue by explaining what this shift of perspec-
tives means in relation to traditionally responsibility-undermining factors 
such as in/determinism and ‘unchosen selves’: 

 
‘This fundamental interest in the moral judge’s side of the matter 
and in the quality of the blamee’s will renders the accountability view 
insensitive to factors such as in/determinism or the inability to 
choose one’s own character. Think of the latecomer again. If she 
had, instead of trying her best to arrive at the meeting on time, de-
cided to sleep in (after, say, a night partying with her friends), things 
would change from the perspective of her co-workers. The late-
comer would in this version of the example have acted disrespect-
fully – thus changing the moral quality of her will from the original 
derailing-example – and this fact would remain even (a) if the late-
comer was predetermined to act the way she did, (b) if the decision 
to sleep in was caused by indeterministic processes in her brain, or 
(c) if her act could be traced to an ultimately unchosen self. In this 
sense, the co-workers could rightfully blame the latecomer. She did 
not show them the required respect, and this provides reason for 
blame.  

Thus, one can say that the accountability view disagrees with 
the autonomy view whether free will (or ‘agent-causal powers,’ or 
‘the ability to do otherwise’) is a necessary requirement for ‘true’ 
responsibility. On the accountability view, the absence of free will is 
inconsequential for responsibility, since the lack of control implied 
by the lack of free will would not change the fact that some acts 
reflect ill will and some do not.173 This also means that the account-
ability view disagrees with the authenticity view to some extent. It 

                                                        
behaviour – both aspects matter.’ To be more precise then, the accountability view starts from the 
point of view of the blamer, but also includes the point of view of the blamee: first, it establishes 
whether an act is wrongful, then it turns to the blamee to see what she has to say for herself. 
Michael McKenna illustrates this line of thought clearly in his ‘conversational’ view of accountabil-
ity responsibility (see 2012). 
173 Jay Wallace holds that autonomy proponents must ground their claim that it would be ‘unfair 
to blame someone because she could not do otherwise’ in intuitively appealing excusing examples, 
like when a spasm causes an agent to act. They must then generalize from examples like this and 
show that it is in fact the inability to do otherwise – and not something else – that justifies the 
excuse in the case at hand. But, Wallace claims, autonomy proponents can provide no convincing 
generalizing argument of this sort. What we really want to say when we say that ‘I could not do 
otherwise’ – and what lends moral force to the excuse in these cases – is that there was actually 
nothing wrong with the quality of our will. We should excuse the spastic wrongdoer, in other 
words, because she did not intend to do wrong, not because she could not do otherwise. All our 
intuitions that it would be unfair to blame people who could not do otherwise, Wallace claims, are 
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agrees with the authenticity view that neither the truth of in/deter-
minism, nor the truth of the causa sui-argument, is reason enough 
to give up on moral responsibility – but it disagrees that the reason 
for not giving it up is that responsibility only requires that acts 
properly reflect one’s real self (no matter how this real self came 
about). Properly reflecting the real self or not, the accountability 
view states, some acts are disrespectful towards others, and when 
they are, this provides sufficient reason from the perspective of the 
moral judge to hold the person performing these acts to account. Such 
acts of ill will provides the moral judge with a reason to ask why the 
act in question was performed, and if no valid moral excuse can be 
produced – an excuse, that is, that indicates that the will was not ill 
in spite of appearances (like in the original derailing example) – this 
also gives the moral judge sufficient reason to deem the act blame-
worthy. In this sense, “moral demands stand, unyielding, in the face 
of an inability to meet them” on the accountability view’.174 

This brief presentation of the accountability view clarifies the Prudent’s 
original claim to a certain extent, but from the standpoint of the Impru-
dent, it most of all provides grounds for a couple of objections. The most 
important of these are:  

1. The Control objection. This objection states that an account of re-
sponsibility where ‘moral demands stand, unyielding, in the face
of an inability to meet them’ is incomplete in an important sense:
it lacks a proper control requirement. Without a proper require-
ment of this sort, the Prudent will neither be able to ‘fairly blame’
self-harming people, nor to target the ‘right people’ in accordance
with responsibilitarian intuitions.

2. The Irresponsible How? objection. This objection raises the question of
wherein the irresponsibility of self-harming people lie: what moral
obligations do smokers, overeaters or adrenaline junkies breach
that make them legitimate targets for accountability-responsibili-
tarian policies? On the face of it, this objection states, it is far from
obvious that self-harmers like these breach any moral obligations
at all – but if that is correct, the Prudent have nothing to ground

derived from examples like this, and in each of these examples can the excuses be better explained 
by the quality of will-approach (see Wallace 1994, especially ch. 7). 
174 Hieronymi 2004, 35. Scanlon similarly writes: “I do not see how to understand the deeper sense 
of ‘what a person is like’ that is supposed to be independent of the psychological attitudes that the 
person happens to have. Moreover, it is these attitudes that constitute our relations with each other 
and are therefore the basis of moral blame, as I am suggesting we understand it.” (2008, 192f) 
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responsibilitarian policies upon. Their case stands and falls with 
the moral claim of ‘irresponsibility,’ but this claim seems hard to 
substantiate. 

 
In the upcoming two sections we will explore how the Prudent deal with 
each of these objections.  

7.2 Control and Fairness of Blame 
In its simplest and most straightforward form, the Control objection goes 
something like this:  
 

‘If the Prudent only care about the quality of the will implied in an 
act or a behaviour there is reason to doubt that their account is 
about responsibility at all. Just think of children and severely men-
tally handicapped people performing ill willed acts. An account in 
which ‘moral demands stand, unyielding, in the face of an inability 
to meet them’ would have to hold these people responsible the same 
way that it would hold normal adults responsible. But this is coun-
terintuitive according to most people’s idea of responsibility, since 
children and severely mentally handicapped people lack the requisite 
control for responsibility and blame.  

Thus, some form of control requirement appears necessary. 
Without such a control requirement, the talk of holding ‘the right 
people’ responsible and ‘fairness of blame’ makes no sense – not 
even from within the responsibilitarian point of view itself.’ 
  

But this simple form of the Control objection seems to rest upon a mis-
understanding of the view presented. It is correct that an account solely 
interested in the quality of the will would end up with highly counterintu-
itive results from a responsibilitarian point of view, the Prudent could ar-
gue, but such a reading of the accountability view is too restricted. In fact, 
they could argue, a form of control requirement is embedded within the ac-
countability view as such:  
 

‘Recall that the accountability view is primarily about the fairness of 
the moral judge’s blame. This emphasis on fairness does not only 
imply that the moral judge is unjustified to blame people whose 
quality of will (despite appearances) is in fact good – it also implies 
that she is unjustified to blame people with deficient capacities, since 
it would be unfair to people with deficient capacities to suffer the 
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burdens of blame. In order for someone to fairly be blamed, it is 
essential that she has the capacity to understand why her acts, and the 
reasons that led her to perform those acts, were morally problematic 
to begin with, and it is also essential that she has the ability to react 
to these moral reasons properly.  

This indicates that a form of control requirement is part of 
the accountability parcel. But it also indicates that the form of con-
trol relevant within this view of responsibility is not something like 
free will or reasons-responsiveness per se. Rather, a form of moral 
reasons-responsiveness, more narrowly focusing on the ability to under-
stand, and react to, moral reasons is entailed. Thus, the relevant sort 
of control is found in “the power to grasp and apply moral reasons, 
and to regulate one’s behaviour by light of such reasons.”175 This 
form of control is one that normal adults acquire during upbringing, 
but one that small children and severely mentally handicapped peo-
ple lack – which explains why we want to exempt the latter but not 
the former category of people from blame.’176  

Moreover, the Prudent could argue that this move to introduce a control 
requirement is grounded in the accountability view of what responsibility 
is. They could argue: 

‘The accountability view provides an explanation of why something 
like reasons-responsiveness is important in the responsibility con-
text in the first place. This capacity is important, according to this 
view, because to hold someone responsible is essentially about hold-
ing people to account for their morally deficient acts. A control re-
quirement must be included in an account of moral responsibility, 

175 Wallace 1994, 86 
176 This seems to be the most common way for accountabilists to explain cases of exemption. Gary 
Watson writes: “The basic demand is, once more, a moral demand, a demand for reasonable regard, 
a demand addressed to a moral agent, to one who is capable of understanding the demand. Since the 
negative reactive attitudes involve this demand, they are not (as fully) appropriately directed to 
those who do not fully grasp the terms of the demands.” (2004, 230f, emphasis added). Similarly, 
Jay Wallace writes that “it is unreasonable to demand that people do something – in a way that 
potentially exposes them to the harms of moral sanction – if they lack the general power to grasp and 
comply with the reasons that support the demand” (1994, 161, emphasis added). Stephen Darwall 
specifies this moral form of reasons-responsiveness (which he calls “second-personal compe-
tence”) to mean that an agent “must be able to see the addresser's claim or demand not just as 
externally imposed or even as imposed justifiably from the addresser's perspective, but as some-
thing he, the addressee, justifiably demands of himself from a standpoint that he and his addressee 
can share. He must be able to think not just that someone else might have reason to reproach him 
were he not to comply but also that he would be to blame, that there would be warrant for him to 
blame himself.” (2006, 249).  
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that is, because morally responsible people are to take part in the moral 
community and the reason-giving included in such relations. It is an 
interpersonal capacity required of people taking part in certain kinds of 
relationships.177 This seems to be an advantage of the accountability 
view: it can not only provide a control requirement matching com-
mon intuitions about responsibility – it also grounds this require-
ment in a deeper understanding of what it is to hold one another 
responsible.’ 

 
Does this reply rebut the Control objection? It seems that the simplest 
form of this objection, where the charge is that the accountability view 
lacks a control requirement altogether, is indeed rebutted by this reply. But 
the Control objection does not amount to this No control objection only. 
The Imprudent could press on, arguing that true responsibility requires 
the opportunity to avoid the outcome for which one is being blamed, since 
without such an opportunity blame would be unfair. They could argue: 
 

‘The Prudent claim that their starting point and main concern is fair-
ness of blame, but blaming someone who merely has control in the 
moral-reasons-responsiveness sense seems intuitively unfair. This 
form of control is insufficiently robust to ensure fairness of blame. 
This is so for two reasons.  

First, a general ability to respond to moral reasons does not 
ensure that an agent also has a real opportunity and/or ability to act 
otherwise, in the moment of acting, so to speak. Second, ill willed 
acts may have their roots in adverse formative circumstances that 
the agent had no real opportunity to avoid. Being unable to avoid 
an outcome for either of these reasons appears to result in the same 
judgment: the burden of blame would be unfair for the blamee to 
bear. This seems so even if the act performed is manifestly ill willed 
from the moral judge’s point of view. Fairness of blame implies can, 
so to speak.’178 
 

This version of the Control objection is familiar from the previous chap-
ter. The main difference is that the emphasis this time is on what is re-
quired for fairness of blame rather than on what is required for being truly 

                                                        
177 Strawson argues that this moral community-participant aspect is central, but this particular fea-
ture is perhaps most emphasised in Darwall 2006; Wallace 1994. 
178 Michael Otsuka’s “Principle of Avoidable Blame” may serve as an example of this kind of ob-
jection. According to this principle, one is “blameworthy for performing an act of a given type only 
if one could instead have behaved in a manner for which one could instead have behaved in a 
manner for which one would have been entirely blameless” (1998, 688). 
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responsible. The latter, this objection claims, is a requirement for the for-
mer, and this is why the Prudent – with their accountability responsibility-
grounded talk about fairness of blame – need to come up with a credible 
rejoinder.  

So, what rejoinder could the Prudent produce? How could they ar-
gue that the burden of blame lands fairly on people who could not have 
avoided the ill willed acts they perform? The best rejoinder available here 
seems to start from the distinction between fairness of blame and fairness 
of reactive attitudes. They could argue: 

 
‘It may be true that it is not fair to burden people who could not 
have avoided performing acts of deficient moral quality with out-
right blame, but in such a cases – where we can establish that the act 
in question is in fact morally deficient (reflecting poor quality of will) 
– the reactive attitudes underlying the blame, and the burden that 
accompany these attitudes, may nonetheless be fair.  

To understand this, think of reactive attitudes as the first re-
action to a moral trespass of some sort. They are essentially an au-
tomatic response from a (potential) blamer to a wrong that she per-
ceives has been committed to her. These attitudes are burdensome 
to the blamee because they trigger the blamer to call upon her to 
give an account of her acts; they are burdensome because they 
prompt an explanation for a wrong that the blamer finds that the 
blamee has committed. Importantly, however, the fairness of these 
reactive attitudes depends on whether or not the perceived moral 
trespass does in fact constitute such a trespass. If it does – if the 
blamer is right (which the objection above allows) – the reactive at-
titudes are in themselves fair. They are merely, so to speak, a form 
of confirmation of the wrong committed. A wrong has been com-
mitted by the blamee and the reactive attitudes following from this 
are, in this sense, fairly earned – and if the reactive attitudes are fairly 
earned, then so is the burden that comes with them. This burden is 
sensitive to the fact of wronging, not to something else.  

Consider the example of a compulsive liar. Such a liar has, in 
the described way, earned the resentment harboured by the people 
to whom she has been lying. This resentment is a response to acts 
that will affect the interpersonal relationship between the persons 
involved, and although burdensome from the point of view of the 
liar – and even if she could not have avoided lying, either because 
she could not have acted otherwise in the moment or because her 
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lying is the result of adverse formative circumstances – these reac-
tive attitudes are fairly held by the wronged party. The fact of wrong-
ing is not eliminated by the inability to avoid it.’179 

 
The Prudent could elaborate: 
  

‘Whether or not to further act upon these (fairly held) reactive atti-
tudes or not is another question though. For the wronged to go on 
to blame the wrongdoer, further considerations must be taken into 
account. For example, the wronged could decide to withhold her 
blame because the gravity of the moral trespass is negligible, because 
she is not herself in a position to blame (she may have performed a 
similar act, making it hypocritical for her to express blame), because 
the wronger provides a good excuse for her behaviour (showing that 
no ill will was involved), because the wronger falls into the category 
of people that should be exempted from blame (because they are not 
properly receptive or reactive to moral reasons), and so on.  

Whether expressing blame is fair does in other words depend 
on a lot of factors, all of which the potential blamer must consider 
in order not to unfairly blame the blamee (in order to, that is, avoid 
wronging the blamee herself). Thus, there may be cases where reac-
tive attitudes are fair but where blame is not.’180 

 
To this, the Imprudent could of course reply that being unable to avoid 
acting as one did is a valid reason for withholding blame, and that the 
accountability view is therefore left impotent even if the Prudent are right 
about the fairness of reactive attitudes. Without this further step, the Im-
prudent could argue, the Prudent have nothing to base the expression of 
blame, let alone responsibilitarian policies, upon.  

However, this objection could be handled by the Prudent distin-
guishing, further, between fair expression of blame and fair differential treatment. 
They could argue:  
 

                                                        
179 This distinction is Hieronymi’s, see 2004, 135ff. Scanlon also argues along similar lines. He 
writes: “Nor are these changes in [reactive attitudes] appropriate only if the features of a person to 
which they are responses were under the person’s control. They are made appropriate simply by 
facts about what that person is like or has done. I am not required to trust someone who has 
betrayed my trust whether or not he or she could have chosen not to be an untrustworthy person.” 
(2018, 121). 
180 An instructive discussion on the different factors relating to fairness of blame can be found in  
Scanlon 2008. 
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‘Return to the compulsive liar. Even though she could not have 
avoided her behaviour, the distrust people in her vicinity feel to-
wards her, as well as the burden this distrust imposes upon her, may 
not be unfair, since the fact that the liar is regularly lying changes 
how people are morally permitted to interact with her. Acting upon 
fairly held reactive attitudes can thus be fair in the absence of the 
ability to avoid a wrongful behaviour, since other people are in their 
right to regulate their behaviour in response to wrongs committed.  

This applies even in the rare cases where wrongdoers are in-
corrigible, compulsive, or where they simply do not have the ability 
to develop the requisite understanding of the moral system to see 
that their acts are wrong. Even in these cases it is not necessarily 
unfair for others to regulate their behaviour in response to the 
wronging in question. Even, that is, if the liar is beyond rescue with 
regard to receptivity to moral reasons, or reactivity to such reasons, 
it would be to ask too much of others not to regulate their behaviour 
on the basis of their (fairly held) distrust for her. Being in control in 
the moral reasons-responsiveness way described or not, the moral 
quality of the liars’ behaviour gives rise to fair changes in how others 
treat her.  

This can of course seem unfair to the liar, who cannot avoid 
behaving as she does. But the unfairness she perceives is of a cosmic 
kind that does not necessarily translate into the kind of interpersonal 
unfairness that grounds fair responsibility-holding.’181  

Through these distinctions between fair reactive attitudes, fair blame, fair 
differential treatment, cosmic fairness, and interpersonal fairness, the Pru-
dent manage to explain what they mean by ‘moral demands stand, unyield-
ing, in the face of an inability to meet them’. Given that the Prudent’s 
reactive attitudes are in fact fair – given that their moral demands are in 
fact fair, and given that the Imprudent have in fact breached these de-
mands, that is – this framework can provide justification of differential 
treatment in the form of responsibilitarian policies even in the face of suc-
cessful arguments in favour of the excuse or exemption of the contempo-
rary Imprudent. Basing their policies upon this framework, the Prudent 

181 The distinction between fairness of blame/differential treatment is also Hieronymi’s, see 2004. 
However, the distinction between cosmic/interpersonal fairness is borrowed from Kumar. He 
writes: “The person is unlucky that her temperament makes her more likely to end up disadvan-
taged in certain respects compared to others. That might be described as a kind of cosmic unfair-
ness. But it doesn’t follow that holding her substantively responsible for bearing those costs 
amounts to relating to her in a way that is interpersonally unfair.” (2015a, 272, fn. 15).  
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can in other words concede that the inclining factors pointed out in the 
Adverse/Unequal Circumstances objections, or the factors pointed out in 
the in/determinism-/causa sui-objections, provide valid reasons to with-
hold blame – but nonetheless insist that responsibilitarian policies consti-
tute a fair response to the behaviour displayed by the Imprudent. Such 
policies may simply be a warranted response to the Imprudent’s moral 
trespasses, just like distrust is a warranted response to the compulsive liar’s 
moral trespasses.  

Thus, the Prudent’s adoption of the accountability view prompts the 
Imprudent to reconsider their strategy for rejecting responsibilitarian pol-
icies. Trying to prove that the contemporary Imprudent in fact should be 
excused or exempted from blame no longer seems very productive, and 
the alternatives of objecting (a) that the Prudent’s reactive attitudes are in fact 
unfair or (b) that the policies they propose constitute an unfair response 
seem more fruitful. This way, the adoption of the accountability view 
shifts the focus of the discussion on lifestyle-related illnesses from ques-
tions of control to questions of whether the Imprudent actually wrong the 
Prudent and, if so, whether the policies in question are actually propor-
tional and properly context-sensitive as responses to these wrongs. The 
upcoming section will deal with the former of these questions, the latter 
will be saved for part III of the study. 

7.3 Civic Blame 
The Prudent’s rebuttal of the Control objection consisted of two parts. 
First, they argued that the accountability view does in fact include a control 
requirement – the moral reasons-responsiveness requirement – and that 
this requirement would render almost all the contemporary Imprudent 
proper objects for accountability-holding (and perhaps even blame). Se-
cond, they argued that the accountability framework renders the Control 
objection potentially impotent, since it states that, given that the Prudent’s 
reactive attitudes toward the Imprudent are in fact fair, lack of control 
does not preclude fairness of differential treatment in the form of respon-
sibilitarian policies. This is where the Irresponsible How? objection comes 
in: as viable comeback when the Control objection seems to have lost its 
bite. In this context, the proper strategy for the Imprudent seems to be to 
deny that they are in fact behaving irresponsibly, and, thus, that the Pru-
dent’s reactive attitudes are in fact fair (which, in turn, would render blame 
as well as differential treatment unfair). 
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Let us begin with a variant of this objection emphasizing the Impru-
dent’s right to govern themselves as they see fit and the Prudent’s obliga-
tion to keep their noses out of the lifestyle-choices of other people. The 
Imprudent could argue: 

‘Take the example of a smoker who through her behaviour impose 
suffering upon herself only. This smoker, it would seem, has no ob-
ligation to the Prudent not to risk her health, and she does not 
(therefore) disrespect them in any way. On the contrary, the Prudent 
seem to have an obligation not to stick their noses where they do 
not belong. If they do, they are the ones who behave disrespectfully. 

Thus, the Prudent’s case appears to crumble. Leaning on ac-
countability responsibility would not only mean letting fire-fighters, 
police officers and pregnant women off the hook because they do 
not behave disrespectfully toward others – it also means letting 
smokers, overeaters and adrenaline-junkies off the hook for the 
same reason.’ 

One reply available to the Prudent at this point is obviously that in some 
cases – perhaps even the majority of them – harming oneself means harm-
ing others as well.182 The most obvious example here is perhaps the self-
destructive single parent who leaves her children to their fate due to self-
imposed early death. But this reply is unsatisfactory, the Imprudent could 
object, since examples like this hardly explain how exclusively self-harm-
ing people like the smoker above disrespect the Prudent – which is what the 
Prudent’s accountability-responsibilitarian argument presupposes.  

How can the Prudent make sense of this then? One way to respond 
is to concede that the Imprudent are right to point out that exclusively 
self-harming people like the smoker as well as self-harmers like the self-
destructive single parent do not disrespect them as fellow rational beings, but 
that this does not mean that there is no disrespect involved toward them 
as co-citizens in a modern welfare state.183 They could argue: 

‘We must be careful to distinguish the obligations that arise in our 
relationship to others as fellow rational beings and in our relation-
ship to others as co-citizens in a modern welfare state. The obliga-
tions that arise within the former kind of relations are of the kind 
that belong within the private sphere, and in this sphere there is no 
obvious reason for us (the Prudent) to hold the self-harmers in the 

182 John Stuart Mill’s ‘harm principle’ could ground both the objection above and this reply (see 
Brink 2018 for an instructive discussion on this principle).  
183 The term ‘fellow rational beings’ is borrowed from Scanlon (2008, 140).  
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examples above accountable. As mere fellow rational beings, we 
have no business meddling in the lifestyle-choices of smokers, over-
eaters, and adrenaline-junkies – we may even, as pointed out, have 
a moral obligation not to engage in such moralizing behaviour – and 
as non-family members or non-dependents we may at best have in-
direct/third-person grounds for blame/differential treatment. As 
outsiders to the families harmed by self-harmers’ behaviour, the 
grounds for blame that we (as well as other outsiders) have is, so to 
speak, of the wrong kind to base responsibilitarian policies upon. As 
mere fellow rational beings and outsiders, we are not in the position 
to ‘demand an account’ or express blame (although we may harbour 
rightful reactive attitudes as a reaction to the wrong to the family 
members committed).  

However, as co-citizens sharing a modern welfare state, our 
relationship to such self-harmers is of the right kind for purposes of 
account-giving, blame and differential treatment. The special ties in-
volved in shared citizenship in such a state give rise to special obli-
gations that are different from, and that in some ways go beyond, 
the obligations we have towards each other as mere fellow rational 
beings. When we subject each other to laws of different kinds we 
must expect to be held to account for the reasonableness of these 
laws, and when we share a national budget we must expect to be 
held to account for the reasonableness of the costs we impose on 
this budget. And, just as in any other sort of relationship, we must 
expect to be resented, blamed or treated differently when our be-
haviour does not meet the demands that the relationship give rise 
to.  

Thus, when we call upon the Imprudent to account for their 
behaviour, it is as co-citizens sharing a common budget that we do 
so. In this civic relationship, the Imprudent have reciprocity-based 
obligations not to squander common resources and not to shift their 
lifestyle-costs unnecessarily to others, and it is these obligations that 
are breached through their self-harming behaviour. In a modern 
welfare state, where the citizens have decided that healthcare is 
something that everyone in need should have access to, the obliga-
tion on everyone to help funding such healthcare system is accom-
panied by an obligation on everyone to not burden the healthcare 
system unnecessarily. But people who require healthcare just be-
cause they find it uncomfortable to get out of the couch to exercise, 
because they enjoy cigarettes, candy, or the rush of hang-gliding 
breach these reciprocity-based civic obligations. This is why we can 
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rightfully hold the Imprudent accountable for their behaviour. Be-
having irresponsibly this way is disrespectful to us who do our best 
not to impose costs on the common budget and not to shift the 
costs of our lifestyle-choices – and this is what grounds our civic re-
active attitudes. These reactive attitudes, as opposed to the kind of re-
active attitudes that arise in the private sphere (between people as 
fellow rational beings), is the proper kind to ground responsibilitar-
ian policies.’184 

This Civic Blame approach is interesting. However, even if the idea of rec-
iprocity-based Civic Blame would be accepted at a general level, this would 
not necessarily settle the case of lifestyle-related illnesses at hand. Rather, 
such a concession would inspire a new set of objections from the Impru-
dent. To begin with, they could object that they, as a group, in fact do not 
squander common resources any more than the Prudent do themselves. 
They could argue:  

‘People who smoke cigarettes or overeat admittedly impose costs 
on the common budged when they are treated for lifestyle-related 
diseases or injuries, but this does not mean that they impose higher 
costs than people who live longer and healthier lives. It even seems 
to be the case that prudent people ‘pile up’ higher costs over the 
course of their lifetime, due to the longer life that comes with their 
healthy behaviour. A longer life provides more ‘opportunity’ to get 
ill and to require care, and thus, bluntly put, smokers and obese peo-
ple may actually save society money through their self-imposed early 
deaths.’185  

184 Similar arguments about the moral basis for health policies of this kind have been suggested in 
e.g. John 2018; White 2003; 2004. I have not seen this kind of argument anchored in the account-
ability view of responsibility however. Philosophers within this branch of the free will debate either
tend not to touch upon political matters at all or be careful to point out that the fairness involved
in accountability-holding does not transfer to fairness of political institutions (see e.g. Scanlon 2015,
107–10; Kumar 2015a, 275–79). For example, Scanlon argues that such a transfer would be to
“appeal to an idea of individual moral fault in a context in which this idea is not relevant” (2015,
109), and that would be moralizing in this sense. Whether Scanlon would actually object to the ap-
proach suggested above or not is not entirely obvious however. We will have reason to return to
this issue toward the end of the study (see section 10.3).
185 Harald Schmidt makes a similar argument, referring to a Dutch study on lifetime healthcare
costs which found “that the expenditure was highest for the healthy (defined as: non-smoking,
BMI between 18,5 and 25: healthcare costs from age 20 was estimated to be €281,000) and lowest
for smokers (€220,000), with obese people in an inter-mediate position (€250,000), largely due to
differences in the longer life expectancy of healthy people, and associated costs for care” (2012,
451f, referring to van Baal et al. 2008). Thus, Schmidt writes that “to some extent, the argument
can be made that rather than costing society more, smokers and obese people have in fact ‘paid
their way,’ largely by dying earlier” (2012, 452). However, Schmidt also points out that this is not
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Without empirical facts backing up the claim about the Imprudent as de 
facto disproportionate burdens on the system, that is, the Imprudent can 
argue that the basis for blame, differential treatment and even fair reactive 
attitudes dissolves. If the ‘extra burden on society’ is not real, the Prudent 
have nothing to blame the Imprudent for. Their behaviour is no longer 
straining the common budget, and thus the ground for civic blame/differ-
ential treatment crumbles. As citizens, the Imprudent ‘behave responsibly’ 
in relation to the common budged, and they do not, therefore, breach their 
reciprocity-based civic obligations.  

One response from the Prudent could at this point be to distinguish 
between imposing costs and squandering money: 

 
‘Even if we assume that the numbers add up, the Imprudent’s argu-
ment seem to be based upon a misunderstanding of the Civic Blame 
approach. There is a relevant difference between saying that people 
behave irresponsibly when they cost society more than others and 
saying that they behave irresponsibly when they squander resources. 
‘Squandering’ implies something about the quality of will that ‘cost-
ing more’ does not. Exposing oneself to health-risks aware of the 
fact that others will pick up the tab if the health-risks ‘ripen’ is negli-
gent and, for that reason, disrespectful to us who try to keep the sys-
tem working as smoothly as possible. Thus, it is the poor quality of 
will implicit in the Imprudent’s behaviour, rather than the costs as 
such, that give rise to our reactive attitudes.’ 
 

This reply does not quite do the trick however. The Imprudent could ar-
gue that ‘negligence’ presupposes that there is something of value that is 
put at risk as a result of their behaviour – but that there is in fact no such 
thing at risk if the behaviour in question does not generate an extra burden 
on the common budget. They could argue: 

 
‘If we in fact burden the system less than the Prudent, there seems 
to be no grounds for them upon which to harbour reactive attitudes 
toward us. To see this more clearly, consider how cases of lifestyle-
related illness differ from the case of the compulsive liar from 
above. In the case of the liar, it is the fact of her repeated lying that 
grounds fairly held distrust among the liar’s peers; there is a factual 

                                                        
by itself a conclusive argument against responsibilitarian policies. Rather, his main point is that “the 
actual costs associated with particular risk factors […] are often simply assumed” (2012, 452). See 
also Lindbladh and Lyttkens 2002; Hjalte and Lyttkens 1991; Lyttkens 2010; Wikler 2004; Daniels 
2008. 
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negative consequence of her behaviour upon which to ground reac-
tive attitudes, differential treatment, and perhaps even blame. In the 
case of lifestyle-related illnesses however, there is no counterpart to 
this negative consequence if the treatment costs for smokers, over-
eaters, and the like are equivalent to, or even less than, those of the 
Prudent. All that seems to be left in this case are unfair reactive atti-
tudes based on a mistaken assumption of extra burdens on the sys-
tem.  

Thus, the Prudent’s case hinges upon some assumed empiri-
cal facts, but these empirical facts do not work their way, and there 
is therefore simply no disrespect left upon which to base blame, dif-
ferential treatment, or even fair reactive attitudes. We meet our rec-
iprocity-based civic obligations by dying earlier, bluntly stated.’ 

This argument highlights an important dimension of the accountability 
responsibility-based argument: its dependence upon empirical facts. If the 
facts back up the Imprudent’s claim, the basis for fair reactive attitudes, 
fair blame and/or fair differential treatment seems to fade away.  

However, there is one way for the Prudent to resist this conclusion. 
They could concede that if the Imprudent’s behaviour brings about no 
extra burdens whatsoever, the objection above is correct – they could even 
concede that, in such circumstances, the Imprudent’s lifestyle-choices are 
commendable, earning ‘civic praise’ – but dispute that this is so, since the 
empirical basis for their claim of irresponsibility is in fact wider than the 
Imprudent assume:  

‘The objection above relies on the assumption that the treatment 
costs that the Imprudent impose on the healthcare system is all that 
makes up the empirical basis for our reactive attitudes. But these 
costs are only part of the equation. Lifestyle-related conditions are, 
to a large extent at least, ‘avoidable’ conditions, and this means that 
there would be more resources available for the treatment of other, 
‘unavoidable,’ conditions, had these lifestyle-related conditions in 
fact been avoided by the Imprudent. This way, the Imprudent do 
not only burden the healthcare system through their actual costs; 
their treatment also crowds out the treatment of the conditions that 
we prudent people typically suffer from.’186 

In a similar way, the Prudent could add, systematic crowding-out effects 
are also likely to occur in other parts of the healthcare system: 

186 A similar argument can be found in Lyttkens 2010, 34f. 
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‘For example, the fields of medicine in which physicians specialize 
and the fields in which pharmaceutical companies invest are simi-
larly affected by the increase in lifestyle-related illnesses. This, in 
turn, can reasonably be assumed to result in less qualitative treat-
ment of non-lifestyle-related conditions than if these resources had 
not been locked up in the field of lifestyle-related illnesses. This way, 
it seems fair to say that the Imprudent’s treatment in a systematic 
way hampers the care that could be given to us – and that this is so 
even if the Imprudent’s treatment costs are in fact lower than ours.’  

 
The Prudent could also argue that the empirical basis for their reactive 
attitudes is neither necessarily restricted to the healthcare sector alone, and 
that it seems plausible that the Imprudent’s behaviour result in conse-
quences that burden the welfare system as a whole:  
 

‘The Imprudent who fall ill or die prematurely because of their be-
haviour are lost as a productive force in the economy, thus depriving 
our common cooperation system of their productive work as well 
as of their taxes. The Imprudent also tend to burden other com-
monly financed welfare systems like unemployment insurance 
schemes and social services when they fall ill, and they undoubtedly 
burden their families and friends when they fall ill early in life, wor-
rying them, requiring their care, turning their attention away from 
their own productive work, etc.’187  

 
All in all, the Prudent could argue that this shows that the empirical basis 
for their reactive attitudes is in fact quite solid. They could say:  
 

‘The Imprudent are, so to speak, jamming the wheels of the healthcare 
system as well as the cooperation system as a whole through their 
lifestyle-choices. This is why we can fairly hold reactive attitudes to-
ward them, and this is why we can fairly treat them differently (and 
perhaps even fairly blame them). If the objection above is to suc-
ceed, the Imprudent must show that this wider empirical basis is in 
fact mistaken.’ 

                                                        
187 Such a system-wide approach to the costs of lifestyle-related illness seems to be the default 
approach within health economics. A recent OECD/WHO report states: “In general, economic 
evaluation studies looking at health-promoting interventions will identify healthcare costs, unpaid 
and paid production losses, informal caring costs, and costs in other sectors” (OECD/WHO 2015, 
41). An argument like the one explored by the Prudent here could lean on calculations of this kind. 
Whether such a case would succeed or not is hard to tell however, see discussion below.  
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By adding these claims about crowding out- and jamming the wheels-ef-
fects, the Prudent turn the attention to the wider question of what reci-
procity-based obligations people in modern welfare states actually have to 
each other. In such states, their argument seems to assume, people should 
contribute to the system to the best of their ability – but the Imprudent 
do the reverse by letting themselves become burdens and by depriving 
their society of their productive contribution.  

Apart from the question of whether this is actually so – the Impru-
dent could certainly start digging up empirical evidence to contradict the 
claims that people like smokers and overeaters are disproportionally bur-
dening the system and/or creating crowding out-/jamming the wheels-
effects – this raises normative questions about the nature of such reciproc-
ity-based obligations as well as under what conditions they apply. There 
are in other words a number of counterstrategies available for the Impru-
dent here: they can contradict the Prudent’s empirical claims, they can 
contradict the Prudent’s claim that reciprocity requires that people do their 
best to ‘grease the wheels of society,’ they can concede both the empirical 
claims and the claims about the contents of reciprocity norms but argue 
that these norms do not apply in their particular circumstances, etc.188  

However, pursuing any of these strategies would lead us too far 
astray at this point. Here, we can settle with the conclusion that if the Pru-
dent want to base responsibilitarian policies upon accountability responsi-
bility – which seems to be their best option – showing that their reactive 
attitudes are in fact fair should be their primary focus. This is an important 
conclusion, underlining the shift of attention in the discussion on respon-
sibilitarian healthcare policies indicated in the previous section. The battle 
over the justifiability of such policies must be centred on the issue of fair-
ness of reactive attitudes, not on the issue of control over unhealthy be-
haviours.  

Thus, the upshot of this section is this. Given that the Prudent can 
substantiate their claims about the contents, applicability, and empirical 
basis of their reactive attitudes, the accountability framework can provide 
a way forward in a way that the previously investigated conceptions of 
responsibility cannot. Substantiating these claims is not an easy task – but 
it is the task that the Prudent must take on to close their case.  

188 Stuart White uses the third of these strategies in his argument against responsibilitarian type 
workfare policies (see 2003). 
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7.4 Piggy-Backing and Luck (again) 
Before the Prudent settle with the conclusion above, two more objections 
must be confronted: the Piggy-backing objection and the Luck objection 
(both familiar from the previous chapter). We will begin with a brief re-
minder of why the Piggy-backing objection was problematic for the at-
tributability conception of responsibility. The Imprudent could argue: 

 
‘One fundamental problem with the attributionality framework was, 
as you may recall, that it is too formal to decide which acts and be-
haviours should have which consequences. Attributability responsi-
bility by itself is not much of a guide for holding people responsible 
in a reasonable manner, since it cannot, out of the overwhelming 
flux of attributability responsible acts/behaviours that make up re-
ality, sort out any particular acts/behaviours as more or less inter-
esting from a moral point of view. A normative framework capable 
of sorting out why we should hold people responsible for certain 
types of acts/behaviours – smoking or overeating for example – 
must be introduced in order to separate morally significant acts/be-
haviours from morally insignificant/neutral ones, and such a frame-
work is also required to sort out which consequences should follow 
from which morally significant acts/behaviours. 

But, the central point of the objection is, if such a normative 
framework is doing the job of deciding which acts/behaviours 
should have which consequences, the responsibility principle sug-
gested plays a secondary role at best. It may help sorting out the 
people who are responsible from the people who are not, but it is 
the normative framework that is doing the lion’s share of the work: 
the responsibility principle merely tells us which people, among the 
people performing acts that the normative framework has already 
pointed out to be morally problematic, that are also responsible for 
these acts. The responsibility principle is, in this sense, piggy-back-
ing upon the normative principle, and it is therefore not primarily 
the responsibility of smokers or overeaters that decides if they are 
to be burdened in some way or not.’189  

  
Adapting this objection to the present context, the Imprudent could then 
argue: 

 

                                                        
189 The Piggy-backing objection is expressed in greater length in section 6.4. 
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‘The Prudent now seek to escape this problem by approaching the 
responsibility issue from a moral angle, but they cannot quite escape 
the piggy-backing problem with this approach either. If they ground 
their policies in a normative framework, they will still be piggy-back-
ing on a framework external to their responsibility principle, and the 
accountability responsibility they now favour will not be what pri-
marily makes up the basis for responsibilitarian distributive policies. 
The Prudent may twist and turn, but their conclusions about the 
wrongfulness of our behaviour must in the end fall back on the 
judgments of some normative framework rather than on their ac-
count of responsibility.’  

 
Unlike the attributability framework however, the accountability frame-
work seems capable of providing an opening for the Prudent. This frame-
work, the Prudent could argue, can merge with, rather than piggy-back on, 
a normative framework of the required sort, thus escaping the Piggy-back-
ing objection. For pragmatic reasons in the present context, they could for 
example argue that a merger between the accountability framework and 
the contractualist normative framework makes good sense:  

 
‘To see how and why this merger would work, recall, first, the con-
tractualist principle about moral wrongness: an act is morally wrong 
“if its performance under the circumstances would be disallowed by 
any set of principles for the general regulation of behaviour that no 
one could reasonably reject as a basis for informed, unforced general 
agreement.”190 Next, consider what this principle tells us about treat-
ing one another as moral equals. Treating one another as such is to 
treat one another with mutual respect, and showing one another 
such respect, the principle tells us, is done by acting on principles 
for action that cannot reasonably be rejected by others.  

Now, connect this to the disrespect implied in the ‘breach of 
obligations’ at the heart of the accountability framework. This dis-
respect appears to be fleshed out well in contractualist terms: the 
blamee who provides reasons for her behaviour that can reasonably 
be rejected by the blamer has behaved disrespectfully in the sense 
that her will lacks the relevant quality of respect implied in the con-
tractualist reasonability-constrained reciprocal address. This also 
specifies why it is fair for a blamer to harbour reactive attitudes to-
ward a blamee in such circumstances: the blamee has behaved 
wrongfully/disrespectfully to the blamer because she has breached 

                                                        
190 Scanlon 1998, 153 
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the obligations implied in a principle that cannot reasonably be re-
jected from any of the relevant standpoints.  

In this merged account, then, people are justified to hold each 
other to account when they breach obligations that no one can reasonably 
reject that they have, given the particular relationship they find themselves 
in (as co-citizens in a modern welfare state in the present case). 
Fairly holding each other to account would on such a merged ac-
count mean holding each other to account for breaches of obliga-
tions derived from principles that “free and rational persons con-
cerned to live mutually accountably on terms of equal respect could 
not reasonably reject” (given the nature of their relationship).191 In 
short, this could be summed up in a revised reasonable rejection-
requirement, according to which “an act is wrong if the act would 
be disallowed by a principle that no one could reasonably reject our holding 
one another accountable for complying with.”’192  

 
This way of merging the accountability account of responsibility with the 
contractualist account of right and wrong, the Prudent could argue, brings 
precision to both accounts: the accountability account wins a way to sort 
right from wrong more systematically, and the contractualist account wins 
a way to connect contractualist principles about right and wrong to prac-
tices of holding one another responsible in different circumstances. This, 
the Prudent could argue, is also why we should view this as a merger be-
tween two accounts, rather than as one account piggy-backing on another:  
 

‘The recommendations that will come out of such a merger will be 
one and the same, and the tension between recommendations facing 
the attributability framework – where the recommendations of a 

                                                        
191 Darwall 2006, 309  
192 Darwall 2006, 301, emphasis added. It should be noted that Darwell does not add the ‘given the 
nature of the relationship’-part in his own account. However, he seems to believe, like Scanlon, 
that different kinds of relationships give rise to different moral obligations – but he stresses that 
the justification of relationship-specific obligations such as the civic ones at issue here always refer 
back to principles that cannot be reasonably rejected by ‘fellow rational beings’. He writes: “Even 
though second-personal reasons frequently invoke more specific normative relations, therefore, 
they are always ultimately addressed to a-person-who-happens-to-stand-in-that-specific-putatively-
normative-relation. And whether that specific relation actually is normative for the addressee, 
whether it is one whose specifications he is genuinely responsible for complying with, depends on 
whether he can accept it as a rational person, that is, from a perspective that he and his addressee 
share as free and rational.” (2006, 271). I see no reason for the Prudent to disagree with Darwall 
on this point: the normative force of civic obligations builds upon the normative case for people 
as ‘fellow rational beings’ to enter civic relationships like the ones of a modern welfare state in the 
first place. Here, however, it will simply be assumed that this case can be made (this is not the place 
to argue such a case). 
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normative framework like the contractualist one can collide with the 
attributability framework’s assessment that a person should be ‘held 
responsible because she is responsible in the attributability sense’ – 
will therefore not plague the accountability framework. Conse-
quently, the accountability account will gain in precision when 
merged with a normative framework of this sort, but it will not lose 
its central characteristics, nor will it end up with contradictory rec-
ommendations of the kind that that the attributability account may 
result in, nor will it end up in a subordinated position in relation to 
the normative framework. In this merger, the normative framework 
and the responsibility principle will render joint recommendations 
that can serve as a basis for responsibilitarian policies.’193   

This reply rebuts the Piggy-backing objection. Changing the perspective 
from ‘holding people responsible for what they are responsible for’ to 
‘holding people responsible for behaving irresponsibly’ seems to be the 
key move here. This move makes the Prudent depend upon normative 
frameworks like the contractualist one – to define what obligations rea-
sonably arise from different kinds of relationships, to define what re-
sponses to wrongful acts are reasonable in what circumstances, etc. – but 
this dependence does not make the accountability conception of respon-
sibility subordinated the same way the attributability conception is by such 
a framework. The wrongfulness – the ‘irresponsibility’ – of the Impru-
dent’s behaviour is what gets the accountability framework going from the 

193 Scanlon and Darwall are not the only accountabilists that indicate this connection between the 
accountability approach and contractualism. Wallace also indicates this connection, although he 
seems content to conclude that his accountabilist view is “compatible with contractualism as 
Scanlon understands it, but it may also be compatible with other theories of the nature and source 
of moral requirements [...]” (1994, 191, fn. 52). Moreover, an argument in favour of this specific 
merger seems possible to make on the basis of the essentially dialogical structure of both accounts. 
Thus, the Prudent could argue: ‘The most important reason why contractualism is chosen to match 
the accountability account of responsibility is that both accounts are dialogically structured; both 
accounts are essentially about justifying acts/behaviours, and responses to these acts/behaviours, 
to one another. The merged account can thus be spelled out as a dialogue between the blamer and 
the blamee: the blamee’s (prima facie) wrongful act starts a dialogue with the blamer; the blamer 
takes note of this wrongful act and responds by demanding an account for the act; the blamee 
responds by providing reasons for excusing or exempting her, and must in this venture provide 
reasons that the blamer cannot reasonably reject in order to succeed; the blamer, in turn, responds by 
issuing or withholding blame, and/or by treating the blamee differentially in the future, on the basis 
of reasons that the blamee cannot reasonably reject (this dialogue analogy is borrowed from McKenna 
2012). Even though alternative frameworks such as Utilitarianism and Kantianism both can define 
obligations and wrongful behaviour upon which people then can hold each other accountable, 
these theories do not share this particular structural feature – that is why the merger with contrac-
tualism seems particularly suitable.’ Here, I will be content to note that contractualism is a good 
enough match for accountability responsibility, that no more than this seems to be required for the 
Prudent’s purposes, and that choosing this match rather than another will, for obvious practical 
reasons, make things easier in the rest of the investigation.   
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start, and this is what makes a merger possible and piggy-backing possible 
to avoid. 

It should be noted, however, that the Prudent’s reply above is im-
portantly limited in the case of lifestyle-related illnesses at hand. The Im-
prudent could argue:  

 
‘Even if we concede that this merger makes sense and that it gets 
the Prudent out of the Piggy-backing objection, this does not re-
move the doubts about the Prudent’s conclusions about the case of 
lifestyle-related illnesses in contemporary societies. Even with the 
help of contractualism, that is, it is not obvious that we in fact wrong 
the Prudent, nor what consequences, if any, should follow from this 
(potential) wronging. Via the merged account, the Prudent can spec-
ify wrongful acts/behaviours to be those ‘that no one could reason-
ably reject would be blameworthy, given the nature of the relation-
ship,’ and they can specify the relevant consequences of these 
acts/behaviours as ‘consequences that no one could reasonably re-
ject, given the nature of the act/behaviour, the kind of replies that 
the blamees can provide when called to account, the position of the 
blamer, etc.’ But this extra precision does not immediately lend sup-
port to their conclusions regarding responsibilitarian policies. Ra-
ther, these conclusions have to be argued once again, only this time 
in contractualist vocabulary.’  

 
Again, the conclusion thus seems to be that there is a potential way forward 
for the Prudent with the proposal at hand – but that this potential way 
forward is ridden with obstacles that are not particularly easy for the Pru-
dent to overcome. 

This leaves the Luck objection. This objection, the Imprudent could 
argue, also seems applicable to the accountability conception of responsi-
bility, since luck-factors are what ultimately would decide who is and who 
is not targeted by accountability-responsibilitarian policies. They could ar-
gue:  
 

‘Also this kind of responsibility would generate distributive policies 
essentially reproducing luck. Bad ‘circumstantial luck’ and/or bad 
‘self luck’ is, in the final analysis, what would separate the Prudent 
from us with policies falling back on accountability responsibility, 
and this raises important questions for the Prudent to answer: So 
what if we are accountability responsible for the consequences of 
our behaviour? Why should this kind of responsibility be permitted 
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to settle distributive matters despite the fact that responsibility of 
this kind ultimately can be traced back to luck factors?’194 

There are two claims at work in this objection. The first is that luck is 
necessarily embedded in the attributability- as well as the accountability 
conceptions of responsibility, and the second is that none of these con-
ceptions can provide justification for the distributive outcomes that these 
conceptions of responsibility would produce once in the Prudent’s hands. 
When the Prudent are leaning on the attributability conception, they must 
concede to the Imprudent that both claims are correct. However, leaning 
on the accountability conception, the Prudent can concede the first claim 
without having to concede the second one. The resources within this con-
ception to distinguish between cosmic (recipient) fairness and interpersonal 
fairness is what makes the difference. The Prudent could argue:  

‘Recall (again) the case of the compulsive liar. Given that the liar is 
behaving the way she does because of what in the final analysis is 
nothing but bad luck, it will appear unfair to her that people in her 
vicinity treat her differently (by distrusting her). Admittedly, it is also 
unfair to her in the sense that it is not her fault that she is the way 
she is. She is being treated differently, ultimately, because of bad 
luck in her external circumstances, because of bad luck in her inter-
nal circumstances, or because of bad self-luck. In this sense, it 
should be conceded, it is unfair to treat the liar differently.  

However, for the liar to successfully argue that this kind of 
‘cosmic’ unfairness is to be converted into interpersonal unfairness, 
she needs to point to more than the mere fact of her behaviour be-
ing the result of bad luck. If she wants to argue that the people treat-
ing her differently are wronging her, she must argue that a principle 
stipulating the permissibility of adjusting one’s behaviour in re-
sponse to repeated lying would be reasonably rejectable, considering 
both her standpoint and the standpoints of the people to whom she 
has been repeatedly lying. But the rejection of such a principle is not 
reasonable, since rejecting it would be to ask too much of people 
who are repeatedly lied to. Perhaps the liar can argue that certain 
kinds of responses, outright blame for example, cannot be justified 
as a response to her behaviour (given her compulsiveness), but this 
does not mean that it is unreasonable for others to disbelieve what 
she is saying. In this sense, it is interpersonally fair to treat the liar 

194 The Luck objection is stated more extensively in section 6.3. 
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differently even though her lying is ultimately the outcome of bad 
luck.’ 

 
Using the contractualist framework with which the accountability concep-
tion of responsibility has just been merged to specify why the cosmic un-
fairness experienced by the liar cannot be converted into interpersonal un-
fairness of the kind relevant to accountability responsibility, the Prudent 
can thus provide an answer to the question of how responsibility can jus-
tify differential treatment even in a world essentially governed by luck fac-
tors. Admittedly, this answer reads, there will remain some cosmic unfair-
ness even in a perfectly interpersonally fair world, but this unfairness is 
not something that should be of moral concern to us if we are in fact deal-
ing with it in a moral way.  

This also answers the charge that responsibilitarian policies are mor-
ally arbitrary because of their reproduction of luck: such policies are not 
morally arbitrary because being responsible in the accountability sense is a 
morally valid factor that can override the luck pointed out by the Impru-
dent. The Prudent could argue: 
 

‘Given that the Imprudent breach civic obligations through their 
unhealthy behaviour, their situation is very much like the compul-
sive liar’s: bad luck factors ultimately explain why they behave the 
way they do, but this is in itself not sufficient reason to reject a prin-
ciple permitting differential treatment in the form of responsibilitar-
ian policies. As far as the response that these policies constitute are 
proportional to the severity of the obligation breaching as well as 
properly sensitive to the ‘inclining factors’ facing the contemporary 
Imprudent, such differential treatment is not reasonably rejectable. 
In such a case, we have a moral reason to treat the Imprudent dif-
ferently on the basis of their behaviour regardless of this behaviour’s 
ultimate luck-dependence, since it would be unfair to us not to be 
permitted to respond to their behaviour (or, rather, to the conse-
quences thereof for the cooperation system) in such a way.’ 

 
In response to this, the Imprudent could of course return to objections 
stating that the civic obligations at issue cannot be justified to being with, 
that such obligations cannot be justified in present circumstances, that the 
Prudent lack the empirical evidence to back up the claim that such obliga-
tions are in fact breached in contemporary societies, etc. They could also 
object that fairness of the interpersonal kind is not enough to ‘properly’ 
justify responsibilitarian policies reproducing cosmic unfairness, claiming 
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that ‘true’ fairness requires the neutralization (or at least the compensa-
tion) of such cosmic unfairness.195 These are indeed important objections 
that the Prudent must handle in order to properly argue their case. 

However, in the present context, the reply above seems to suffice. 
It shows that the accountability framework has the resources to answer 
the Luck objection, and that the Prudent, thus, can provide an answer to 
the So what-question above: the Imprudent’s responsibility is not a mor-
ally arbitrary factor since it can ground fair reactive attitudes, which, in 
turn, can ground fair differential treatment in the form of responsibilitar-
ian policies. Leaning on this conception of responsibility, the conclusion 
is once again, there is at least a potential way forward for the Prudent.  

7.5 Concluding Remarks 
Three lessons can be taken away from this chapter. The first is that the 
accountability responsibility framework can – in a way that neither the 
causal- nor the attributability responsibility frameworks can – provide the 
Prudent with a basis for responsibilitarian policies. This means that the 
Prudent should argue that the reason the Imprudent are to be held respon-
sible is not because they are responsible for their behaviour in the causal 
sense, nor because they are responsible for their behaviour in the attribut-
ability sense, but because they behave irresponsibly toward their fellow 
citizens in the accountability sense. The Civic Blame angle is the strongest 
angle from which to argue a responsibilitarian case, and it is therefore from 
this angle that the Prudent should proceed. 

The second lesson, however, is that even if this is the strongest angle 
from which to argue a responsibilitarian case, it is merely a potentially fruit-
ful angle. The justification of accountability-responsibilitarian policies 
hinges on lot of ‘ifs’ working the Prudent’s way, and for this reason a lot 
of work still needs to be done to turn the potential of the present sugges-
tion into a solid case in favour of responsibilitarian policies. Most im-
portantly, the Prudent need to show that the civic relationships in modern 
welfare states give rise to the obligations that the irresponsibility-claim as-
sumes, that there is empirical evidence supporting the conclusion that the 
Imprudent breach these obligations, and that the policies they propose 
constitute a reasonable response to the obligation breach in question.  

The third lesson is that the shift from responsibilitarian policies 
holding people responsible for what they ‘are’ responsible for to policies 
holding people responsible for ‘behaving irresponsibly’ also shifts the 

195 See e.g. Cohen 2008 for an argument in favour of such a ‘cosmic’ view of fairness. 
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weight in the discussion on lifestyle-related illnesses and responsibilitarian 
health policies. The normative and empirical questions pointed out above, 
the accountability framework makes clear, precede, in justificatory terms, the 
questions of control that usually dominate such discussions. Thus, depart-
ing from the accountability conception of responsibility is not only a po-
tential way forward for the Prudent; it is also a way toward a more complex 
discussion on personal responsibility that starts from where it should start 
and that does not overemphasise control as a key factor in the justification 
of responsibilitarian policies. 
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Concluding Reflections, Part II 

From a contractualist point of view, the dialogue between the Imprudent 
and the Prudent of this second part of the study has been quite productive. 
The focus on justifying to the Imprudent why personal responsibility 
should be considered a morally valid rather than a morally arbitrary fact in 
cost-distributive matters has kept the discussion neatly on the contractu-
alist road, and this has produced some valuable insights.  

First of all, we have seen that the dialogical and justification-oriented 
nature of the contractualist process forces the Prudent away from ‘neutral’ 
conceptions of responsibility and, thereby, away from discussions on life-
style-related illnesses centred on responsibilitarian targets’ control over 
their behaviour. Neutral conceptions, assuming the wrongfulness of a be-
haviour or an act and focusing on control requirements for ‘true’ attribut-
ability, provide some valuable lessons of their own – not least the ones 
connected to the different conceptions of control implied in the auton-
omy- and the authenticity views of responsibility – but they will not, as we 
have learned, get the Prudent very far in justificatory terms. Such concep-
tions cannot (on their own) help the Prudent explain why the Imprudent 
should be held responsible for the consequences of their behaviour in the 
first place, nor can they help the Prudent target the intuitively ‘right peo-
ple’. This is what ultimately pushes the Prudent toward a ‘moralized’ con-
ception of responsibility like accountability responsibility.  

Second, we have seen that the dialogical and justification-centred 
setup does not only push the Prudent away from neutral conceptions of 
responsibility; it also pushes them into merging their view of responsibility 
with a normative framework like the contractualist one. Even on a moral-
ized view of responsibility like the accountability view, that is, proper spec-
ification of things like moral obligations and proportional responses to 
obligation breaches require the input of frameworks like the contractualist 
one in order not to result in ad hoc judgements of what we should hold 
people responsible for and how. This is of course problematic from the 
standpoint of responsibilitarians starting out with the conviction that the 
fact of ‘being responsible,’ in itself, will provide a crucial normative reason 
for responsibility-holding. But, as we have seen, the merger with such 
frameworks can also be turned into a responsibilitarian resource. Such a 
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framework can help substantiate the accountabilist claim that ‘moral de-
mands stand, unyielding, in the face of an inability to meet them,’ and they 
can, thereby, help the Prudent substantiate the more specific claim that 
the moral quality of the Imprudent’s behaviour is enough to justify re-
sponsibilitarian policies even in cases where excuses or exemptions from 
blame apply. This strengthens the Prudent’s position by providing them 
with a considerably more flexible conception of responsibility to base dis-
tributive policies upon. Of course, the drawback of such a merger is that 
the Prudent cannot rely on control-type responsibility arguments to argue 
their case anymore. Seeking justification within a merged contractualist-
accountabilitarian framework compels the Prudent to get their hands dirty 
with complicated normative and empirical matters, like what obligations 
modern welfare states produce and what empirical backing there is for the 
claim of ‘irresponsibility’ or ‘negligence’ grounding the reactive attitudes 
of the contemporary Prudent.  

Finally, we have also seen how the contractualist process of justifi-
cation forces the Imprudent to view their own objections to responsibili-
tarian policies in a different light. For example, the contractualist justifica-
tory context provides reason to re-evaluate traditional objections to the 
‘possibility’ of responsibility like the in/determinism- and the causa sui-
objections. Even though these objections may well be correct it is not ob-
vious what they amount to in terms of objections to the fairness of differ-
ential treatment or blame from a merged contractualist-accountabilitarian 
perspective. From such a perspective, the force of these objections natu-
rally weakens, since if the Imprudent are in fact behaving irresponsibly, 
and if they in fact cannot reasonably reject the reasonableness of some 
form of differential treatment (like the compulsive liar cannot reasonably 
reject a principle permitting others to distrust her), it is not clear why it 
matters, in justificatory terms, that in/deterministic processes or unchosen 
selves ultimately explain their behaviour.  

Once more, this moves the debate away from issues of control and 
toward issues like what civic obligations the relations of citizens in modern 
welfare states give rise to, what reactive attitudes the breaches of these 
civic obligations make fair, and what responses in the form of blame 
and/or differential treatment such fair reactive attitudes justify. The up-
coming third part of the study will focus on the last of these issues; on the 
issue of what would constitute a fair response to the Imprudent’s wrongs 
against the Prudent.  
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Introduction, Part III 

The aim of part II was to weed out the least rejectable basis for responsi-
bilitarian policies; to weed out the conception of responsibility that best 
could answer the question why personal responsibility should be consid-
ered a morally relevant rather than a morally arbitrary fact upon which to 
base distributive policies. This has now been done. Only the accountability 
conception of responsibility provides the resources to answer this ques-
tion, we saw in part II, since it is only this conception that properly deals 
with the normative side of responsibility.  

This third part of the study starts from the responsibilitarian basis 
weeded out in part II, but it goes on to investigate the justifiability of the 
policies that the Prudent could build upon this basis. In accountability 
terms, this will mean an investigation centred on the fair response-part of 
fair responsibility holding, and in contractualist terms, this will mean an 
investigation centred on the least rejectable policy application of the ac-
countability-responsibilitarian principle. Thus, part III can be said to skip 
some essential steps preceding the justification of policy applications 
within the accountability-responsibilitarian framework – most importantly 
the step of justifying the civic obligations that the Prudent propose apply 
in modern welfare states and the step of empirically establishing that the 
Imprudent in fact breach these obligations – in order to answer, on a more 
general level, whether responsibilitarian policies can be justified or not.  

This investigation of what would constitute a fair response to the 
assumed wrongs of the Imprudent is a two-step process. In the first step, 
the dialogue between the Prudent and the Imprudent will focus on finding 
the least rejectable responsibilitarian policy alternative – the policy alter-
native that is most analogous to the differential treatment imposed on the 
compulsive liar (i.e. distrust). The outcome of this dialogue, as we will see 
in chapter 8, will be that a form of Sin-Taxes constitutes the most propor-
tional and context-sensitive response available to the Prudent in contem-
porary societies. Chapter 9 will then turn to the second step of the fair-
response procedure: opening up for objections to the proposed Sin-Taxes 
from the Imprudent themselves as well as from other parties with interests 
invested in the choice of responsibilitarian policies. More concretely, this 
will mean investigating whether the paternalistic or perfectionistic qualities 
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of Sin-Taxes makes such a responsibilitarian policy a reasonably rejectable 
response from the Prudent, and it will mean expanding the dialogue to 
include the Vendors/Producers of the products that would be Sin-Taxed 
and the Insurers who would want to differentiate the premiums of the 
risk-taking Imprudent.  

The conclusion of this investigation will be that the proposed Sin-
Taxes would most likely make it through the justification process at hand, 
and that this final part of the process would, for this reason, not be the 
hardest for the Prudent to pass. The most difficult part of the Prudent’s 
justificatory case, this seems to confirm, is showing to the Imprudent that 
the civic obligations they propose are normatively valid and that the 
breaches of these obligations can be empirically established. If this can be 
done, and if Sin-Taxes is chosen as the response to the Imprudent’s 
wrongs, responsibilitarian health policies can be justified to the people liv-
ing under them, the conclusion of part III will read.  

Part III will then end with some concluding remarks on the impli-
cations of this conclusion for the Harshness- and the Adverse/Unequal 
Circumstances objections.  
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8. Policy Applications 

This chapter departs from the assumption that the Prudent’s reactive atti-
tudes against the Imprudent are fair – because the civic obligations that 
they propose can be justified normatively, and because the Imprudent’s 
breaches against these civic obligations can be established empirically – 
and asks the question of what a fair response, based upon these fair reac-
tive attitudes, would look like. More concretely, this means that the chap-
ter will investigate a range of policy applications of the accountability-re-
sponsibilitarian principle, aiming to find the least rejectable of these alter-
natives.  

In this venture, two forms of responsibilitarian policies will be con-
sidered: institutional and aspirational ones. Institutional policies (as the atten-
tive reader will recall from chapter 1) are policies that impose some form 
of consequences – usually financial ones – on the Imprudent in order to 
hold them responsible. Aspirational policies, on the other hand, do not 
strictly speaking hold the Imprudent responsible, but they communicate 
responsibilitarian norms through official documents like the NHS Consti-
tution for England. The investigation of these forms of responsibilitarian 
policies will begin in section 8.1, where the question in focus will be 
whether institutional policies most reasonably should track irresponsible 
choices or the consequences of these irresponsible choices. Section 8.2 will then 
build upon the conclusion of section 8.1 – that choice-tracking policies are 
less rejectable than consequences-tracking ones – and investigate the fur-
ther question of which among the choice-tracking alternatives that is the 
least rejectable. The answer will be that Sin-Taxes, holding the Imprudent 
responsible by charging them every time they choose to buy unhealthy 
products, is the least rejectable alternative. Finally, section 8.3 will investi-
gate the question of whether aspirational policies should be added to the 
institutional policies weeded out in the previous two sections. The conclu-
sion will be that they should not; that Sin-Taxes unaccompanied by aspi-
rational policies is less reasonably rejectable than Sin-Taxes accompanied 
by such policies.  

Thus, the conclusion of the chapter (in section 8.4) is quite clear: 
Sin-Taxes is the most proportional and context-sensitive, and thereby the 
fairest, response to the Imprudent’s (assumed) wrongs against the Prudent 
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in modern welfare states. This policy alternative achieves the Prudent’s 
aim to hold the Imprudent responsible (by making them compensate fi-
nancially) for their breaches of civic obligations without imposing too 
much blame, stigma, and other burdens on the Imprudent.  

8.1 Tracking Consequences or Choices? 
Before the dialogue of this chapter begins, it should be noted that the 
range of policy alternatives on offer is substantially restricted by two fac-
tors. The first of these range-narrowing factors is the objective that respon-
sibilitarian policies have within the accountability-responsibilitarian frame-
work. Within this framework, the objective of responsibilitarian policies is 
decided by what triggers the Prudent’s reactive attitudes. This, in turn, 
means that the objective of accountability-responsibilitarian policies is pri-
marily to hold the Imprudent responsible for shifting the costs of their 
lifestyle-choices onto the Prudent and for the crowding out- and jamming 
the wheels-effects that their lifestyle-choices have. This objective narrows 
the range of the policy alternatives by pointing out alternatives that make 
the Imprudent pay their way – policies that make the Imprudent pay the 
‘true costs’ that their lifestyle-choices have on shared healthcare- and wel-
fare institutions – as especially relevant. This, in turn, means that some 
policy alternatives common in the debate on lifestyle-related illnesses will 
be excluded from the present discussion. For example, policies that aim 
to make people healthy rather than to hold them responsible for choosing 
a health-risking lifestyle – like forbidding potentially harmful acts/prod-
ucts or ‘nudging’ people into healthier behaviour by changing the ‘choice 
architecture’ – will be excluded.196 It also means that policies that do not 
straightforwardly make the Imprudent pay their way, such as assigning the 
Imprudent lower priority for medical treatment, will not be as interesting 
as policies that do (despite such policies’ character of holding the Impru-
dent responsible). In more concrete terms, this leaves policy alternatives 
such as these for the Im/Prudent to discuss: 

• No Treatment. The Imprudent will be denied medical treatment when
the risks they take result in lifestyle-related illness/injury; they will pay
their way by being excluded from the healthcare system altogether.

• Targeted Fees. The Imprudent will receive medical treatment for their
lifestyle-related illnesses/injuries, but they will pay a fee covering their

196 See Thaler and Sunstein 2008 for a detailed description of the ‘nudging’ idea. 
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medical expenses; they will pay their way by out-of-pocket payments 
for the medical treatment they require. 

• Targeted Premiums. The Imprudent will receive medical treatment for 
their lifestyle-related illnesses/injuries, they will not be charged extra 
once ill/injured, but they will cover their costs via targeted insurance 
premiums; they will pay their way while taking the risk, via ‘irrespon-
sibility-premiums’. 

• Sin-Taxes. The Imprudent will receive medical treatment for their life-
style-related illnesses/injuries, they will not be charged extra once 
ill/injured, they will not be targeted with ‘irresponsibility-premiums,’ 
but they will cover their costs via consumption taxes on unhealthy 
products; they will pay their way while taking the risk, in a per-pur-
chase fashion. 

 
This range of policies is however further affected by the second range-
narrowing factor: the ex ante requirement of the contractualist normative 
framework. Just like the objective-factor, the ex ante-factor does not 
strictly speaking restrict the range of alternatives – but it narrows it by 
providing a significant advantage for the choice-tracking (latter two) alter-
natives over the consequence-tracking (former two) alternatives. Without 
the ex ante-factor entering the equation, consequences-tracking policies 
and choice-tracking policies would be much more closely matched. On 
the one hand, consequences-tracking policies would seem attractive within 
this framework since such policies can potentially target all the Imprudent 
responsible for burdening the shared healthcare-/welfare system without 
also targeting people not responsible for bringing about these burdens – like 
the Prudent themselves or the Imprudent who do not end up ill or injured 
as a result of their lifestyle-choices. This can be framed as an advantage in 
accountability-responsibilitarian terms, since neither the Prudent nor the 
‘lucky’ Imprudent cause any of the negative consequences triggering the 
Prudent’s civic reactive attitudes. On the other hand, choice-targeting pol-
icies can also be framed as preferable within the accountability-responsi-
bilitarian framework, since they target the breaching of civic obligations as 
such; they target the deficient quality of will implied in all the Imprudent’s 
negligent risk-taking. In terms of fairness of blame, this seems to create a 
standoff situation between consequences- and choice-tracking policies: 
from one perspective, it would be unfair to target people not responsible 
for what triggers the Prudent’s reactive attitudes – like choice-tracking pol-
icies do – but from another perspective, it would be unfair to only target 
obligation breachers unlucky enough to convert their negligent risk-taking 
into illnesses/injuries – like consequences-tracking policies do.  
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However, once the ex ante requirement is brought into the picture, 
this uncertainty on what kind of policies to prefer is significantly reduced. 
The reason is simple: there would be little reason for either the Imprudent 
or the Prudent to promote consequences-tracking policies from such an 
ex ante perspective. From the standpoint of the ex ante Imprudent, ra-
tional calculations of probable outcomes combined with the burdens as-
sociated with these outcomes seem enough to create this effect: the most 
probable outcome of their lifestyle-choices is that they will end up ill or 
injured, and when this happens they would prefer (a) to get the treatment 
they need, and (b) to get it without having to foot a hefty bill, which they 
may not afford at that particular time, from the vulnerable position of the 
hospital bed. In a similar fashion, rational calculations would make the ex 
ante Prudent tilt against choice-tracking alternatives, although it is the risk 
of being mistaken for imprudent that does the tilting in their case. Alt-
hough the probability of such mistakes may be quite low, the burdens as-
sociated with this risk are significant enough to render consequences-
tracking alternatives less attractive. Facing the risk of being ‘abandoned’ 
or crucially having their treatment delayed because of mistakes, that is, it 
would seem rational for the Prudent to prefer the risks and burdens asso-
ciated with the choice-tracking alternatives – being mistakenly targeted by 
irresponsibility-premiums or having to pay a bit extra for their (prudently 
restrictive) consumption of alcohol, fast-food, sodas, etc.  

Thus, the objective to make the Imprudent pay their way combined 
with the ex ante requirement significantly affects the starting point of the 
dialogue between the Imprudent and the Prudent. For most of the 
Im/Prudent, these two factors render only two alternatives interesting: 
Targeted Premiums and Sin-Taxes. This indicates that the dialogue should 
focus on a comparison between these two alternatives.  

However, before the dialogue can be restricted to these choice-
tracking alternatives (as it will be in the upcoming section), there are the 
potential objections from the risk-prone minorities within respective group 
to consider. For these people, the calculations of risks and burdens above 
is not enough to discard the consequences-tracking alternatives. The risk-
prone Imprudent would prefer taking their chances with consequences-
tracking policies over paying a lifetime of higher insurance premiums or 
more expensive cigarettes, beers, snacks, and sodas, and the risk-prone 
Prudent would rather chance being mistaken for imprudent than co-pay-
ing the Imprudent’s healthcare through their (prudently restrictive, but 
nonetheless relevant) consumption of unhealthy products. The problem 
for the risk-prone, however, is that they would have a hard time convinc-
ing the risk-averse that the burdens they would suffer under choice-track-
ing policies would be heavier than, or even comparable to, those of the 
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risk-averse under consequences-tracking policies. This is most obvious, of 
course, in the comparison between the burdens of the risk-averse Impru-
dent and the risk-prone Prudent. The risk-averse Imprudent could argue: 

 
‘The burdens we would bear under consequences-tracking policies 
would be both substantial and manifold. With No Treatment, there 
are obviously the heavy burdens of unnecessary suffering and death 
to consider, but also the psychological burden of a lifetime of wor-
rying about these things happening in the future matters. With Tar-
geted Fees, the psychological burden is also considerable – con-
stantly being preoccupied with saving money for future irresponsi-
bility-fees, and constantly worrying that whatever funds one can 
save up will not be enough in the end anyway – and this makes this 
alternative more burdensome than the alternatives on the choice-
tracking side even if the financial burden is the same. These heavy 
burdens undoubtedly outweigh the burdens that the risk-prone Pru-
dent would have to bear under choice-tracking policies: worrying 
about mistakenly being targeted by irresponsibility-premiums (until 
the mistake is corrected) or paying a little extra on the prudently few 
occasions they decide to treat themselves to unhealthy consumption 
products.’ 
 

This objection also has a comparative-burdens objection aimed at the risk-
prone Imprudent built in. The risk-averse Imprudent could argue:  

 
‘Even if the financial burdens of consequences- and choice-tracking 
policies are comparable (we should assume that they are), the psy-
chological burden of having to worry about being left untreated 
once getting ill/injured, or of not having saved enough money to 
cover one’s future medical bills, resolutely tips the scales. This psy-
chological burden makes the burdens that we (the risk-averse Im-
prudent) would suffer under consequences-tracking policies heavier 
than those that the risk-prone Imprudent would suffer under 
choice-tracking policies. It may admittedly be annoying to the risk-
prone Imprudent to pay the higher premiums or the higher priced 
consumption products that choice-tracking policies would bring, 
but this annoyance does not compare to the psychological distress 
that we would have to endure under consequences-tracking policies. 
If the risk-prone Imprudent are properly morally motivated, taking 
the perspectives and burdens of others seriously, this should be ev-
ident to them.’  
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The risk-averse Prudent could also mount an objection to the risk-prone 
Prudent on the basis of the psychological burdens involved in the conse-
quences-tracking alternatives: 

 
‘Just like the risk-averse Imprudent argue, the psychological burden 
associated with the consequences-tracking alternatives should settle 
the case. With the consequences-tracking alternatives, we would 
constantly worry about being mistakenly denied treatment or having 
the treatment we require being critically postponed, but there is no 
comparable burden for the risk-prone Prudent to bear with the 
choice-tracking alternatives. Paying higher prices on beers, ice-
creams, and fast-food under Sin-Taxes is of course annoying – do-
ing so would mean subsidising the Imprudent’s lifestyles, which is 
what we wanted to avoid in the first place – but this only shows that 
we should go for Targeted Premiums among the choice-tracking al-
ternatives. The potential mistakes involved in Targeted Premiums 
will admittedly be a source of annoyance to the risk-prone Prudent, 
but it is certainly not a source of psychological distress like the risk 
of mistakes involved in No Treatment or Targeted Fees is to us.’  

 
Thus, the comparably heavier burdens involved in the consequences-
tracking alternatives would finish the job of limiting the range of policy 
alternatives that the objective- and ex ante-factors started. It would simply 
be unreasonable for the risk-prone to insist on exposing the risk-averse to 
the burdens accompanying the policies they prefer just to escape the bur-
dens involved in the policies preferred by the risk-averse. This leaves only 
two policy alternatives on the menu once the dialogue between the Pru-
dent and the Imprudent really get going: Targeted Premiums and Sin-
Taxes. To these alternatives we now turn.197 

                                                        
197 Two things should be noted here. The first is that the contractualist approach of this study this 
way eliminates the most pressing concerns about the harshness of responsibilitarian policies. The ex 
ante- and the comparable burdens-elements built into this framework exclude policies such as No 
Treatment and Targeted Fees as ‘fair responses’ to the Imprudent’s wrongs, leaving only relatively 
un-harsh policies like Targeted Premiums and Sin-Taxes on the menu. (We will return to this matter 
in section 8.4 as well as in the concluding remarks of Part III). The second thing to note is that the 
discussion above is paralleled by an internal luck-egalitarian discussion about choice- vs conse-
quences-tracking applications of the luck-egalitarian principle. In this discussion, one side argues 
that luck factors deciding outcomes (genetic predispositions to get ill and the like) should be neu-
tralized (see e.g. Cappelen and Norheim 2005; J. Fleurbaey 2001; N. Barry 2008), while the other 
side argues that a consistent application of such a principle would mean that we would also, coun-
terintuitively, have to redistribute between gamblers (who make the same choices but end up with 
different outcomes (see e.g. Segall 2010a)). However, since the consistent application of a luck-
neutralizing principle is not what is at stake in the dialogue between the Im/Prudent, this internal 
luck-egalitarian debate has not been given much attention here.  
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8.2 Targeted Premiums or Sin-Taxes? 
The next step of the process to weed out the least rejectable policy appli-
cation of the accountability-responsibilitarian principle is to find out which 
among the choice-tracking alternatives that is the least rejectable. The first 
move in this process could be the Prudent’s, expanding their argument 
from above that Sin-Taxes would target the wrong people. They could argue: 
 

‘The Sin-Taxes alternative has two significant targeting-disad-
vantages. The first is of course that Sin-Taxes target us, the Prudent, 
despite the fact that we keep our consumption of unhealthy prod-
ucts at a prudent level. The second is that it only targets the Impru-
dent who behave irresponsibly as Consumers, thereby missing the 
Imprudent who behave irresponsibly as Omitters; they let the Im-
prudent who under-exercise, who under-consume healthy foods, 
who do not use helmets, seat belts, condoms, etc. slip through the 
net.  

In other words, Sin-Taxes is a blunt instrument that is both 
too narrow (excluding Omitters) and too wide (including the Pru-
dent) to target the right people. In contrast, Targeted Premiums has 
the potential of being neither: insurers equipped with the right tools 
could target Consumers as well as Omitters while excluding us pru-
dent people altogether.’ 

 
Although this argument makes sense at a theoretical level, the conclusion 
appears a bit hasty applied to real world circumstances. The Imprudent 
could argue that this is so for three reasons:  
 

‘First of all, contemporary insurers are not equipped with the ‘right 
tools’ to evaluate irresponsible behaviour in a precise way. On the 
contrary, today’s insurers must rely either on self-reported levels of 
irresponsibility or on proxies like BMI or medical diagnoses like 
type-2 diabetes – and in comparison to basing judgments of irre-
sponsibility on such factors, Sin-Taxes no longer appear that inac-
curate a measure of irresponsible behaviour. In fact, the per-pur-
chase-approach of Sin-Taxes seems to lend this alternative an ad-
vantage in accuracy terms: it makes us pay our way proportionally 
to the degree of our risk-taking, making big consumers of tobacco, 
alcohol, snacks, candy, fast-food, etc. pay the most. This kind of 
proportionality is hard to achieve in a similarly reliable way via Tar-
geted Premiums.  
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Second, a couple of things should be noted about Omitters. 
The first is that Omitters are generally much harder to spot than 
Consumers – and this makes them a problem also for Targeted Pre-
miums. People can claim to use the running shoes, vegetables and 
condoms they buy, but only really intrusive measures like surveil-
lance could confirm that they in fact do so. Second, it is not uncom-
mon that imprudent Consumers are the same people as the impru-
dent Omitters, and this raises the question of how many of the Im-
prudent that Sin-Taxes would actually end up missing. Taken to-
gether, this suggests that the Prudent’s confidence in the accuracy 
of Targeted Premiums, as well as their worries about the inaccuracy 
of Sin-Taxes, is misplaced (or at least exaggerated).  

Finally, a couple of things should also be noted about the Pru-
dent’s worry about themselves being wrongfully targeted. The first 
is that the Prudent can avoid being targeted by Sin-Taxes by simply 
not buying unhealthy products. This way, Sin-Taxes offers a fail-safe 
way for the Prudent to avoid being mistakenly targeted – a kind of 
guarantee that cannot be matched by policies relying on proxies or 
self-reported data to make assessments of people’s behaviour (like 
Targeted Premiums do). Second, it is not inconceivable that existing 
technology could solve the problem of mistakenly targeting the Pru-
dent. For example, Sin-Taxes could be designed to track people in-
dividually via credit cards or ID-cards, thus paving the way for tax-
refunds for people not passing the ‘irresponsibility-line’ in their con-
sumption of tobacco, alcohol, and/or junk-food. With such a re-
fund-version of Sin-Taxes, the Prudent could be relieved from sub-
sidising our lifestyles altogether.’198  

This way, the theoretical accuracy-advantage for Targeted Premiums may 
be just that: a theoretical advantage not converted into a real-world ad-
vantage. In the real world – where insurers have limited access to infor-
mation on people’s behaviour, where it is reasonable to assume that im-
prudent Consumers are also imprudent Omitters, and where existing tech-
nology could be used to relieve the Prudent from paying Sin-Taxes – it is 

198 Sin-Taxes could via individualized measures such as these be made even more sensitive to the 
degree of risk-taking. Such taxes could for example increase in relation to people’s consumption 
of unhealthy products, making the products most expensive to the biggest consumers. However, 
Sin-Taxes is, as pointed out, already sensitive to degrees of risk-taking, and the question is how 
much would be gained by such an application – and at what price? Practical issues regarding pricing 
and predictability for consumers plus the risk of shaming of big consumers plus insecurity on 
whether a universal tax rate would not in fact reflect proportionality of risk-taking better plus the 
fact that such consumption-tracking would be intrusive suggests that the above approach is the 
one to go with (it will henceforth be assumed to be). 
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far from certain that Targeted Premiums will target the ‘right’ people bet-
ter than Sin-Taxes.  

From the standpoint of the Imprudent, however, potential targeting 
advantages are of course not the primary reason to prefer Sin-Taxes. This 
alternative is the clearly the least burdensome for them – and that is what 
makes it preferable from their point of view. To begin with, they could 
argue, Sin-Taxes does not impose on them the process-related burdens inher-
ent in targeted approaches like Targeted Premiums. The Imprudent could 
argue:   
 

‘There are basically two ways for insurers to gather the information 
they require for premium-differentiation purposes. The first is to 
use self-reported data collected from individual insurance takers. 
The problem with this method is that it requires people like us to 
shamefully reveal that we are in one way or another incapable of man-
aging our own behaviour. But requiring us to face our own inade-
quacies and reveal them to others is undoubtedly psychologically 
burdensome for us, and, therefore, something that we prefer to 
avoid.199   

The second way of collecting the information needed – 
through medical journals – is also problematic, since it unavoidably 
involves the burden of having people’s privacy intruded. We do not 
want more people than necessary to know the lifestyle-related con-
ditions we suffer from or to have access to information on the fluc-
tuations of our BMI or our failed attempts at smoking-cessation. 
But with Targeted Premiums, the number of people accessing this 
information is widened outside the circle of people we ourselves 
seek out to help us with our problems.’200  
 

The Imprudent could add: 
 

‘On top of this burden of having our privacy intruded, information 
gathering through medical journals also creates unsound incentive ef-
fects and undermines sound physician-patient relationships. When the di-
agnosis of type 2-diabetes, the performance of gastric bypass sur-
gery, or the enlistment to smoking-cessation programs is used as 
input in the premium-setting process, we will be incentivized to 

                                                        
199 The shameful revelations-objection is originally Jonathan Wolff’s (mounted against the respon-
sibilitarian element of luck-egalitarianism, see Wolff 1998; 2010). 
200 The intrusiveness-objection is widely used, see e.g. Anderson 1999; Scheffler 2003a; 2005; 
Wikler 2004; Daniels 2008; 2011. 
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postpone making appointments with our physicians or, once visit-
ing, to withhold information that we fear would have premium-rais-
ing effects. This would not only be a burden for us – who could end 
up delaying, or even missing, vital treatment because of strategic 
avoidance or information concealment – it would also be a burden 
for the medical staff that could no longer trust their patients to tell 
the truth and who would always have to consider the potential pre-
mium-raising effects of the treatment they give and the journal en-
tries they make.’201 

In addition to these process-related burdens, the Imprudent could point 
out that being targeted by irresponsibility-premiums in itself carries with 
it a burden: the targeting as such is stigmatizing, they could argue, and this 
stigma would be another psychological burden to add to the stack.202  

This way, the price for the Imprudent to pay is quite high with Tar-
geted Premiums. To ‘pay their way,’ they must let insurers into their pri-
vate spheres, they must shamefully reveal self-management problems, they 
are incentivized not to seek out care and withhold potentially vital infor-
mation, and they must bear the stigma of ‘targets’. All in all, this makes the 
Sin-Taxes alternative clearly preferable from their standpoint. The Impru-
dent could sum up:  

‘We are already burdened by our illnesses and the shame and blame 
that accompany these illnesses in societies like ours. To add the bur-
dens associated with Targeted Premiums in such a context seems 
unreasonable from our standpoint – especially given the existence 
of an alternative that makes us pay our way without being similarly 
burdened. With the Sin-Taxes alternative, we can choose who to let 
into our private spheres, we do not have to face or shamefully reveal 
our self-management issues unless we want to, we do not have to 
consider the effects of making an appointment to, or sharing infor-
mation with, our physicians, and we are not stigmatized by irrespon-
sibility-premiums. Thus, the Sin-Taxes way of paying our way is 
clearly preferable from our standpoint.’  

Sin-Taxes’ silent increase on the prices of unhealthy products also signals 
blame to a lesser extent that Targeted Premium’s intrusion of privacy and 
stigmatizing targeting, thus making Sin-Taxes not only the least burden-
some alternative from the standpoint of the Imprudent but also the most 

201 Similar arguments can be found in e.g. McMaster 2000; Shelton and Balint 1997; Olsen 1997.  
202 Arguments of this kind can be found in e.g. Voigt 2013b; 2013a; Schmidt, Voigt, and Wikler 
2010; Guttman and Harris Ressler 2001; Guttman and Salmon 2004. 
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strategic choice for the Prudent aiming to make their response as analo-
gous to the blame-free distrust of the compulsive liar-case as possible.203 
For these reasons, Sin-Taxes seems to be the least rejectable policy appli-
cation of the accountability-responsibilitarian principle.  

There are however a couple of objections that the Prudent could 
raise to this conclusion. The first concerns incentive effects. The Prudent 
could argue:  

 
‘One thing that should be noted about the policy alternatives under 
consideration is that none of them really get to the root of the prob-
lems raising our reactive attitudes. As you may recall, the reciprocity-
based civic obligations in question are not only breached by the Im-
prudent’s imposition of disproportionate burdens on the common 
budget, but also by the crowding out- and jamming the wheels-ef-
fects of their behaviour.204 In this sense, all the policy alternatives 
discussed hold the Imprudent responsible by making them compen-
sate financially for the effects of their behaviour in some way – but 
none of the alternatives neutralize these effects. The only way to do 
this is by minimizing the obligation breaching, i.e. by preventing un-
healthy behaviour to arise in the first place.  

For this reason, we are interested in the incentive effects of 
the different policy alternatives – and if the Targeted Premiums al-
ternative, with its package of ‘extra’ burdens attached, is better 
equipped to disincentivize the Imprudent, this is certainly relevant 
from our standpoint.’ 
 

This way, another requirement is added to the responsibilitarian policies 
in question. Such policies should not only hold the Imprudent responsible 
by making them pay their way; they should also incentivize the Imprudent 
not to engage in health-risking behaviour to begin with.205  

                                                        
203 The fact that Sin-Taxes signals blame less than Targeted Premiums does of course not eliminate 
the problematic aspect of such signalling. In the literature on relational equality, there is an inter-
esting discussion on this signalling aspect of policies, see e.g. Anderson and Pildes 2000; Voigt 
2018; Schemmel 2012. 
204 See section 7.3 for a more detailed version of this argument.   
205 This, it should be noted, could bring the consequences-tracking alternatives back into the pic-
ture. After all, consequences-tracking policies like No Treatment and Targeted Fees have really 
daunting consequences – being denied treatment or facing a hefty bill once ill – and this could be 
argued to have a considerable effect on people’s behaviour. However, it is far from certain that the 
less daunting, but certain and immediate, consequences of choice-tracking policies would provide less 
incentive than the more daunting, but merely potential, consequences awaiting in a distant future with 
consequences-tracking policies. The general cognitive shortcomings of human beings – overesti-
mation of one’s own chances of avoiding bad outcomes, the natural bias for advantages now over 
disadvantages later, the inability to correctly estimate the aggregate risk of individually harmless 
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Of course, only the empirical sciences can tell whether Targeted 
Premiums or Sin-Taxes would meet this incentive requirement best. How-
ever, there are two problems with the existing evidence: (a) there is an 
asymmetry in the amount of evidence on the different options, and (b) 
there is a lack of systematic comparisons between the two options. Sin-
Taxes have been employed extensively and are for this reason thoroughly 
investigated, but Targeted Premiums are a relatively recent and uncom-
mon phenomenon and has, as such, not been subjected to much investi-
gation. Thus, conclusions are hard to reach regarding the comparative ef-
fectiveness of these responsibilitarian policy alternatives.  

Nonetheless, it seems that the Imprudent could argue something of 
a preliminary case in favour of Sin-Taxes:   

‘Despite the uncertainties, a couple of things can be said in this con-
text. The first is that Sin-Taxes is a quite effective health promot-
ing/disease preventing policy. For example, a recent OECD/WHO 
report states that “the most cost-effective single tobacco control pol-
icy has been identified as raising taxes”; that “the three most cost-
effective alcohol policies for reducing alcohol-related harm […] are 
price increases, restrictions on availability, and bans on advertising”; 
and that “when looking at policy actions to address unhealthy diets, 
taxes on foods high in salt, sugar, fat, and on junk food, are consist-
ently cost saving and have a favourable health impact at the popu-
lation level.”206 The fact that Sin-Taxes are among the most cost-
effective policy options does of course not show that Targeted Pre-
miums is not also as, or even more, cost-effective as Sin-Taxes – 
and neither does this show that Sin-Taxes is or more health promot-
ing/disease preventing than Targeted Premiums. But the fact that 
Targeted Premiums is not even mentioned in reports like these sug-
gest that the evidence in favour of such policies, to the extent that 

acts, etc. – may indicate that a monthly reminder in the form of irresponsibility premiums or more 
expensive fast-food, snacks and sodas would have the upper hand here. This uncertainty regarding 
incentive effects plus the burdens borne by the Imprudent under consequences-tracking policies 
plus the risk of the Prudent mistakenly bearing these burdens would once again most likely lead to 
the conclusion that consequences-tracking policies are more rejectable than choice-tracking ones. 
Considerable incentive-advantages would have to be substantiated empirically before conse-
quences-tracking policies could re-enter the picture. Thus, the discussion will continue being con-
fined to the choice-tracking alternatives. 
206 OECD/WHO 2015, 314–15, emphasis added. These findings seem consistent with other com-
pilations of evidence. For example, Merkur, Sassi and McDaid write that “the use of taxes to influ-
ence individual choices on the use of tobacco and alcohol, as well as the consumption of food, is 
consistently seen as cost saving and have a favourable health impact at the population level” (2013, 
vii)
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it exists, is not very compelling. If it would be, even preliminary re-
sults would be mentioned.  

Second, even if there was compelling evidence to show that 
Targeted Premiums is as efficient as, or even more efficient than, 
Sin-Taxes, this advantage could still be turned around by the fact 
that we are willing to make certain sacrifices to make the Sin-Taxes 
option the least rejectable option. For example, it would not be un-
reasonable from our standpoint to pay more via Sin-Taxes than via 
Targeted Premiums in order to avoid shameful revelations, intrusion 
of privacy, unsound incentive effects, and stigma.’207 

 
Even in the absence of conclusive empirical data, that is, the Sin-Taxes 
alternative seems to have the upper hand in the incentive context – and 
the Imprudent’s willingness to boost the Sin-Taxes alternative seems to 
leave little room for the Prudent to reasonably insist on Targeted Premi-
ums. If the Imprudent truly prefer the Sin-Taxes way of carrying the bur-
dens that the Prudent want to impose on them, and if they would be will-
ing to boost the Sin-Taxes alternative to counter potential advantages that 
Targeted Premiums could have from the Prudent’s point of view, the rea-
sonability of insisting on Targeted Premiums fade away.  

This willingness to make sacrifices to avoid the burdens associated 
with Targeted Premiums also seems relevant in relation to the second po-
tential objection from the Prudent: the objection that combinations of Sin-
Taxes and Targeted Premiums could achieve responsibilitarian ends better 
than the policies taken one by one. In response to this objection, the Im-
prudent could argue:  
 

‘Just as it is not unreasonable from our standpoint to make certain 
sacrifices to make Sin-Taxes less rejectable than Targeted Premi-
ums, it is neither unreasonable from our standpoint to boost Sin-
Taxes even a bit more in order to avoid a combination of Sin-Taxes 
and Targeted Premiums. Quite high increases in prices on sodas, 
crisps, beer, and cigarettes is a reasonable price for us to pay in order 
to avoid the shameful revelations, intrusions of privacy, unsound 
incentives, and stigma that come with Targeted Premiums.’ 
 

                                                        
207 Negotiations of this kind are not obviously part of the contractualist process. However, it is 
hard to see why such negotiations would be not be permitted in this process, since it seems rea-
sonable for the parties to be willing to make certain sacrifices in order to lessen the rejectability of 
their preferred alternatives (like the Imprudent do above). By factoring in what sacrifices would be 
reasonable to make from different standpoints, more precise and comparatively less rejectable pol-
icy alternatives could gradually be filtered out, and this seems to serve, rather than undermine, the 
contractualist aim of finding non-rejectable (and thereby interpersonally fair) alternatives.  
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They could add: 

‘There is of course some cut-off point where it would no longer be 
reasonable for us to prefer increased taxes on unhealthy products; 
some point where Targeted Premiums is obviously so much more 
efficient and less costly than Sin-Taxes that the extra financial bur-
den required to ‘match-boost’ Sin-Taxes would outweigh the psy-
chological burdens associated with Targeted Premiums. But this 
cut-off point, it would seem, is too far away from the present situa-
tion to matter much.’ 

This seems to close the case. Sin-Taxes, at least in the boosted/refund-
version discussed here, is the least rejectable policy application of the ac-
countability-responsibilitarian principle in the world we currently inhabit. 
In a world, that is, where Sin-Taxes is proven to be one of the most effi-
cient public health tools available, where the accuracy-advantages of Tar-
geted Premiums are highly uncertain, where the psychological burdens of 
Targeted Premiums are apparently heavier than those of Sin-Taxes, and 
where no more than reasonable sacrifices would be required to match 
other alternatives’ attractiveness from the standpoint of the Prudent, Sin-
Taxes is simply the least rejectable alternative.  

8.3 Aspirational Policies 
With choice-tracking policies in the form of Sin-Taxes weeded out as the 
least rejectable institutional policy application of the accountability-re-
sponsibilitarian principle, and with institutional policies making the Im-
prudent pay their way pointed out as the most relevant ones given the 
objective of accountability-responsibilitarian policies, there seems to be 
little to add in this context. Nevertheless, one question still seems interest-
ing to sort out: should the institutional policy application weeded out 
above be accompanied by an aspirational policy application of the ac-
countability-responsibilitarian principle?  

Policy documents like the NHS Constitution for England normatively 
back up responsibilitarian institutional policies like Sin-Taxes, and they ap-
pear to do so without imposing too heavy burdens on the Imprudent. This 
makes them interesting, not least for the Prudent, who could get their 
norms emphasised through such policies without exposing the Imprudent 
to the burdens that make institutional policies like Targeted Premiums re-
jectable. This raises the question of whether such aspirational policies 
could not be added to the institutional policies in place without making 
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the responsibilitarian ‘package’ reasonably rejectable. The Prudent could 
argue:  

 
‘The aim of aspirational policies is primarily to inform citizens about 
the ‘rights and responsibilities’ they have in modern welfare states, 
not to blame them for failing to do their part in such states. Conse-
quently, information on rights and responsibilities could be part of 
the education on ‘democratic values’ in schools, and reminders 
could be present in official documents like the NHS Constitution, 
without blame being aimed at specific individuals. This separates as-
pirational policies from targeting policies like Targeted Premiums: 
aspirational policies are aimed at all citizens with an informational 
purpose whereas targeting policies are aimed at individual citizens 
with the purpose of holding them responsible for their breaching of 
civic obligations.  

Thus, the psychological burden of being singled out as ‘tar-
gets’ is not transferred to aspirational policies, and whatever blame 
such policies signal is, in this sense, relevantly weaker than the blame 
accompanying targeting policies. To have a document state that 
“There are things that we can do for ourselves and for one another 
to help [the NHS] work effectively, and to ensure resources are used 
responsibly” or to ask citizens to “Please recognize that you can 
make a significant contribution to your own, and your family’s, good 
health and wellbeing, and take personal responsibility for it” cannot 
be equated in terms of blame with being singled out for irresponsi-
bility-premiums.’208 

 
Additionally, the Prudent could argue that aspirational policies neither 
bring with them the burdens of shameful revelations, intrusion of privacy, 
or unsound incentive effects, and that the Imprudent, thus, have little rea-
son to object to aspirational policies. Such policies communicate the 
norms central to the Prudent with as little blame and other psychological 
burdens attached as possible, just as Sin-Taxes enforces these norms with 
as little blame and other psychological burdens attached as possible on the 
institutional side, the Prudent could argue. 

A weakness of this idea however, is that it is questionable that the 
burdens that aspirational policies would add are as negligible as the Pru-
dent portray them. For example, the Imprudent could point to the wider 
context in which such policies would be instituted, and argue that, at least 

                                                        
208 The quotes are from the NHS Constitution for England (NHS 2015, 11).  
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in this context, even ‘informational’ policies like those of the NHS Con-
stitution can be unduly burdensome. They could argue: 

‘In contemporary societies, characterized by widespread healthism, 
we are constantly reminded of our flaws – not necessarily through 
outright blame, but through ill-masked ‘friendly advices,’ resentful 
glances, etc. To add institutional policies like Sin-Taxes in this con-
text will be burdensome enough – stigmatizing as targeting ‘our’ 
products is – but to top this off with aspirational policies ‘informing’ 
us about our health-related responsibilities is simply too much. Even 
if documents like the NHS Constitution contain general infor-
mation directed at the entire population, everyone knows to whom 
the ‘information’ really turns: us, the Imprudent. This way, aspira-
tional policies, even if not intended as such, will single us out and 
burden us with stigma and blame.  

The relevant question is therefore not if aspirational policies 
are less burdensome than targeted institutional policies – the Pru-
dent are right to say that they are – but if this type of policies must 
be added to institutional policies making us ‘pay our way’. From our 
standpoint, the answer to this question is simple: such policies are 
redundant – the ‘Sin’ in Sin-Taxes already communicates enough.’209 

The Prudent seem to have three responses available at this point. The first 
is to argue that the Imprudent are exaggerating, insisting that phrases like 
“There are things that we can do for ourselves and for one another to help 
[the NHS] work effectively, and to ensure resources are used responsibly” 
or “Please recognize that you can make a significant contribution to your 
own, and your family’s, good health and wellbeing, and take personal re-
sponsibility for it” cannot possibly be that burdensome. This response is 
not very convincing however, since it does not answer the question 
prompted by the Imprudent above: must aspirational policies really be 
added to get the Prudent’s message through? If the answer to this question 
is no, as the Imprudent suggest, the extra burden is unnecessary – and this 
is so even if it is not that heavy (which the Imprudent also deny). 

Another way to respond then, is to argue that aspirational policies 
must be added in order to clarify the normative basis of the institutional 

209 Sofia Jeppson argues similarly: “Any government-sponsored advice about weight loss will take 
place against a background of intense shaming of obese people and a widely shared assumption 
that everyone who is obese has an obligation to lose weight and keep it off. It will effectively 
function […] as public shaming of the obese.” (2015, 108). See also Voigt 2013b; 2013a; Schmidt, 
Voigt, and Wikler 2010. 
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policies introduced. Without aspirational documents like the NHS Con-
stitution, the Prudent could argue, the Imprudent may mistake the institu-
tional policy introduced for a paternalistic or perfectionistic measure ra-
ther than a responsibilitarian measure to hold them responsible for wrongs 
done to others.210 Clarification of this kind would however require more 
explicit statements of both the norms in question and the empirical basis 
establishing that these norms are breached than aspirational documents 
like the NHS Constitution display. This, the Imprudent could argue, 
would enhance the psychological burden of the policies in question, thus 
making them more reasonably rejectable: 

 
‘Documents explicitly stating the contents of responsibilitarian 
norms of reciprocity and providing empirical evidence on how these 
norms are breached would clearly single us out, stigmatize us, and 
blame us for being ‘bad citizens’. Thus, if the Prudent want to use 
aspirational policies to explicitly back up their institutional policies 
and avoid confusion on these policies’ foundations, the psycholog-
ical burden on us will unquestionably increase. Clarification of this 
sort would in other words be counterproductive to their argument 
that aspirational policies are not that burdensome.’ 

 
This seems correct. However, from the Prudent’s standpoint such clarifi-
cation may be nonetheless be necessary. If the contemporary Imprudent 
are typically unaware of the impact of their lifestyle-choices on their co-
citizens, and if this unawareness could be remedied by clarificatory aspira-
tional documents, the extra burden that such documents would impose 
on the Imprudent may be necessary to get to the root of the problem. The 
Prudent could argue:  
 

‘Without such documents added to institutional policies, the prob-
lem that a lot of contemporary people seem to lack a proper under-
standing of how their lifestyle-choices impact others as well as the 
moral dimensions of such an impact within welfare-arrangements 
like our contemporary ones, would remain. Thus, clarificatory aspi-
rational documents are required to make clear why institutional pol-
icies like Sin-Taxes are instituted.’ 

 

                                                        
210 The issues of paternalism and perfectionism are discussed more extensively in sections 9.1 and 
9.2. 
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The problem with this argument is that the Imprudent may already be 
sufficiently aware of the fact that their lifestyle-choices have negative ex-
ternal effects. In contemporary societies, it even seems reasonable to as-
sume that the Imprudent are, at least in some vague sense, aware that their 
behaviour creates effects of this kind. The Imprudent could argue: 

‘The healthism of today may primarily stem from moral ideals be-
longing in the private sphere, but there is undoubtedly a public di-
mension in there as well. What this public dimension consists of 
more precisely may be something that eludes us, but the fact that 
there is such a dimension, and that this dimension is (partly) what 
motivates institutional policies like Sin-Taxes, is clear enough to us. 
This way, clarificatory aspirational documents would add yet an-
other burden – on top of stigmatizing and blaming us, such docu-
ments would also communicate that we are incapable of under-
standing the complexities of modern societies – and it would do so 
without adding anything relevant to what is already communicated 
by institutional policies like Sin-Taxes. The hints embedded in con-
temporary healthism plus the introduction of Sin-Taxes communi-
cates enough.’ 

The question of whether aspirational policies really would add something 
to the institutional policies introduced thus keeps coming back: must as-
pirational policies really be added to get the Prudent’s message through? 
This seems doubtful – and this gives the Imprudent the upper hand in this 
context.  

There are however two more arguments for the Prudent to draw 
upon.  The first argument states that aspirational policies communicating 
a certain amount of blame could in fact be preferable to the Imprudent 
themselves, since the withholding of blame communicates something less 
desirable than the blame itself. The Prudent could argue: 

‘Implicit in our blaming practices is an assumption that the people 
we interact with have control of their behaviour in the moral rea-
sons-responsiveness sense, and this assumption is derived from an 
understanding of how we should treat each other as moral equals. 
Moral equals, this assumption says, treat each other as if they can 
govern themselves this way because that is the respectful thing to 
do. Blaming someone thus assumes that they are capable of govern-
ing themselves according to shared moral principles; it assumes that 
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they are fully competent members of the moral community despite 
their obligation breaches.211  

This way, differential treatment in the form of Sin-Taxes un-
accompanied by aspirational policies expressing blame can be disre-
spectful to the Imprudent. The withholding of blame indicates that 
the Imprudent are not fully competent members of the moral com-
munity; that they, just like the compulsive liar, must be silently ‘han-
dled’ since they are incapable to govern themselves properly in ac-
cordance with the moral dictates of their community. But this is not 
something we want to do in the first place. On the contrary, we want 
to assume that the Imprudent are fully competent members of the 
moral community and that they can respond properly when we call 
attention to the moral shortcomings of their behaviour. Thus, intro-
ducing aspirational policies blaming the Imprudent may be the re-
spectful thing to do.’ 

 
If blame-free ‘handling’ analogous to the cold distrust shown toward the 
compulsive liar is the alternative to being blamed through aspirational pol-
icies, the Imprudent could indeed prefer to have such policies introduced. 
However, it seems questionable whether these actually are the alternatives 
the Imprudent are facing. They could argue:  
 

‘The Prudent’s aim to treat us as equals of the moral community is 
commendable, but their concern seems misplaced in the context of 
present societies. In these times of healthism, we are already treated 
as if we can regulate our behaviour in accordance with the norms of 
our society (whether these norms derive from the private or the 
public sphere), and we encounter enough resentment and blame as 
a consequence of this. Thus, the Prudent need not worry that we 
will be ‘silently handled’ like the compulsive liar. Just because the 
state does not enshrine blame in official documents, this does not 
mean that we will be left blameless; on the contrary, enough blame 
already goes around in contemporary societies.  

Against this background, the disrespectful thing seems to be 
to add another layer of blame rather than withholding it. Shame and 
blame is the air we breathe, and the Prudent should, for this reason, 
settle with as blamelessly as possible make us ‘pay our way’. Sin-
Taxes achieves this the way we prefer, and we have no desire to 

                                                        
211 This argument could build upon Peter Strawson’s claim that responding to another person’s 
conduct with reactive attitudes is “to view him as a member of the moral community; only as one 
who offended against its demands” (1962, 93). 
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further have our ‘status confirmed’ through aspirational policies 
adding more blame to the mix.’ 

This leaves the Prudent with one last argument: the argument that aspira-
tional policies, through the blame they signal, will achieve incentive effects 
similar to those of targeted institutional policies – but without the draw-
backs of shameful revelations, intrusion of privacy, and detrimental effects 
on patient-physician relationships.  

However, the Imprudent could question the credibility of this sug-
gestion as well. They could argue: 

‘The incentive effects of policy documents such as the NHS Con-
stitution have currently not been investigated well enough to render 
conclusions in either direction. The closest parallel here are infor-
mation campaigns, but the evidence of the efficiency of such cam-
paigns seem mixed. For example, a recent review of the empirical 
evidence in the field concluded that “the likelihood of success is 
substantially increased by the application of multiple interventions 
and when the target behaviour is one-off or episodic (e.g., screening, 
vaccination, children's aspirin use) rather than habitual or ongoing 
(e.g., food choices, sun exposure, physical activity).”212 Considering, 
on the one hand, that behaviour changes of the ‘habitual or ongoing’ 
kind are primarily what must be achieved in contemporary societies, 
and, on the other hand, that documents like the NHS Constitution 
are much more passive in conveying their message than traditional 
information campaigns, reasonable doubt can be raised about the 
actual incentive effects of the policies in question.’ 

Moreover, just as in the case of combinations of institutional policies, the 
Imprudent’s preferences on how to be incentivized are relevant also in this 
case of combinations. They could argue: 

‘If we can choose between adding another layer of blame, shame, 
and stigma and making Sin-Taxed products a bit more expensive, 
the choice is not very difficult: we prefer the extra financial burden 
of Sin-Taxes over the psychological burden of aspirational policies. 
There is of course some cut-off point also in this case – a point 
where boosting Sin-Taxes is no longer more attractive to us than the 
addition of aspirational policies – but, considering the probable size 
of the incentive effect of aspirational policies – and the confirmed 

212 Wakefield, Loken, and Hornik 2010, 1268 
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size of the incentive effects of Sin-Taxes – this cut-off point seems 
even more distant in the case of aspirational policies than in the case 
of Targeted Premiums.’ 

 
Again then, the Prudent would face a counterproposition where incentive 
effects would be matched or (more likely) outmatched by ‘boosted’ Sin-
Taxes – and again, this would make it unreasonable for the Prudent to 
insist on putting other types of responsibilitarian policies (aspirational in 
this case) into action.  

Thus, as far as the responsibilitarian message gets through clearly 
enough without aspirational policies, reasonable responsibilitarians like 
the Prudent would concede that Sin-Taxes unaccompanied by aspirational 
policies is the most proportional and context-sensitive response to the Im-
prudent’s wrongs available.   

8.4 Concluding Remarks 
The conclusion of this chapter is that, absent significant changes to our 
contemporary societies or persuasive new evidence of incentive effects of 
alternative responsibilitarian policies, Sin-Taxes – unaccompanied by 
other responsibilitarian policies, whether institutional or aspirational – is 
the least rejectable response to the Imprudent’s (assumed) wrongs against 
the Prudent. Sin-Taxes achieves the Prudent’s aim to hold the Imprudent 
responsible by making them compensate financially for their breaches of 
civic obligations, and it does so without imposing too much blame, stigma, 
and other burdens on the Imprudent.  

Within the accountability-responsibilitarian framework, Sin-Taxes 
could therefore be said to constitute the fairest response available. In a 
context where most of the Imprudent struggle with themselves to stop 
smoking, to slim down, to start exercising, etc.; where a lot of them (there-
fore) find themselves unwillingly moving in the direction of illness and a 
shortened lifespan; and where blame and shame already follow them in 
their struggles, the insistence to impose more blameful, stigmatizing, or 
intrusive policies than Sin-Taxes seems insufficiently proportional and 
context-sensitive.  
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9. Objections

In the previous chapter, the least rejectable – and thereby the fairest – 
response to the (assumed) wrongs of the Imprudent was sought, and Sin-
Taxes emerged from this search as the best alternative available. The pre-
sent chapter’s point of departure is that the conclusion of the previous 
chapter is correct, but that it is importantly limited by two factors: it as-
sumes that the Imprudent must choose one of the policy alternatives they 
are presented with, and it assumes that including the Im/Prudent in the 
justificatory dialogue is sufficient for justificatory purposes. Relaxing these 
assumptions would however raise further objections, and these further 
objections must be dealt with before the conclusion that responsibilitarian 
Sin-Taxes are fair can in fact be reached. Thus, this is, in a sense, another 
chapter of loose ends; a chapter of objections that could not be raised in 
the context of the previous chapter, but that are nonetheless relevant to 
the question of the fairness of the responsibilitarian policies suggested.   

This is how the chapter will proceed. In sections 9.1 and 9.2, the 
Imprudent will raise two objections: in 9.1 about Sin-Taxes not respecting 
them properly as autonomous beings because of the paternalism involved 
in such policies, and in 9.2 about Sin-Taxes not respecting them properly 
as autonomous beings because of the perfectionism of such policies. In sec-
tion 9.3 and 9.4, the dialogue is then expanded to include two similarly 
autonomy-based objections to responsibilitarian Sin-Taxes from the Ven-
dors and Producers of the unhealthy products that would be targeted with 
the proposed Sin-Tax as well as from the Insurers that would not be per-
mitted to differentiate insurance premiums if Sin-Taxes is chosen over 
Targeted Premiums.  

As we will see however, these objections can be deflected. Sin-Taxes 
based on the fair reactive attitudes of the Prudent are justified on the 
grounds that the Imprudent’s irresponsible behaviour wrongs the Prudent 
rather than on the grounds that the Imprudent should be protected from 
themselves or that their conception of the good is somehow inferior to 
the Prudent’s. Such taxes can also be considered part of the fair terms of 
trade in products that create negative external effects on people’s health 
as well as on the common healthcare/welfare system rather than an un-
reasonable infringement of free market liberty, and they can be used to 
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compensate the Insurers for restricting their liberty to differentiate premi-
ums according to lifestyle-induced risk.  

Thus, the conclusion of section 9.5 is that responsibilitarian health 
policies in the form of Sin-Taxes can, very likely at least, be justified to the 
people living under them – and that the Sin-Taxes-response to the Impru-
dent’s wrongs is, in this sense, fair. 

9.1 Paternalism  
One of the first objections that comes to mind when discussing Sin-Taxes 
is the Paternalism objection. The Imprudent could state this objection 
along these lines:  

 
‘Choice-tracking responsibilitarian policies like Sin-Taxes are pater-
nalistic in nature; they make imprudent lifestyle-choices less eligible 
for people and thereby make them choose more prudently. Such 
policies paternalistically protect us from ourselves, so to speak. 

Now, the problem with paternalistic policies like this is that 
they are disrespectful in the sense that they do not properly treat us 
as persons with ‘the capacity for rational self-governance in pursuit 
of a meaningful life’. When the Prudent introduce Sin-Taxes they 
treat us as less than equals: they treat us as beings incapable of 
properly choosing for ourselves; as beings that must be manipulated 
for their own good. This paternalistic feature of the proposed poli-
cies makes them reasonably rejectable.’213  
 

This is a forceful objection, grounded, as it is, in one of the most central 
features of contractualism: equal respect for persons. However, it also 

                                                        
213 There seems to be no agreement on what constitutes the wrong-making feature of paternalism 
within the literature. A number of suggestions have of course been made: paternalistic policies are 
problematic because they can be expected to yield suboptimal outcomes (Mill 1974), because the 
paternalist regards her judgment to be superior to the targets’ (Shiffrin 2000), because self-owner-
ship rights give people the right to make their own decisions without the meddling of others 
(Nozick 1974), because paternalistic policies express superiority over the target (Anderson 1993), 
etc. However, as Christian Coons and Michael Weber writes, “Ultimately, it remains unclear what 
precisely, if anything, is wrong with paternalism” (2013, 24). Within the contractualist framework, 
building the paternalism objection upon the requirement that equals should treat each other as 
‘persons’ with ‘the capacity for rational self-governance in pursuit of a meaningful life’ seems to be 
the most promising strategy. Since the aim of this section is not to bring precision to this objection 
– it is, rather, to show that responsibilitarian policies like Sin-Taxes are not paternalistic in nature 
– the admittedly unprecise phrasing of this objection should not be a problem.  
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seems to fall back on a misunderstanding of Sin-Taxes justified on respon-
sibilitarian grounds. To make this clear, the Prudent could distinguish be-
tween, on the one hand, a policy’s effects, and, on the other, its justification 
and aim.214 They could argue:  

‘Admittedly, responsibilitarian polices like Sin-Taxes are likely to 
have paternalistic effects: they will likely result in people behaving 
more prudently, thus ‘saving them from themselves’. But these ef-
fects are not the aim of the policies. Rather, the aim is to hold the 
Imprudent responsible by making them pay for the burdens they 
impose on us through the healthcare- and the welfare systems we 
share. Responsibilitarian Sin-Taxes are neither justified by paternal-
istic reasons. The justification of the policies is, as we have seen, 
accountabilist in kind: it is the negligence associated with the Impru-
dent’s risk-taking lifestyles, and the deficient quality of will that this 
negligence implies, that is the fundamental reason for introducing 
the policy. Civic obligations integral to the modern welfare state, 
and rightful reactive attitudes based on the breaching of these obli-
gations, is what justifies responsibilitarian policies – not the desire 
to protect the Imprudent from themselves.  

Thus, whatever paternalistic effects responsibilitarian Sin-
Taxes may have are incidental. The fact that holding the Imprudent 
responsible via their consumption of unhealthy products also re-
duces unhealthy behaviour on a population level is, from our point 
of view, most of all a bonus; a welcome side-effect in the form of 
reduction of the behaviour giving rise to our reactive attitudes in the 
first place. The fact that Sin-Taxes of our proposed kind have this 
effect cannot be held against the policy as such however. After all, 
non-paternalistically motivated policies of all kinds can have the ef-
fect of making people behave more prudently – but this does not 
make all such policies paternalistic. Aims and justifications is what 
matter, and if these are not paternalistic in kind, the disrespect 
pointed out by the Imprudent is absent.’215 

The Prudent could add: 

214 The distinction between effects, aims and justifications is borrowed from the perfectionism-
/state neutrality debate, and it will therefore return in the subsequent section (on perfectionism). 
In that section, the state neutrality principles upon which the distinction builds can also be found, 
see p. 209. 
215 Kalle Grill argues, in this vein, that the aims and justifications of policies are what make them 
paternalistic. He writes: “A policy involves little or no paternalism if no important reason for any 
interference effect refers to the good of the person interfered with.” (2007, 455). 
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‘What may lead the Imprudent to believe that responsibilitarian Sin-
Taxes are paternalistic, however, is the fact that paternalistic reasons 
support Sin-Taxes of responsibilitarian brand. At the bottom here, 
in other words, is a confusion of the reasons that actually motivate 
the policy in question and reasons that could motivate it. Sin-Taxes 
is a policy option close at hand for paternalistic policymakers – since 
such taxes are an efficient way to target behaviour that people in 
general have a problem coping with on their own – and this is what 
creates this confusion.  

Such confusion is poor grounds for rejecting Sin-Taxes of the 
responsibilitarian kind though. What must be argued for the rejec-
tion of such policies is, rather, that the responsibilitarian reasons sup-
porting Sin-Taxes are somehow flawed.’ 

 
In response to this, the Imprudent could of course object that the respon-
sibilitarian reasons supporting Sin-Taxes are, as we learned in the chapter 
on accountability responsibility, not particularly solid:  
 

‘As we have learned, the Prudent must show a lot of thing to justify 
the reactive attitudes upon which responsibilitarian policies like Sin-
Taxes build. They must show that the civic obligation not to risk 
one’s health can in fact be derived from the kind of relationship that 
citizens have to each other in contemporary welfare states; that these 
civic obligations apply in the (non-ideal) circumstances of contem-
porary societies; that there is in fact empirical evidence that can es-
tablish that we breach these civic obligations by imposing dispro-
portional burdens on the common system or by creating crowding 
out- or jamming the wheels-effects. But whether they can show this 
is doubtful.216  

What makes this relevant is that if the Prudent fail this task, 
paternalist aims and justifications would ‘take over’ as the reason 
justifying Sin-Taxes – thus validating our original objection. With 
responsibilitarian justification out of the picture, the paternalistic 
qualities of the proposed policies are what remains – and, as such, 
they are disrespectful and should be rejected.’ 

 
This argument points to an important weakness of responsibilitarian Sin-
Taxes: the reactive attitudes upon which they build may turn out to be 
unfair, and, if this is so, the responsibilitarian justification of Sin-Taxes 

                                                        
216 A more extensive version of the argument can be found in section 7.3. 
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crumbles. However, this argument does not show what the Imprudent 
originally set out to show: that responsibilitarian Sin-Taxes are paternal-
istic and must be rejected for this reason. Given that the Prudent can justify 
their reactive attitudes, their rejoinder above appears valid. From a respon-
sibilitarian point of view, this seems important. Responsibilitarian policies 
are not paternalistic as such, even if they may yield effects that paternalists 
would applaud.  

The Imprudent could however try to resist this conclusion. For ex-
ample, they could argue that the paternalistic qualities of Sin-Taxes make 
such taxes reasonably rejectable even in the presence of valid responsibil-
itarian reasons favouring them. The Imprudent could argue: 

‘Even if we concede that paternalistic reasons merely ‘support’ re-
sponsibilitarian policies like Sin-Taxes, and even if we assume that 
the responsibilitarian grounds are solid, it is not certain that this 
would save the Prudent’s case. If one of the reasons supporting a 
policy is disrespectful the way pointed out, this appears to be a prob-
lem for the policy in question even if non-disrespectful (morally 
valid) reasons also support it. Disrespectful reasons do not disap-
pear because other reasons also can be cited in the policy’s favour, 
and this is a problem for the Prudent. The disrespect involved in 
paternalist reasons justifying their proposed policies could defeat the 
responsibilitarian reasons in favour of the policy.’217 

This objection also seems to rely on a misunderstanding however. The 
Prudent could respond: 

‘One can conjure up a host of disrespectful reasons that could justify 
a policy, but this does not mean that these are the reasons that ac-
tually justify it. Neither does the presence of such reasons somehow 
neutralize or trump the valid reasons speaking in the policy’s favour. 
What we should do is to consider the weight of the valid reasons 
speaking in favour of a policy, not hold against it the potentially vast 
array of wretched or whimsical reasons we could come up with for 
promoting the policy. If there are valid reasons strong enough to 
make a policy non-rejectable, then it cannot be rejected just because 
it could also be motivated by reference to a range of (rejectable) 
wretched or whimsical reasons.  

217 This argument could build upon an “extreme anti-paternalist position,” according to which 
“paternalism is so degrading that the fact that an interference protects the good of a person should 
not only not count as a valid reason for that interference but should actually count as a reason 
against it” (Grill 2007, 452 (fn. 21), referring to ideas along these lines in Kleinig 1983, 70–72). 
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Thus, if our reactive attitudes are fair, responsibilitarian Sin-
Taxes cannot be rejected because the Imprudent experience them 
as paternalistically motivated. The Imprudent need to argue that the 
responsibilitarian reasons speaking in its favour are flawed or too 
weak, and reject the policy on the basis of that. If this can be done, 
Sin-Taxes are reasonably rejectable – but this does not mean that 
responsibilitarian Sin-Taxes can be rejected because of paternalistic 
qualities. These are two separate issues.’218 

 
This seems to be the end of the Paternalism objection. If the Prudent can 
show that their reactive attitudes are fair and that Sin-Taxes (therefore) 
can be justified on responsibilitarian grounds, paternalistic aims or justifi-
cations need not enter the picture in the justification of Sin-Taxes.219  
                                                        
218 Within the paternalism literature, there is a debate on whether an interference should be con-
sidered paternalistic if it is performed solely, mainly, or to the extent that paternalistic reasons motivate 
it (see Grill 2007, 445–48 for an excellent summary of this debate). Mixed rationales are thus an 
important topic within this literature. However, this definitional issue seems beside the point in 
this context: responsibilitarian Sin-Taxes are not introduced solely or mainly because of paternalistic 
reasons, and even if a certain extent of the justification of such policies could fall back on pater-
nalistic grounds (see the footnote below), leaning on such grounds does not seem necessary for the 
justification of the Sin-Taxes proposed here. Responsibilitarian reasons can provide sufficient jus-
tification for such policies, and when they do, paternalistic reasons are simply redundant (and 
should, therefore, not be held against the policies in question). 
219 In this context, it should also be noted that all forms of paternalism would not be unjustifed 
within the contractualist framework. Thus, the Prudent could venture to rebut the Paternalism 
objection in a more fundamental way than just de-coupling it from responsibilitarianism. An argu-
ment of this sort could build upon Scanlon’s value of choice-approach (1998: 254ff), and go something 
like this: ‘When paternalistic policies are reasonably rejectable, they are so because they threaten 
values that are important to people; because they threaten the instrumental, representative and symbolic 
values involved in the choices that such policies restrict. Not all paternalistic policies threaten these 
values to the same extent however, and the Imprudent therefore need to argue that the specific 
policy of Sin-Taxes – not just paternalistic policies in general – threaten these values in a way that 
makes it reasonably rejectable. But such an argument seems difficult to make. To begin with, Sin-
Taxes does not significantly seem to threaten the instrumental value of choice. On the contrary, 
the choice-restriction that Sin-Taxes brings would assist a lot of people to realize their higher order 
preferences of living a long and healthy lives. But Sin-Taxes does not threaten the representative 
and symbolic values very much either. The kind of choices restricted by Sin-Taxes are admittedly 
important to people for representative and symbolic reasons: lifestyle-choices regarding what to 
consume and what hobbies and sports to indulge in are valuable to people because they are an 
important way for them to express who they are and because they are choices that they should be 
allowed to make for themselves if their status as capable equals is to be properly respected. But this 
is an argument in favour of permitting the choices in question, not an argument against making such 
choices slightly more expensive. Sin-Taxes neither forbid the choices in question, nor make them 
impossibly expensive to sustain. Rather, they help people achieve positive health effects without 
seriously threatening the representative or symbolic dimensions of the choices involved. Thus, Sin-
Taxes seems to be a benignly paternalistic policy; a policy that does not seriously threaten the values 
that makes choices valuable to people.’ If this argument is valid, it seems that the paternalistic 
qualities of Sin-Taxes could in fact strengthen the case in favour of Sin-Taxes rather than weaken 
it: such taxes could not only be the preferred way for the Imprudent to pay their way in accordance 
with responsibilitarian principles – they could also be a morally defensible way to help them realize 
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9.2 Perfectionism 
This brings us to the Imprudent’s second objection: the Perfectionism ob-
jection. This objection reads: 

‘A modern and liberal society like ours should be neutral with regard 
to people’s lifestyle-choices, but a society governed by responsibili-
tarian principles is not neutral this way. Rather, such a society clearly 
signals that some lifestyle-choices are better than others: lifestyle-
choices guided by a health-maximizing norm (or a norm of ill-health 
minimizing at least) is endorsed, while lifestyle-choices guided by 
more hedonistic norms are frowned upon and punished financially. 
Thus, in a responsibilitarian society, the state violates important 
neutrality principles by favouring particular conceptions of the good 
over others. 

This is problematic because of the lack of respect implied in 
such policies. Responsibilitarian policies do not treat us as persons 
with the ‘capacity for rational self-governance in pursuit of a mean-
ingful life,’ since they assume that we cannot judge for ourselves 
what a worthwhile life consists of, and since they assume that others 
(the Prudent) are more competent in making such judgments. But 
that is not how mutually respectful equals treat each other.’220 

their higher order interest in staying healthy in a world heavily inclining them in the opposite di-
rection. This conclusion assumes, of course, both that responsibilitarian reasons in favour of Sin-
Taxes are valid and that the paternalism involved is in fact benign the way argued above – and 
assuming this much is perhaps a bit on the over-optimistic side. The Prudent should, therefore, 
settle with the more modest (and defensive) conclusion above: that if responsibilitarian Sin-Taxes 
can reasonably be rejected, this cannot be on paternalistic grounds.  
220 This initial objection could build upon versions of liberalism that “forbids not only interfering 
with citizens’ liberty in the name of the good, but also non-coercively encouraging them to seek 
the good” (Hurka 1995, 36). Examples of such versions of liberalism can be found in Rawls 1971; 
Dworkin 1985; Ackerman 1980; Lamore 1996; Lloyd-Thomas 1988. It should be noted, however, 
that grounding an anti-perfectionist objection in ‘respect for persons’ like the Imprudent do above 
is not uncomplicated. As Stephen Wall notes: ”First, a simple and straightforward appeal to the 
norm of respect for persons cannot ground or justify the principle of state neutrality […] since this 
norm, like other normative commitments, is subject to a range of interpretations, which are very 
much in dispute among moral and political philosophers. Second, perfectionists and anti-perfec-
tionists alike can accept that respect for persons is a relevant factor relevant to assessing the legiti-
macy of state action. Their disagreement over how this norm is best characterized is reflected in 
their disagreement over state neutrality.” (Wall 2017). Since the aim in this section is to argue that 
it is doubtful whether responsibilitarian Sin-Taxes fall under the category ‘perfectionist’ – rather 
than to argue that perfectionist policies cannot be justified per se – such a point of departure should 
not be much of a problem however. 
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This objection seems to put the Prudent in a situation similar to the one 
they faced at the beginning of the Paternalism objection. Thus, the defen-
sive strategy used in that context appears appropriate also here: they can 
start by distinguishing between aims, justifications, and effects, and make 
their argument from there. In this case, they could depart from the fol-
lowing definition of three different principles of state neutrality that per-
fectionistic policies can violate:  
 

Neutrality of aim. The state violates this requirement when it adopts 
any policy with the aim of making some particular conception of the 
good more or less successful. 
 
Neutrality of justification. The state violates this requirement when its 
fundamental reason for adopting some policy involves a judgment 
about the value of a particular conception of the good. 
 
Neutrality of effects. The state violates this requirement if it adopts a 
policy that, relative to an appropriate baseline, has the effect of mak-
ing some particular conception of the good more or less successful 
without also adopting offsetting policies that have the effect of mak-
ing rival conceptions of the good more or less successful to the same 
degree.221 

  
Regarding the two first principles, the Prudent could then mirror the ar-
gumentation from the previous section. They could argue: 

 
‘It seems unreasonable to say that any of the first two principles are 
violated by the Sin-Taxes we propose. The aim of this policy is not 
to ‘make some particular conception of the good more or less suc-
cessful’ – it is to hold the Imprudent responsible for breaching their 
civic obligations – and neither is it justified by reference to ‘a judg-
ment about the value of a particular conception of the good’ – it is 
justified by reference to the rightful reactive attitudes we harbour 
(assuming that these reactive attitudes are fair, that is). Sin-Taxes 
justified upon responsibilitarian grounds, aiming to achieve respon-
sibilitarian ends, are for this reason not perfectionistic in either of 
these two senses. The Imprudent’s conception of the good is simply 
not at issue here.’  
 

                                                        
221 This is Allen Patten’s phrasing of the three principles (2012, 7–8). However, the distinction is 
recognized elsewhere in the perfectionism literature as well. See e.g. Arneson 1990b; 2014; 
Beckman 2009; Merill 2014. 
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The Prudent could then continue by adapting their argument about the 
effects of responsibilitarian policies like Sin-Taxes to the present context: 

‘Almost any policy has effects on the relative success of different 
conceptions of the good. Even the protection of basic rights and 
liberties has non-neutral effects of this kind, making, for example, 
the flourishing of anti-democratic, racist, or sexist conceptions of 
the good less eligible. Non-neutral effects per se cannot, therefore, 
be used either as a criterion for labelling a policy perfectionistic, nor 
as a reasonable reason for rejection of the policy. 222  

Responsibilitarian policies hold the Imprudent responsible 
for the deficient quality of will implied in their negligent risk-taking, 
and if such policies happen to result in adverse effects on the sus-
tainability of conceptions of the good relying upon behaviour of this 
kind, this seems to be no embarrassment for responsibilitarianism. 
Just like racists and sexists cannot rightfully complain about the 
non-neutral effects of the enforcement of basic rights and liberties, 
the Imprudent cannot rightfully complain about the non-neutral ef-
fects of enforcing Sin-Taxes based on fair civic reactive attitudes.’ 

Finally, the Prudent could add: 

‘While it is true that we want to adopt policies that have ‘the effect 
of making some particular conception of the good more or less suc-
cessful without also adopting offsetting policies that have the effect of mak-
ing rival conceptions of the good more less successful to the same 
degree,’ it is important to see that this lack of ‘offsetting policies’ 
does not mean that policies we suggest would have the effect that 
the Imprudent fear. Rather, in contemporary societies, swamped 
with factors inclining people in the imprudent direction, the effects 
of Sin-Taxes would most correctly be described as counterweight-ef-
fects. Instead of making imprudent lifestyles impossible or unrea-
sonably hard to sustain, Sin-Taxes make prudent lifestyles relatively 
more accessible and easier to maintain, thereby balancing the avail-
ability of im/prudent conceptions of the good. This way, Sin-Taxes 
could be said to provide the Unwilling Imprudent with better op-
portunities to realize their higher order preferences to stay healthy 

222 This problem of the neutrality of effects-principle is widely recognized. See e.g. Patten 2012; 
Beckman 2000; B. Barry 1990; Marneffe 1990; Sher 1997; Mulhall and Swift 1992; Rawls 1995. 
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without undermining the Hedonistic Imprudent’s “fair opportunity 
to realize their preferences.”’223 
 

Just as in the previous section, an obvious weakness of this argument is of 
course that it assumes fair reactive attitudes. But just as in the previous 
section, this weakness does not take the objection at hand very far: even 
if this weakness converts into a rejection of responsibilitarian Sin-Taxes, 
such a rejection would do nothing for the objection from perfectionism. Thus, 
if the Imprudent want to pursue the Perfectionism objection, they would 
have to challenge either the claim that responsibilitarian policies lack per-
fectionist aims and justifications or the claim that whatever perfectionistic 
effects responsibilitarian policies may have are unproblematic. In the case 
of paternalism, such challenges seem quite futile, but in the case of per-
fectionism, the prospects seem more promising.  

The first kind of challenge, about aims and justifications, could build 
upon the idea that responsibilitarian policies promote some form of civic 
virtues.224 This idea could come in a stronger version, where the claim is 
that responsibilitarians aim to make people behave virtuously in a way that 
goes beyond meeting their civic obligations, and in a weaker version, where 
the claim is that responsibilitarians aim to make people into virtuous citi-
zens by making them meet their Civic obligations. Let us begin with the 
stronger version: 
 

‘In a welfare state with collectively financed healthcare of some kind, 
citizens can reasonably be said to behave virtuously when they be-
have as the risk-minimizing Prudent. However, this does not neces-
sarily mean that we imprudent people behave worse than non-vir-
tuously. Rather, it seems that the Prudent’s behaviour is supererogatory 
– going beyond what is required of citizens in such a state – and that 

                                                        
223 The quote is from Patten (2012, 16). Patten makes the case that there is an overlooked neutrality 
principle, ‘neutrality of treatment’, that falls back on objections to non-neutrality based on this ‘fair 
opportunity to realize one’s preferences’. As indicated above however, Sin-Taxes seems unscathed 
by this objection as well (at least as far as it does not deprive the Hedonistic Imprudent of such a 
‘fair opportunity’).  
224 Within the republican tradition, the notion of civic virtues is important. This notion connects 
with ideas of perfectionism when the promotion of the common good is considered an intrinsic 
value. Herlinde Pauer-Studer writes: “The tradition of political theory sympathizing with republi-
canism and perfectionism associates ‘civic virtue’ with the willingness to give up claims to one’s 
subjective advantage in order to promote the common good. Political community is considered to 
be a value in itself. Citizens display civic virtue if they are willing to step back from their egoistic 
interests and promote the common good.” (Pauer–Studer 2001, 188–89). The Imprudent’s argu-
ments below are inspired by, but do not fully derive from, these ideas. For instructive discussions 
on how civic virtues of this kind are tied to perfectionism and state neutrality, see e.g. Beckman 
2000; Macedo 1991; Galston 1991; Berkowitz 1999. 
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our behaviour falls in some kind of middle category; not blamewor-
thy, but obviously not praiseworthy either.  

This is important, since if our behaviour falls short of being 
blameworthy there is a case for labelling responsibilitarian policies 
perfectionistic. If so, the Prudent do have perfectionistic aims: they 
are trying to make us better (more perfect) by turning us into risk-
minimizing and cost-minimizing heroes of the welfare state. If so, 
the justification of introducing Sin-Taxes is also perfectionistic: Sin-
Taxes no longer fall back on immoral negligence on our part, but 
on the virtues of the Prudent – and on the goodness of promoting 
these virtues.’ 

If it is in fact civic virtues in this stronger sense upon which responsibili-
tarian policies build, the Prudent’s case seems to collapse. Behaving non-
virtuously is no reason for holding the Imprudent to account, and even 
less reason for blaming them or holding them responsible via political in-
stitutions. The virtues of the Prudent rather than the irresponsibility of the 
Imprudent is, if this is correct, what motivates Sin-Taxes – and even the 
label ‘responsibilitarian’ therefore no longer seems fitting.  

However, the strong version of the Civic Virtues-objection appears 
flawed. The Prudent could reply: 

‘Modern welfare states are social cooperation projects, and as such 
they rely on principles of reasonable reciprocity as well as principles 
of reasonable internalization of lifestyle-related costs. If the citizens 
of modern welfare states do not heed these principles – if they do 
not reasonably contribute to the system, and if they unreasonably 
shift their lifestyle-costs to the collective – the cooperation project 
will falter. Thus, principles such as these – principles that (in some 
version) are non-rejectable given that one wants to enjoy the bene-
fits of a commonly financed welfare system – are the fundament of 
the civic obligations we build our case upon.225  

Like all obligations, these civic obligations can be breached, 
and, like all obligation breaches, the breaches of these civic obliga-
tions raise fair reactive attitudes among those who are wronged. To 
us, who end up bearing the consequences of these obligation 
breaches, it is obvious that it is such obligation breaches that incite 

225 A similar argument can be found in White 2003; 2004. This argument could also fall back on an 
instrumental justification of civic virtues of the republican kind, see e.g. Skinner 1990; 1992; 
Putnam, Leonardi, and Nanetti 1993 (see Beckman 2000 for an instructive discussion of intrin-
sic/instrumental justifications of civic virtues). Such instrumental arguments can also be found 
within the liberal tradition, see e.g. Rawls 1995, 163.  
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our reactive attitudes – not our desire to universalize our own ‘vir-
tuous’ behaviour. We are not asking the Imprudent to do more than 
they are obligated to do by the principle of reciprocity; we are merely 
asking them to compensate for being at liberty to continue not meeting 
the obligations implied in this principle.’  

 
This argument seems to rebut the stronger version of the civic virtues-
argument. Certainly, the Prudent are via responsibilitarian policies like Sin-
Taxes incentivizing the Imprudent to behave more prudently, but they are 
in fact not asking them to become model citizens of the cost-minimizing 
kind. Rather, they propose policies that let the Imprudent continue their 
behaviour if they so wish, only asking them to compensate for the costs 
they impose on shared welfare institutions. This must reasonably be con-
sidered responsibility-holding, not virtue-promotion.  

The weaker version of the Civic Virtues objection seems more 
promising however. The Imprudent could state this version like this:  

 
‘Even if the Prudent do not promote behaviour that goes beyond 
the obligations of modern welfare states, they should admit that they 
do promote what we can call a civic conception of the good. According to 
this conception, people honour their civic obligations by contrib-
uting to the collectively maintained welfare system and by avoiding 
behaviour that impacts negatively on this system. This way, the Sin-
Taxes that the Prudent propose aim to make people like us meet our 
civic obligations, and they are justified with reference to the good of 
people meeting their Civic obligations. The Prudent want to use the 
state, so to speak, in order to make us more ‘perfect’ as citizens. This 
seems perfectionistic.’ 

 
In response to this weaker version of the Civic Virtues objection, a partial 
concession combined with a denial of the problematic nature of the weak 
perfectionism conceded to, seems to be the most promising strategy for 
the Prudent. They could argue:  
 

‘Three things should be noted about the weaker version of the Civic 
Virtues-objection. First, it is not clear to what extent it is meaningful 
to say that meeting one’s obligations is to behave virtuously, and it 
is, therefore, neither clear to what extent the label ‘perfectionistic’ is 
meaningful for policies that aim to make people meet their obliga-
tions. There may of course be cases where the obligations in ques-
tion are particularly difficult to meet – because of, for example, cir-
cumstantial factors undermining one’s attempt to meet them – and 
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in these cases, the label supererogatory may be suitable. Given such 
circumstances and given that the effort required to meet one’s obli-
gations is of unreasonable proportions, it may even be suitable to 
call the people who manage this task ‘virtuous’. In such circum-
stances, we can concede that it makes sense to call responsibilitarian 
policies asking people to meet their civic obligations ‘perfection-
istic’. Such policies require people to do ‘more’ than we can reason-
ably expect from them.226 

The second thing to note however, is that this is not what we 
suggest. To repeat: the policies we suggest do not aim to make peo-
ple meet their obligations, they merely aim to make people not meet-
ing their obligations compensate for being at liberty not to meet 
them. If this still earns the policies suggested the label ‘perfection-
istic,’ then so be it. If so, we concede that the responsibilitarian Sin-
Taxes we suggest are perfectionistic, albeit in an extremely watered-
down sense of the term.  

Finally, it should be noted that policies that are perfectionistic 
in this watered-down sense do not seem reasonably rejectable for 
the reasons that the Imprudent mention. The Imprudent may be 
right to say that perfectionistic policies are disrespectful because 
such policies do not treat them as persons with the ‘capacity for 
rational self-governance in pursuit of a meaningful life’ – as persons 
incompetent to choose for themselves what a worthwhile life con-
sists of – but this disrespect is lacking from the policies we suggest. 
These policies do not assume that we are more competent in making 
judgments about the good life; they merely ask the Imprudent to 
compensate for the negative impact on us that their lifestyle-choices 
have. If this means that the policies we advocate are perfectionistic 
in the weak sense described, this is fine for us, since this label alone 
cannot reasonably make the policies reasonably rejectable. If perfec-
tionistic at all, our policies are what we could call unproblematically 
perfectionistic.’227 

This argument appears valid. Perhaps responsibilitarian aims and justifica-
tions place responsibilitarianism in some weak category of perfectionism, 
but policies of this perfectionistic kind do not appear disrespectful the way 

226 The distinction between supererogatory and obligatory behaviour appears hard to uphold in an 
uncontroversial way. For instructive discussions on this matter see e.g. Kawall 2009; Brännmark 
2006; Cowley 2015. 
227 Here, the Prudent could lean on liberal perfectionists to argue their case that not all forms of 
perfectionism are inherently problematic. Examples of such arguments can be found in e.g. Hurka 
1993; Raz 1986; Sher 1997; Chan 2000; Beckman 2000.  
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the Perfectionism objection states. Thus, it seems reasonable to say that 
responsibilitarian Sin-Taxes cannot be rejected on the grounds of perfec-
tionistic disrespect even if they are perfectionistic in some sense.  

This leaves the Imprudent with their third and final option: to object 
that the perfectionistic effects of responsibilitarian policies is what make 
them reasonably rejectable. An argument of this kind could go: 

 
‘Even if the Prudent are right about the aims and justifications of 
responsibilitarian policies being ‘unproblematically perfectionistic,’ 
the effects of such policies do not appear similarly unproblematic. 
In societies where healthism is widespread and we are already stig-
matized and shamed, the effects of introducing responsibilitarian 
policies should not be underestimated. In such a context, further 
strengthening the stigma and shame through responsibilitarian pol-
icies will make the atmosphere smothering – and smothering in a 
perfectionistic way. In such a context, conceptions of the good em-
phasising other values than those of the Prudent will have a hard 
time surviving, and people sharing ‘deviant’ conceptions of the good 
will be psychologically burdened by constantly having their style of 
life portrayed as ‘irrational’ or ‘irresponsible’.  

This way, responsibilitarian policies will contribute to a per-
fectionistically oppressive atmosphere, sucking the joy out of life for 
almost everyone and undermining all forms of hedonistic concep-
tions of good. Thus, even non-perfectionistically grounded policies 
can have perfectionistic effects that make such policies reasonably 
rejectable.’ 
 

This dystopian picture of a society entrenched by healthism and responsi-
bilitarianism is certainly daunting. If this society is what we end up with by 
heeding responsibilitarian principles, the perfectionistic effects of intro-
ducing responsibilitarian policies may indeed be a reason for rejection. The 
narrow range of ‘approved’ lifestyle-choices in such a dystopic society 
would bring with it psychological burdens that all (non-prudent people) 
would have reason to object to, and this would be so even if the policies 
are based upon fair civic reactive attitudes and thus justifiable on respon-
sibilitarian (rather than perfectionistic) grounds.   

However, the dystopian picture painted above seems to misdescribe 
the society advocated by the Prudent. They could argue: 

 
‘We concede that a society governed by responsibilitarian principles 
could create a ‘perfectionistically oppressive atmosphere’ and that 
this could make responsibilitarian policies reasonably rejectable on 
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the grounds of their problematically perfectionistic effects. Fortu-
nately, however, these effects are unlikely to follow from our sug-
gestion. What we are suggesting is in fact the least oppressive reali-
zation of responsibilitarian principles imaginable; the least stigma-
tizing, shaming, and blameful way of holding the Imprudent respon-
sible for the deficient quality of will implied in their behaviour. This 
ambition to hold the Imprudent responsible for their obligation 
breaching in the least oppressive way possible combined with the fact 
that the effects of our policies are most correctly described in coun-
terweight-terms should put the Imprudent’s worries about the ef-
fects of our suggestion to shame. Responsibilitarian dystopia is not 
waiting around the corner just because consumption taxes on un-
healthy products are instituted.’ 

The Imprudent could of course dispute this, claiming that the introduction 
of Sin-Taxes, even if warranted on responsibilitarian grounds, would move 
modern societies across some form of crucial line in terms of perfection-
ism. Such a claim seems hard to sustain however. The introduction of Sin-
Taxes would admittedly strengthen the current trends of healthism to a 
certain extent, but it is hard to see how a bit higher prices on cigarettes, 
beers, sodas, and fried chicken would tip the scales in such a dramatic way. 
The healthism of contemporary societies is of course an important factor 
to weigh in when designing properly proportional and context-sensitive 
responses to the Imprudent’s (assumed) wrongs, but this factor seems ap-
propriately accommodated by the choice of the ‘least oppressive’ response 
possible.  

Thus, the last piece of the puzzle in the refutation of the Perfection-
ism objection seems to be in place. The responsibilitarian policies pro-
posed by the Prudent are not reasonably rejectable because of their per-
fectionistic aims or justifications, and neither are they reasonably rejectable 
because of their perfectionistic effects. There may be versions of respon-
sibilitarianism that cross the line to problematically perfectionistic aims, 
justifications and/or effects, but these versions’ qualities cannot be held 
against the version of responsibilitarianism investigated here. If this form 
of responsibilitarianism is reasonably rejectable, it is not on perfectionistic 
grounds. 
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9.3 The Liberty of Vendors and Producers  
This far, the reasonableness of responsibilitarian policies have been eval-
uated from the standpoints of the main actors of responsibilitarian theo-
rizing: the Prudent (the blamers) and the Imprudent (the blamees). These 
standpoints are undoubtedly of central importance in the justification pro-
cess at hand, but they are not the only relevant standpoints in this process. 
Rather, the input from the Prudent and the Imprudent must be comple-
mented with, and balanced against, the input from other relevant stand-
points. The aim of this section and the next is to bring such input in from 
the standpoints of the Vendors and Producers of the unhealthy products 
that would be targeted with the proposed Sin-Tax (this section) as well as 
from the standpoint of the Insurers that would not be permitted to differ-
entiate insurance premiums if Sin-Taxes is chosen at the expense of Tar-
geted Premiums (the next section).  

We will begin with the Vendors/Producers. The generic interests of 
people occupying these standpoints are quite straightforward in this con-
text: responsibilitarian policies interfering with their business and reducing 
their profits, like Sin-Taxes would, are policies that they would prefer not 
to have instituted (or at least minimized). Reasonable Vendors/Producers 
would however concede that the burdens that the Imprudent would bear 
under consequences-tracking responsibilitarian policies like No Treatment 
or Targeted Fees clearly outweighs the burdens they themselves would 
bear under Sin-Taxes. Thus, the Vendors/Producers are left with one re-
sponsibilitarian policy alternative to support: Targeted Premiums. To sup-
port their policy preference, they could argue that their own burdens under 
Sin-Taxes, plus the fact that Targeted Premiums better respects the liberty 
interests of consenting adults to trade in the market – a liberty they them-
selves would call upon in their objection to Sin-Taxes – is what should 
settle the case. They could argue: 

 
‘Given that the Prudent’s reactive attitudes are fair, we can concede 
that the Imprudent should somehow be made to ‘pay their way’ in 
line with responsibilitarian principles. However, we oppose that this 
should be done at the expense of us Vendors/Producers. With Sin-
Taxes in place, the prospects of pursuing the line of business we 
have chosen would be considerably less promising; state-enforced 
price increases on the products we produce and sell would endanger 
our source of income. This is a considerable burden that needs to 
enter the reasonable response-equation. 
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However, this burden of ours is not the only thing that needs 
to be factored in. As persons with a ‘capacity for rational self-gov-
ernance in pursuit of a meaningful life,’ everyone has a fundamental 
interest in deciding for themselves with whom to interact and on 
what terms. This fundamental interest in liberty is what justifies free 
market exchanges more generally, and it is an important reason for 
choosing Targeted Premiums over Sin-Taxes in this particular case. 
With Sin-Taxes, we Vendors/Producers, our customers, the Insur-
ers, and their customers, will have important liberty interests com-
promised – but with Targeted Premiums these liberty interests will 
be respected.  

Thus, our burdens under Sin-Taxes plus the general interest 
in liberty of consenting adults to interact in the market is what settles 
the case against Sin-Taxes. If there is a better alternative on offer it 
seems unreasonable not to choose it.’228 

This is certainly valuable input to the justification process at hand: the 
burdens of people occupying all standpoints under different principles 
must be weighed in, and the general interest in liberty that proper respect 
for people as persons with a ‘capacity for rational self-governance in pur-
suit of a meaningful life’ gives rise to is an important factor that must con-
sistently enter the fair response-equation.  

Nonetheless, the argument above can be challenged on many ac-
counts. To begin with, the Imprudent could point out that the burdens 
that the Vendors/Producers would have to bear under Sin-Taxes must be 
compared to the burdens that they would have to bear under Targeted 
Premiums – and that such a comparison would not necessarily fall out in 
the favour of the Vendors/Producers. They could argue: 

‘Weighing the burdens of the Vendors/Producers under Sin-Taxes 
against the burdens we would bear under Targeted Premiums 
would, if anything, seem to tip the scales in favour of Sin-Taxes. It 
is hard to see how the Vendors/Producers could convincingly argue 
that their burden under Sin-Taxes – the burden of profiting less than 

228 The legitimate interests people have in liberty is generally recognized as important among con-
tractualists (see e.g. Rawls 1971; 1995; 2001; Scanlon 1988; 1998; Ripstein 1999). However, this 
way of emphasizing the primacy of such interests from contractualist premises are not very com-
mon. Perhaps the most notable exception in this context is found in John Tomasi’s writings, where 
the case for free market liberty is argued departing from a Rawlsian understanding of fairness (see 
Tomasi 2012a; 2012b). The argument above could rest on Tomasi’s idea that “the personal exercise 
of economic liberty [is] a necessary condition of citizens developing their moral capacities of self-
authorship” (Tomasi 2012a, 251).  
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under Targeted Premiums – outweighs the burdens of shameful rev-
elations, intrusion of privacy, unsound relations to our physicians, 
and stigma that we would carry under Targeted Premiums. At the 
very least, it seems unreasonable to say that there is a clear advantage 
for the Vendors/Producers in such a balancing of burdens.’  
 

This seems correct: the burdens of the Imprudent under Targeted Premi-
ums at least cancel out the burden of the Vendors/Producers under Sin-
Taxes.  

This leaves the Vendors/Producers with the liberty argument. How-
ever, two things should be pointed out about this argument. The first is 
that the liberty interest of the Insurers conflicts with a lot of other im-
portant interests, and that their liberty, for this reason, may reasonably be 
restricted (we will return to this issue in the upcoming section). The se-
cond is that the liberty interest of the ‘customers’ referred to by the Ven-
dors/Producers is also a shaky factor to call upon. This is because the 
customers in question are, to a large extent at least, the Imprudent, who 
through their internal weighting of burdens – weighing the burden of hav-
ing their liberty restricted by higher prices against the burdens associated 
with Targeted Premiums – would arrive at the conclusion that the former 
burden is the one they prefer to carry. Thus, there may in fact be no more 
than the liberty interests of the Vendors/Producers themselves to weigh 
in here.  

But this liberty interest of the Vendors/Producers must, as we have 
seen, be balanced against the interests of other affected parties. As pointed 
out above, the Imprudent have important countervailing interests to con-
sider, but also the Prudent have interests invested in the matter. They 
could argue that the Vendors/Producers seem to overlook the fact that 
the products they sell and produce have negative external effects not only 
on the Imprudent’s health, but also on the healthcare budget as well as on 
the cooperation system as a whole – and that, for this reason, their liberty 
is not only their own business but the business of the Imprudent, who end 
up ill as a result of their products, as well as of the Prudent themselves, 
who will pick up the tab at the end of the day. Hence, the interests of the 
Imprudent and the Prudent intersect at this point. They could (jointly) 
argue something along these lines: 

 
‘What the Vendors/Producers want to do is to reap the profits of 
selling and producing unhealthy products without taking responsi-
bility for the effects these products have in terms of ill health and 
costs to society. But giving the Vendors/Producers the liberty to do 
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so unrestricted is to afford unreasonably little weight to the interests 
of us who are burdened by the production/sale of these products.229 

This suggests that a fair compromise should be sought to bal-
ance the interests involved. But this is exactly what Sin-Taxes is: a 
fair compromise, departing from a concession about the importance 
of the liberty of consenting adults to interact in the market – from 
a concession, that is, that this interest in liberty makes it reasonable 
to settle the (prior) question of permitting the sale of unhealthy prod-
ucts in favour of the Vendors/Producers (since forbidding it would 
be to afford unreasonable weight to competing interests) – but 
maintaining that it is only reasonable to exercise this liberty under 
circumstances taking the opposing interests into account. This way, 
Sin-Taxes can be described as a fair and balanced compromise: it is 
a way to respect the liberty interests of the Vendors/Producers 
while respecting the interests in counterweight-factors of the Im-
prudent and the interests in cost-internalization of the Prudent.’ 

The Vendors/Producers could of course object that Sin-Taxes would 
make it unreasonably burdensome for them to exercise their liberty – mak-
ing the production/sale of unhealthy products unsustainable. However, 
such a claim seems hard to substantiate. The Im/Prudent could respond:  

‘Just like the liberty to trade among consenting adults is not im-
portantly undermined by regulation on food safety or regulation on 
food-manufacturing safety, it is neither importantly undermined by 
Sin-Taxes. After all, what we are talking about here is reduced prof-
its, not restrictions of liberty making it impossible to sell and pro-
duce things like crisps, sugar-sweetened sodas, beer, or cigarettes. 
Human beings’ natural inclination toward sugary and fatty foods in 
combination with the addictive qualities of substances like nicotine 
and alcohol will make sure that reduced profits, nothing worse, are 
the consequences facing the Vendors/Producers. But this burden, 
it should be emphasised, seems reasonable to bear in comparison to 
the burdens that others would have to bear in alternative systems.’230 

229 Similar arguments can be found in e.g. Millar 2013; Freudenberg 2012; Stuckler et al. 2012; 
Moodie et al. 2013. However, it should be noted that the issue of externalization of costs is most 
commonly framed in the language of externalization of individuals’, rather than corporations’, costs 
(see e.g. OECD/WHO 2015; Merkur, Sassi, and McDaid 2013). 
230 There is nothing in the empirical evidence that suggests that the businesses in question would 
collapse, or even stagger considerably, because of the introduction of Sin-Taxes. If there were in-
dications of this kind, this would be an important issue in reviews of the economic aspects of Sin-
Taxes (see e.g. OECD/WHO 2015 for a comprehensive review of this kind).  
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Again, there is of course some break-off point at which Sin-Taxes would 
make unhealthy products unreasonably expensive to sell and produce – a 
point at which the liberty interests of the Vendors/Producers (as well as 
of their customers) would indeed be unreasonably compromised – but as 
far as the taxes in question stay on the right side of this break-off point, 
they make up part of the reasonable conditions of trade more than anything 
else. 

This, in turn, seems to rebut the objection that the ‘response’ that 
Sin-Taxes constitutes in accountability-responsibilitarian terms is unwar-
ranted because of its impact on the Vendors/Producers. If Sin-Taxes con-
stitutes a fair response to the Imprudent’s breaches of civic obligations, 
and if Sin-Taxes also makes up part of the reasonable conditions of trade 
in societies burdened by lifestyle-related illness, this response cannot rea-
sonably be rejected by either the Imprudent or the Vendors/Producers – 
and it is, in this sense, a fair response.  

9.4 The Liberty of Insurers  
Like the Vendors/Producers, the Insurers would emphasize their own in-
terest in free market liberty as well as the burdens that the restriction of 
this kind of liberty would impose on them. However, (from the standpoint 
of the Insurers at least) their case appears stronger than the case of the 
Vendors/Producers. Without the liberty to differentiate premiums in re-
lation to the health-risks of the insurance takers, the Insurers could argue, 
their business would not only become less profitable – it would not be 
able to function properly at all. They could argue:   
 

‘One fundamental problem facing us Insurers, but not the Ven-
dors/Producers, is the problem of moral hazard. In short, this is the 
problem that people who are insured tend to get more reckless than 
people who are not insured. In the case of health insurance, this 
problem is twofold: insured people tend to consume more 
healthcare than they would have had they not been insured, and they 
tend to indulge in risk-taking behaviour to a larger extent than they 
would have had they not been insured. Our way of protecting our-
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selves against moral hazard, and thereby against an overconsump-
tion of healthcare threatening our entire business, is to introduce 
different types of incentives that keep costs down.231  

This is, of course, where Targeted Premiums enter the picture: 
we Insurers must be at liberty to differentiate premiums in accord-
ance with the health-risks people take in order to properly cover our 
costs and to disincentivize cost-increasing risk-taking behaviour. 
Not permitting Targeted Premiums would thus disrupt the func-
tioning of the market we are in, and it would expose us Insurers to 
unreasonably burdensome conditions of trade. This way, Targeted 
Premiums seems to be part of the ‘reasonable conditions of trade’ 
in the insurance market, just like Sin-Taxes is part of ‘the reasonable 
conditions of trade’ in unhealthy products. Even if Sin-Taxes is in-
troduced, that is, Targeted Premiums should be permitted to com-
plement such taxes in order not to obstruct the insurance business 
unreasonably.’ 

Unlike the Vendors/Producers then, the relevant burden of the Insurers 
is not primarily that they would make less profit than under alternative 
regimes, but that disallowing Targeted Premiums would in fact undermine 
the functioning of their entire business. This burden of making the insur-
ance business unsustainable, they could argue, outweighs the burdens of 
the Imprudent under Targeted Premiums.  

However, this argument faces an important objection from the Im-
prudent (who, as we have seen, have the most interest in Targeted Premi-
ums not replacing, or complementing, Sin-Taxes). The first step of this 
objection is to argue that, because of the special nature of the health in-
surance market, restrictions of the Insurers’ liberty are reasonable. The 
Imprudent could argue: 

‘What the Insurers seem to miss in their argument is that the liberty 
principle they build their claim upon intersects with other important 
principles. Consider, to begin with, how the liberty principle inter-
sects with the Rescue Principle. This principle – stating that “if you 
are presented with a situation in which you can prevent something 

231 Moral hazard is a widely recognized problem facing Insurers. In the literature, the problem 
described above is usually stated in terms of ex ante/ex post moral hazard (where increased risk-
taking before illness/injury constitutes ex ante moral hazard and increased consumption of 
healthcare once illness/injury occurs constitutes ex post moral hazard), and the remedy available 
to Insurers is to increase out-of-pocket payments through coinsurance, co-payments, and deduct-
ibles. See Kenneth Arrow 1963; 1965; 1971 for groundbreaking studies of the phenomenon and 
Tom Baker 1996 for an overview of the literature.  
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very bad from happening, or alleviate someone’s dire plight, by mak-
ing only a slight (or even moderate) sacrifice, then it would be wrong 
to do so”232 – indicates that basic healthcare, at least if it can be de-
livered at a slight (or even moderate) cost, is owed to everyone. This 
can be done in a properly regulated insurance market, but in an un-
regulated health insurance market – where differentiation of premi-
ums on the basis of pre-existing conditions, genetic risk-factors, and 
lifestyle factors would be necessary features – the access to basic 
healthcare for everyone would be undermined. Such a market would 
expose the weakest of the community to the highest premiums, re-
sulting in a lot of uninsured people and a lot of people avoiding 
going to the E.R. to keep their premiums low – which, in the end, 
will result in a failure of the community to heed the biddings of the 
Rescue Principle.233  

Second, consider the intersection with the Fair Equality of 
Opportunity Principle. This principle originally concerns people’s 
prospects in the labour market – stating that “those who are at the 
same level of talent and ability, and have the same willingness to use 
them, should have the same prospects of success regardless of their 
initial place in the social system” – but it can reasonably be extended 
to include healthcare, since “the fact that impairments of normal 
functioning reduce the range of exercisable opportunities from 
which individuals may construct their ‘plans of life’ or ‘conceptions 
of the good.’”234 If we are to meet our obligations in relation to the 
Fair Equality of Opportunity Principle, that is, we must make sure 
that people, ‘regardless of their initial place in the social system,’ 
have access to healthcare. But again, this requires an insurance mar-
ket that is regulated. Without such regulation, the poor and unedu-
cated people most exposed to adverse circumstantial factors would 
not only have their fair opportunity range narrowed by being dis-
proportionately at risk to contract lifestyle-related illnesses; they 
would also not afford the treatment that the upholding of this fair 
opportunity range requires.235  

                                                        
232 This phrasing of the Rescue Principle is Scanlon’s (1998, 224). 
233 Similar arguments can be found in Powers and Faden 2006, 127ff; Prah Ruger 2010, 170f. 
234 Rawls 1999, 63; Daniels 2008, 35. This is (roughly) how Norman Daniels extends Rawls’s theory 
of justice to include healthcare and preventive health policies. Although Rawls did not originally 
include healthcare and health policies in his theory, he has later embraced Daniels’ extension (see 
Rawls 2001, 173ff). Today, Daniels’s account is one of the standard views within the just health-
literature. 
235 Arguments about regulations of insurance markets for reasons like this are common in the 
literature, and they can be derived from many different normative ideals. See e.g. Dworkin 2000; 
Sen 2002; Drèze and Sen 2013; Prah Ruger 2010; Powers and Faden 2006. 
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Third, consider the intersection with the Patient Confidenti-
ality Principle. This principle – concerning “the protection against 
unauthorized disclosure of patient or client information obtained 
within the context of a professional relationship” – is the foundation 
of the trust essential to the patient-physician relationship, and has, 
for this reason, “been recognized from ancient times to the present” 
as one of the cornerstones of medicine.236 But an unregulated insur-
ance market, permitting the Insurers to differentiate premiums in 
accordance with risk-behaviour (and other risk-factors), would un-
dermine also this central principle. In such a market, where the In-
surers need access to information about their enrolees’ treatment 
for reimbursement purposes, the information collected would (as 
has been argued before) be used for premium-differentiation pur-
poses. But this means that information that we share with our phy-
sicians is no longer confidential – it becomes an integral part of the 
Insurers’ business even if we prefer it not to be – and this, in turn, 
would incentivize us not to apply for treatment of our lifestyle-re-
lated conditions or to distort or withhold potentially vital infor-
mation from our physicians in order not to risk increased premi-
ums.’237 

Thus, the Imprudent could argue that the case is in fact parallel to that of 
the Vendors/Producers in one important aspect: although it is reasonable 
for the Insurers to want the liberty required to conduct their business, it is 
unreasonable, given the countervailing interests at stake, for them to want 
to be at liberty to do so in an unregulated fashion.  

Having settled this, the Imprudent could then proceed to the second 
step of their objection: offering the Insurers a compromise. According to 
this compromise, the Insurers will have their liberty restricted to accom-
modate the demands of the three intersecting principles above, but they 

236 Anderlik and Guerrini 2016, 288. The Hippocratic Oath is often cited as the origin of this 
principle, see e.g. Sobel 2007, 43; English and Lewis 2016, 279; Geppert and Weiss Roberts 2000, 
7. 
237 In this vein, Richard Sobel writes that “concern and suspicion about the possibility of losing 
confidentiality […] can deter patients from sharing information with providers – or even seeking 
care in the first place” (2007, 44). This is of course not only a concern of people who risk increased 
premiums because of lifestyle-factors; it is also a concern for people with elevated risks for genetic 
reasons, for people suffering from stigmatizing illnesses (like mental illnesses) that they wish to 
keep from their employers (in systems where health insurance and employment are intertwined), 
and for the physicians themselves, who “may omit important data from the medical record to 
protect patients who may be stigmatized or penalized if insurance companies become aware of the 
findings” (Geppert and Weiss Roberts 2000, 7).  
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will be compensated to make the health insurance business sustainable 
even with these liberty restrictions in place.238 The Imprudent could argue:  

 
‘A reasonable compromise in this case seems to be to compensate 
the Insurers so that they can conduct their business despite the lib-
erty infringements required by other principles. The easiest way to 
do this is to make the enrolment into basic health insurance plans 
mandatory and to subsidize the premiums to make them affordable 
to everyone. With mandatory enrolment and subsidies that ensure 
that everyone can afford the premiums, the Insurers will have a large 
enough insurance pool to keep premiums down while still making 
profits and they will not have to worry about things like moral haz-
ard – and the requirements of the Rescue Principle, the Fair Equality 
of Opportunity Principle, and the Medical Confidentiality Principle 
can be met. Everybody wins.’239 

 
It is hard to imagine why reasonable Insurers would object to such a com-
promise. With something like this in place, the Insurers could shift the 
burden of moral hazard onto the state, and thus rest assured that they will 
make their profits without having to differentiate premiums. Against such 
a background, further insisting to maximize profits by introducing Tar-
geted Premiums appears unreasonable.  

Nonetheless, one objection remains. Even if there is no reason to 
object to such a scheme from the standpoint of the Insurers, there is rea-
son to do so from the standpoint of the Prudent. They could argue: 
 

‘The compromise suggested by the Imprudent may deal with the 
worries of the Insurers, but since a side-effect of this compromise 
is to shift the problem of moral hazard to the state, we now end up 
having to deal with the problem. Sharing standardized premiums 
with people that would have their premiums differentiated because 
of pre-existing conditions or because of genetic risk-factors is fine 
with us – these people cannot help that they will require more 

                                                        
238 The Imprudent could also argue, more offensively, that the intersection with the three principles 
cited justifies regulations so strict that the market model for health insurance is no longer fitting at 
all – i.e. that the state should take over the provision of healthcare entirely. Although such an 
argumentative strategy may be successful, it seems unnecessarily offensive in this context. The 
more defensive strategy used here seems to achieve the Imprudent’s aim to remove Targeted Pre-
miums from the agenda just as well as the more offensive strategy (if successful, of course), and it 
will, for this reason, be assumed that this ‘least objectionable path’ is the path they would choose.  
239 This is roughly the logics behind the Affordable Care Act (‘Obamacare’), see e.g. Hall and Lord 
2014. 
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healthcare than the more fortunate among us – but sharing stand-
ardized premiums with the Imprudent is not similarly unproblem-
atic. The Imprudent’s premiums would not be differentiated in a 
free market because they are unfortunate – rather, they would be 
differentiated because they knowingly risk their health – and it is, 
for this reason, unreasonable for them to expect that we subsidize 
their premiums. Why premiums would be differentiated in the free 
market matters.’ 

It should be noted, however, that even if the Prudent are correct to object 
that is unreasonable for the Imprudent to expect others to subsidize their 
extra risk, this objection does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that 
Targeted Premiums must be permitted. From the standpoint of the Im-
prudent at least, the conclusion rather seems to be that the compromise 
with the Insurers should be extended to include a compromise with the 
Prudent as well. The Imprudent could argue: 

‘The solution we prefer is to keep the standardized premiums, but 
to use money collected from Sin-Taxes to subsidize these standard-
ized premiums. This way, the Prudent will not have to pay for our 
self-imposed extra risks, the Insurers will be compensated for not 
being permitted to differentiate premiums according to lifestyle fac-
tors, and we will avoid the burdens accompanying Targeted Premi-
ums. Again, everybody wins.’ 

Although it should be noted that this suggestion does not really eliminate 
the differentiation of premiums on the basis of lifestyle factors – it merely 
allows the Imprudent to pay their differentiated premiums indirectly via 
Sin-Taxes – it does appear to do the intended work. Neither the Insurers 
nor the Prudent would seem to have reasonable objections to mount 
against it, and it would in this sense, once again, render the response that 
Sin-Taxes constitutes fair.240 

240 A final note in this context is that although there seems to be a natural presumption in favour 
of free market liberty within the contractualist framework, the idea that free markets are important 
per se is questioned. To contractualists, a proper defence of free market liberty would emphasize 
that the reason why we should generally allow markets to be free is that such markets are valuable 
to people for instrumental, symbolic and representative reasons (in accordance with Scanlon’s value 
of choice-approach, see 1998, 251–56): they are important because they efficiently provide people 
with things they desire, because the freedom itself signals to individuals that they are competent 
agents capable to choose for themselves, and because such markets allow people to make choices 
representative of their own personalities (an important part of identity-building). Thus, the case for 
free market liberty in the health insurance market would have to build on the claim that a free 
market in the specific case of health insurance would display these generally attractive traits – and it would 
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9.5 Concluding Remarks 
The take-away message of this chapter is this: Sin-Taxes justified on ac-
countability-responsibilitarian grounds cannot reasonably be rejected as an 
unfair response to the Imprudent’s (assumed) breaches of civic obligations 
because of their paternalistic, perfectionistic, or liberty restricting qualities. 
Sin-Taxes of this kind are justified on the grounds that the Imprudent’s 
irresponsible behaviour wrongs the Prudent rather than on the grounds 
that the Imprudent should be protected from themselves or that their con-
ception of the good is somehow inferior to the Prudent’s; such taxes can 
reasonably be expected to have a counterweight-effect to the forces in-
clining contemporary people toward unhealthy behaviour rather than ef-
fectively stopping them from choosing hedonistic lifestyles if they so wish; 
such taxes can be considered part of the fair terms of trade in products 
that create negative external effects on people’s health as well as on the 
common healthcare/welfare system rather than an unreasonable infringe-
ment of the Vendors’/Producers’ liberty; and such taxes can be used to 
compensate the Insurers for not being at liberty to differentiate premiums 
according to lifestyle-induced risk. For these reasons, neither the Impru-
dent, the Vendors/Producers, nor the Insurers can reasonably reject Sin-
Taxes based on the fair reactive attitudes of the Prudent.  

A final note in this context however, is that the Prudent are treading 
a quite narrow path here. To successfully argue their case, they must to 
begin with (as has repeatedly been pointed out) show that their reactive 
attitudes are in fact fair; that these attitudes fall back upon empirically ver-
ifiable breaches of normatively valid civic obligations. If they stumble in 
this first step of the justificatory process, the Prudent will lose their foot-
ing. But, as this chapter has shown, the Prudent can lose their footing for 
other reasons as well. They must constantly keep their own aims and jus-
tifications in check in order to avoid crossing the line to morally problem-
atic paternalism or perfectionism, and they must constantly make sure that 
the Sin-Taxes in place do not become unreasonably burdensome or liberty 
                                                        
have to be put forth from a standpoint from which the burden of the loss of the instrumental, 
symbolic and instrumental values in question could reasonably be said to outweigh the burdens 
carried by other people (occupying other standpoints) under an alternative system (like the regu-
lated system suggested by the Imprudent above). Maybe such an objection can be mounted, but 
given (a) the detrimental effects that an unregulated health insurance market would have on the 
poor and the already ill (not providing them with the affordable access to healthcare they need), 
(b) the comparatively heavy burdens suffered by these people in such a market (constantly being 
occupied with collecting money for, and worrying about not collecting enough money for, their 
premiums, avoiding the E.R. in order not to risk raised premiums, etc.), and (c) the validity of 
countervailing principles like those cited above, such an objection appears rather far-fetched. Free 
markets are generally valuable to people, but when they are not, it is not unreasonable to regulate 
them, the contractualist conclusion seems to be.  
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restricting. Misstepping in any of these ways will considerably sway, if not 
topple, their case. The path of Reasonable Responsibilitarians can be 
treaded, but it is narrow.   
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Concluding Reflections, Part III 

A first reflection on the results of this third part of the study concerns the 
status of the conclusion of the preceding two chapters. The brief investi-
gation into the policy issues we have seen cannot possibly yield more than 
tentative conclusions, it seems important to point out. This is especially so 
in relation to the subjects investigated in chapter 9: paternalism, perfec-
tionism, and free market liberty. These are subjects that have occupied 
political philosophers for ages, and the dialogue between the Prudent, the 
Imprudent, the Vendors/Producers, and the Insurers of chapter 9 does 
not do any of these philosophical debates justice. Important themes, dis-
tinctions, and objections in the literature have been left out for the benefit 
of a more straightforward line of argument, and diving deeper into these 
separate debates is therefore required to reach more conclusive answers 
than the ones reached here. A provisional contractualist case in favour of 
responsibilitarian Sin-Taxes, premised on the fairness of the Prudent’s re-
active attitudes, is thus more accurately what has been argued in this third 
part of the study.  

This being said however, the results of part III – provisional and 
sprinkled with caveats as they are – appear relevant. This is particularly so 
in relation to the Harshness objection. Through the contractualist dialogue 
that we have seen over the last couple of chapters, this important objection 
facing responsibilitarians comes into a different light. The Harshness ob-
jection, the dialogue of the previous chapters suggests, is really an objec-
tion stemming from the fact that other, comparatively less harsh – less 
reasonably rejectable – responsibilitarian alternatives are available as 
means to remedy the (potential) wrongs of the Imprudent. This fact of 
undue harshness is an important explanation of the contemporary Impru-
dent’s opposition to responsibilitarian policies, this interpretation of the 
Harshness objection reads. From this perspective, that is, it is the unfair-
ness of the response that primarily makes some contemporary responsi-
bilitarian policy alternatives unjustifiable. If there are alternatives available 
that achieve the Prudent’s ends and that better appreciate the whole range 
of difficulties and burdens facing the contemporary Imprudent, this is 
what makes the Prudent’s insistence on harsher measures unreasonable. 
This fact makes harsher alternatives unfair in the interpersonal sense – it 
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is this fact that makes harsher policies unjustifiable to the people living 
under them – and is this fact that is the wrong-making property of such 
policies, this interpretation suggests.  

This seems important even if the proposed Sin-Taxes turn out to be 
more reasonably rejectable than some other form of responsibilitarian pol-
icy in a more thorough investigation of the matter. Even if this is so, the 
structure of the dialogue we have seen appears to point out something 
important: the way toward fair responsibilitarian health policies must go 
via a dialogue with the Imprudent in which they, as policy targets, must 
get ample opportunities to make ‘counter-offers’ that increase the attrac-
tivity of the alternatives they prefer. If the Imprudent (or representatives 
speaking for people occupying such standpoints) are not properly in-
volved in the justificatory process this way, the policies in question will 
risk tipping to the ‘unduly harsh’ side of the spectra. This way, one im-
portant take-away lesson of this third part of the study is that the compar-
ative and second-personal type of justificatory process applied here seems 
to be the way to properly handle the Harshness objection (and that this is 
so even if the proposed Sin-Taxes policy is not, in the end, the best way 
for responsibilitarians to rebut it).  

 Finally, it should be noted that this take-away lesson seems to have 
implications for other objections we have investigated as well. As we saw 
in Part II, the objection that the Imprudent are insufficiently in control of 
their behaviour to be targeted by responsibilitarian health policies can be 
circumvented by a properly proportional and context-sensitive response 
on the Prudent’s part. By responding to the Imprudent’s wrongs with pol-
icies like Sin-Taxes, the responsibility holding that the Prudent seek can 
this way be fair even if the control required for outright blame is absent – 
and this can be so simply because there is no good reason for the Impru-
dent to object to differential treatment of this kind (given the fairness of 
the Prudent’s reactive attitudes, and given that the taxes in question are 
not unreasonably burdensome, that is). This, in turn, seems relevant for 
the Adverse/Unequal Circumstances objections as well. If the Prudent re-
spond to the Imprudent’s wrongs in a properly accommodating fashion, 
the circumstances in which the Imprudent make their lifestyle-choices be-
come less relevant for the fairness of the policies in question. If responsi-
bilitarian policies like Sin-Taxes is what is at stake, that is, the fact that the 
contemporary Imprudent (often) are people living in adverse circum-
stances – circumstances that incline them in the imprudent direction, and 
that incline them more so than the circumstances facing other people – 
does not seem to eliminate the fairness of the policies. If a non-responsi-
bilitarian system would treat the Prudent disrespectfully, and if Sin-Taxes 
is a properly proportional and context-sensitive response to the behaviour 
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giving rise to this disrespectful treatment of the Prudent, the quality of the 
circumstances of the people behaving thus seems to provide no valid rea-
son for reasonable rejection of the proposed policies.  

This does of course not mean that efforts should not be made to 
amend deficient choice-making circumstances of the contemporary Im-
prudent, or that the contemporary Imprudent should not receive help re-
gaining control over their behaviour – but it means that responsibilitarian 
policies can be justified to the people living under such policies even if 
these people currently lack the relevant form of control and/or make their 
lifestyle-choices in adverse circumstances. Moving into the concluding 
part of the study, this seems important to keep in mind.  
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10. Conclusions of the Study 

The study is reaching its end. We have throughout the three preceding 
parts of the study followed the justificatory dialogue between the Prudent 
and the Imprudent, and we have through this process teased out answers 
to the questions asked at the beginning of the study. Now, the only thing 
remaining is to collect these answers and discuss their implications. This 
chapter will do so in the following way.  

Section 10.1 will investigate to what extent the Civic Blame ap-
proach proposed by the Prudent can answer the research question: Can 
responsibilitarian health policies be justified, and, if so, in what form and 
under what circumstances? The answer, in short, is that the proposed 
framework can help the Prudent answer this question, and that responsi-
bilitarian health policies, therefore, can be justified – but only if it can be 
empirically confirmed that contemporary imprudent people breach nor-
matively valid civic obligations. Section 10.2 will then investigate the im-
plications of this answer for contemporary responsibilitarian health poli-
cies like those of Germany and the U.K. The Civic Blame approach, this 
section will show, brings with it a set of questions that can be helpful in 
the evaluation of such real-world policies. Finally, section 10.3 will discuss 
the philosophical implications of the study by returning to the philosoph-
ical contributions pointed out at the end of the introductory chapter.  

10.1 Answering the Research Question  
How, then, do the results of the tree investigative parts of the study trans-
late into an answer of the research question: Can responsibilitarian health 
policies be justified, and, if so, in what form and under what circum-
stances? The short answer provided by the study is this: responsibilitarian 
health policies can be justified (a) on accountability-responsibilitarian 
grounds, (b) in the form of Sin-Taxes, (c) in more or less any circum-
stances, (d) provided that it can be empirically confirmed that contempo-
rary imprudent people breach normatively valid civic obligations. By un-
packing each step of this short answer, the aim of this section is to sum-
marize and connect the most important results of the study.  
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(a) Accountability responsibility. Perhaps the most difficult challenge for the
Prudent in the contractualist justificatory process was the one provided by
the Responsible How? objection: the challenge of explaining why the fact
that the Imprudent ‘are responsible’ for their behaviour should count as a
morally valid, rather than a morally arbitrary, reason for targeting them
with responsibilitarian policies. The central advantage of the accountability
conception of responsibility in this context, we saw, is that it centres on
the moral relationship between blamers and blamees rather than on the
formal relationship between the blamee and her acts/behaviour. Account-
ability responsibility is in this sense a moralized conception of responsibil-
ity; a conception of responsibility in which the moral quality of the behav-
iour in question is the essential starting point for establishing that the Im-
prudent ‘are responsible.’

In the context of lifestyle-related illness, we saw this translate into a 
form of responsibilitarianism in which the reason why the contemporary 
Imprudent should be held responsible for the costs of their lifestyle-
choices is that they, through their health-risking behaviour, breach their 
reciprocity-based obligations as citizens. In other words, it is the deficient 
moral quality of the Imprudent’s behaviour toward their co-citizens that 
is the crucial factor justifying responsibilitarian policies on the accounta-
bility version – not the fact that the Imprudent are in control of their be-
haviour and that the behaviour, therefore, properly can be attributed to 
them. This moral starting point, we saw, provides the statement that the 
Imprudent ‘are responsible’ with the kind of moral thrust that proper jus-
tification of responsibilitarian health policies requires.  

(b) Sin-Taxes. We also saw that the accountability conception of responsi-
bility places central weight on the fairness of blame/differential treatment,
and that an important part of this fairness concerns the fairness of the
blamer’s response to the blamee’s behaviour. This is where Sin-Taxes
comes in: as a fair institutional response to the Imprudent’s behaviour to-
ward the Prudent. Such a policy, we saw, can achieve the Prudent’s aim to
hold the Imprudent responsible for their breaches of reciprocity-based
civic obligations, and it can do so without imposing too much blame,
stigma, and other burdens on the Imprudent. In a context where most of
the contemporary Imprudent struggle with themselves to stop smoking,
to slim down, to start exercising and so on; where a lot of them (therefore)
find themselves unwillingly moving in the direction of illness and a short-
ened lifespan; and where blame and shame already follow them in their
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struggles, the insistence to impose more blameful, stigmatizing, or intru-
sive policies than Sin-Taxes would not be sensitive enough to the context 
in which the contemporary Imprudent make their lifestyle-choices.  

A response of the Sin-Taxes type would also help the Prudent justify 
responsibilitarian policies by considerably taking the edge out of the 
Harshness objection. Taxing products like cigarettes, alcohol, fast-food, 
or sugar-sweetened soda is not particularly harsh to the Imprudent; it is, 
even, the least harsh form of policies that can make the Imprudent com-
pensate for the way they strain modern healthcare- and welfare systems. 
This way, some of the most common objections to responsibilitarian pol-
icies are blunted. A Sin-Taxes-application of the accountability-responsi-
bilitarian principle does not require that the Imprudent are ‘abandoned’ by 
the healthcare system, nor does it require that the Imprudent pay large 
sums out of pocket from the vulnerable position of the hospital bed, nor 
does it single them out for stigmatizing ‘irresponsibility-premiums,’ nor 
does it require breaches of patient-physician confidentiality for premium-
setting purposes, etc. Sin-Taxes hold the Imprudent responsible for their 
strains on the common system in a fashion that basically lets the Impru-
dent go on with their lives as blame-free and unburdened as possible – 
and this makes it hard for the Imprudent to object to such policies on the 
grounds of harshness. 
 
(c) Circumstances. Given the moral starting point that the contemporary Im-
prudent are breaching their reciprocity-based civic obligations through 
their behaviour, and given a properly proportional and context-sensitive 
institutional response to these obligation breaches like Sin-Taxes, we also 
saw that objections to responsibilitarian health policies on the ground of 
deficiencies in contemporary choice-making circumstances would be hard 
for the Imprudent to substantiate. The combination of the moral starting 
point of the accountability-conception of responsibility and the fair re-
sponse in the form of Sin-Taxes, that is, also undermines the Imprudent’s 
Adverse-/Unequal Circumstances objections.  

To illustrate why this is so, the case of the compulsive liar was used. 
Just like it would be fair for people to respond to a person who is repeat-
edly lying with distrust, we saw that it would be fair for the Prudent to 
respond to the Imprudent’s breaches of civic obligations by imposing Sin-
Taxes – and just like responding with distrust would be fair even if the liar 
in question is unable to control her behaviour because of a compulsive 
disorder or because of adverse formative circumstances, we saw that re-
sponding to the Imprudent’s behaviour with Sin-Taxes would be fair even 
if the Imprudent cannot properly control their behaviour or if they make 
their lifestyle-decisions in adverse circumstances. Responding with distrust 
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or Sin-Taxes, we saw, would be fair due to (a) these responses proportion-
ality to the moral fault in question, (b) their sensitivity to the circumstances 
in which the compulsive liar/the Imprudent behave the way they do, and 
(c) because not permitting responses of this kind would be unfair to the
people lied to or having the wheels of their cooperative welfare system
jammed by other people’s lifestyle-choices.

Thus, we saw that the Imprudent’s circumstances-based objections 
are undermined on grounds of interpersonal fairness. It would be unrea-
sonable for the Imprudent, given the moral quality of their behaviour and 
the proportional and context-sensitive response suggested by the Prudent, 
to insist that they are being treated unfairly by the imposition of responsi-
bilitarian Sin-Taxes – and it would be so even if their choice-making mak-
ing circumstances are adverse and highly unequal. Such circumstances may 
provide reason to withhold blame, we saw, but it does not deprive others 
of the option of fair differential treatment, since disallowing such re-
sponses would disregard the interests of the people having the wheels of 
their cooperative welfare system jammed by other people’s lifestyle-
choices. Even if this would leave some form of unfairness-residue with 
the Imprudent, this residue would be of a cosmic kind that cannot (in this 
case) be translated into interpersonal unfairness of the contractualist kind 
applied here.  

(d) The fairness of reactive attitudes. In principle then, responsibilitarian policies
can, in the accountability-based Sin-Taxes form, be justified to the people
living under them. There is however, as indicated by the ‘provided’ part of
the short answer above, one wrinkle remaining: the uncertainty regarding
the fairness of the reactive attitudes upon which the accountability-responsi-
bilitarian case builds. In short, this is the problem that the Prudent’s intu-
itive reaction to the Imprudent’s behaviour – the resentment they harbour
toward these people because of the disrespectfulness of their health-risk-
ing behaviour in the setting of a shared welfare system – may turn out
normatively and/or empirically unfounded. Unlike in the case of the com-
pulsive liar, that is, it is not obvious that the Imprudent are in fact wronging
the Prudent through their behaviour. This uncertainty, we saw, has a nor-
mative as well as an empirical side.

On the normative side, some parts of the Prudent’s case appear 
quite unproblematic. For example, it seems quite clear that cooperation 
systems of the kind we see in modern welfare states – with shared financ-
ing of healthcare- and other welfare systems – bring people into civic re-
lations guided by some form of reciprocity norm. Such cooperation systems 
provide ample benefits to their citizens, and this provision of benefits 
come with a civic obligation to contribute to the system in a reasonable 
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way as well as with a civic obligation not to undermine the system in an 
unreasonable manner. The problem, however, is that even if the Impru-
dent concede this much, they can still question whether these norms of 
reciprocity reasonably include an obligation to try to stay healthy, or 
whether, even if they do include such an obligation on the ideal level, the 
non-ideal contexts of contemporary societies do not cancel such obliga-
tions out (because it would be unreasonably burdensome to meet such 
obligations in such circumstances). Before these questions can be an-
swered properly, the fairness of the Prudent’s reactive attitudes remains 
uncertain. 

On the empirical side, the situation is more or less the same. Some 
parts of the Prudent’s reactive attitudes appear well anchored in empirical 
facts, but other parts are more difficult to substantiate. On the one hand, 
it seems verifiable that lifestyle-related illnesses impose a heavy burden on 
contemporary states, and it also seems verifiable that the cooperation sys-
tems would become more efficient if people behaved more prudently. On 
the other hand, it also seems verifiable that smokers and obese people are 
less of a burden on the healthcare budget than people who, because of the 
longer lives that come with their prudent lifestyles, have more time to pile 
up treatment costs – and it also seems verifiable that people who die prem-
aturely because of lifestyle-related illnesses are less of a burden on com-
monly financed pension systems. If smokers would quit smoking, that is, 
they would live longer and be able to contribute to society through their 
productive work for a longer period of time – but they would also impose 
greater burdens on the healthcare- and pension systems than they do to-
day. Uncertainties regarding the impact of the Imprudent’s behaviour on 
the system thus questions whether the Imprudent strain the systems more 
than the Prudent – and this, in turn, raises the question on what grounds 
the Prudent harbour resentment toward the Imprudent. 

Together, normative and empirical uncertainties like these challenge 
the fairness of the contemporary Prudent’s reactive attitudes. The prima 
facie wrong that the contemporary Prudent perceive is done to them 
through the Imprudent’s health-risking behaviour may be just that: a 
wrong that turns out to be, at closer inspection, no wrong at all. If so, the 
case for responsibilitarian health policies – dependent as it is on the fair-
ness of reactive attitudes – crumbles.241  
 

                                                        
241 None of this, it should be noted, necessarily undermines the case for Sin-Taxes; it merely has 
the potential to undermine the responsibilitarian case for such taxes.  
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Summing up then, two main lessons seem to come out of this study. The 
first is that the theoretical building blocks required for justification of re-
sponsibilitarian health policies can be found in the accountability-respon-
sibilitarian framework: grounded upon such a conception of responsibil-
ity, responsibilitarian health polices can be justified to the people living 
under them. The second lesson, however, is that the completion of this 
justification requires considerable amounts of work at the beginning of the 
justificatory process; it requires empirically establishing that contemporary 
imprudent people breach normatively valid civic obligations.  

Underlying these two main lessons is perhaps also a third lesson: 
that the attention of debates on lifestyle-related illnesses as well as on re-
sponsibilitarian policies more generally should be somewhat relocated. 
The control issue dominating such debates, the study suggests, must be 
balanced against, and consistently anchored in, the issue of whether the 
reactive attitudes – the attitudes triggering the control issue in the first 
place – are fair. One cannot presume that behaviours are wrong and dis-
cuss responsibility as a separate matter, the study suggests; that is the way 
of Unreasonable Responsibilitarians.  

10.2 Political Implications 
How can the study help us evaluate the justifiability of real-world policies 
like those of Germany or the U.K.? In answering this question, we must 
first recall that the study draws on a specific justificatory framework – 
contractualism – and that any answers to the question of justification pro-
vided by the study rests upon the conception of justification provided by 
this framework. Thus, the question of justification that the present study 
answers is whether such policies can be justified to the people living under 
them, given that they are well-informed, uncoerced, properly morally mo-
tivated, and so on. 242  

This being said, the study seems to point out a couple of central 
questions that must be answered to reach a verdict on the question of 
justification. First, there is the question of whether these policies fall back 
on fair reactive attitudes among the German and British Prudent. As the 
previous section hopefully made clear, this is not only a matter of whether 
it can be empirically established that the contemporary Imprudent are net 
burdens on the healthcare- and welfare systems of these societies – it is 
also a matter of establishing the normative significance of being such net 
burdens. As far as these parameters remain uncertain, the justification of 

242 See section 1.3 for a detailed description of the contractualist idea. 
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the policies in question is put in doubt. The burden of justification lies, 
after all, with the Prudent, who wish to introduce policies that burden oth-
ers and that benefit themselves – and if they cannot make the case that 
their complaints in a non-responsibilitarian system are legitimate (in the 
fair reactive attitudes-sense), the justification of the policies they suggest 
will stagger.  

Second, the results of the study suggest that the fairness of the pol-
icies also hinges on the interests of the German and British Imprudent 
being properly accommodated in the justificatory process. More con-
cretely, the second question prompted by the Civic Blame approach is 
whether the German and British Imprudent would have suggested the 
current kind of policies themselves (given the generic interests of people 
occupying their standpoint); if not, what policies they would instead have 
preferred; and, if they had preferred other policies of some kind, what they 
would consider reasonable ways to ‘boost’ such policies to avoid other 
alternatives on the table (like the present policies) being implemented. 
Asking questions like these, we have seen, is an important reason why Sin-
Taxes would end up being the least rejectable policy alternative: it is the 
least burdensome way for the Imprudent to ‘pay their way,’ and they 
would, therefore, be willing to ‘boost’ such taxes to avoid the blame, 
stigma, intrusiveness, shameful revelations, etc. accompanying alternative 
applications of the accountability-responsibilitarian principle. Thus, the 
Civic Blame approach proposed in the study suggests that we must ask 
whether the contemporary German Imprudent would prefer the differen-
tiated premiums of their system to other ways of ‘paying their way’ – like 
Sin-Taxes – and whether the contemporary British Imprudent would ra-
ther have existing Sin-Taxes increased or expanded to cover a broader 
range of products than having aspirational documents like the NHS Con-
stitution added on top of these taxes.  

Finally, the results of the study also suggest that the choice-making 
circumstances of the contemporary German and British Imprudent must 
be properly weighed into the judgement of the fairness of the policies. We 
have seen that external obstacles – like stressful financial situations, lack 
of time for cooking or exercise, or a generally obesogenic environment – 
as well as internal obstacles – like genetically and/or environmentally im-
posed inhibitors of control over one’s behaviour – must be taken into 
consideration when deciding what would constitute a fair response to the 
people displaying the behaviour in question. Given a certain amount of 
external and internal obstacles exerting pressure on the contemporary Im-
prudent, the overt expression of blame will be unfair – and this, we have 
learned, can be so even if the blamees are proper objects for blame (be-
cause they are properly reasons-responsive), or even if the potential 
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blamees can be fairly treated differently than others (because not permit-
ting such differential treatment would be unfair to the people in the 
blamer’s position). This seems like a crucial factor in deciding whether the 
kind of blame signalled via documents like the NHS Constitution, or the 
kind of blame signalled via differentiated premiums like those in Germany, 
is justified. If the external and internal obstacles facing the contemporary 
German and British Imprudent are of the kind that makes withholding 
blame suitable, or if they are of the kind that seriously puts the suitability 
of the expression of blame in doubt, the fair response seems to be to aim 
for as blame-free institutional responses as possible (like Sin-Taxes).   

By collecting these pieces – the uncertainty regarding the fairness of 
the reactive attitudes against the German and British Imprudent; the un-
certainty as to whether the interests of the contemporary German and 
British Imprudent have been given proper consideration in the process 
leading to the policy decisions; the uncertainty as to whether external and 
internal obstacles facing the contemporary German and British Imprudent 
renders the withholding of blame suitable – the responsibilitarian policies 
we see in Germany and the U.K. can be questioned. None of this, it must 
however be emphasised, settles these cases – only a thorough investigation 
of the specific details of the cases of Germany/the U.K. can do so. But 
through the questions prompted in this study, the contours of justifiable 
(or at least more justifiable) policies of responsibilitarian kind can be dis-
cerned. This way, the study’s main contribution – for readers outside of 
the philosophical community at least – may not so much be the definitive 
answers it provides, but the questions it proposes that we ask when eval-
uating the justifiability of real-world responsibilitarian policies.  

10.3 Philosophical Implications 
The previous section explored how the results of the study can be used to 
question the justifiability of real-world policies like those of Germany and 
the U.K. and how the results can provide a framework for the evaluation 
of the wrong- and right-making properties of such policies. The present 
section will continue exploring the results of the study, but it will centre 
on how these results can be fitted into the philosophical debates that the 
study has intersected with, and how, thereby, the results contribute to the 
philosophical community. This way, the present section will return (as 
promised) to the contributions outlined in the beginning of the study to 
provide some further reflections.  
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As the attentive reader may recall, four contributions to the philo-
sophical community were brought out at the end of the introductory chap-
ter of the study. The first of these was that the study would serve ‘as a kind 
of crowbar helping to pry away ”the most powerful idea in the arsenal of 
the anti-egalitarian right: the idea of choice and responsibility”243 from the 
luck-egalitarian context in which it has predominantly been stuck over the 
last decades.’ The study has tried to achieve this crowbar effect in two 
different ways. Negatively, it has done so (a) by separating the responsibili-
tarian conception of responsibility – a non-regressive and non-compara-
tive conception in which attributability is central – from the luck-egalitar-
ian conception of responsibility – a regressive and comparative conception 
in which control is central – and (b) by separating a responsibilitarian con-
ception of fairness – according to which it would be unfair to permit peo-
ple to shift the costs of choices for which they are responsible onto others 
– from a luck-egalitarian conception of fairness – according to which it 
would be unfair to hold people responsible for the consequences of their 
choices unless they have started off from relevantly equal positions. By 
disentangling these conceptions of responsibility and fairness, we have 
seen that responsibilitarians and luck-egalitarians disagree on what respon-
sibility as well as fairness are essentially about, and that, for this reason, 
responsibilitarian fairness is not easily ‘integrated’ into the luck-egalitarian 
framework (substitution, not integration, is what is really at stake here, we 
have seen).  

Positively, the study has tried to achieve this crowbar effect by outlin-
ing an alternative, accountability-based, approach to responsibilitarian fair-
ness: the Civic Blame approach. In contrast to the luck-egalitarian version 
of responsibilitarianism, this accountability-based version of responsibili-
tarianism does not hold that responsibilitarian policies, to be justified, 
must take place against a background of relevantly equal choice-making 
circumstances or that such policies must discount for inequalities in such 
circumstances. On the Civic Blame version of responsibilitarianism, the 
fairness of responsibilitarian policies is decided by how successfully these 
policies can be justified to the policy targets as fair responses grounded in 
fair reactive attitudes – not by how successful they are in discounting for 
inclining factors facing the policy targets, or by how well background con-
ditions have been equalized before responsibilitarian policies are intro-
duced. This means that the circumstantial factors that luck-egalitarians 
emphasise will remain central in the version of responsibilitarianism pro-
posed in this study, but that these factors will be important as input to 

                                                        
243 Cohen 1989, 933 
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judgments of the fairness of different kinds of institutional responses avail-
able. On the Civic Blame version, that is, lack of control or adverse form-
ative circumstances does not earn the contemporary Imprudent hefty dis-
counts in Targeted Fees- or Targeted Premiums-type policies – such fac-
tors show that policies of the Targeted Fees- or Targeted Premiums-kind 
are unfairly harsh to begin with and that less harsh policy responses, like 
Sin-Taxes, are appropriate instead.244  

The second contribution of the study was also expressed in meta-
phoric language. The study, we saw, would contribute to the philosophical 
community by providing ‘something of a bridge between political and 
moral philosophy.’ The way this was to be done was ‘by asking how the 
ideas of responsibility within the free will debate can enter a contractualist 
process of justification in the political arena.’ In Part I of the study, the 
most important element from the free will debate entering the contractu-
alist dialogue between the Prudent and the Imprudent was the idea that 
responsibility is essentially about attributability and that such attributability 
is established when people meet certain necessary and sufficient require-
ments (they must have options to choose from, they must be reasons-
receptive enough to understand the consequences of their choices, they 
must be reasons-reactive enough to change their behaviour given some 
form of incentive, they must not suffer from compulsive disorders, etc.). 
This general approach to responsibility was helpful in contrasting respon-
sibility from neighbouring ideas about autonomy or neutralization of non-
chosen dis/advantages. Through this input from the free will debate, that 
is, the study could discern more clearly why and how the responsibilitarian 
idea of responsibility and fairness that the Prudent bring to the table dif-
fers from the ideas of responsibility and fairness that the Imprudent start 
out with. This way, bringing the two bodies of literature together resulted 
in a (seemingly well-needed) reminder for political philosophers to be 
careful not to confuse responsibility with other things they find relevant 
in the distributive context.  

244 One further reflection in this context is that the results of the study may not be very satisfying 
to people with responsibilitarian intuitions, since the accountability-based version proposed basi-
cally ‘integrates’ the responsibilitarian intuition into another egalitarian framework: contractualism. 
The difference, however, is that the integration in this case is motivated by the fact that properly 
morally motivated responsibilitarians cannot justify policies falling back on the simple attributabil-
ity principle that their intuitions start out with. Reasonable Responsibilitarians, we have seen, would 
concede that to be properly justified, the idea that people ‘should be held responsible for what they 
are responsible for’ must be grounded in a moralized conception of responsibility like accountabil-
ity responsibility, and that such a conception, in turn, must merge with a moral framework like 
contractualism. Responsibilitarians are forced in this direction, that is, even if we take their point of 
departure seriously. Luck-egalitarianism, in contrast, offers an alternative view of responsibilitarianism 
that responsibilitarians, given the fundamentally different structure and moral roots of their own 
view, would have little reason to convert to.   
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In Part II, another lesson was to be learned from ‘asking how the 
ideas of responsibility within the free will debate can enter a contractualist 
process of justification in the political arena’: the lesson that formal views 
of responsibility must be discarded as bases for responsibilitarian policies 
in an interpersonal justificatory process of the contractualist kind. This 
prompts a couple of comments. Most importantly perhaps, it should be 
noted that although the study ends up promoting the accountability ap-
proach to responsibility as the basis for responsibilitarian policies, it does 
so without taking the accountability side in the free will debate. The reason 
why the accountability approach is promoted is key here: it is promoted 
as the conception of responsibility most suitable in justificatory matters 
like the ones facing responsibilitarians in the political sphere – it is not 
promoted, in other words, because this approach to responsibility is some-
how ‘truer’ than other conceptions of responsibility, or because the rea-
sons-responsiveness requirement of control it brings along is more essen-
tial to ‘true responsibility’ than e.g. contra-causal free will. On issues like 
these, the study remains silent. Of course, the study can be read as implic-
itly saying that the accountability conception is somehow better than other 
conceptions – since this is the conception that is best suited for justifica-
tory purposes – but this is not the case. Rather, the study merely suggests 
that if responsibilitarians start out with an interpersonal idea of justifica-
tion of the contractualist kind, the accountability conception (or some-
thing like it) is what they end up with.  

Viewed from this perspective, this lesson may be of little value. 
However, it can be viewed as a contribution to the free will debate from 
another perspective: it highlights of how the different perspectives on re-
sponsibility relate to the cosmic/recipient- vs. interpersonal fairness debate. 
Agent-causal views as well as non-moralized compatibilist views tend to 
approach the fairness issue from a cosmic/recipient fairness angle – it 
would, on these views, be unfair to blame or treat people differently on 
the basis of their choices if they lack e.g. contra-causal powers to ‘do oth-
erwise,’ since treating them so would not be fair to them – whereas moral-
ized views of the accountability kind tend to approach the issue from an 
interpersonal angle – where fairness is decided not only by how fair 
blame/differential treatment would be to potential blamees, but also by 
how fair the withholding of blame/differential treatment would be to po-
tential blamers. Although the present study, with its interpersonal starting 
point, is admittedly biased in this context, this result of the study can hope-
fully make philosophers involved in the free will debate think twice about 
how the view of responsibility they promote fits into this larger picture of 
fairness. This way, the bridging approach of the study seems to bring some 
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relevant lessons along for political as well as moral philosophers dealing 
with issues of responsibility. 

The third contribution brought out in the introduction was that, by 
investigating the issue of ‘whether, how, and why fairness of blame and 
fairness of political institutions should be separated,’ the study would help 
specify certain elements of contractualism. Fairness in these different do-
mains must be separated, we saw that contractualists argue; fairness is rel-
evant in both domains, but the fact that someone can fairly be blamed for 
an act or a consequence of an act must not be taken as a reason for im-
posing political measures of responsibilitarian kind upon her. The first 
thing to note in this context is that the results of the study are in large parts 
in agreement with how contemporary contractualists separate issues of 
blame and political institutions. However, the Civic Blame approach pro-
posed here can also be viewed as a way to reintroduce an element of blame 
on the political level. In relation to Scanlon for example, the study can be 
read to say that his general approach to fairness of blame should be ex-
panded outside the private sphere he intends it to be applied in.  

Whether Scanlon would oppose this move or not is hard to say how-
ever. On the one hand, he is quite clear that politics should not be moralized 
by introducing ideas of private fault into politics. Doing so, he writes, 
would be to “appeal to an idea of individual moral fault in a context in 
which this idea is not relevant.”245 On the other hand, this is not really 
what the Civic Blame approach does. Rather, this approach transfers the 
logics of private blame – not private blame as such – into the political 
sphere. This way, the Civic Blame approach agrees that bringing blame 
derived from the private sphere to bear on political issues is unjustifiably 
moralizing – it agrees that it would be unjustifiably moralizing, for exam-
ple, to insist that political institutions should not assist teenage mothers 
because of their ‘irresponsible sexual behaviour,’ since doing so would be 
to ‘appeal to an idea of individual moral fault in a context in which this 
idea is not relevant.’ However, this approach also insists that reactive atti-
tudes derived from relationships between people as citizens – not from 
their relationships as private individuals – are politically relevant. This puts 
the Civic Blame approach in an intermediary position of sorts. On the one 
hand, it starts from reactive attitudes aimed at others – just like private 
blame does – but on the other hand, it does not transfer blame for private 
moral faults into the political sphere, like moralizing approaches do. The 
responsibilitarian policies proposed in this study are this way based upon 
the moral faults of others, but they are not based on moral faults irrelevant 
to the political context.  

245 Scanlon 2015, 109 
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This way of understanding the fairness of political institutions in 
terms of accountability among citizens seems to provide a link between 
the issues of fair blame and fair political institutions. By understanding the 
special nature of the citizen relationship and the moral obligations that 
come with it, we can understand why much of the blame expressed in the 
private sphere is irrelevant in the public sphere. The obligations of the 
spheres are different because of the relationships’ different character, and 
this is what explains why fairness of blame in one sphere does not translate 
to fairness of institutions in the other. In this sense, the Civic Blame ap-
proach can be viewed as an amendment to contractualist frameworks like 
Scanlon’s; an amendment making it clearer why private blame does not 
belong in the political sphere and how a blame-perspective, nonetheless, 
may be relevant in the political sphere.  

Fourth, and last, the study was said to ‘contribute to the philosoph-
ical community by outlining the contours of an alternative approach to 
responsibilitarianism: the Civic Blame approach.’ This approach was out-
lined in chapter 7 and further explored in the two following chapters. 
Hopefully, the sections of this present chapter have made clear in what 
way the answers to the central objections of the study provided by the 
Civic Blame approach ‘are relevantly different from the answers provided 
by the luck-egalitarian version of responsibilitarianism,’ how this approach 
‘questions the contractualist distinction between fairness of blame and 
fairness of political institutions,’ and how this approach can ‘be viewed as 
a contribution of the democratic underlabouring kind’ by providing a set 
of questions that can ‘offer the citizens a perspective from which to assess 
and evaluate their political institutions.’ These features of the Civic Blame 
approach make it both interesting and promising from a philosophical 
point of view; it occupies a hitherto unexplored middle ground between 
the predominant luck-egalitarian and contractualist approaches to respon-
sibilitarianism, and it can, from this position, provide plausible answers to 
relevant questions concerning the role of personal responsibility in politi-
cal matters like the one explored in this study. 

This being said however, it must be emphasised that the ‘contours’ 
of this approach is all that we presently have. A lot of details still need to 
be worked out to render the Civic Blame approach a full-fledged ‘new 
theory of responsibilitarianism,’ and a lot of answers still need to be pro-
vided to fully defend it against the critique that could be launched against 
it. For example, it remains uncertain whether the free will-related objec-
tions from in/determinism and causa sui cannot undermine the justifiabil-
ity of the Civic Blame approach in the end somehow, and it remains un-
certain whether the approach can really escape the charge of moralism that 
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Scanlon and other contractualists raise against responsibilitarian ap-
proaches. Questions like these have only been superficially explored in the 
present study, and they leave the Civic Blame approach in the kind of phil-
osophical limbo where labels like ‘interesting’ and ‘promising’ appear the 
most suitable.  

Part of me is deeply frustrated with leaving the Civic Blame ap-
proach in this state and wants to expand the study considerably in order 
to patch up (or at least flag) potential weak spots. However, another part 
of me finds consolation in the idea that a study providing the philosophical 
community with an approach that raises questions like the ones above has 
contributed with something of value – even if this something in the end 
turns out to be less than one might have hoped for. This part of me also 
finds consolation in the idea that the work begun in this study must not 
end just because the study itself has reached its end. Combined, these two 
ideas are what gives me the courage to stop. 
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Sammanfattning på svenska 

Hur bör kostnaderna för den livsstilsrelaterade ohälsan fördelas mellan 
stat och individ? Den här avhandlingen närmar sig denna fråga genom att 
undersöka i vilken mån den ansvarsetiska tanken att individer som är ansva-
riga för sina livsstilsval också bör hållas ansvariga för de kostnader som 
dessa livsstilsval medför kan rättfärdigas. 

Avhandlingen tar sin utgångspunkt i ett kontraktualistiskt förhåll-
ningssätt till rättfärdigande för att besvara denna fråga. Enligt detta för-
hållningssätt kan ansvarsetiskt grundad hälsopolitik endast rättfärdigas om 
den inte rimligen kan förkastas av de individer som skulle leva under den. 
Detta interpersonella förhållningssätt till rättfärdigande – där rättfärdi-
gande inför varandra är den centrala utgångspunkten – konkretiseras i av-
handlingen genom en dialog mellan de mest direkt berörda parterna i frå-
gan: de Aktsamma, som genom sitt eget icke-ansvar för kostnaderna för 
den livsstilsrelaterade ohälsan utgör de mest naturliga försvararna av an-
svarsetiskt grundad hälsopolitik, och de Oaktsamma, som genom sin po-
sition som sådan politiks primära måltavlor utgör de mest naturliga mot-
ståndarna. 

Denna dialog utmynnar i två huvudsakliga slutsatser. Den första är 
att de Aktsamma kan rättfärdiga ansvarsetiskt grundad hälsopolitik inför 
de Oaktsamma genom att luta sig mot en ansvarsetik som grundar sig i 
rättfärdigt medborgerligt klander. Denna variant av ansvarsetik bygger på ett 
moraliserat ansvarsbegrepp, ’ansvar som tillräknelighet’, enligt vilket den 
moraliska kvaliteten på de Oansvarigas beteende utgör en nödvändig ut-
gångspunkt i fastställandet av att de ’är ansvariga’ för sina livsstilsval och 
dess konsekvenser. Följaktligen är skälet till att ansvarsvarsetiskt grundad 
hälsopolitik kan rättfärdigas inför de Oaktsamma varken att de är kausalt 
ansvariga för sin ohälsa eller att de har tillräcklig kontroll över sina livsstil-
sval, utan att de bryter mot sina reciprocitetsbaserade medborgerliga för-
pliktelser genom de hälsorisker de utsätter sig för. 

Den andra slutsatsen är dock att detta rättfärdigande är villkorat på 
två avgörande sätt. Det första är att de Aktsammas respons på de Oaktsam-
mas beteende måste vara proportionerligt och kontextkänslig nog för att 
kunna godtas av de Oaktsamma. Detta villkor kan dock sannolikt hanteras 
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genom att de Oaktsamma särbehandlas genom en ’syndskatt’ på de ohäl-
sosamma produkter de konsumerar (snarare än genom hälsopolitik som 
gör ansvarshållandet mer betungande för de Oaktsamma). Det andra vill-
koret är dock mer problematiskt: att visa att de Oaktsammas beteende är 
moraliskt problematiskt, och, därigenom, att visa att de Aktsammas reak-
tiva attityder gentemot de Oaktsamma är rättfärdiga. Problemen här är två. 
Å ena sidan är det inte uppenbart att det ur den reciprocitetsnorm som 
dessa attityder vilar mot rimligen kan utvinnas en medborgerlig förplik-
telse att inte riskera sin hälsa för de gemensamma välfärdsinstitutionernas 
skull. Å andra sidan är det inte heller uppenbart att, även om en sådan 
förpliktelse skulle kunna utvinnas ur denna reciprocitetsnorm, de Oakt-
samma faktiskt bryter mot denna förpliktelse under samtida förhållanden 
(där det t.ex. inte är uppenbart att de belastar gemensamt finansierade in-
stitutioner mer än de Aktsamma). 

Sammantaget kan man på detta vis säga att den ansvarsetiska modell 
grundad i medborgerligt klander som avhandlingen skisserar tillhandahål-
ler (1) de grundläggande beståndsdelarna som behövs för ett rättfärdi-
gande av ansvarsetiskt grundad hälsopolitik, men också (2) viktiga verktyg 
för att kritiskt ifrågasätta rättfärdigandet av samtida hälsopolitik av denna 
typ.  


